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Acronyms and abbreviations

ADGB  General Confederation of German Trade Unions  
(Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund)

ARBKD  Association of German Revolutionary Visual Artists  
(Assoziation revolutionärer bildender Künstler)

BBZ  Bremer Bürgerzeitung

BPRS  League of Proletarian Revolutionary Writers  
(Bund proletarisch-revolutionärer Schriftsteller)

BVP  Bavarian People’s Party  
(Bayerische Volkspartei)

Comintern  Communist International

DEV  German Railway Workers’ Union  
(Deutscher Eisenbahner-Verband)

DAF  German Labour Front  
(Deutsche Arbeitsfront)

DMV  Metal Workers’ Union  
(Deutscher Metallarbeiterverband)

DNVP  German National People’s Party  
(Deutschnationale Volkspartei)

DVFP  Freedom Party  
(Deutschvölkische Freiheitspartei)

ECCI  Executive Committee of the Comintern

EVMB  Unity Union of Berlin Metalworkers  
(Einheitsverband der Metallarbeiter Berlins)

EVSHBD  Unity Union of Seamen, Harbour Workers and  
Bargemen  
(Einheitsverband der Seeleute, Hafenerbeiter und Binnenschiffer Deutschlands)

FAUD  Free Workers’ Union of Germany  
(Freie Arbeiter-Union Deutschlands)

GDR  German Democratic Republic

IKD  International Communists of Germany  
(Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands)

IAFC  International Anti-Fascist Committee

IAH  International Workers’ Relief  
(Internationale Arbeiterhilfe)

ISH  International Union of Seamen and Harbour Workers  
(Einheitsverband der Seeleute, Hafenerbeiter und Binnenschiffer Deutschlands)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISPD</td>
<td>International Socialist Party of Germany (<em>Internationale Sozialistische Partei Deutschlands</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFTU</td>
<td>International Federation of Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITF</td>
<td>International Transport Workers' Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAG</td>
<td>Communist Working Group (<em>Kommunistische Arbeitsgemeinschaft</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPD</td>
<td>Communist Workers' Party of Germany (<em>Kommunistische Arbeiter-Partei Deutschlands</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPD</td>
<td>Communist Party of Germany (<em>Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPO</td>
<td>Communist Party of Germany (Opposition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACO</td>
<td>League Against Colonial Oppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAI</td>
<td>League Against Imperialism and for National Independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI</td>
<td>Labour and Socialist International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profintern</td>
<td>see RILU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDEBA</td>
<td>National Union of German Railway Employees (<em>Reichsgewerkschaft deutscher Eisenbahnbearbeiter und Angestellter</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAPP</td>
<td>Russian Association of Proletarian Writers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFB</td>
<td>League of Red Front Fighters (<em>Rote Frontkämpferbund</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILU</td>
<td>Red International of Labour Unions, also known as Profintern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGO</td>
<td>Revolutionary Trade Union Opposition (<em>Revolutionäre Gewerkschafts-Opposition</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RKP</td>
<td>Communist Party of Russia (<em>Russische Kommunistische Partei</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>Revolutionary Shop Stewards (<em>Revolutionäre Obleute</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAG</td>
<td>Social Democratic Working Group (<em>Sozialdemokratische Arbeitsgemeinschaft</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPD</td>
<td>Socialist Workers' Party of Germany (<em>Sozialistische Arbeiter-Partei Deutschlands</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD</td>
<td>Social Democratic Party (<em>Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDVB</td>
<td>Social Democratic Organisation of Bremen (<em>Sozialdemokratischer Verein Bremen</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPD</td>
<td>Independent Social Democratic Party (<em>Unabhängige Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAPP</td>
<td>All-Russian Association of Proletarian Writers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VKPD United Communist Party (*Vereinigte Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands*) (denomination of KPD shortly used in 1920-1921 after its merger with the left wing of the USPD)
Timeline

1914
4 August: German SPD supports war bonds in the Reichstag
2 December: Karl Liebknecht is the first Reichstag deputy to oppose war bonds.

1915
5-8 September: Zimmerwald Conference brought together anti-war Socialists; beginning of Zimmerwald left around Lenin.

1916
28 June: Mass strike in Berlin against the arrest of Karl Liebknecht.
4 July: Bremen shipyard workers’ strike begins.

1917
6-8 April: USPD formed by anti-war social democrats from both left and right wings of the party.
16-23 April: Anti-war mass strikes in Berlin and Leipzig.

1918
January: Mass strikes in several German cities, workers’ councils emerge as strike leaderships.
3 November: Sailors’ revolt at Kiel.
4-9 November: Spread of workers’ and soldiers’ councils throughout Germany.
9 November: Abdication of Wilhelm II; Social Democrat Friedrich Ebert becomes Chancellor of the republic.
10 November: Formation the Council of People’s Representatives between MSPD and USPD.
11 November: Armistice signed.
16-20 December: First nationwide Congress of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils in Berlin.
29 December: USPD leaves Council of People’s Representatives.
31 December (to 1 January 1919): Founding convention of the KPD.

1919
5-11 January: So-called 'Spartacist Rising' in Berlin.
15 January: Murders of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg.
19 January: Elections to National Assembly, boycotted by KPD.
6 February: Opening of National Assembly in Weimar due to continued unrest in Berlin.
11 February: National Assembly elects Friedrich Ebert as Reich President.
13 February: formation of Weimar Coalition of SPD, Democratic Party and Catholic Centre Party under Philip Scheidemann.
February-May: Strikes and civil unrest throughout much of the country.
2-6 March: Founding Congress of Communist International (Comintern).
7 April-2 May: Munich Soviet Republic (Räterepublik).
28 June: Versailles Treaty signed by German delegation (comes into force 10 January 1920).
October: Second KPD Congress; Heidelberg Split removing syndicalist-inspired members.

1920
25-26 February: Third KPD Congress.
13-17 March: Kapp-Lüttwitz Putsch and general strike.
March-April: Fighting between Red Army of the Ruhr against the Free Corps and Reichswehr.
27 March: Müller (SPD) cabinet of parties of Weimar Coalition (SPD, DDP and Catholic Centre).
14-15 April: Fourth KPD Congress.
6 June: Reichstag elections, Weimar Coalition defeated; formation of the minority coalition under Konstantin Fehrenbach of the Catholic Centre Party; SPD leaves government but 'tolerates' it (i.e. confidence and supply).
TIMELINE

19 July-7 August: Second Congress of Communist International.
12-19 October: Halle Congress of USPD; split of the party on the question of affiliation with Communist International, a majority agrees to merge with KPD.
1-3 November, 3 December: Fifth KPD Congress.
4-7 December: Sixth (Unification) KPD Congress; left-wing of USPD merges with KPD.

1921
8 March: Allied troops occupy Duisburg, Ruhrort and Düsseldorf in stand-off over Versailles Treaty.
20 March: KPD’s March action, and uprising largely limited to central Germany, begins.
22 June-12 July: Third Congress of Comintern; announces United Front policy; intensified factional tensions in KPD.
10 May: New coalition government under Chancellor Wirth and Foreign Minister Walter Rathenau; dominance of issues surrounding peace treaty.
3 July: Foundation of the Red International of Labour Unions (Profintern).
22-26 August: Seventh KPD Congress.
26 August: Murder of former finance minister Matthias Erzberger by völkisch nationalists.

1922
1-7 February: Railway workers’ strike.
16 April: Treaty of Rapallo between Germany and Soviet Russia.
18 July: Reichstag passes Law for the Protection of the Republic, directed against right-wing terrorism, later used mostly against the political left.
24 September: Rump USPD merges with SPD.
5 November-5 December: Fourth Congress of the Comintern.
14 November: Wirth government resigns; minority conservative cabinet under Wilhelm Cuno, a shipping magnate who was nominally non-party but close to the German People’s Party (DVP).
23 November: National Works Council Congress.
1923

28 January-1 February: Eighth KPD Congress.

10 January: Germany defaults on reparations.

10-13 January: German defaults on reparations payments under Versailles Treaty; French and Belgian armies occupy the Ruhr; Cuno government calls for ‘passive resistance’ (i.e. strikes).

August-September: Various secret meetings in Moscow to determine policy surrounding ‘German October’; plans fails to materialise nationally.

12 August: Fall of Cuno government; formation of Grand Coalition of SPD, Centre Party, Democratic Party (DDP) and German People’s Party (DVP) under Chancellor Gustav Stresemann.

26 September: Passive resistance in Ruhr called off.

27 September: State of Emergency throughout Germany declared by President Ebert.

21 October: Congress of Works Councils, Chemnitz

23 October: Hamburg rising begins.

29 October: Military suppression of legally-constituted coalition governments of SPD and KPD in Saxon and Thuringian Diets.

2 November: SPD ministers resign from Grand Coalition.

8-9 November: Hitler Putsch in Munich; President Ebert passes executive power to General von Seeckt (State of Emergency lasting until 13 March 1924).

23 November: Fall of Stresemann government (he becomes Foreign Minister); formation of minority government under Chancellor Wilhelm Marx (Catholic Centre Party).

23 November (to 29 February 1924): KPD banned.

1924

21 January: Lenin dies.

7-10 April: Ninth KPD Congress.

16 April: German government accepts Dawes Plan as means fulfilling Versailles Treaty.

4 May: Reichstag election; gains by KPD and ‘anti-system’ parties of nationalist right.
17 June-8 July: Fifth Congress of the Comintern; Bolshevisation announced for all member parties.

15 July: Formation of KPD’s paramilitary association, the League of Red Front-Fighters (RFB).

7 December: Second Reichstag election; losses by KPD and radical right.

1925

15 January: Hans Luther forms first ‘bourgeois bloc’ (Bürgerblock) cabinet, including monarchist German National People’s Party (DNVP).

27 February: Re-foundation of the Nazi Party.

28 February: Death of President Ebert.

26 April: Field Marshall Paul von Hindenburg elected president, with Ernst Thälmann standing as KPD candidate.

12-17 July: Tenth KPD Congress.

31 October-1 November: First Party Conference; deposes Ruth Fischer and the ‘ultra-left’ confirms new leadership under party chairman Ernst Thälmann. United Front becomes official party line.

1926

19 January: Second Luther Cabinet; conservative minority government now without DNVP.

24 April: German-Soviet treaty of friendship and neutrality (the Berlin Treaty).

12 May: Luther government falls; Wilhelm Marx (Catholic Centre Party) forms minority government.

20 June: Plebiscite to expropriate former German princely houses; initiated by KPD and narrowly loses.

17 December: Fall of Marx cabinet.

1927

29 January: Marx heads another bourgeois bloc government, including DNVP.

10 February: Foundation of League against Imperialism in Brussels.

10-14 February: Congress against Colonialism and Imperialism.
2-7 March: Eleventh KPD Congress.
16 July: Labour Exchanges and Unemployment Insurance Law.

1928

20 May: Reichstag elections; rise in KPD and especially SPD vote.
17 July-1 September: Sixth Comintern Congress; ends United Front and begins Class against Class policy.
28 June: Chancellor Hermann Müller (SPD) forms Great Coalition Cabinet.

October-December 1928: Ruhr iron and steel lock-out.
3-4 November: Second Reich Conference of KPD.

1929

9-10 March: Anti-Fascist Congress
1 May: So-called ‘Bloody May’ street fighting in Berlin with thirty-three dead after SPD-led Prussian government bans outdoor parades.
3 May: The KPD’s paramilitary League of Red Front Fighters is banned.
8-15 June: Twelfth KPD Congress.
7 June: Young Plan to settle reparations issue.
9 July: DVNP, the Stahlhelm veterans paramilitary association and the Nazi Party begin to campaign against the Young Plan; origins of ultra-nationalist Harzburg Front.
3 October: Death of Stresemann.
24 October: ‘Black Thursday’ on New York Stock Exchange; begins world economic crisis.
21 December: Stalin’s fiftieth birthday; cult of personality begins.
22 December: Referendum to reject Young Plan gets only 13.8 per cent of vote.

1930

27 March: Hermann Müller (SPD) cabinet resigns.
30 March: Heinrich Brüning (Catholic Centre Party) appointed Chancellor; first presidential government and begins period of deflationary emergency decrees and mass unemployment.
14 September: Reichstag elections; gains by KPD but especially the Nazi Party.

3 October: Formation of the League of Struggle against Fascism (Kampfbund gegen den Faschismus) as partial replacement organisation for the League of Red Front-Fighters.

1931

11-14 February: Sailors’ and harbour workers’ strikes.
13 July: Banking crisis, German bank collapses.
9 October: Second Brüning Cabinet.
16 December: Formation of Iron Front of SPD, trade unions and the pro-republic Reichsbanner paramilitary association.

1932

10 April: Hindenburg re-elected Reich President, with Thälmann standing for KPD.
24 April: SPD-led Weimar Coalition in Prussia loses majority.
30 May: Brüning Cabinet resigns.
1 June: Franz von Papen forms government of ‘national concentration’.
20 July: Prussian government ousted by Papen.
31 July: Reichstag elections; Nazis become largest party.
27-29 August: World Congress against War held in Amsterdam.
15-18 October: Third Reich Conference of KPD.
6 November: Reichstag elections; Nazi vote falls while KPD vote continues to rise.
17 November: Fall of Papen government.
3 December: Kurt von Schleicher forms presidential regime.

1933

28 January: Schleicher resigns
30 January: Hitler appointed Chancellor.
27 February: Reichstag fire.
5 March: Reichstag election, but no longer free and fair. KPD and SPD
are banned from campaigning, but nevertheless receive 12.3 and 18.3 per cent of the vote.

23 March: Enabling Act; political opposition proscribed. KPD banned.

1935

Over the course of the year 1935 the now illegal structures of the KPD are destroyed by the Nazi regime.

25 July-21 August: Seventh Comintern Congress; People’s Front policy announced.
Note on Party Organisation

At the KPD’s founding congress, the assembled delegates endorsed a federal organisational structure; the aim was to allow flexibility of action and propaganda, at a time when the party had largely to operate under conditions of illegality. By the party’s second congress in October 1919, federalism had begun to be subordinated to greater centralism. There remained considerable local autonomy in the press, in the election of officials by the membership and in campaigning, as long as these were within the agreed framework set down by the central leadership. Issues of party organisation were a prominent reason for the party split that took place at this point, which ended the more syndicalist-type organisations.

From the unification of the KPD and the left-wing of the USPD in December 1920, until 1925, the party’s evolving organisational statutes tightened centralism and with it party discipline, using the Leninist nomenclature ‘democratic centralism’ as set out in the Communist International’s ‘21 Conditions’.

Importantly, this note on organisation clarifies not only the complexity of party structures, but also issues of translation, where German terms offer no direct equivalents in English. Initially, the most important organisational unit of the KPD as a mass-based party was the Zentrale, which was an inner leadership grouping similar to the Bolsheviks’ central committee. However, at least formally, greater power lay in the hands of the Zentralausschuss (or central commission), which comprised a clear majority of delegates from the party’s district organisations (Bezirke). This, in principle, meant that the Zentrale could be outvoted. In practice, however, the Executive Committee of the Communist International and its emissaries, who attended KPD meetings in Berlin, held considerable influence. But, in these early years, the Zentralausschuss had the authority to rule in cases of differences of opinion, and was charged with running day-to-day party activity on the lines set down by the then annual party congresses.

The organisational statute adopted at the Seventh Congress (1921) stated that lower party organisations must ‘unconditionally implement' decisions of higher party authorities, but it was not until the
Bolshevisation Statute, adopted at the Tenth Congress (1925), that this was given organisational power. The Zentrale was reconstituted as the Zentralkomitee (central committee) on the Bolshevik model and the Zentralausschuss which had represented the regions – and the party’s many locally based factions – was abolished.

In turn, as the membership of the Zentralkomitee expanded, its actual power contracted. The political and organisational hub transferred to the narrower Politbüro (political bureau) and Orgburo (organisational bureau). The latter of these was dissolved in 1926 and its remit was transferred to the actual leadership, the Sekretariat of the Politbüro, which comprised three members. After 1925, there were only two further party congresses during the Weimar Republic – 1927 and 1929. The party conference, which replaced the Zentralausschuss in 1925, met only three times before the fall of the republic.

Centralisation of the national leadership found its equivalent at district level. The membership, and their delegates to district congresses, were initially able to elect the leadership and party officials, but this was subsequently superseded by their appointment from above. At national, district and sub-district (Unterbezirke) levels, the leaderships were expected to set up divisions to run campaigning, from agitation and propaganda, to work in trade unions and sports organisations, to work among women and youth, to film production and distribution.

Despite repeated organisational drives, the KPD – a party increasingly comprised of unemployed and unskilled workers – resisted moves to make factory cells the main building block of party organisation; the lowest party unit continued to be the street cell. These incremental organisational changes, which enabled the sidelining of the membership’s democratic input from below, are evidence of the aspiration – even if this did not become the reality – to construct a ‘monolithic’ party driven by the leadership and its apparatus of full-time officials. Such changes were the foundation of what is referred to as the ‘Stalinisation’ of the KPD.

Sources
Note on ‘seizure of power’

Historians use quotation marks to qualify the term ‘seizure of power’ when referring to Hitler’s accession, to convey that it was more a transfer of power, from the old political elites around President Hindenburg, to the Nazi Party during 1933 and 1934. This was in addition to the use of violence by the Nazis, whether political opponents or other targeted groups.
Weimar Communism as Mass Movement: An Introduction

Ralf Hoffrogge and Norman LaPorte

In the years immediately following the October Revolution of 1917, revolutionary workers and also intellectuals across the globe were inspired to believe that Marx's 'spectre of communism' was not only haunting Europe but had taken on material substance. This situation had grown out of the impact of 'total war', which began in 1914 and ended the 'long nineteenth century'. In Europe, the Romanov, Habsburg and Wilhelmine empires fell and, in Britain, Ireland went from anti-colonial uprising in 1916 to civil war. There were mass-based strike movements, including those with political aims, and workers and soldiers organised councils which sat uneasily alongside national parliaments. Above all in the colonised East, the 'revolutionary wave' also witnessed anti-imperial revolts which aimed to bring about national self-determination. Even if this proved to be a 'red mirage', at the time it was understood by the Bolsheviks and their supporters internationally as the first rays of a new socialist dawn spreading across the globe from Petrograd, as war and revolution pulled down the old, nineteenth-century order and began to define a new epoch.

These events inspired the Bolsheviks to found the Communist International (Comintern) in 1919 as a 'world party' to overthrow global capitalism. However, Bolshevik victory in the Russian civil war allowed the initial consolidation of the Soviet state at the same time as the 'revolutionary wave' began to ebb across Western Europe. Almost from the outset, the ensuing tensions this generated between the 'centre' and 'periphery' of the world communist movement meant that the communist parties were increasingly defined by their orientation towards the 'actually existing' model and defence of the Soviet state, even if idealism remained part of a communist identity.
Yet, as the essays below detail, this did not mean that the world communist movement was 'monolithic', even if this became the stated aim of many leading Communists. To understand the 'cracks in the monolith' of inter-war communism, it is especially important to understand the inner life not only of the Russian Communist Party (RCP), but also of the Comintern’s 'national sections'. In this respect, the German Communist Party (Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands, KPD) has a special importance for the global history of communism, as it was the largest party outside of the Soviet Union. Its size and the country’s relative proximity to Soviet Russia ensured that communism’s opponents – from Social Democrats to the old political and economic elites – ‘defined their political identities, established their political agendas, and secured their political powers largely in opposition to German and international communism’.

When communism collapsed between 1989 and 1991, the force that had shaped so much of the twentieth century became history. At the same time, research beyond the earlier cold-war confines of Kremlinology – a type of informed guesswork – was facilitated by the opening of the archives. This produced a ‘boom’ in communism studies, even if research into the KPD remained a relatively ‘small boom’ compared to interest in the German Democratic Republic (GDR). However, too little of this new research on the KPD has been available to those who do not read German. This edited volume is a first step towards remedying this, making this field of research available in English for the first time, as well as making a distinct contribution to the field of study in its own right. To allow readers to gain a sense of the KPD’s political development, we have presented the chapters (broadly) chronologically while focussing on some main themes. First, we address the party’s revolutionary origins between 1918 and 1920; then the influences – domestic and Soviet – shaping its consolidation and role as a mass party; this is followed by the vexed relationship between communism and the trade unions; the penultimate section looks at attempts to win support beyond communism’s core constituency among the industrial working class; and the final section examines the implications of the so-called ‘Third Period’ surrounding the Nazi Party’s ‘seizure of power’ (for a further explanation of this term, see p.xii) in January 1933 and Moscow’s intransigent role in this.
The long formation of the KPD, August 1914-December 1920

Against the backdrop of the Cold War, the split in the labour movement between social democracy and communism appeared to be an inevitable process, particularly in divided Germany. While West German authors focused on communism’s anti-democratic tendencies from the outset, in East Germany, the establishment of the KPD was regarded as one of the most important outcomes of the German Revolution. According to Marxist-Leninist historians, the founding of the KPD followed a world-historical process that began in Russia with the split between the Mensheviks and the Bolsheviks in 1903. Even dissident Marxists clung to this narrative for a long time, as in the case of Pierre Broué’s standard work *The German Revolution*. In the foreword to the book’s reissue in 2005, Eric D. Weitz noted that, ‘For Broué, the Bolshevik Revolution remained the correct model of revolutionary practice and V.I. Lenin the key strategist and thinker’. Yet the founding generation of the KPD did not view Lenin or the Bolsheviks as its ultimate model. Rosa Luxemburg criticised Lenin’s vision for the party until the bitter end. In particular, she regarded the split in German social democracy as undesirable, even after the shock of 1914. For a long time, Luxemburg and her Spartacus Group remained hopeful that there would be a party conference ending the Social Democratic Party’s (Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands, SPD) support for the Kaiser’s war. In Germany, the start of the war was followed by months of shock and disorganisation. When anti-war members of the SPD founded the Independent Social Democratic Party (Unabhängige Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands, USPD) in 1917, they adopted the SPD’s Erfurt Programme of 1891. Their objective was not communism as a new beginning but rather a return to their social-democratic roots. Accordingly, this meant that the new party not only included the left wing of the SPD around Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, but also their old adversaries Eduard Bernstein, the father of revisionism, and Karl Kautsky, who represented the ‘Marxist centre’.

The establishment of German communism, thus, did not follow the Bolsheviks’ example from the outset, but was characterised by being an extended process from 1914 to 1920. The KPD did not grow out of an orderly split along the familiar lines of intra-party conflict, as Schorske’s early influential study asserted. Instead, it was
an open-ended process, which was shaped by political contradictions and alliances of convenience.

Admittedly, since the late 1950s, West German historiography developed a nuanced view of the German Revolution of 1918/19 and of the council movement; the view conceded that the councils represented an independent social movement and were not a merely an imitation of the Russian soviets. Yet, all too often, the KPD was dismissed as a ‘totalitarian’ party from the outset, despite its close connections to the council movement. A change came only after Herman Weber’s ‘Stalinisation thesis’, which made clear that in order to understand the KPD, account must be made of its revolutionary and democratic origins. Weber traced these radical roots back into the pre-war SPD, whose traditions were carried into the anti-war USPD, not least by the German Marxism of the Spartacus Group until the foundation of the KPD on the last day of 1918.

In influential studies by Hartfrid Krause and David Morgan, the USPD is defined as having a centre-left socialist tendency, standing between the KPD and the SPD, which came to an end in 1922 when its right wing reunited with the SPD. More importantly in the consolidation of communism as a mass movement, the USPD’s left wing split off in October 1920 and merged with the KPD the following December. The split was over the Communist International’s (Comintern) ‘Twenty-One Conditions’ of entry which, in essence, reconstituted German communism as a Leninist ‘party of a new type’, adhering to the principles of ‘democratic centralism’. Yet, even if the KPD’s ‘second foundation’ officially proclaimed the values of ‘centralism’, as we will discuss below in relation to the processes of Bolshevisation and Stalinisation, there remained a diversity of competing tendencies and political orientations under its organisational umbrella well into the 1920s.

The first chapter in this volume emphasises the KPD’s democratic inheritance. Ottokar Luban traces the development of the Spartacus Group from its roots in the pre-war SPD. He emphasises its character as an informal network that arose from a circle of intellectual friends and that expanded its influence through the newspapers Internationale and Spartacus Letters. But there was no initial attempt to establish a party. Instead, its members intended to use these newspapers and flyers to change the SPD’s orientation from within. Again, after joining the USPD in 1917, the Spartacists operated in similar manner.
Had it not been for the November Revolution of 1918, they might never have hoped that an independent revolutionary party could assume leadership of the labour movement. That hope was always controversial and, as Luban shows, it was ultimately ill-founded. At its founding congress on 30 December 1918, the KPD was unable to integrate leading actors, such as the Revolutionary Shop Stewards (*Revolutionäre Obleute*, RSS), for example, who, as a trade-union network, had organised the mass strikes of 1916-1918 and shaped the council movement. The Shop Stewards opted to remain within the USPD, although they soon shared a traumatic experience with the new KPD: the January Uprising of 1919 in Berlin. This ended in a disastrous defeat and the death of KPD leaders Luxemburg and Liebknecht. As Luban explains, the 'premature' founding of the party was based on the assumption that the SPD government had entirely lost the support of the working class. The National Assembly elections on 19 January 1919 proved the opposite: the SPD received 37 per cent of the vote while the KPD boycotted the election.

The decision to boycott the elections essentially grew out of the influence of a second group that had participated in the founding of the KPD, the International Communists of Germany (*Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands*, IKD). Based in Bremen and north-western Germany, the IKD had its origins in a group of anti-war Socialists around Anton Pannekoek, Karl Radek and Johann Knief. Gerhard Engel explains the origins of this as yet little-researched group that was one of the founding organisations of German communism. It had called for the formation of a new party to the left of the SPD as early as 1916, significantly earlier than the Spartacists. The 'Bremen Left Radicals', as they were known on account of their regional stronghold, were only able to implement that goal with the onset of the German Revolution. Shortly thereafter, they merged with the Spartacists at the founding congress of the KPD.

As the IKD rejected parliamentarianism and the existing trade unions, most of its supporters were expelled from the KPD at the party’s Heidelberg Congress in October 1919. These Left Radicals alternated between putschism and support for council democracy, making them the embodiment of the revolutionary turmoil that gave rise to German communism. But the historiographical focus on the Comintern and the Leninist tradition has meant that this link between Left Radicals, syndicalism, and communism has been
given little scholarly attention. That shortcoming is offset here by providing equal consideration for both of the KPD’s founding groups.

Between Revolution and Realpolitik: the development of the KPD during the Weimar Republik c. 1921-1933

The merger with the left wing of the USPD consolidated the new ‘United KPD’ (VKPD), as it was briefly known, as the largest communist party outside of Soviet Russia. The party now organised some 400,000 members and, like the new party leadership, they represented in their majority former Social Democrats who had been radicalised by war and the post-war revolutionary crises. Above all in the early years of the Weimar Republic – before the impact of structural unemployment from the mid 1920s – Communists were also a significant, if minority and localised, presence in the trade-union movement. There was also a diversity of ‘mass organisations’, the largest of which was the League of Red Front Fighters (Rote Frontkämpferbund, RFB) which, in the middle years of the Republic, organised some 100,000 activists who furnished the party with a conspicuous and, for the party’s opponents, intimidating presence on the streets of major cities. Beyond this the party also had a core electorate of some 2 million during the mid 1920s, which, during the final crises of the Great Depression, surged to 6 million or 16.9 per cent of the popular vote – only a few percentage points behind the SPD – in the Reichstag elections of November 1932.

The KPD began the early 1920s as a ‘broad church’, which continued to house a plurality of workers’ radicalisms in a country characterised by strong regional and local traditions. The tensions that this generated informed the KPD’s tactical relationship with the SPD and the Republic, as well as its relationship of deepening dependence on the Comintern. The early intersection of Soviet foreign policy and the pursuit of the German revolution were personified by Karl Radek. Not only was Radek the Comintern’s emissary to the KPD, he also played a key role in the negotiations surrounding the Rapallo Treaty (1922), which established diplomatic relations between Berlin and Moscow. At this time, Radek was received by none less than the German Chancellor. Yet he also headed the Comintern’s commission, which was charged with launching the aborted uprising known as ‘German October’ in 1923.
However, the dynamics in the central and local party organisations also continued to influence how policy was implemented. Despite what amounted to a diverse spectrum of overlapping and diverging political positions, it is possible to distil two main orientations.\textsuperscript{25} Firstly, one wing of the party accepted the need for the 'united front' policy. This involved a form of Leninist \textit{realpolitik} in the trade unions and municipal parliaments, including voting with the Social Democrats, in order to win concessions at the local level. At the same time, the policy aimed to generate mass mobilisations – such as strikes and other campaigns concerning workers’ standard of living – which would ‘unmask’ the leaders of the SPD and the trade unions as unable to fight for workers’ interests, thus winning these workers over to the communist project.\textsuperscript{26} Florian Wilde’s chapter uses a number of examples of the ‘united front’ under the leadership of Ernst Meyer in 1921/22 and the policy’s reprise in the mid 1920s. Using this tactic, the KPD was able to rebuild its strength and influence after the membership loss precipitated by the so-called ‘March Action’ (1921), which was the new mass party’s first uprising attempt in its central German strongholds. Communists played a leading role in a strike of railway workers in 1922 and participated in the wave of workers’ protests after the Foreign Minister, Walter Rathenau, was murdered by far-right nationalists who had aimed to destabilise the Weimar Republic. Wilde also shows how, in 1925/26, the KPD led the referendum campaign to expropriate the former Kaiser and old monarchies of the Second Reich, which had fallen from power in 1918 but had retained their material assets.\textsuperscript{27} As the former German Communist and later political historian, Ossip Flechtheim, put it: this Leninist \textit{realpolitik} had the potential to enable the party to become the successor to the pre-war SPD as a party of radical opposition to the new republic.\textsuperscript{28}

Some KPD leaders were able to grasp that the early 1920s marked a moment in which most workers wanted to defend the Republic – however flawed – against their traditional enemies on the far right. The KPD’s (ultra-)radical wing, however, had stronger support among the membership, especially in northern and western Germany. For this reason, making even the tactical concessions demanded by the ‘united front’ always met with significant resistance at both local and leadership level. For the ‘Left Opposition’, which crystallised in early 1921 and rose to take the leadership in 1924, the immediate
memory of how the SPD had suppressed workers’ radicalism during the revolution – including the murders of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht – informed their hostility towards all compromise.29

This is the theme which runs through the following chapters. Ralf Hoffrogge’s chapter details the origins and rise of the Berlin-based ‘Left Opposition’, which was often labelled the ‘ultra-left’ by its adversaries. Hoffrogge’s archival research offers two correctives to earlier research on these leftists who held a Leninist world view while rejecting the Comintern’s ‘united front’ policy in the early 1920s. Firstly, the group did not only include intellectuals – such as Ruth Fischer, Werner Scholem, Arthur Rosenberg and Karl Korsch – as previous research thought. Rather, its ranks were also filled by workers, including many militant trade unionists, who had pursued the German Revolution from the factories in 1918/19. Secondly, Hoffrogge stresses that the KPD in 1923 was not prepared to inflame anti-Semitism for tactical reasons. The author concedes that Ruth Fischer – who was herself from a Jewish background, like Werner Scholem – used ill-chosen words to attack both German and ‘Jewish capitalism’ at a meeting of far-right nationalist students. But, using previously inaccessible archival sources, he details how the Berlin Left remained opposed to Radek’s so-called ‘Schlageter Line’ of ‘neutralising’ fascism by winning over its rank-and-file supporters.

In his biographical contribution, Mario Kessler begins by outlining Ruth Fischer’s rise in the communist movement to become, firstly, a leader of the Berlin Left, before becoming the first woman – at only twenty-nine years of age – to head a mass party in Germany.30 The author also details Fischer’s central role in the KPD during 1923 – including the Comintern’s preparations for a ‘German October’ – and how this catapulted her into the national leadership in early 1924. Fischer and the KPD’s Left took power in a groundswell of support within the party for their policies of outright rejection of Social Democracy and the ‘bourgeois Republic’. But, in a drive to reshape German communism as a revolutionary vanguard party modelled on the seemingly successful Soviet model, Kessler details Fischer’s role in the ‘Bolshevisation’ of the KPD. The policy, which was adopted by the Fifth World Congress of the Communist International in July 1924, imposed strict organisational centralisation and the elimination of dissenting voices in waves of purges of so-called ‘Rightists’. As Kessler concludes, ‘Bolshevisation meant the destruction of internal
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party democracy; Stalinisation – the process that followed – meant slavish subordination of the party to the short-term needs of Stalin’s policy. Fischer Bolshevised the KPD, only to be ousted herself in the ensuing process of Stalinisation. She, as well as Scholem, lost their positions in 1925 and were expelled from the KPD in November 1926. The new head of German Communism was Ernst Thälmann, whose appointment followed a direct and highly public intervention by the Comintern in September 1925.

Thälmann, a former transport worker in the Hamburg docks, is the subject of Norman LaPorte’s chapter. LaPorte argues that Thälmann’s early ultra-radicalism was rooted in local industrial and political experiences and, with significant support among party workers, he felt emboldened to oppose the ‘united front’ despite his resolute ‘loyalty’ to Moscow. The Hamburg Left, which he headed, entered into an alliance with the Berlin Left – which now began to be organised nationally as a faction – over the course of 1922. This enabled his rise with Ruth Fischer into the KPD’s national leadership in April 1923 and his prominent role as a national leader thereafter. During the Comintern’s preparations for the ‘German October’, he was an outspoken opponent of the ‘united front’ policy which aimed at winning over the left wing of Social Democracy for revolution and warned of overestimating any common cause. The so-called ‘Hamburg Rising’, the party’s last attempted insurrection, was a failure, an isolated putsch without active support even among workers in the Hamburg docks. But the long-underestimated Thälmann was able to use his credentials as a ‘genuine proletarian’ with proven credentials as someone prepared to fight against the odds, in order to become party leader and Germany’s best known Communist.31

Biographical approaches to the history of the KPD have helped shed new light on the party’s Stalinisation, and to qualify earlier research. For example, the literature has tended to present Heinrich Brandler and Ernst Meyer, even at the end of the 1920s, as the heirs of Rosa Luxemburg and the ‘democratic communism’ of the early years of the Weimar Republic.32 These advocates of the ‘united front’ policy did indeed defend internal party democracy against Stalinism, but so too did their adversaries, the ‘ultra left’, who Meyer and Brandler helped ‘purge’ from the party in 1926. While the sectarian Left protested against Stalinism from the very beginning, the ‘moderate’ wing continued to work within an increasingly Stalinised party for two
more years. This paradox is addressed by recent biographical studies of leading ‘ultra-left’ leaders; the main findings of this research are presented in the chapters by Hoffrogge and Kessler in this volume. In fact, the central issue was tactics: how to promote revolution in Germany, when the moment returned. Not only did party leaders and members change factional alignments at one time or another, but Stalin and the Comintern never actually subscribed to these currents in more than a tactical and momentary manner. Importantly, democracy, as defined by later historians, was at no time a defining category for the ‘ultra-left’ or the proponents of the ‘united front’. Both political orientations defended internal party democracy at certain points, but it was never an end in itself. Stalin made use of this in order to bring about changes in the party line, which enabled him to purge ‘leftists’ and ‘rightists’ one after another if they did not subordinate their views to the new ‘official’ policy. The mere notion of a ‘left’ and ‘right’ in the revolutionary communist movement – and the use of terms such as ‘ultra-leftism’ – originate in Stalinist polemics. In these struggles, both wings of the KPD were willing to align themselves with Stalin, Scholem, Fischer, and the Left did so in 1924, in order to oust Brandler; then, Brandler and Meyer used their positions in the leadership to purge the ‘ultra-left’ between 1926 and 1928. Thälmann represented the culmination of the party subordination to Moscow, as a leftist who became Stalin’s willing executor.

This section of the book concludes with Marcel Bois’s chapter, which outlines the fate of Left Communism from the mid 1920s until the collapse of the Weimar Republic in 1933. Based on his extensive archival research, Bois details how, despite their common anti-Stalinism, these groupings were unable to unite. Instead, differences continually surfaced over such issues as: the extent to which criticism should only be voiced inside the party; whether Soviet communism could be reformed; or whether opposition required forming a new party. A minority, notably the ‘Intransigent Left’, around Karl Korsch and Iwan Katz, openly accused the Soviet Union of ‘imperialism’. But few felt comfortable with open statements about the degeneration of the October Revolution, let alone with contemplating life outside the ‘official’ communist movement. The largest grouping was the ‘Wedding Opposition’ – a nationwide umbrella grouping of leftists who were predominantly industrial workers. It was able to campaign within the party until 1928 precisely because of its relative moderation.
But the Stalinists – not least Thälmann – knew how to hammer on divisions between and within these groupings and appealed to their ‘party discipline’. Only after the most resolute of these Communists had been expelled from the party did they form a common platform. But the Leninbund, which was founded by Ruth Fischer and Hugo Urbahns in 1928, was almost immediately confronted by the Stalinists’ renewed ‘left turn’.36 The group fragmented and Fischer and Maslow applied, unsuccessfully, to be readmitted to the KPD. At the same time, the tactic allowed for the purge of the last remaining non-Stalinist groupings, the ‘Right’ around Brandler and Meyer. During the Great Depression and the impending Nazi ‘seizure of power’, some of these left-wing Communist abandoned their long-standing dogma and cooperated with the SPD and other left-wing splinter groups on the streets in ‘united front’ actions. Their inspiration had come from the now exiled Leon Trotsky, whose extensive writing advocated these policies internationally.

Communist Trade Unionism

In the KPD’s approach to the trade unions in this period, it is instructive to take the long view. From the foundation of the KPD onwards, its relationship with the trade unions was defined in countless factional struggles. During the German Revolution, the KPD had been undecided about whether it should work within the existing framework of the General Confederation of German Trade Unions (Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, ADGB), or whether this would be futile because of SPD hegemony. When the Moscow-based Red International of Labour Unions (RILU or, more commonly, Profintern)37 was founded in 1921, two forms of trade unionism were affiliated to the KPD. There was the Union of Manual and Intellectual Workers, a syndicalist union that had converted to communism and was independent of the ADGB;38 and, at the same time, communists also formed factions within the unions of ADGB with the objective of winning them over. But the ‘March Action’ in 1921 and the ‘abortive uprising’ of October 1923 undermined communists’ efforts to gain ground. In 1924, official party policy was that all party members had to work within their respective unions and, in 1925, the Union of Manual and Intellectual Workers was dissolved. Finally, five years after its foundation, the KPD undertook a systematic approach towards
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Trade unionism that was guided by the politics of the 'united front'. This, however, was ended only three years later by the Comintern's 'ultra-left turn' in the course of 1927-28, and party policy focussed on exacerbating tensions between the ADGB affiliated union leadership and their rank-and-file member. The policy of promoting the Revolutionary Trade Union Opposition (Revolutionäre Gewerkschafts-Opposition, RGO) led to expulsions and finally to the formation of separate 'red unions'.

Two of those 'red unions' are presented in detail in this volume. Stefan Heinz addresses the Unity Union of Berlin Metalworkers (Einheitsverband der Metallarbeiter Berlins, EVMB) and Constance Margain deals with the International Union of Seamen and Harbour Workers (Einheitsverband der Seeleute, Hafenerbeiter und Binnenschiffer Deutschlands, ISH). In his chapter, Heinz challenges the notion that trade union policy merely followed top-down party lines issued from Berlin and Moscow. Instead, he highlights the dynamics of radicalisation from below that took place during the Great Depression. Although the 'red unions' ultimately failed in the sense that they did not mobilise the masses, their appeal to a significant minority reflected genuine dissatisfaction within the ADGB-affiliated German Metal Workers' Union (Deutscher Metallarbeiterverband, DMV). The DMV followed the ADGB's policy of avoiding strikes, in the belief that it lacked the strength to do so at a time of mass unemployment. The 'Unity Union' opposed this policy and was able to organise some 10,000 workers in Berlin, half of whom were unemployed. It was, therefore, one the largest of the 'red unions', although its support failed to transfer to the national level. Yet, when the KPD began to move away from the policy of founding independent 'red' unions, the Berlin membership resisted and asserted a certain autonomy vis-à-vis the party leadership. Indeed, the demands for equal pay, gender equality and political struggle attracted many women, who comprised some 30-40 per cent of members – a figure far in excess of the DMV's support among women. After 1933, the 'Unity Unions' autonomy helped facilitate the setting up of networks of resistance to the Nazis which functioned into the mid 1930s, a finding which is also highlighted in recent biographical research.

Political radicalisation during the Great Depression is also a leitmotiv of Constance Margain's chapter. Founded in Hamburg in October 1930, the ISH was a product of the policy pursued by the Moscow-based
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Profintern; in Germany, its national section was known as the Unity Union of Sailors, Harbour Workers and Bargemen (Einheitsverband der Seeleute, Hafenerbeiter und Binnenschiffer Deutschlands, EVSHBD). As was the case with the Berlin metal workers, this 'Unity Union' aspired to organise all workers under the banner of communism. But both of these 'red' unions fell short of this ambition – even if this organisation also numbered some 10,000 members. Its minority status prevented the successes of strikes in German ports. But there were other successes, notably in strikes against German owned ships harboured in Soviet waters, which endorsed political demands against Chancellor Brüning’s austerity policies. The strikes had the support of the ISH’s 'Interclubs', which provided meeting points for sailors and, initially at least, also the Soviet authorities. Nevertheless, the action collapsed after ten days. The reasons for this were a lack of support among sailors, who feared unemployment, but also the contradictory agendas of different Soviet authorities. While the Profintern supported the strike, the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs did not want to jeopardise German-Soviet relations. Ironically, Soviet Russia failed to support precisely the sort of transnational strike that had originally defined the foundation of the Comintern and Profintern. This entanglement of different Soviet interests is also brought out in Bernhard Bayerlein’s chapter below.

Reaching Beyond the Party? The Countryside, Middle Class Intellectuals and Avant-Garde Artists

As we have seen, the KPD was a resolutely proletarian party in terms of its ideology and sociology and it had its strongholds in the centres of heavy industry. The opposing side of this was that the KPD had minimal electoral support in small-town and rural Germany, where a majority of the population continued to live. Only 2.2 per cent of the party members were agricultural workers, which amounted to 0.06 per cent of this important section of the population. It was a phenomenon specific to Weimar Germany. In France, Italy, Eastern Europe and the Balkans, there was significantly more, if varied, support for communism in the countryside. In general terms, the period from 1914 until 1933 was characterised by vast social change and economic upheaval which drove a process of political radicalisation and party-political realignment. The origins of this rural protest can be located in the
wartime economy, which requisitioned foodstuffs for the front and fixed prices for urban consumers. These hostilities toward the 'urban revolution' were intensified during the early years of the Republic by the belief that 'socialist' governments privileged urban consumers and, from the mid-1920s, the early onset of the world agricultural depression turned the countryside vehemently against the so-called Weimar 'system', even before the Great Depression. By the end of the 1920s, the rural areas – notably in the north and east – denounced the alleged 'Sovietisation of Germany'. No amount of propaganda about how harmoniously the traditional and the modern could happily cohabit in Soviet Russian villages had any prospect of success. The beneficiary was the ultra-nationalist, anti-Bolshevik Nazi movement, which witnessed its earliest breakthrough in the countryside and took the leadership of rural professional associations before absorbing the votes of small town and rural Germany in a process peaking in July 1932.

Yet, as Sebastian Zehetmair details below, the KPD – to some extent influenced by the October Revolution – was the first political party to have an agricultural programme (1920) and an organisational division in the leadership devoted to rural campaigning. In reality, however, the content of the KPD's programme – like that of the SPD's – had little appeal beyond to agricultural labourers, as it advocated the socialisation of the rural economy and continued to regard small rural producers as a 'dying class', as anticipated by Marx. In the early 1930s, Bruno von Salomon, a prominent leader of the north German rural protest movement, did join the KPD and voiced support for the KPD's 'Peasants' Aid Programme' (1931). But this was an exception in a countryside which was turning 'brown' not 'red'. Explaining this is the most original part of Zehetmair's essay, which sheds new light on the urban-rural fault line running through Weimar politics and society. He argues that, while the KPD was firmly located within the workers' milieu spanning the trade unions and other organisations common to all (employed) workers, the party had no organisational points of contacts allowing it to transmit their message in the countryside.

Where the KPD and the Comintern did have much more success in reaching a wider audience and organising support for the 'New Russia' was among intellectuals and artists. In reaching this audience, the communist movement's main asset was the 'visionary propagandist', Willi Münzenberg – as Fredrik Petersson terms him
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in his contribution below. Münzenberg had been a member of the pre-war socialist youth, whose activism had led to a period of exile in Switzerland where he had become close to Lenin and other Russian exiles. It was recognition of his organisational and journalistic abilities as well as his insights into how to project a communist message to a non-communist audience, which catapulted him into the role of the Comintern’s de facto minister for propaganda with access to a wealth of financial resources.47 In 1921, Münzenberg was charged with organising the international campaign for famine relief in the West for Soviet Russia and out of this he built the Berlin-based ‘International Workers’ Relief’ (*Internationale Arbeiterhilfe*, IAH).48 The IAH was at the epicentre of what became known as the ‘Münzenberg Konzern’, which distributed pro-Soviet propaganda worldwide using a vast array of mass media. Above all, Münzenberg’s innovation was based around the realisation that visual propaganda was more likely to create a penumbra of supporters and sympathisers beyond the party than dogmatic pamphlets. It was this that led to his lasting collaboration with the photomontage artist John Heartfield, not least in the images used to convey pro-Soviet sentiments in the *Illustrierte-Arbeiterzeitung*.49

To use Walter Laqueur’s phrase, Münzenberg was also ‘a cultural impresario of genius’, who used the contemporary resonance of issues such as anti-imperialism and support for peace in an increasingly anxious post-war Europe as a means of winning the support of prominent intellectuals, most of whom were not Communists.50 Among the prominent international figures participating in Münzenberg’s congresses and committees and signing their manifestos were: the Indian nationalist, Nehru; the Harvard-educated American civil liberties activist, Roger Baldwin; the French Communist and anti-war writer, Henri Barbusse; and the renowned German scientist and pacifist activist, Albert Einstein, who had supported Münzenberg’s activities since 1921.51

In detailing the anti-imperialist and peace congresses held in Brussels, Berlin, and Amsterdam between 1927 and 1932, Petersson shows how Münzenberg was in constant contact with the Comintern, which ultimately determined policy while leaving sufficient latitude for the great impresario to reach a mass audience. Interestingly, while the KPD was tied to the Stalinist ‘Class against Class’ policy after 1928, Münzenberg was able to distance himself from the party in
order to maintain prominent public roles for ‘bourgeois’ intellectuals in a manner more like the ‘united front’ of the mid 1920s and, arguably, anticipating the ‘Popular Front’ of the 1930s, which depended on the creation of broad cross-class support in defence of the Soviet Union. Anti-communism after the fact is one reason why, until recently, historians paid little attention to Münzenberg’s break with Stalinism, let alone trying to explain it as an important theme in interwar political history, as Petersson does in this volume.⁵²

In his chapter, Ben Fowkes addresses how avant-garde artists and intellectuals, like so many German Communists, had been deeply influenced by the trauma of the war. Now, above all, during Weimar’s ‘golden twenties’, their creative protest could be expressed. Even if the extent of cultural liberalisation after 1918 has been qualified by recent studies, it is hard to dispute that Germany imposed less censorship than perhaps any other European state. In Berlin many of the leading figures in modern art rose to become the new cultural elite. They enjoyed official patronage and had access to the cultural infrastructure of museums, art galleries, theatres and the opera, as well as being home to the radical journalism of Die Weltbühne.⁵³ For a moment at least, to use Peter Gay’s term, the avant-garde ‘outsider’ had become an ‘insider’.⁵⁴

Importantly, however, as Benjamin Ziemann has recently argued, it would be a mistake to see the metropolis as representative of wider German developments, as much of the literature on Weimar’s artistic and intellectual achievements tends to do. Its reception in the countryside and small town provinces was largely hostile. Ziemann, instead, invites us to see ‘Weimar as Weimar’, the small Thuringian town with a nineteenth-century cultural heritage, which expelled the architects of the Bauhaus movement in 1925.⁵⁵

Ben Fowkes’ chapter contributes the first study that explains this estrangement, by detailing the KPD’s cultural policy during the Weimar Republic. The reader is introduced to five stages in the party’s relationship to left-wing, non-communist artistic and intellectual innovation. After the brief period in which the nascent party welcomed the avant-garde’s rejection of the old order, by 1920 the KPD adopted a policy hostile to it as a ‘distraction’ from political revolution. This was relaxed during the Republic’s middle years and was welcomed by many fellow-travelling left-wing intellectuals and artists, but cooperation turned to outright condemnation of ‘bourgeois
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culture’ when the Comintern introduced the policy of ‘Class against Class’ in 1928. Then, again in line with Soviet cultural policy, from 1932 the policy was incrementally abandoned as ‘socialist realism’ became official policy instead. With the introduction of the ‘Popular Front’ in the mid-1930s, all thought of forming a new, independently organised ‘proletarian culture’ evaporated. Had the KPD been able to moderate the Comintern’s sectarianism in the early 1930s, there was considerable potential for a broad front drawing in ‘public intellectuals’ against the rise of Nazis, as the role of Münzenberg shows – but the party’s Stalinisation prevented this.

’Class against Class’, c.1929-33

As the essays in this volume illustrate, historians of the KPD during the final fateful years of the Weimar Republic continue to differ in the emphasis they place on the importance of exogenous and endogenous factors shaping the policies of communist policy. Yet, a synthesis of both is best suited to explaining the formation of policy in Moscow and how it could be carried out in Germany, if in some localities more than others. Increasingly pushed out of the factories from the mid-1920s onwards, the KPD during the Great Depression became a vehicle for articulating the protest of the unemployed and underemployed workers on the streets. The treatment of the KPD’s constituency by the SPD at regional level – above all in Prussia, which was by far the largest federal state – is also at the centre of these accounts. As Marcel Bois details in this volume, the SPD’s Police President in Berlin, Karl Zörgiebel, was a communist hate figure. This was reinforced by his use of force to break up the party’s May Day celebrations in 1929 and, following these events, the SPD’s Minister of the Interior in Prussia, Carl Severing, banned the League of Red Front Fighters shortly after relaxing the ban on Hitler addressing mass rallies.

The classic social history perspective remains that of Eve Rosenhaft, who argued that, when combined with the SPD administration’s cuts to pay and welfare benefits, it seemed to ordinary Communists that there really was a ‘united front’ extending from the SPD to the Nazis. The responses of Communists in Berlin to the austerity politics of the Great Depression, however, were far from universal, as more recent local studies detail. Furthermore, the KPD’s support for progressive issues – for example, the campaign for legal abortion in 1931 – remind
us of the diversity of expressions of German communism, even after its Stalinisation.61

Importantly, however, the availability of new documentation in Moscow and Berlin makes clear that, if we are discussing the formation of policy in Moscow and its rigid, top-down imposition on the KPD leadership, it is impossible to deny the primacy of Soviet interests of state. Bernhard H. Bayerlein has been at the cutting edge of this new wave of archival research and his contribution to this volume draws on the three-volume documentary collection *Deutschland, Russland, Komintern*.62 He argues that Stalin and his inner circle failed to anticipate the Nazi ‘seizure of power’ and, thereafter, prioritised maintaining good bilateral relations. As German Communists were being murdered, imprisoned, and sent to the camps in early 1933, Soviet diplomats assured their German counterparts that the fate of the KPD was an internal German matter. In 1933 and 1934, the Comintern held to its existing policy of treating Social Democrats as the ‘main enemy’, despite some convoluted statements about a ‘communist united front’. The Comintern leader, Dimitri Manuilsky, even asserted that the Nazis’ wave of terror against its political opponents would shatter any remaining ‘democratic illusions’ and ease the path to revolution. The head of the Profintern, Solomon Lozovsky, even welcomed the destruction of the SPD-led trade unions. At the centre of Bayerlein’s chapter, however, is the argument that all these seemingly revolutionary utterances were a mere charade behind which stood the actual desire to strike a deal with Hitler.

The centrality of Stalin’s role since the mid-1920s in formulating Comintern policy is now generally accepted, as is his disregard for the tensions generated in the KPD leadership because of these policies.63 There has also been much speculation about what Stalin actually wanted in Germany, including favouring a military dictatorship to sweep aside the Republic and with it the risk of ‘western orientation’ in foreign policy, as championed by the SPD.64 On the basis of archival evidence, Bayerlein’s essay confirms that Stalin’s priority was ‘socialism in one country’ and defence of the Soviet ‘fatherland’. Soviet industrialisation under the Five Year Plans – including modernisation of the military – was paramount and the German revolution and revolutionaries were, when necessary, to be left to their fate.
Looking Ahead: Research Agendas

The authors in this volume bring into English translation new research which would otherwise be unavailable beyond a German readership. While they reflect a diversity of interpretations of the origins, development and role of the KPD as a mass party in the political system of Weimar Germany, taken collectively they shed light on the diversity and complexity of the party beyond the Soviet ‘monolith’ and other seeming certainties of the Cold War period. They also identify areas that are under-researched. In terms of the KPD’s origins, the focus had rightly been on the Spartacists, but had wrongly neglected the importance of the ‘Left Radicals’ as an important and enduring influence shaping German communism. The attraction of the ‘myth’ of the Russian Revolution has long been known to have greater appeal to fellow-travelling intellectuals and artists than the communist parties. But the authors in this volume have elucidated how the KPD reflected the urban-rural split in Weimar Germany. In short, despite developing a peasant programme from the outset, the party could not reach a significant section of society, which inhabited a separate milieu. By contrast, the party leadership’s focus on narrowly political aims limited the possibilities open to it among the urban-based artistic avant-garde. If we now know more about the importance of Willi Münzenberg in mobilising the middle classes beyond the party, we still know all too little about the KPD and its (mis)understandings of rural and small-town Germany. This is part of a wider under-researched theme locating German communism within the domestic political system: the importance of local and regional influences shaping the parties and tendencies within these parties. Finally, as polyglot researchers inform us about the relationship between Moscow and Berlin, we still know much less about the dynamics beyond the ‘centre’ and ‘periphery’ – the relations between communist parties, which also sheds light on difference as well as similarity.65
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The International Communists of Germany, 1916-1919

Gerhard Engel

The communist party of Germany grew out of two previously existing organisations: the internationally recognised Spartacus Group and the smaller, less well known International Communists of Germany (IKD). But it was the IKD that initially called for the establishment of a party to the left of the Social Democrats, which is why it is examined first in the chronological sequence of the essays in this book.

The IKD came into existence under the particular conditions of the labour movement in Bremen and north-western Germany. Early in the twentieth century, Bremen was rapidly developing into an industrialised urban centre dominated by shipyard labour. Thousands of qualified metalworkers arrived, along with many unskilled workers, proletarianised peasants, and an urban petty bourgeoisie. Between 1888 and 1907, the number of industrial labourers in Bremen grew six-fold to 33,000. The rapidly growing population suffered from a shortage of housing and high rents while business owners and shareholders, who were making enormous profits, forced their employees to do extra work without increasing their wages amid rising costs. What labour rights did exist in the sense of social services, industrial safety, and freedom of association were disregarded. An undemocratic system for electing Bremen’s local parliament, known as the Bürgerschaft, limited the capacity of the unions and the SPD to take political action. The intensifying social and political conflict led to increasingly bitter fighting, in which business owners would respond to strikes – for social demands by individual groups of workers – by locking out their entire staff.

In the conflict between Marxism and revisionism at the turn of the century, radical Socialists took majority control of the Social-
Democratic Organisation of Bremen (SDVB), as the local iteration of the SPD called itself. They set the organisation’s direction through their daily newspaper the *Bremer Bürgerzeitung* (BBZ), which opposed reformism, supported using the political mass strike as a new weapon, and called on the unions to adopt revolutionary politics in the fight for workers’ economic and social demands. The SDVB’s political influence extended far beyond the workforce; it organised powerful actions in support of democratic suffrage in Bremen and supported the democratic school reform movement. Among its most fervent supporters were Social Democratic teachers, including Johann Knief, who would become the spokesman for the ‘Bremen Left Radicals’. This was the title claimed by Social Democrats who not only disassociated themselves from the ‘opportunism’ of the SPD’s right wing but were also increasingly at odds with the party’s ‘Marxist Centre’ around Karl Kautsky, which had a penchant for radical language but in practice was willing to compromise with right-wing Socialists in the name of party unity. The three tendencies that typified the pre-war SPD therefore established themselves in Bremen: the reformist right wing, the party centre, and the left wing, which insisted on revolutionary action against imperialism and militarism. These tendencies each came to different conclusions with respect to the question of how socialist goals were to be reached in a world altered by ‘monopoly capitalism’ and ‘imperialism’.

The radical left did not initially disassociate itself from the broader left wing of the SPD. The circumstances in Bremen, however, were particular. The party’s reformists and the union bureaucrats quickly became the minority, which meant that the most important battles over the party’s orientation were fought between the so-called party centre and the radical left.

Two international socialists, theoreticians and writers played a preeminent role in establishing the Bremen Social Democrats’ radical left group. Dutchman Anton Pannekoek, a resolute defender of the mass strike, was assigned to work in Bremen as an ‘academic instructor’ by the education committee of the union cartel and the SDVB in 1910. In his socialist theory courses and articles in the *BBZ*, he opposed Kautsky’s ‘strategy of exhaustion’ to wear out the opponent, yet opposed to any attempt to seek a ‘final battle’. Pannekoek described Kautsky’s strategy as a ‘theory of passively waiting’. During a ‘period of imperialism in decline’, he said, it is the workers’ job to eliminate
the ruling classes through extra-parliamentary action. He believed that parliamentary struggle was just 'one means to an end'. Arsenal building and belligerent policy were imperialism’s essential characteristics. War, as the ‘worst of all evils’, would have to be prevented through mass action. Pannekoek was counting on a wave of spontaneous resistance if the threat of war became acute.6

Karl Radek, a leading member of the Party of Social Democracy of the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania, had come to Germany in 1908 and earned a reputation as a brilliant writer on the Marxist left. He also worked for the BBZ and found political allies among the radical left in Bremen, where he moved to in 1912. Like Pannekoek, Radek would maintain close ties with Bremen’s radicals even during the war.

In 1912, Radek published his most important theoretical work, Imperialism and the German Working Class,7 in Bremen, where the radical left adopted his analysis. That analysis offered a theoretical foundation for their view that imperialism was heading toward a world war, which is why the capitalist social order that supported it had to be overcome through mass actions, and replaced by a socialist order. From then on, partisanship in support of Pannekoek and Radek’s outlook was the inescapable criterion by which the radical left in Bremen would measure the politics of the SPD’s right wing, as well as the party centre’s unwillingness to act.8

When the SPD leadership threatened Radek with expulsion in the wake of disputes within the Polish party, Bremen’s radical left resolutely defended his membership and the possibility of his continued work with the German Social Democrats. This happened, for example, during the mass strike debates, when the radicals again demonstrated their willingness to stand up as a minority against the party majority. What became known as the ‘Radek Affair’ intensified solidarity among left-wing radicals in Bremen. BBZ editor-in-chief and Reichstag deputy, Alfred Henke, who had once been a radical leftist trailblazer himself, was inconsistent in his defence of Radek; this led to the first rifts between him and his representative at the BBZ, Johann Knief, who was a passionate campaigner for Radek.9 As noted above, Knief, a teacher who had emerged from the left opposition in the Bremen school-reform movement, would become the radicals’ spokesman.

Far more so than even during the ‘Radek Affair’, Knief’s radical outlook became evident in the mass strike debate of 1913.10 He supported using the political mass strike not only as a defensive
measure or threatening gesture but also as an offensive weapon. Mass actions, he explained, sometimes occur in the context of offensive and sometimes of defensive actions ranging from peaceful mass demonstrations and demonstrations of strikers to ‘long-term mass strikes that might lead to popular uprisings’. In his view, the party could not plan such developments but would have to explain the mass strike and organise the action. Each individual mass action would be ‘an episode in our struggle for power’. Partial goals would have to be pursued with an eye toward the intended final goal: a socialist society.

The debate about the mass strike escalated in conjunction with the shipyard workers’ strike of 1913, which the workers initiated against union leaders’ wishes. Open conflict erupted between the union’s members and its officials, leading to acrimonious debates about both authorisation for spontaneous action and the relationship between leaders and those they led. Anger and resentment over union bureaucrats’ strikebreaking policies was seminal for both Bremen’s left and the shipyard workers. For years it would define their attitude toward reformist unions and the ‘radicals’ within the SDVB who, like Alfred Henke, had voted to break the strike.

As was the case throughout the left wing of the SPD, it had become clear to the Bremen radicals long before August 1914 that the looming war would be nothing other than an imperialist war on all sides. They adhered all the more definitively to the Second International’s anti-war resolutions based on that insight. Moreover, they were convinced that social democracy would defend peace to the end and, if they should fail, would respond to the outbreak of war with powerful actions. This idea was reinforced by the nationwide worker protests against the threat of war that lasted right up until the war actually started. The bewilderment was therefore all the more pronounced in Bremen when the SPD Reichstag faction approved the imperial government’s demand for war bonds on 4 August 1914 and the party executive and union leadership called for the fatherland to be defended while announcing a ‘civil peace’ (Burgfrieden) between the labour movement and the state for the duration of the war. Johann Knief and his supporters regarded 4 August as a logical outcome of the way that pre-war social democracy had developed. On the day that he was shipped to the Western Front, Knief, who had been conscripted immediately upon the outbreak of war, wrote that:
It is not the labour movement that has suffered a defeat but its leaders. They have ensured that Social Democracy has ceased to exist. [...] The masses will have to carve their own path; their leaders are finished. Until now the masses have not been taken into account. But they will make their demands. Long live the future!\textsuperscript{13}

Although these dramatically stated and emotionally loaded lines are unprogrammatic, and the expectations they expressed were bitterly disappointed in the months that followed, they nonetheless show the direction in which radical left thought would move over the course of the war. What they clearly reveal is the anticipation of a split within social democracy and a belief that the working masses would be able to rise to take control of their own actions, against the will of their leaders.

Notably, the radical left worked for a revolutionary peace movement within the SPD. They declared their solidarity with the nascent ‘international’ group around Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, with whom they were in constant contact. They also welcomed Liebknecht’s public ‘No’ vote against war bonds on 2 December 1914 and protested against the half-hearted attitude of those Reichstag deputies who, after opposing war bonds within their faction, abandoned Liebknecht in parliament. These included Bremen’s own Alfred Henke. The split between the radical left and the ‘centrists’, already apparent before the war, grew significantly deeper.

At the end of 1914, Knief, who was convalescing after a mental breakdown at the front, took stock of the labour movement’s course up to that point, in a blistering critique of the Social Democrats.\textsuperscript{14} He questioned their nature as a workers’ party in pursuit of a socialist society and began searching for an alternative configuration for the socialist movement, which he claimed had emerged independent of and in opposition to the Social Democrats, and above all against the party and union bureaucracies.

In August 1915, his search for like-minded people led to initial contacts with the radical left in Hamburg. Although the Hamburg radicals around Heinrich Laufenberg and Fritz Wolffheim had a great many theoretical and tactical weaknesses, which the Bremen emissaries Knief and Paul Frölich – who from 1916 jointly edited the weekly newspaper, \textit{Arbeiterpolitik} – felt the need to expose,\textsuperscript{15} the left radical movements in the two cities grew steadily closer.\textsuperscript{16}

The conflicts within the SDVB came to a head in 1915. Beginning
that January, a discussion group that included leaders of the radical left, the so-called party centre around Henke, and supporters of official SPD policy, debated the problems of the party’s orientation during the war. The pro-war minority left the group the following May, having been completely isolated. The discussion thereafter was dominated by the radical left and the group began evolving into an ‘organisational core’ of the party opposition. It was primarily supported by the Bremen shipyard workers, where an illegal network of radical shop stewards emerged. In the discussion group, radical left soldiers in the Bremen Infantry Regiment, who were then engaged in trench warfare on the Western Front, called for anti-war actions. The soldiers expressed their mistrust of the SPD and suggested that, where possible, the left should work to create its own organisation even while the war continued.17

Conflict with the moderate Henke grew when Knief returned to Bremen in October 1915 and set the tone for the debates that followed. In the debates about nation and internationalism, Knief called for a reawakening of workers’ internationalist class consciousness as a precondition for mass action.18 It was necessary, he believed, to analyse the war based on Marxist principles:

It is not that the war emerged from humanity’s ‘faults and follies’, nor the question of whether it is ‘rational’ or not – whether it meets certain ‘goals’ that, from a scientific standpoint, can impress us. The only question is which social forces led to its emergence and what new social forces it will unleash.19

Knief’s views prevailed within the group; Henke’s influence reached a new low when he again refused to join Karl Liebknecht and Otto Rühle in voting against war bonds in the Reichstag. He justified his position by saying that a no vote could cause the party to be expelled from parliament and the BBZ to be banned.

At that point Henke and his small handful of supporters also left the group, which consequently became a radical leftist cell. It ceased to be only a place for discussion and was from then on the driver for anti-war action in Bremen. In December 1915, Knief called for a break with the obsession with legality. Because the party centrists considered mass action necessary yet unfeasible under wartime conditions, responsibility fell on the radical left to mobilise the masses for anti-war action.20
Knief’s group succeeded in winning this position in the Bremen SPD. Even when Henke became one of the eighteen party centrist representatives who began voting against war bonds in December 1915, the deep rift between him and the radical left remained as pronounced as ever. He believed that the German government should initiate a peace without annexations as soon as its national borders and independence could be assured and when Germany was in a favourable position with respect to the war. Knief’s group, however, categorically rejected the ‘national defence’ argument and fought for extra-parliamentary mobilisations for peace with socialist goals.

Long after the radical left broke with the politicians supporting the ‘civil peace’, another schism began to develop because of the half measures of the centrist party opposition. The BBZ, which presented the perspective of its editors Johann Knief and Paul Frölich, who had taken over in late 1915/early 1916, declared that:

Unity has made the party great. That is certain. But only unity based on class struggle. Any other unity is just a sham, a formula obscuring decay. We have been concerned with unity built on class struggle from the outset and we will not give up this ideal for a moment. Our struggle is directed only toward this unity.21

These words also encapsulated the position that Johann Knief took up on behalf of Bremen’s radical left at the national conference of left-wing party opposition leaders on 2 January 1916. Like all the participants, the delegation from Bremen agreed with Rosa Luxemburg’s ‘Principles of International Social Democracy’. But they joined with the representatives of Hamburg’s radical left and a few other members of the Spartacus Group in criticising the ‘Principles’ for not articulating a sufficiently decisive break with the right wing of the party and not being disassociated systematically from the ‘Centre’ group. They also bemoaned the lack of more concrete tasks for everyday actions by the left-wing party opposition. From that moment, the radical left began drifting away from the Spartacus Group. The Bremen group and like-minded people in other places regarded themselves as independent. They accepted the authority of the Spartacus Group around Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, and Franz Mehring in the struggle against the war and its proponents, which they saw as the core of opposition to official Social Democracy. But they insisted
on their independence and autonomy in developing their own tactics. In January 1916, SDVB officials loyal to the party executive set up their own press organ to counter the party opposition. This marked the beginning of the organisational split within the SPD in Bremen. Until May 1916, the majority of party members who supported the radical left managed to exclude numerous ‘war socialists’ from party positions and offices. Their majority in the local party organisation, out of all proportion to their position in the national party, initially reinforced the view on the radical left that its supporters’ drive toward a renewed socialist workers’ party would succeed by ousting opportunists of every stripe. The BBZ proclaimed that:

It is a matter of fact that party unity must no longer be preserved. A split will and must come. [...] The organisation of the Social Democratic Party today already comprises opposing parties and that bond has not yet been broken simply because the internal struggle has not yet been won. And that struggle is for the hearts and minds of the party membership and their instruments of power: the organisational apparatus and their press.

For the radical leftists (who at this time were also known as the International Socialists of Germany), a battle for hearts and minds always meant the sharpest dissociation not only from the right wing of the party but also from the ‘party centre’. Unlike the Spartacus Group, this corresponded to their declared affiliation with the Zimmerwald Left, the European opposition that had formed under Lenin’s leadership at the Zimmerwald Conference in September 1915. Bremen’s radical left primarily maintained close contact with the Bolshevik leaders in their Swiss exile through Karl Radek. They participated in the second Zimmerwald Conference in April 1916 in Kienthal, Switzerland, through their representative Paul Frölich.

When food riots erupted in Bremen in May and June 1916, they grew into a wave of protest against Karl Liebknecht’s arrest and conviction, which had taken place after his anti-war protest at Potsdamer Platz in Berlin on 1 May 1916. Supported by the radical shop stewards of Bremen’s Weser shipyard, approximately 4000 shipyard workers engaged in one of the first major strike actions of the war early that July – a very significant number given the size of the workforce. (In Berlin, 50,000 metalworkers had in fact gone on strike on 28 June
under the leadership of the Revolutionary Shop Stewards.) They made social demands and declared their solidarity with Liebknecht. These developments encouraged the radicals' belief in their anti-war strategy of mass actions, which evolved out of the mainstream of the Social Democratic anti-war opposition.

After that, the split between the group around Alfred Henke and the radical majority became more apparent in Bremen. In March 1916, Henke, along with seventeen other Social Democratic Reichstag representatives, rejected the government's war budget, after which they were all expelled from the party's parliamentary faction. The group formed their own faction under the rubric of the Social Democratic Working Group (Sozialdemokratische Arbeitsgemeinschaft, SAG). Because they restricted their anti-war efforts to parliamentary action and continued to press for party unity, the radicals' criticism of Henke and his colleagues only grew. Henke responded by openly distancing himself from the International Socialists of Germany and the Spartacist Group, which he branded a 'sectarian formation'. In Bremen, the cleft between the radicals and the moderate party opposition was now just as deep as between both groups and the party executive. Johann Knief wrote that, 'This makes the three-way division among the Social Democrats clear. It must continue'.

For the radicals, this largely meant losing access to the BBZ, where Knief had published his articles, but which was dominated by Henke. Yet despite a great deal of difficulty, they soon took another step toward independence: the first edition of Arbeiterpolitik. Wochenschrift für wissenschaftlichen Sozialismus (Workers' Politics. A Weekly Journal for Scientific Socialism), which was edited by Knief, was published on 24 June 1916. From then on, the radicals were able to openly disseminate their views – if admittedly under conditions of censorship – and to unite like-minded people. In the months that followed, they gained subscribers and readers among workers, soldiers, and sailors, above all in north-western Germany but also in the Ruhr region, Dresden, Berlin, Munich, and other left-wing centres.

One of the main topics of discussion in 1916 was a complete break with the party that had voted in parliament in support of the war effort on 4 August. The radical left considered it necessary to wage class struggle against this party just the same as against the imperialist bourgeoisie. Arbeiterpolitik appealed to the Spartacus Group to join this discussion. That call shows Knief's supporters to be among the
earliest forerunners of the German Communist Party (KPD). Karl Radek sent most of the main articles on the subject from Switzerland to Bremen, where Knief and Wilhelm Eildermann printed them as their own positions. Their arguments regarding imperialism and opportunism matched the analysis Lenin had formulated in his writings. They included harsh criticism of the SAG, which the radicals saw as an internal party opposition, and which only confirmed the left’s irreconcilable antagonism towards official Social Democracy. As a result of all the debates around ‘opportunism’, Arbeiterpolitik in August 1916 contemplated ‘the possibility and necessity of establishing an independent organisation for proletarian socialism, the formation of a socialist party that represents the politics of the radical left for the first time’. They hoped that members of the SPD would take up their revolutionary anti-war perspective – and they succeeded in Bremen, where they had a solid majority. On 1 December 1916, the SDVB cut off its membership dues to the party executive. In turn, the party executive immediately expelled the entire Bremen organisation from the SPD. The local right-wing socialist minority established a new organisation in Bremen and assumed leadership of the BBZ. With that, the organisational split between the official SPD and the local party opposition was complete.

In January 1917, the SPD executive also expelled the SAG and its supporters, who promptly announced the establishment of their own anti-war opposition party. With this, the radicals declared that, ‘despite everything we are up against, now is the time to start our own party’. Knief published a resolution ‘for mutual understanding among the radical left’. At its centre were three theses:

1. The split among the Social Democrats due to the 4 August policy is irreversible; 2. Acknowledging this split means recognising the need to consolidate the ‘oppositional organisations and groups in a new, proletarian party’; 3. If agreement among them is achieved with respect to questions pertaining to the condition of the working class in the era of imperialism, then there should be a conference to establish the new International Socialist Party of Germany. The Spartacus group should assume leadership.

But the Spartacists did not take on the overall leadership. In April 1917, when the Independent Social Democratic Party of Germany
(Unabhängige Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands, USPD) was founded, its members included not only the SAG, which in essence was a parliamentary faction within the Reichstag, but also thousands of workers who saw in it both the promise of a return to pre-war revolutionary social democracy and a vehicle for waging a revolutionary struggle against the war. To ensure its capacity to directly influence the development of the USPD’s base, the Spartacus Group aligned itself with the party with the proviso that its own independence would be preserved. The radical left vehemently criticised this, pointing out ‘the Bolsheviks’ independent emergence’ in the revolution that had already begun in Russia. International circumstances at that moment demanded that a radical party be established in Germany, they argued. Leftists’ membership of what they understood to be a moderate party would be political suicide, an outright betrayal. For that reason, the radicals in Bremen and Hamburg never joined the USPD and opposed those on the left who did.

Arbeiterpolitik responded to the establishment of the USPD and the Spartacus Group’s participation with a certain degree of confusion. Calls for the formation of a separate radical party were at times pushed to the background. And while it appealed to the left to drive a revolutionary wedge into the unions, it also published articles advocating their abolition altogether. The radical left in Hamburg published a resolution rejecting a labour movement in which the party and unions were divided, and called for a unified organisation. Arbeiterpolitik then lost both Knief and Frölich and with them the direction that they had set out. Knief went underground in April 1917, and was arrested in January 1918; he remained in ‘protective custody’ until the Revolution the following November. Frölich was conscripted into the military again. He would later state that ‘Arbeiterpolitik during the later stages of the war cannot be regarded as an expression of the radical left movement’.

It was only in late July 1917 that steps toward establishing a radical party resumed – but this time without the Spartacus Group. A call stated that groups had been established in several places and had informed Arbeiterpolitik of their endorsement of a new party. This meant that the conditions had been met for creating an International Socialist Party of Germany (Internationale Sozialistische Partei Deutschlands, ISP). A working committee took up the task and called on the radical left to submit proposals for the party programme
and statutes. They made it clear, however, that the new party could not be a top-down organisation dominated by the leadership. Thirteen delegates from local radical left groups met conspiratorially in Berlin on 26 August 1917 to establish the party, but the police broke up the gathering and seized the drafts of the founding documents. Those papers defined the new party they strived for as giving new leadership to the labour movement in place of the old SPD, which had forfeited its leadership position through its war policy and destruction of intraparty democracy. The new party likewise distanced itself from what they saw as the USPD’s half-hearted opposition. The ISPD, the delegates claimed, would be based on the principle of proletarian internationalism; it would consider itself ‘a member of the nascent Third International’ and part of the Zimmerwald Left. The party’s organisational identity would borrow from anarcho-syndicalism in that it defined itself as a ‘unity organisation’, combining party and union.

After the failed attempt to establish the party in August 1917, Knief raised the issue again the following December.\(^{37}\) He had concluded that it was necessary as it followed the Bolsheviks’ role in the successful October Revolution which had been enthusiastically applauded among the radical left. As he had prior to the establishment of the USPD, Knief called on the Spartacus Group to break away from the USPD and create a separate radical party. He was the first person to raise the issue of establishing a \textit{de facto} communist party in Germany in the wake of the Russian Revolution.

When revolution came to Germany in November 1918, radical leftists believed that it would have to be pushed beyond the formation of a republic with bourgeois-democratic laws to produce a socialist upheaval in German society. Their goal was a ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ led by revolutionary workers’ and soldiers’ councils, free of right-wing socialists and supported by reliable armed workers.

By 10 November 1918, Bremen’s radical left was already discussing constituting itself as the \textit{International Communists of Germany (Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands, IKD), Bremen Branch,} and creating a daily newspaper. On 16 November, the Dresden radicals published a newspaper called \textit{Der Kommunist}. This self-identification of radical leftists as communists and of their groups as the International Communists of Germany was a reference to Marx and Engels’ Communist Manifesto, and indicated a position
among the revolutionaries on the far left wing. The foremost newspaper with that tendency was another daily, called *Der Kommunist*, this one published in Bremen – with the first issue on 27 November – and edited by Knief. The radical left demanded that the Revolution should be the moment to achieve what had previously eluded them: the establishment of a new revolutionary party. It was nonetheless clear to them that they would be unable to act without what was now termed the Spartacus League. However because the Spartacists were still betting on the possibility of winning over the majority of the revolutionary oriented USPD members, the radical left decided to lead the movement itself, form local organisations made upwards of their supporters, and put pressure on the Spartacus League through their organisational links. To attentive observers, it became apparent within the first few weeks that the German Revolution had stalled and that the right-wing socialists had allied themselves with the old powers. For its part, the radical left viewed this as evidence of the need for a new revolutionary party that would lead the masses in a proletarian revolution.

The IKD grew quickly in Bremen. They had a core of about fifty people and a base of 500 to 1000 supporters, mostly shipyard workers who had been expelled from the SPD. Local IKD groups sprang up in north-western Germany (including Bremen, Bremerhaven, Vegesack, Hamburg, Wilhelmshaven, Rüstringen and Hanover) as well as in Saxony, Berlin, the Rhine-Ruhr region, Württemberg, and Bavaria. Delegates from some ten local IKD groups met in Berlin from 15-18 December 1918 for their first national conference. In a misunderstanding of the balance of political power during the Revolution, the ‘founding declaration’ drafted by the Dresden branch of the IKD identified the party’s goal as the immediate ‘establishment of communism’. The path to that goal was to be, in the short-term, a dictatorship of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie, with the support of armed communist workers. IKD members in the workers’ councils were called on to isolate and oust SPD supporters. This meant that they were making demands over the heads of the majority of workers, who were still behind the SPD during the Revolution, thereby effectively isolating themselves, instead of collaborating with the workers in pursuit of comprehensible interim goals. The idea, championed above all by Knief, that the path to a socialist revolution had to be paved by
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A longer period of mass actions, was brushed aside despite the fact that the revolution had proven Knief correct in that regard. So the cornerstone of the IKD's constitution as a party intent on bringing together 'all communists [...] be they previously Spartacists, radical leftists, or otherwise identified', was an unrealistic, sectarian platform. They envisaged a federated organisational structure based on intraparty democracy; for the IKD, the Bolsheviks were an example of a party leading a revolution, but not a model for party organisation. The IKD's dissociation from the old Social Democrats included rejecting a centralised party structure. It also viewed the Spartacus League as a 'leading organisation' with suspicion, believing that what was needed instead was:

...quality, independence, will, and the strength of each individual's own action. [...] Mass movements cannot be leaderless, but nor can they be driven by their leaders. [...] The masses are racing and pushing forward and in their midst are their leaders, scarcely visible, cheering, stirring, and guiding!

Unity of action, they argued, could only be guaranteed by the movement's 'unity of mind' if the individual groups were completely independent. So while the IKD considered a representative democracy expedient where the state was concerned, it insisted on direct democracy within the party that was to lead it.

The first national IKD conference left one question unanswered: should Communists participate in the National Assembly elections on 19 January 1919? The delegates called on the rank and file to quickly inform the organisation of their views. Opinions were divided. Many of them considered council power and acknowledgement of a bourgeois parliamentary legislature to be fundamentally irreconcilable, while others, such as Knief, pleaded for a radical left-wing parliamentary faction as a mouthpiece for revolutionary ideas for as long as the majority of the workers, faced with the power of counterrevolution, were unprepared for a socialist revolution.

The IKD delegates met again in Berlin on 24 December 1918 for their second national conference. Against Knief's opposition, they decided to boycott the elections. At the same time, however, they also rescinded their decision not to unite their organisation with the Spartacus League. Karl Radek, now a guest from Soviet Russia at the
The national council congress in Berlin, had convinced Knief to give up his aversion to joining with the Spartacists on the previous night. His change of opinion was also helped by developments in the Spartacus League itself. Internal support for withdrawal from the USPD was growing due to party leaders’ refusal to convene a national conference, where the Spartacists had hoped to win the majority over to their views. A resolution adopted at the national IKD conference stated that this development had overridden the theoretical and tactical contradictions between the Spartacus League and the radical leftists and reduced them to ‘different ways of articulating the same ideas’. Their differences on organisational issues would resolve themselves over the course of the revolution. The delegates to the national conference declared their ‘absolute consent to uniting the IKD with the Spartacus League’ and proposed to the Spartacists that a ‘founding conference for the Communist Party of Germany (Spartacus League) (KPD-S)’ be called.

The national conference that would become the KPD’s founding party convention began on 30 December 1918. Knief, the intellectual leader of the IKD, welcomed the creation of the party enthusiastically. He saw only one problem area that was contentious, albeit manageable: the relationship between the independence of the rank and file and the central leadership of the movement, wherein he advocated a bottom-up organisational structure and decision-making process. Because the IKD bound its representatives to the majority decisions of the grassroots, Knief, as an opponent of the electoral boycott, could not be a delegate to the founding convention. Moreover, he fell seriously ill shortly before the year’s end and died on 6 April 1919.

Twenty-nine delegates from fourteen local IKD groups participated in the founding KPD conference. Karl Becker of Dresden read out the IKD declaration that stated its desire to merge with the Spartacus League and formally dissolved its own institutions. A second IKD declaration emphasised the need to merge but also pointed out the contradictions that had prevented such an action to date:

While this work was illegal, it was unavoidable that preparation for revolution would start from various centres. And due to the disparities in the political and economic character of the distinct fields of work, theoretical and tactical differences were bound to arise. The IKD organisations grew and developed from below; the illegal
organisation of the Spartacus League was led from above. The IKD proclaimed its categorical support for breaking away from both the old Social Democratic Party as well as the USPD; the Spartacus League took on the task of undermining the old parties from the inside out. That caused a series of contradictions at the conferences of what would become the Third International [...] These contradictions have now vanished. Both tendencies have been welded together through the fire of revolution. [...] In a joint Communist Party, we will apply all of our powers to uncompromising completion of the proletarian revolution and work for a clear, principled party policy.51

With that declaration, the IKD now emphasised its desire for unity while simultaneously pointing to its own pioneering role in the process of creating the new party. The declaration also affirmed the IKD’s directly democratic conception of a revolutionary party, its pursuit of a Third International led by the Zimmerwald Left (which is to say by Lenin), and a party politics that would continue the revolutionary process toward a socialist revolution through a dictatorship of the proletariat. The IKD delegates voted against Communists’ participation in the National Assembly elections. They also proposed the creation of a ‘unity organisation’ and the departure of Communists from reformist unions. The IKD therefore made no small contribution to the plurality of viewpoints at the establishment of the KPD.

When the factional struggles that convulsed the KPD during the first decade of its existence were over, the International Communists of Germany, though an organisational co-founder of the KPD, found itself marginalised. Only a minority of its members were relatively at ease with the party’s changing leadership and political orientation, which increasingly reflected the Comintern’s Bolshevisation and ultimately its Stalinisation. The IKD’s position on the trade union issue and parliamentarism were revised no later than during the KPD’s Heidelberg Conference in October 1919 under party chairman Paul Levi. Former IKD supporters with an anarcho-syndicalist outlook then sought a political home in the schismatic Communist Workers’ Party of Germany (Kommunistische Arbeiter-Partei Deutschlands, KAPD) that had been formed in April 1920 by KPD-members expelled at Heidelberg or the Free Workers’ Union of Germany (Freie Arbeiter-Union Deutschlands, FAUD). Other former IKD-members, who had stayed with the KPD during the 1920s, criticised the Bolshevised KPD.
in 1928-1929, and made up a significant proportion of the founders of the break-away Communist Party of Germany (Opposition) at around the same time. Others, including Paul Frölich, the one-time close colleague of Knief, would join the Socialist Workers’ Party of Germany (Sozialistische Arbeiter-Partei Deutschlands, SAPD) in 1931.52

Although it had an important role in establishing the KPD, it is thus clear that the short-lived IKD would have less influence on its subsequent history than would the various communist and left-socialist tendencies that rejected or criticised it from within the German labour movement before 1933.

Translated by Joe Keady
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The Role of the Spartacist Group after 9 November 1918 and the Formation of the KPD

Ottokar Luban

The Background

Contrary to the resolutions passed by the Socialist International, the Social Democratic Party of Germany deputies in the Reichstag on 4 August 1914 voted unanimously in favour of war credits.¹ The most intense criticism of that decision came from a group of left-wing Social Democrats who came together under the rubric of the Spartacus Group (later the Spartacus League). Their numbers grew and the Spartacists became the voice of the socialist anti-war movement, although under the state of siege they could not work other than as a loose clandestine network. It was only with the freedom of the press and freedom to organise that followed the November 1918 revolution, as well as the release of leaders and sympathisers from prison, that the stage was set for a new party to be established: the Communist Party of Germany made its first appearance at a national conference at the turn of 1918/19.

This chapter will look at the founding of the party and the events leading up to it from August 1914 until the failed upheaval in January 1919, which ended with the murders of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. It will emphasise the continuities between social democracy and early communism and address the fragility of that beginning phase, which was not only threatened by external repression but was also persistently contested from within. Certain leading figures within the Spartacus group, such as Clara Zetkin and Leo Jogiches, doubted the value of establishing a new party until the very last, preferring to remain in the partially revolutionary Independent Social Democratic Party of Germany (USPD).
**The Shock of 4 August**

While the left wing of the SPD was mired in a passive state of shock in August 1914, the circle of radicals around Rosa Luxemburg in Berlin attempted an internal protest against the change of course without any initial success. Nonetheless, that group, which included Franz Mehring, Clara Zetkin, Ernst Meyer, Julian Marchlewski (a.k.a. Karski), Wilhelm Pieck, Hugo Eberlein, Leo Jogiches, Käte and Hermann Duncker, and, from late August 1914, Reichstag member Karl Liebknecht, campaigned – following the anti-war resolution of the Socialist International – for a consistent anti-war policy and for democracy through mass actions up to and including revolutionary uprising. They promoted their ideas verbally at party events and among small groups of radical comrades and they widely distributed illegal pamphlets. These were initially directed at SPD members, but their focus increasingly shifted toward the workforce as a whole as the war progressed. The Luxemburg circle adopted the name International Group (*Gruppe Internationale*) after the newspaper *Die Internationale*, published in April 1915. The group operated autonomously within the SPD and, after the party split, within the USPD. The name Spartacus Group, derived from the illegal newspaper *Spartacus*, gained currency starting in 1916. Given that the group was only an informal network, it had neither an executive committee nor any formal membership. Anyone committed to the views espoused in *Spartacus* and involved in the dissemination of its content could be considered a ‘member’.

**The Spartacus Group during the Last Two Years of the War**

The International Group was badly weakened by the arrests of two of its leaders, Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. Luxemburg was in prison from February 1915 until February 1916 and then in ‘protective custody’ from July 1916 until 8 November 1918. A great deal of her writing for pamphlets and *Spartacus* articles was smuggled out, but her oratory talents were missed at assemblies and demonstrations. Worst of all, she was unable to contribute to the revolutionary left-wing socialist uprising in Berlin on 9-10 November 1918 because she only reached Berlin on the evening of 10 November, following her release from prison in Breslau (Wrocław).

Starting with his rejection of war credits on 2 December 1914,
Liebknecht's consistent anti-militarist politics made him a symbol of the peace movement. After he was arrested at a demonstration on 1 May 1916 and sentenced to four years and one month in prison, the harsh conditions of his imprisonment left him isolated and deprived him of any political impact.

It is primarily thanks to the efforts of Rosa Luxemburg's long-time comrade Leo Jogiches – a journalist born in Vilna in 1867 who had been active before the war among the exiled Russian social democrats in Switzerland and Berlin – that the Spartacus Group was able to effectively influence mass actions among German workers between 1916 and early 1918. His great experience in conspiratorial political work helped him to build a clandestine network of backers within the Berlin SPD and, later, the USPD, with connections to supporters nationwide. In Berlin, he focused on the Teltow-Beeskow-Charlottenburg electoral organisation, which was the only party organisation outside Hanau in which the Spartacus Group had a majority. Under the guise of being a building cooperative, Spartacus supporters met in various neighbourhoods to discuss their illegal work. Jogiches had a large number of pamphlets printed, shipped, and distributed. The Spartacus Group's main strongholds were in Stuttgart, Hanau, Chemnitz, Braunschweig, and Duisburg. Oppositional members of the socialist youth organisation made up a separate network.2 There were also radical left-wing organisations in Bremen and Hamburg. However, from mid-1916 onward they demanded the founding of a radical party that would unify party and trade union, which was rejected by the Spartacus leadership.

The pamphlets made their way to a wide array of locations. Other people, including Ernst Meyer, worked to assist Jogiches; most of these were long-term SPD or USPD members or functionaries.3 Spartacus supporters also received internal memoranda on certain occasions. They met with Jogiches and other main organisers for discussions at events like the national SPD conference in Berlin in September 1916 or the founding USPD conference in Gotha in April 1917. However, after this, there were no further national gatherings of the Spartacus Group until 13 October 1918 in Berlin, due to difficulties paying for travel expenses and the significant risk of arrest.4

Because of the Spartacus Group's loose organisational structure, they did not organise the mass political strikes of June 1916, April 1917 and January 1918. These were instead organised by a network of
oppositional union leaders who would be known after the German Revolution of 1918 as the Revolutionary Shop Stewards (Revolutionäre Obleute, RSS). Jogiches organised a network distributing pamphlets, which aimed to radicalise the shop stewards and the union rank and file. For example, during the revolutionary mass strike in late January 1918, in which approximately three quarters of a million people participated in Berlin and other cities, eight Spartacus pamphlets were produced, each with a print run of 25,000-100,000. Jogiches began preparing for another mass action in March 1918 after the January strike of that year, but he and his group of supporters were arrested in late March. The authorities uncovered and destroyed almost the entire Spartacus network in the process.7

Mathilde Jacob, a friend of and intermediary for the imprisoned Rosa Luxemburg, as well as one of Jogiches’ associates, worked painstakingly to win over new recruits for the Spartacus Group. It was only in May 1918 that the thirty-four year-old blacksmith and Labour Secretary Karl Schulz, who had just deserted the military, was able to rebuild the Spartacus Group and restart pamphlet distribution. However, he was arrested on 15 August 1918, together with his closest aides Susanne Leonhard and Erich Anspach. The newly re-established network was again destroyed, after the authorities found a list of Spartacus Group members’ names and addresses on Leonhard; the group did not revive until the November Revolution.8 Following their arrests, the RSS, with whom Jogiches had worked closely, cut off contact with Spartacus Group members due to fear of infiltration by informers.7

After his amnesty on 23 October 1918, Karl Liebknecht had only modest success in reviving the Spartacus networks, although he personally worked intensively to prepare for the November 1918 uprising in Berlin. By that point, the RSS, together with the Spartacus Group and various leftist USPD leaders, such as Ernst Däumig and Georg Ledebour, had formed a committee they were already calling a ‘workers’ council’ to prepare for a mass action. What they had in mind, however, was not another strike, but an armed uprising. It should be emphasised, however, that neither the USPD nor the Spartacus Group had voting authority in that committee; instead, they served only in an advisory capacity. The shop stewards alone set the date of the uprising for 11 November. However, they revised that decision in favour of 9 November, in response to changing circumstances and, to some extent, pressure from Liebknecht, who participated in the
discussions as the Spartacus Group representative. The uprising was successful and the Kaiserreich came to an end.

The Role of the Spartacus Group after 9 November 1918

On the day of the uprising, Liebknecht joined members of the revolutionary committee at the front of marches, addressed assemblies, and proclaimed the existence of a Socialist Republic from the window of the Stadtschloss in the heart of Berlin. A short while before that, however, SPD politician Philipp Scheidemann had already declared a German Republic from a balcony of the Reichstag building. At noon, with the imperial government ceding to the pressure by the victorious revolutionary masses, the title of Chancellor was transferred from Max von Baden to the SPD leader Friedrich Ebert, who announced the formation of a new government comprised of SPD and USPD representatives.

When Liebknecht arrived at the Reichstag in the early evening for negotiations with the other insurgents, he was urged by soldiers to affiliate with the SPD-USPD unity government that the SPD had proclaimed. After resisting for a long time, he finally accepted a government office, provided that it would only last for three days until an armistice could be established. But, after Jogiches had informed him of his strong disagreement, and the USPD had abandoned the left-wing positions that were the conditions of his participation, he rescinded the agreement.

The political decision to form a SPD-USPD government on 9 November was made largely without the participation of the people who had organised the successful uprising. This is because almost all the members of the Spartacus Group, the left wing of the USPD and the RSS who were involved in the revolution were marching with the workers through the streets of Berlin, giving speeches, and helping to occupy government buildings.

The rank and file only came back into the picture thanks to the efforts of RSS leader Emil Barth, after the negotiations in the Reichstag building between the SPD and the USPD on the formation of a new government were almost finished. At an assembly in the Reichstag building on the evening of 9 November, at which soldiers were present, Barth got a resolution passed that would allow Berlin's factories and garrisons to elect workers' and soldiers' councils on the
morning of 10 November, which would then elect a revolutionary socialist government that afternoon. However, this plenary assembly of Berlin's workers' and soldiers' councils proved to be a disaster for the revolutionary left. The SPD won a majority among the soldiers and, using its party newspaper, *Vorwärts*, and the preliminary discussion, skilfully exploited the soldiers' and workers' need for unity. Before and during the assembly, the Spartacus Group had distributed a pamphlet with the slogan 'No votes for the government socialists', but this was pilloried by a soldier over the course of the meeting 'with vigorous applause'.

A letter to August Thalheimer (written, in all likelihood, by Jogiches), dated 11 November 1918 and obviously influenced by this tremendous defeat for the left, offers a remarkably prosaic assessment of the balance of political power: 'The Revolution [...] is, above all, a soldiers' mutiny. It was executed by soldiers who were dissatisfied with their lot as soldiers. [...] Certainly the masses contributed to the Revolution, but for the moment its social core remains completely shrouded in darkness.' Jogiches realistically assumed that 'Many or most of the working people still support the majority Social Democrats'. That majority, however, was 'not only slowing down the Revolution but directly counter-revolutionary'. The task of the Spartacus Group was therefore 'to expose the counter-revolutionary nature of the majority socialists before the masses by initiating a wave of agitation against them. We must then expose the social core of the events that have taken place and thereby turn this from a soldiers' revolt into a true proletarian revolution'.

*Founding the Party Prematurely in December 1918*

It might have been possible for the Spartacus Group to lawfully propagate its political goals at its own assemblies and through its own newspaper in order to build an organisation. But the links between the leadership and its supporters had largely been destroyed during the war due to the large numbers of arrests and conscriptions. When the leaders first met with Rosa Luxemburg on 11 November, following her arrival in Berlin the evening after her release from 'protective custody' in Breslau, the group adopted the name Spartacus League to clarify its claim to a larger federation even as it remained within the USPD. Where its illegal work during the wartime state of siege had
largely been limited to agitational pamphleteering, various tasks were now delegated to fourteen different people. Not only did they plan on publishing a daily newspaper but also a weekly theoretical journal called *Die Internationale* as well as newspapers directed at soldiers, women, and young people. Between 11 and 17 November, however, they had no publication at all. The editorial offices of the bourgeois publishing company Scherl Verlag had been occupied during the Revolution on 9 November and used to publish the *Rote Fahne* on 9 and 10 November 1918, in lieu of the *Berliner Lokalanzeiger*. But the occupiers were unable to hold the premises, and Luxemburg and the rest of the Spartacus leadership spent more than a week looking for a publisher with a printing press for their own newspaper, before the *Rote Fahne* finally resumed publication on 18 November 1918. Yet even then, a shortage of paper and staff restricted editions to four pages. Luxemburg was so burdened as editor-in-chief that she was hardly able to appear at the Spartacus League’s public assemblies, costing the organisation its most dynamic orator.17 All of these circumstances combined to delay the Spartacus Group’s composition as a cohesive organisation.

By contrast, although the opponents of a socialist revolution had no functional mass organisations at their disposal, they were nonetheless able to monopolise state power, as Liebknecht made clear in a sober analysis dated 21 November 1918: ‘the “socialist” government has maintained or even reinstated the entire administrative apparatus and the old military machinery – institutions which are nearly impossible to control for the workers’ and soldiers’ councils; the enormous economic power of the ruling classes has not been touched, and some of their social powers will continue for a long time’. Liebknecht emphatically called for the Revolution to move forward, writing that: ‘The working masses must defend what they have gained and proceed to conquer the remaining positions of power in order to bring the ruling classes to their knees and to make proletarian rule come true in flesh and blood’.18 The question at that point was whether Liebknecht and the other leaders of the Spartacus League would be able to use this realistic assessment to draw level-headed conclusions for future political action.

For Rosa Luxemburg, this was not the case. As in early 1916, she drastically overestimated the revolutionary mood among the workers. In a letter to Clara Zetkin dated 29 November 1918, she wrote that
USPD members, including ‘Däumig, Eichhorn and others, argued for taking a stand entirely on the same grounds as ours, and the same was true for Ledebour, Zietz, Kurt Rosenfeld – and the masses!’ In her revolutionary impatience and wishful thinking, Luxemburg had evidently entered into an inauspicious alliance.

Based on that erroneous assessment, she believed that the time had come to assume leadership of the left wing of the labour movement. On 14 December 1918, she published the manifesto ‘What Does the Spartacus League Want?’ in the *Rote Fahne* and on 15 December she proposed that the USPD withdraw from the government at the party’s general assembly in Berlin. She called for party members to reject a national assembly, take power immediately through the workers’ and soldiers’ councils, and convocate a national party congress immediately. But her resolution received only 29 per cent of the delegates’ votes versus 71 per cent for a proposal by Rudolf Hilferding. This proposal supported allowing the USPD representatives to remain in the joint revolutionary government with the majority Social Democrats, participating in the national assembly elections, and holding a USPD congress only after those elections. That outlook was not limited to USPD delegates; the working population of Berlin shared it as well. When the Berlin workers’ council delegates to the national council congress were elected on 14 December, the SPD, with eleven delegates, won significantly more support than the USPD with seven delegates. The SPD’s majority in the soldiers’ councils was even larger. It is therefore incomprehensible that Rosa Luxemburg still believed that there would be a left-wing majority at the National Congress of Councils, which opened on 16 December in Berlin, and she was disappointed when the delegates voted for a national assembly, cursing them afterwards as ‘Ebert’s Mamluks’.

That mid-December, Luxemburg and the other Spartacus leaders could no longer ignore the actual views of the proletarian masses delegated from Berlin and across Germany. Over the weeks that followed, they doggedly campaigned for their views within the USPD (some of whose members already leaned toward supporting the Spartacus League) in an attempt to win a majority or be able to take a significant number of party members with them to form a new, left-wing socialist party in the event of a split. At the same time, quickly forming a new party carried the risk of isolation, which is why Luxemburg had opposed dividing the party during the war.
There was also no shortage of urgent pleas from left-wing USPD officials to hold off on founding a separate left-wing socialist party. In a conversation on 20 or 21 December 1918, Wilhelm Koenen, chairman of the USPD’s large Halle-Merseburg branch, emphatically pointed out to Luxemburg that Spartacus sympathisers within his chapter needed more time to build a majority in favour of forming a new, radical party. But Luxemburg insisted on doing so quickly. In a letter dated 17 November 1918, Clara Zetkin also argued with Luxemburg against establishing a party too soon, writing that, ‘Given our well-known lack of leaders and resources, it would make it considerably more difficult for us to reach the masses […] I think we should stay in the USPD for now as its relentless critics’. Zetkin, who was unable to travel to Berlin for health reasons, was evidently not immediately informed of the resolution to form a new party, which was subsequently passed at the national Spartacus conference on 30-31 December 1918. Jacob Walcher, a delegate from Stuttgart who participated in the founding KPD conference, would later recall her ‘irritation at the choice of an inauspicious moment’ for it. In an as yet undiscovered letter to Luxemburg in early January 1919, Zetkin evidently vigorously criticised the decision, as we can deduce from Luxemburg’s reply dated 11 January 1919.

The Founding Congress of the KPD

The source materials do not provide an unambiguous explanation as to when exactly the preliminary decision to establish the KPD was made. The Rote Fahne mentions a ‘national Spartacus League conference’ on 23 December and again in a lead article dated 29 December. A decision to form the party is supposed to have been passed on the evening of 29 December when the Spartacus leadership met for a discussion with several delegates. That is when the name Communist Party was chosen over Luxemburg’s preferred Socialist Party. There was talk at the conference itself of a national conference and a founding party convention but it was only at its conclusion that Liebknecht declared it the official founding party conference.

While Luxemburg’s ‘What Does the Spartacus League Want?’ advanced a vision of socialism with an unambiguously grassroots-democratic and socialist orientation, it was counteracted at the founding party conference by the prevailing anarcho-syndicalist and
putschist currents among the delegates. That ultra-left outlook led the party to reject participation in the forthcoming national assembly elections despite the fact that the entire Spartacus leadership, with Luxemburg and Liebknecht at the helm, had supported participation. The risk of a resolution hostile to the existing unions and their replacement by a single unity organisation that merged party and union was only averted by handing the matter over to a programme committee, where Luxemburg’s proposed basic programme could also be discussed and augmented. The radical current among the Spartacus League’s delegates was widespread and it was supplemented by the twenty-nine delegates from the International Communists of Germany (Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands, IKD), which had constituted itself as a party in late November 1918 and had strongholds in Bremen, Hamburg, and Dresden. It had merged with the Spartacus League at the conference, where they combined to form a radical majority. On the other hand, the union-based RSS ultimately did not participate in the conference despite hours of negotiations with Liebknecht. As a result, the new party lacked a mass base among the workers of Berlin. Karl Radek, who participated in the congress as an emissary of the Bolshevik government and whose speech was greeted with thunderous applause, came to a drastically negative conclusion, writing that: ‘The party conference was a glaring demonstration of the party’s youth and inexperience. Its connections with the masses were extremely weak […] I did not believe that I was looking at an actual party’.

By breaking away from the USPD in late December 1918, Luxemburg and the other Spartacus League leaders also broke with the conviction that doing so would isolate them from the proletarian masses, as they had believed in 1916-17. As the discussion, speeches, and resolutions at the founding congress show, the leaders had particularly surrendered themselves to the pressures of a radical spectrum whose illusory expectations were far removed from what most workers had in mind. If the Spartacus League had remained in the USPD, that party would likely have pledged its unambiguous commitment to the council system at its subsequent party conference in early March 1919, and thereafter advocated a revolutionary politics with an emphasis on mass action. A revolutionary socialist mass party in Germany might therefore have been possible by March 1919.
What Effect Did the Bolsheviks Have on the Formation of the KPD?

Given that the Bolsheviks’ representative, Karl Radek, had been in Berlin since 19 December 1918, the question has arisen of whether or not he and Adolph A. Joffe, the Soviet ambassador in Berlin between late April and 4 November 1918, had pushed for the establishment of a separate party. The archival sources cannot confirm that they did. Neither the correspondence between Spartacus leaders Hermann and Käte Duncker between May and October 1918, nor the letters sent to Moscow by Joffe and other Bolshevik emissaries in Berlin during the same period, discuss the notion of forming a party. On the contrary, Joffe’s reports on the USPD and the Spartacus Group repeatedly state that the USPD was too passive and the Spartacus Group too weak to be able to actively push for a revolution. After the Russian embassy was expelled from Germany on 4 November 1918, contact with a Bolshevik representative was only re-established with Radek’s arrival on 19 December 1918. However, given Radek’s long-standing animosity toward Luxemburg and Jogiches, it was impossible for him to influence the leaders of the Spartacus Group. He only succeeded with his old friends among the left-wing radicals in Bremen (particularly Johann Knief, who opposed merging with the Spartacus League), where the IKD were preparing to form a joint party. The decision to establish the KPD some time near the end of the national council congress on 20 December 1918 was therefore taken quite autonomously by the Spartacus League’s leaders.

It is well known that Luxemburg and Lenin had considerable political differences. They clashed repeatedly, as in 1904 and 1911, over Luxemburg’s conception of a grass-roots democratic mass proletarian movement. In an incomplete draft of a manuscript Luxemburg wrote on the Russian Revolution, she rejected the terror that the Bolshevik government directed at its political enemies. Most other leaders of the Spartacus Group shared that opinion, as Angelica Balabanoff wrote after speaking with them, in a letter to Lenin dated 19 October 1918.

The leaders of the KPD also opposed Lenin’s plans to establish a Communist International, on the grounds that such an undertaking could only be successful if there were a mass base for socialist parties in Europe. But despite all their differences, Rosa Luxemburg and her political colleagues worked closely with the Bolsheviks. In mid-December 1918, cultural historian Eduard Fuchs, a long-standing
confidant of the Spartacus League’s leaders, was sent on an arduous journey to Moscow with a letter from Rosa Luxemburg and verbal messages about the situation in Germany. Leo Jogiches, who assumed leadership of the KPD after Luxemburg was murdered, maintained that contact, with his early February 1919 letter informing Lenin of the situation in the German labour movement and, in the wake of Fuchs’ return from Russia with money for the KPD, asking for additional financial support. Nonetheless, the KPD leadership did not satisfy Lenin’s wish for their approval of the Communist International. On the contrary, they decided to send fellow party organiser Hugo Eberlein to Moscow with an explicit mandate to vote against its establishment. Thus we can say that the leaders of the KPD preserved their autonomy from the outset.

The KPD in the Berlin January Upheaval of 1919

Luxemburg’s article ‘The First Party Congress’, first published in the Rote Fahne on 3 January 1919, gives no indication that she expected revolution to come soon or to run its course quickly. She did not anticipate a revolutionary turning point in the near future but rather a longer maturation process.

Late at night on Saturday 4 January 1919, the RSS, KPD leaders Liebknecht and Pieck, and the Berlin branch of the USPD issued a call for a demonstration in protest against the dismissal of Berlin Police Superintendent Emil Eichhorn, a USPD member, by the SPD government. The USPD had left the government in late December and the office of police superintendent was its only remaining position of official power. Despite the short notice, several hundred thousand people participated in the demonstration in central Berlin on 5 January. The organisers, who were caught off guard by the enormous turnout, had not called for any concrete objective other than protest against the Ebert-Scheidemann government, but participants nonetheless spontaneously occupied several newspaper offices that evening, including the Social Democrats’ Vorwärts.

Despite the enormous scale of the demonstration that Sunday, the coverage in the Monday edition of the Rote Fahne on 6 January was relatively reserved. There was nothing to suggest that Luxemburg or the rest of the KPD leadership planned a decisive power struggle against the Social Democrat government in the days that followed.
Nor is there any hint of this in Luxemburg’s patently realistic reply to Karl Radek on 6 January 1919, in response to his question regarding the goal of the mass action. Radek, quoting her, wrote that, “The strike was a protest strike. We wanted to see how far Ebert would go and how the workers in the countryside would respond to the events in Berlin. Then we would see.”

In contrast to Luxemburg’s cautious outlook, Liebknecht and Pieck let themselves get carried away by the euphoric mood among the RSS on the evening of 5 January. With only six votes against, an overwhelming majority passed a resolution calling for a general strike on 6 January for the purpose of toppling the SPD government. However, the extremely short announcement did not include any direct call to remove the government. At Pieck’s request, a Revolutionary Committee made up of thirty-three members was formed, including co-chairmen Ledebour, Liebknecht, and Shop Steward Paul Scholze. The demonstration already had the appearance of a popular uprising, due to its hundreds of thousands of participants and, without any preparation, the left-wing socialists of Berlin suddenly attempted to turn it into a new insurrection. Richard Müller, who had organised the mass strikes during the war, warned against exceeding the scope of the protest due to the lack of organisational structure and planning. He and five other shop stewards did not participate, depriving the Revolutionary Committee of skilled organisers.

With nearly half a million participants, the mass demonstration on Monday 6 January was even larger than on Sunday. The Revolutionary Committee sent armed troops to occupy government buildings, legitimising their authority with a document written by Pieck declaring that the SPD government was no longer in control and that the Revolutionary Committee had taken power; at the bottom of this document were the names of Karl Liebknecht, Georg Ledebour and Paul Scholze. The public and the other KPD leaders would only learn of the existence of the declaration when a facsimile was published in Vorwärts on 14 January. While the Revolutionary Committee were more than satisfied with the response to their call for a general strike on 6 January, they were deeply disappointed by the troops stationed in Berlin, which either remained neutral or were loyal to the SPD government.

Liebknecht and Pieck, the two members of the KPD leadership who were also part of the Revolutionary Committee, had spent their
time since Saturday 4 January in a nearly uninterrupted string of meetings and speeches at demonstrations, without any opportunity to coordinate with the other KPD leaders. It was only on the evening of Monday 6 January that Jogiches and Paul Levi were able to make contact with Liebknecht and Pieck.

Impressed by the success of the general strike on 6 January, Luxemburg now also saw a possibility to take power. In her lead article in the *Rote Fahne* on 7 January (therefore written on the evening of 6 January) titled ‘What Are the Leaders Doing?’ she proclaimed the goal of ‘occupying all positions of power,’ a clear reference to the fall of the government.44 The first meeting of the KPD leadership with Liebknecht and Pieck was held that Tuesday noon. ‘Comrades Luxemburg and Jogiches urged a more definitive leadership of the struggle and clear slogans.’45 Historians have previously been unaware of the discussion on 7 January between the Spartacists – and their representatives on the Revolutionary Committee Liebknecht and Pieck – and the push by Jogiches and Luxemburg for the Committee to take more forceful action. This KPD leaders’ meeting was evidently suppressed in subsequent writings on the German Revolution produced by both the KPD and the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SED) as a way of constructing the myth that party leaders – particularly Rosa Luxemburg – rejected the idea of overthrowing the government. Luxemburg’s lead article ‘Neglected Duty’, dated 8 January (but written the day before), shows that by 7 January she had indeed concluded that the time to fight for control had come. She repeatedly mentions that ‘the Ebert-Scheidemann government must be removed’ if the revolution is to be continued and socialism implemented. However, she does clearly oppose an outright coup, writing: ‘Removing the Ebert-Scheidemann government does not mean storming the Reich Chancellery and chasing off or arresting a few people. Above all it means seizing all actual positions of power and keeping and using them.’46 Here, Luxemburg focuses on institutions that would facilitate the distribution of revolutionary propaganda with intensive involvement by prominent USPD leaders Ledebour and Däumig.

The coup d’état proclamation that Pieck wrote and Liebknecht signed was attacked both by Rosa Luxemburg immediately after the failed insurrection attempt and by historians later on. That criticism is, in my view, unjustified. On 7 January, it appeared as though most
of the workers in Berlin were insisting that the Ebert-Scheidemann government be replaced. The planned takeover by the RSS and the attempt to occupy government buildings therefore did not amount to a putsch by a small revolutionary group; instead, they were the product of a mass movement made up of the majority of the workers of Berlin (albeit only on that particular Monday and Tuesday). Those steps and the coup declaration were what gave them revolutionary legitimacy in Berlin – just as the overthrow on 9-10 November 1918 had. The scale of the majority in favour of replacing the SPD government among the rank and file is apparent in two resolutions passed by the plenary assembly of the Greater Berlin local workers’ councils on 10 January, which almost unanimously called for the resignation of the government – including support from most of the SPD delegates.\(^\text{47}\)

The argument that a Ledebour-Liebknecht government with the RSS would have been limited to the capital and a few industrial centres is true, but this is only apparent in hindsight. In November 1918, information about the workers’ willingness to engage in a revolutionary uprising nationwide had appeared extremely unfavourable at the moment when the spark was lit, making it possible that a similar movement could have arisen in January 1919 as well. The action in January 1919 only became a putsch as of Wednesday 8 January, when the majority of Berlin’s workers no longer supported the Revolutionary Committee taking power.

The KPD leaders held a meeting that Wednesday evening, after the factory workers’ willingness to strike had begun to wane and the first small skirmishes between government troops and revolutionaries had started. Given the flagging appetite for conflict among the working people of Berlin and the majority SPD government’s discernible preparations to put down the revolution by force, Jogiches forcefully called for Liebknecht and Pieck to resign from the Revolutionary Committee. A majority passed the proposal over dissenting votes from Pieck and Liebknecht, and Liebknecht announced that he would not comply with the resolution, thereby initiating a split among the KPD leaders. Jogiches went so far as to propose that the group publicly distance itself from Liebknecht in the *Rote Fahne*. That proposal was rendered meaningless, however, when the RSS held a meeting late that evening and adopted both a pamphlet written by Hugo Haase and Liebknecht’s call for a general strike. Luxemburg and most of the Spartacus leaders regarded this renewed willingness on the part of the RSS and the
USPD leadership to engage in conflict as a sign that the mass movement might be reviving, but it was not enough to move the workers to continue fighting. On the contrary, a mass movement with an entirely different objective developed in the factories of Berlin on 9 January. Workers called for unity on socialist principles between the ‘ordinary’ members of the SPD, USPD and KPD to end the bloodletting without recourse to their leaders. The unity movement consisted of over 200,000 workers in Berlin and it spread to other industrial centres across Germany. Workplace assemblies elected worker delegations, usually on a parity basis (i.e. each of the three socialist parties had the same number of delegates), and these were sent to the SPD central council, the USPD, the RSS and Liebknecht to demand the resignation of the government and of all socialist party leaders in order to stop the fighting in Berlin. The parity-based workers’ committees were to take over management at all levels. Furthermore, the workers called for unification of the three socialist parties, and new workers’ council elections. The USPD fully supported this spontaneous mass movement, but the leaders of both the SPD and the KPD rejected its objective. Luxemburg saw the USPD as its intellectual author and she sharply criticised them for it. The fact that the Social Democrats had also rejected all the unity movement’s demands was not sufficient to convince Luxemburg to reconsider her position. For her, it was reminiscent of the unity slogans of 9-10 November 1918, when the SPD, which had previously worked against the revolution, was able to win a majority against the revolutionary forces by employing the same rhetoric of unity. But had the KPD supported the new unity movement, it might have made it possible to preserve the masses’ revolutionary energy and strengthen the party.

The unity movement thus failed to achieve its objective and, contrary to the hopes of the revolutionary left, the mass movement did not regain momentum on 9-10 January. With Liebknecht’s consent, the KPD leadership decided on the 10 January ‘to abandon joint actions with the shop stewards and only to participate in their meetings in order to exchange information’.

Rosa Luxemburg published an article in the *Rote Fahne* on 12 January under the headline ‘And Still the Revolution Will Win!’ in which she commented on the seizure of the Vorwärts building by government troops and the SPD government’s military victory. Although she no longer regarded the fall of the government as imminent, she nonetheless
saw it as almost inevitable in the near future, writing that Ebert and Scheidemann could ‘enjoy only a final, brief reprieve’ for their ‘glorious rule’ which was built ‘on dead bodies’ and required ‘the grace of the bourgeoisie’. A letter Luxemburg wrote to Clara Zetkin on 11 January shows that this was not merely optimistic agitation but in fact corresponded to Luxemburg’s illusory expectations. Despite the unambiguous defeat, she remained hopeful, writing, ‘if the course of events continues as it has so far, it will prove to be highly questionable whether things will even reach the point of elections and a National Assembly’. Just how badly her assessment deviated from the popular mood would become apparent eight days later during the National Assembly elections. At the start of the January uprising, it appeared as though a great majority of Berlin’s working people would side with the revolutionary left. But on 19 January, the SPD won 36.4 per cent of the votes in Berlin – a significant gain against the USPD, which only took 27.6 per cent of the vote. In keeping with the decision made at its founding congress, the KPD had boycotted the elections.

When analysing and assessing the Rote Fahne and the policies of the KPD leadership during the fighting in January 1919, we must keep in mind the fact that the situation changed repeatedly from hour to hour. Rosa Luxemburg and the other editors and other leaders were under enormous stress, the printing press and the editorial offices of the Rote Fahne were being attacked by government troops, and articles had to be written in safe houses.

After changing houses several times, Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht went into hiding in the home of some comrades in Berlin’s Wilmersdorf district, where they were arrested on 15 January 1919 and murdered by Freikorps troops. The murders weakened the prospects for democracy not only within the KPD but also in the Communist International as a whole. As the story of its establishment shows, the first generation of leaders was not only independent in terms of the strategies they pursued, but also in their concept of democracy. Rosa Luxemburg in particular typified that autonomy. If she had not been murdered, with her concept of a humane basic democratic socialism, she surely would have influenced the political left efficiently and might have prevented or at least significantly hampered Stalinism’s triumph in the Comintern.

Translated by Joe Keady
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Building a Mass Party: Ernst Meyer and the United Front Policy, 1921-22

Florian Wilde

Ernst Meyer (1887-1930): A Forgotten Leader of German Communism

Despite being ‘one of the most notable leaders of the German communist movement’, Ernst Meyer remains relatively unknown. In English, the only widely available text relating to him is the autobiography of his wife, Rosa Meyer-Leviné. Yet Meyer was an important figure in the left wing of the German labour movement from the time he joined the Social Democratic Party in 1908, until his death over twenty years later. A friend and collaborator of Rosa Luxemburg, during the war he was also one of the founding and leading members of the Spartacus League, which is discussed in the chapter by Ottokar Luban above. He was a delegate to the international anti-war socialist conferences at Zimmerwald (1915) and Kienthal (1916). Elected to the Communist Party of Germany’s Zentrale at its founding conference at the turn of 1918/19, Meyer maintained leadership roles almost continuously in the years to come. He also represented the party at the second and fourth World Congresses of the Communist International (1920 and 1922).

Following the arrest of KPD chairman Heinrich Brandler in April 1921, Meyer assumed acting leadership of the organisation and was elected head of the Polbüro (Political Bureau) at the August 1921 Party Congress in Jena. During that period it was Meyer’s ‘united front’ policy – an attempt to organise coordinated mass actions involving the KPD, the SPD, and the trade unions – that was primarily responsible for the KPD’s consolidation as a mass party. This essay will focus on Ernst Meyer’s role in the development of the ‘united front’ policy during this period as a contemporary form of ‘revolutionary realpolitik’.
From the 'Theory of the Offensive' to the United Front

In the summer of 1921, Meyer became one of the main protagonists in a form of revolutionary realpolitik. Prior to that, however, he had intermittently supported a very different outlook: the theory of the 'revolutionary offensive'. This latter policy arose out of an interpretation of the persistence of post-war revolutionary conditions. Alongside Paul Frölich, Hugo Eberlein, August Thalheimer, and Heinrich Brandler, Meyer became a voice for a widespread mood of revolutionary impatience after the merger with the left-wing of the Independent Socialist Party made the KPD a mass party. The policy's failure notably turned all of these men into Communist pragmatists, a tendency later vilified by their intraparty adversaries as 'right wing'.

In March 1920, intensifying regional disputes in central Germany appeared to provide the United Communist Party leadership with an opportunity to take the offensive and trigger a new wave of revolutionary upheaval. The party tried to use these events to catalyse a nationwide uprising in what would be remembered as the disastrous 'March Action'. Hundreds of Communists were killed, approximately 6000 were arrested, and 4000 were convicted. The latter included party chairman Heinrich Brandler, whose position would be taken over (provisionally at first) by Ernst Meyer. Party membership plummeted due to an ensuing membership exodus. The number of members immediately after unification is disputed, with estimates ranging from 350,000 to 448,500, but by August 1921 there were only 180,443.5 Due to its putschism, the party was now completely isolated within the labour movement.

As a consequence of the 'March Action's' catastrophic outcome and the dissipation of what was termed the 'post-war revolutionary wave', the Comintern ushered in the 'united front' policy at its Third World Congress in the summer of 1921, with the slogan 'To the Masses'. The 'united front' concept aimed to allow communist parties to preserve their revolutionary identity during non-revolutionary periods while remaining open to the politics of wider alliances, which aimed to win the masses over to communism.

But the resolutions that were passed at the World Congress were relatively vague. It was up to the various parties to experiment with putting the new line into practice.6 This included the KPD, which was now officially led by Ernst Meyer after the party congress in Jena from
22-26 August 1921. Meyer had initially been reluctant to give up the earlier policy, but now became an enduring and energetic advocate of the new line, particularly in light of the KPD's positive practical experience with it under his leadership.

The 'United Front' and Taxation

In late 1921, members of the Reichstag attempted to increase taxes on sales as a way of funding the burden of debt which had been produced by reparations payments under the Treaty of Versailles. The KPD opposed this, demanding instead higher taxes on wealth and the seizures of assets instead – and it employed the 'united front' strategy in pursuit of those demands.

In the party's main paper, Ernst Meyer wrote that the guiding principle behind the Communists' tax policy was, 'to prevent the living standards of the broad masses from deteriorating' and 'to shift the entire tax burden onto the propertied classes'. For that reason, the KPD's parliamentary deputies would 'resist all taxes that worsen the living standards of the proletariat'. Unlike the purely parliamentary approach of the other parties, however, the KPD would try to 'pressure the government and the bourgeoisie to prevent [sales] taxes by all extra-parliamentary means'. If the Communists were unable to stop the new taxes, they would intensify the struggle for higher wages, Meyer said. The KPD's principal task was to 'harness all proletarian forces for this extra-parliamentary struggle'. To that end, the party would be prepared to support the proposals of other workers' parties 'if these proposals provide a basis for initiating struggles and thus accelerating the establishment of a "united front" of the entire proletariat against the capitalists'. For Meyer, the struggle for 'partial goals' was therefore linked to the Communists' 'final goals', a point he emphasised at the party conference in November when he said that 'We are fighting taxes in order to shift the balance of power'.

The KPD's demand for the seizures of assets entailed the state's expropriation of a portion of stocks, bonds, landholdings, factories, and mines. Party members believed that this was how Germany's debts should be paid off, and how higher wages and an active social policy could be financed. This, they hoped, would make it possible for all workers to participate in common defensive actions, especially as
the trade unions and the SPD were on record as backing similar proposals. The KPD proposed to both the trade union and the SPD executive committees that they establish a coordinated working-class mobilisation to implement the asset seizures and to defend the eight-hour workday and the right to strike.

The Zentrale issued a national newsletter explaining that the asset seizures were ‘a spark to ignite revolutionary struggles with limited goals and to broaden those struggles from a fight over taxes into general confrontations with the bourgeoisie’.9 This explanation was necessary because the asset seizure campaign was far from uncontroversial even within the KPD: the party’s left wing derided it as ‘reformist’ and sharply criticised the leadership.

In an article for International Press Correspondence (Inprekorr), the newspaper of the Communist International, Meyer countered that the call for asset seizures was admittedly not ‘inherently communist’, but:

> attempting to implement it means intensifying the class struggle against all capitalist parties, who will oppose these demands with all their power […] Attempting to implement this also means rejecting any coalition with the bourgeoisie and, moreover, it presages replacing bourgeois parliamentary government with a purely socialist one.10

Thus the goal of the ‘united front’ policy was to make demands that were in the interest of the entire working class, shared by other workers’ organisations, and necessitated an intensified confrontation with capital. The demands were to be achieved primarily through extra-parliamentary action, beyond the scope of parliament-oriented, social-democratic politics.

**The Railway Workers’ Strike**

The ‘united front’ policy was put to the test as during the great railway strike from 1-7 February 1922.11 Public employees, including railway workers, were particularly hard hit by the government’s financial policies because the state was unwilling to increase its employees’ wages to keep up with inflation. The German government under Chancellor Joseph Wirth refused to yield to the railway workers’ wage demands;
instead, it attempted to dismiss 20,000 employees and to extend the working hours of those remaining in employment. The German Railway Workers’ Union (*Deutsche Eisenbahner-Verband*, DEV) was unwilling to put pressure on the SPD, which was supporting the Wirth government in the Reichstag, but the National Union of German Railway Employees (*Reichsgewerkschaft deutscher Eisenbahnbeamter und Angestellter*, RDEBA), which organised 270,000 traditionally more conservative workers among white-collar staff, decided to strike on 1 February 1922. It was ‘Germany’s first significant civil servants’ strike’ as these workers were on the state’s payroll. The response of the Social Democratic President, Friedrich Ebert, was immediately to ban both the strike and all agitation in support of it. The government threatened disciplinary action and had members of the strike leadership arrested.

The KPD backed the strikers’ demands without reservation from the outset, calling on the leaders of the DEV, and the General Confederation of Trade Unions (*Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund*, ADGB) and the SPD and USPD to discuss measures in support of the strikers and, above all, to act in defence of the workers’ right to strike. They refused, however, and the SPD leadership went so far as to position itself firmly against the strike. Similarly, on 3 February the leaders of the ADGB called on the strikers to ‘go back to work immediately’ because ‘working people in particular are suffering the consequences’ and the strike was ‘having a genuinely catastrophic effect on Germany’s foreign policy’. By contrast, on 5 February 1922, the KPD’s *Zentrale* issued a call ‘to all working people’, which called for ‘solidarity with those in struggle! [...] A defeat for the workers in this strike would be [...] a defeat for socialism, a failure for the unions, and a victory for Stinnes. The powerful united front of all workers and public employees must prevail against this attack!’

At the local level at least, the KPD’s ‘united front’ efforts had a measure of success. Party members in other cities issued solidarity statements, and workers organised in the SPD-dominated ADGB participated in the strike. In Rhineland-Westphalia, the KPD and USPD issued a joint call to support the strikers.

But ultimately the Communists were the only ones who offered significant support for the railway strike, which ended inconclusively on 8 February. Where the strike’s immediate goals were concerned,
the KPD refrained from making its own demands, as Meyer pointed out in the Prussian Landtag (state parliament): 'They will not be able to find a single statement showing that we wanted to do anything with this movement other than actively support the striking workers'. Nonetheless the KPD made known its secondary objectives, such as making the railways economically viable through a 'state takeover of the coal and iron ore plants under the leadership of their workers' and promoting the idea that the right to strike must be defended 'with an extremely aggressive fight against the government, [including] the overthrow of the government, and the establishment of a workers' government'. The KPD tried to inform the railway workers that their struggle was inevitably political in nature because 'a conflict between a government and its civil servants [...] is never a purely economic struggle but also a struggle for political power', and emphasised the need to call a general strike to support the railway workers. Nonetheless, the KPD never made its support for the strike conditional on the strikers' adoption of its demands, nor did it try to impose its demands on the strikers. Instead, it showed 'great restraint' in order to 'avoid confusing' the railway workers, as Meyer would later say.

According to its leaders, the strike involved 800,000 railway workers by the time it ended, making it 'the largest transport strike in German history'. The Wirth government itself described it as a 'revolt in the civil service'. Despite the fact that the strikers were ultimately defeated, the action was a success for the KPD. It had shown that the 'reformist' unions would not defend their own members' interests, including the right to strike. As Reisberg noted, 'the KPD came out of the strike [...] with new authority'. That is why, at a meeting the day after the strike ended, its leadership felt that, 'We have reason to be very pleased with our party's conduct during the entire strike action'. In his report on the political situation at the Zentrale meeting on 15 February, Meyer summarised the situation by stating that, 'Our partial isolation from the workers has been eliminated. Our influence among government employees and their faith in us have grown tremendously due to the strike action'.

Meyer again presented a very positive assessment of the KPD's role in the railway strike in his report at the May meeting of the Zentralausschuss, claiming that government employees had grown more sympathetic toward the party and that, 'the tactic we pursued
during the strike not only proved its effectiveness but also established the potential to build on newly formed relationships in future actions taken up by government employees. At the Fourth World Congress of the Comintern in autumn 1922, even its leftist chairman, Grigory Zinoviev, praised the KPD’s policy during the railway strike as a ‘textbook example of the proper application of the united front tactic’.

The political lesson Meyer derived from the railway strike was that KPD propaganda had to pursue ‘the demand for a workers’ government’. The reason he gave for this was that ‘the striking workers [had] abandoned their struggle because they were afraid to continue a fight for governing power without the USPD or the SPD’. During any future railways workers’ strike, he continued, ‘the demand for a workers’ government should not come at the end but at the beginning. A workers’ government is the only way to achieve employees’ economic demands’.

United Front against the Right: The Campaign after the Rathenau Assassination

The assassination of German Foreign Minister, Walther Rathenau, by a far-right fanatic on 24 June 1922 gave the KPD a significant opportunity to apply the ‘united front’ tactic to a major political issue. Rathenau’s murder was one of many murders of left-wing and Jewish politicians during the early years of the Weimar Republic, which had claimed the lives of 354 often little known individuals by 1922; most of the perpetrators went unpunished. At this time, the radical right had propagated the slogan, ‘Take out Walther Rathenau, he’s a goddamned Jewish sow’.

The Rathenau assassination unleashed a wave of anger and outrage in the republican camp and among working people. In a Reichstag speech on 25 June, even Chancellor Wirth exclaimed, ‘The enemy […] is on the right!’ The killing provoked spontaneous protest demonstrations and strikes. The first mass demonstrations took place on 25 June and were repeated in the days that followed. According to Wolfgang Abendroth, those demonstrations were, at the time, ‘probably the largest ever in German history’ because they had been called not only by workers’ organisations but in some places also by bourgeois democrats. When the unions called for a nationwide half-day general strike on 27 June, the Communists retracted their call for a
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Meyer wrote that the Rathenau assassination created ‘for the first time an opportunity to test this [united front] tactic nationwide on a large scale’. A few hours after the assassination was announced, the KPD took the initiative and called for a conference to be convened immediately with the SPD and USPD to discuss defensive measures against right-wing terrorism. The Communists’ basis for negotiation included taking drastic steps against the far right, including purging the bureaucracy of monarchists and reactionaries, an amnesty for imprisoned workers, arming the workforce, establishing proletarian supervisory committees, and calling for a general strike. That meant that the Communists were pursuing the very politics that the SPD had at least verbally advocated in the wake of the Kapp Putsch – a coup attempt by the far-right in Berlin in 1920 – and had expressed in the ‘Bielefeld Agreement’, to which the KPD now explicitly referred. The SPD initially rejected the Communists’ ‘united front’ offer but, under pressure from its own rank and file to finally take decisive action against the far right, it was ultimately forced to negotiate with the Communists. The SPD nonetheless made it clear from the outset that it was unwilling to meet most of the Communists’ demands and insisted that the negotiations be kept secret.

The workers’ organisations reached an initial accord on 26 June based on proposals from trade union representatives demanding that the fight against the far right be intensified. Ernst Meyer was among the KPD’s representatives at the negotiations and the subsequent meetings with leading workers’ organisations. They agreed that, ‘for as long as a common struggle must be waged against reactionary elements, in-fighting among the parties must cease’. At the national level, the most important accord was known as the ‘Berlin Agreement’ of 27 June between the ADGB, the General Free Federation of Employees (Allgemeiner freier Angestelltenbund, AfA-Bund), the SPD, the USPD, and the KPD. Ernst Meyer and Wilhelm Koenen signed on behalf of the Communist Party. These organisations jointly called for a law to protect the Republic that would include, among other things, ‘an immediate ban on and strict punishment of any monarchist or anti-republican agitation […] a ban on and immediate dissolution of all monarchist and anti-republican affiliations, [and] a
ban on monarchist colours and banners’ as well as streamlined procedures for arresting violators of these provisions, the creation of a national criminal police organisation, and an amnesty for incarcerated workers.40 The Communists signed the ‘Agreement’ despite the fact that, on the one hand, many of their demands – such as their call for another general strike, arming the workers, and establishing proletarian supervisory committees – were not adopted, and, on the other hand, that a law protecting the Republic could, in the hands of a reactionary judiciary, rapidly be turned against the KPD itself. The KPD’s central organ, Die Rote Fahne, posed the question: what guarantees are there that these resolutions will be put into effect, answering: ‘Today there is none’ – only ‘extra-parliamentary action by the workers’ could guarantee it.41

Yet, in the wake of the Rathenau assassination, an unprecedented number of meetings were held among various workers’ organisations, not only at the national level but at the regional and local levels as well.42 On 4 July, there were more work stoppages and mass demonstrations across Germany in response to a call by the signatories to the ‘Berlin Agreement’.43 Some 700,000 people participated in the demonstrations in Berlin, approximately 100,000 in each of Dresden, Frankfurt, Wuppertal, and Munich, 60,000 in Düsseldorf, 50,000 in Königsberg, and 40,000 in Kiel. These demonstrations were more militant than those of the previous week. For example, monarchist emblems were destroyed (the ‘Berlin Agreement’ had called for their removal) and there were violent confrontations with the police, leaving several people dead.

Meyer’s letters to his wife during those days are enthusiastic: ‘Tonight [there is] a print run of 80,000, tomorrow morning 120,000. Hurrah!! We are in a magnificent situation – both agreements and Tuesday’s demonstrations together but also open criticism of the SPD and USP. The unions have a lot of respect for us’.44 And in a letter that was probably written on 8 July 1922, he wrote: ‘Zwickau is in the workers’ hands. Spontaneous outbreaks everywhere. Good situation for our party. SPD’s attempts to isolate us rejected. Negotiations with all organisations tomorrow despite our extremely harsh open criticism!’45

But tensions among the organisations that had signed the ‘Berlin Agreement’ had been growing significantly in the run-up to 4 July. While the KPD was oriented toward intensifying extra-parliamentary
actions, another general strike, new elections, and the installation of a 'workers’ government’ to implement the decisions in the ‘Berlin Agreement’, the leaders of the SPD, the USPD and the unions were trying to push the movement back toward a parliamentary course, which would be easier for them to control, and above all to pass a ‘law for the Protection of the Republic’. To achieve this parliamentary aim, the SPD repeatedly appealed to right-wing parties – including the monarchist German National People’s Party (Deutschnationale Volkspartei, DNVP) – to support the law instead of calling on its own rank and file to implement the ‘Berlin Agreement’. For this reason, in the Prussian Landtag, Meyer accused the SPD of, ‘not thinking of steps that the workers can take to put pressure on [the state] parliaments themselves. Instead, from the outset they only think of the balance of parliamentary power’. That, he stated, ‘is the fundamental difference between social-democratic and communist tactics and politics’. The SPD parliamentary faction in the Prussian Landtag voted against a bill to amnesty proletarian prisoners and, with trade union leaders, looked for a way to end the ‘united front’ with the KPD. They repeatedly made demands that would hardly be reasonable for the Communists to accept in the hope that the KPD would be forced to break off their unity of action.

The split between the participants in the ‘Berlin Agreement’ finally came on 8 July. The KPD was notified that, due to its militant activities, it had forfeited the right to remain part of this week-old accord. On 18 July, the Reichstag passed the ‘Law for the Protection of the Republic’ over the dissenting votes of the KPD (and the parties of the far right).

**Meyer’s Understanding of the United Front Policy, 1921-1922**

Meyer’s interpretation of the united front policy during 1921 and 1922 was not static, but rather developed in response to the KPD’s practical experiences. While many Communists, including Meyer himself, initially saw the united front policy as a temporary tactic and primarily regarded it as a means to expose ‘reformist’ leaders, it nonetheless gradually became an overarching KPD strategy. Meyer moved incrementally away from a more ‘tactical’ understanding of the ‘united front’ policy and increasingly came to regard it as the appropriate method for winning over Social Democrats during non-revolutionary
periods. At the Fourth World Congress of the Comintern in November 1922, Meyer said that the ‘united front’ policy ‘must not be regarded as an episode, but rather as a period of Communist tactics’. A consistent core element of Meyer’s interpretation of the ‘united front’ was his approach to what were known as ‘partial’ or ‘transitional’ demands. This grew out of the KPD’s experience during the March Action. He had learned how quickly a fight which had begun with ‘maximalist’ demands could lead to isolation. Thereafter he would no longer regard the inherent radicalism of a demand as a deciding factor, but rather the radicalising potential in the establishment of (inherently reformist) ‘partial’ or ‘transitional’ demands whose implementation was only conceivable in the form of broad mass struggles against the bourgeoisie and the government. From his perspective, the immanent, radicalising dynamic of such struggles would ultimately transcend the framework of ‘reformist’ parliamentary politics – a point that is essential to Meyer’s understanding of the ‘united front’ policy. This was the basis of Meyer’s emphasis on the importance of ‘partial’ or ‘transitional’ demands as starting points for workers’ collective struggles. He would express this outlook again and again, such as when he stated his willingness to support demands that, from the KPD’s perspective, would lead to insufficient tangible gains, ‘provided that they cause conflict to erupt and thereby accelerate the formation of the united front of the entire proletariat against the capitalists’, or when, on the occasion of the ‘Berlin Agreement’ after the Rathenau assassination, he said, ‘a few demands more or less will not determine the strength of the movement today. It is much more important for the most modest demands to be carried out through the workers’ own action’.

For Meyer, pragmatically achievable ‘partial’ demands did not contradict the ultimate communist objective; on the contrary, that objective could only be attained by fighting for ‘partial’ demands because, as Meyer wrote in an article in Inprekorr, that struggle: ‘truly fought out, must immediately turn [...] into struggles to achieve the final goal’. Meyer was concerned primarily with the dynamic arising from the struggle for such demands and less with the implementation of those demands as such:

Making such demands does not mean that they will all actually be achieved in their stated form. They need only be rallying points for
struggle by the broad masses. The struggle for one of these demands can reel in the entire front of the class struggle and lead to the establishment of a council dictatorship.52

For Meyer, therefore, the ‘united front’ policy in no way meant surrendering the goal of revolution and should not be misconstrued as synonymous with ‘reformist’ politics. For Meyer, the united front policy was the practical side of the problem of ‘with which means and under what slogans the communists of all countries could most quickly and most successfully achieve the goal of realising communism’.53 Accordingly, Meyer no longer regarded the KPD’s ‘partial’ demands as ‘reformist’. For him, even ‘reformist’ demands could be implemented most rapidly through the ‘revolutionary’ means of extra-parliamentary struggle. Indeed, he wrote that, ‘Work for reform is only successful when it is done in a revolutionary spirit and when it leads directly to revolutionary struggle’.54

Meyer’s stance on the question of the Communists’ relationship to the Weimar Republic (a controversial topic within the KPD) is worth noting. For him, the need for Communists to defend the Republic absolutely against all right-wing attacks was as far beyond dispute as the communist goal of overcoming it and replacing it with a dictatorship of the proletariat based on workers’ councils. Like ‘partial’ demands, he primarily regarded negotiating with the leaders of other workers’ organisations as a means to involve the entire working class in joint extra-parliamentary conflict. That is why, at the May 1922 meeting of the Zentralausschuss, he said:

The united front tactic […] means that, beyond detouring into loose discussions with the central committees of the other workers’ organisations, we want to gain an opportunity to meet with workers and members of those other parties. We are well aware that those discussions must not be an end unto themselves – for us, they are only a means [to an end]. But rejecting them would mean failing to carry out the united front tactic altogether.55

Elsewhere Meyer expressed the opinion that negotiations with leaders of other organisations had no objective other than ‘inducing workers’ collective action’.56 If the other organisations rejected the KPD’s offer of high-level negotiations, the Communists would then
be able to claim that they were unwilling to fight for their supporters’ interests. But, if they accepted the offer, the KPD hoped joint actions would show that the Communists were the ones fighting most forcefully on the workers’ behalf. Meyer, however, believed that the call for united action must never be directed toward the leaders alone but always at the entire organisation made up of the leadership and the rank and file – and if there were negotiations, they would have to be conducted openly and thus in a way that was accountable to the working class.⁵⁷

In Meyer’s view, the greatest danger in applying the ‘united front’ policy was the risk that the Communists might not be sufficiently able to maintain their ‘independent face’. In other words, negotiations with these leaders would force the KPD to refrain from ‘adequately harsh and thorough criticism’ of other organisations both in joint actions and particularly during high-level negotiations.⁵⁸ In brief: he saw ‘opportunism’ as the biggest threat. That is why Meyer regarded ‘the deepening of all members’ theoretical knowledge, organisational consolidation of the party, and strict discipline’ as the ‘unavoidable preconditions for successful application of this tactic’.⁵⁹

An Assessment of the United Front Policy 1921-22

Given that neither the Third World Congress of the Comintern nor the KPD’s Jena Party Congress issued concrete instructions for implementing the new ‘united front’ policy, the KPD had to establish its form as it was put into practice. Meyer’s influence in that process was significant. In 1921 and 1922, KPD policy essentially coincided with Meyer’s understanding of the tactic, even when the left wing of the party opposed it. All told, Meyer’s approach to ‘partial’ demands appears to have been a core element of the KPD’s ‘united front’ tactic, particularly after the Jena Congress.

The KPD’s experience through an array of united front initiatives varied. For example, while its use in economic debates (particularly in the railway strike) was unambiguously positive, in the political matter of the Rathenau campaign, it raised a series of problems for the party. These were partly the result of the party’s lack of experience with high-stakes negotiations, but also derived from the pressure put on the leadership by the KPD’s left wing, as detailed by Ralf Hoffrogge and Mario Kessler elsewhere in this volume. It was not easy to find a
reasonable way forward between, on the one hand, the risk of ‘opportunism’ and the attendant loss of the party’s ‘independent face’, and, on the other hand, sectarianism and the isolation from the wider workers’ movement that this caused. Nonetheless, there were strong signs of the tactic’s success; an unprecedented number of joint meetings between workers’ movement organisations took place,60 ‘Control Committees’ were created, which brought together Social Democrats and Communists in opposition to rising food prices and, by July 1923, numbered 800; the ‘Proletarian Hundreds’, which had their origins during the Rathenau campaign, emerged as a proletarian paramilitary defence organisation;61 and there was overall growth in the membership and influence of the KPD.

The same can be said of the ‘National Works Council Congress’ (Reichsbetriebsrätekongress), which the KPD had initially called on the ADGB to convene in the summer of 1922. In the event, this was organised by a communist Works Council Assembly after SPD-led trade union leaders rejected the proposal. Some 802 delegates gathered in Berlin on 23 November 1922, and the meeting was clearly dominated by Communists.62 Yet, if the participants did not include many non-Communist Works Councils, it did reveal the extent of Communist influence in the workplace among more generally.

The KPD’s significant role in the mobilisation of workers’ organisations following the murder of Foreign Minister Walter Rathenau by right-wing extremists, as discussed above, also showed how the ‘united front’ tactic had enabled the KPD to end its isolation within the workers’ movement, which had been greatly exacerbated by the ‘March Action’.

For all of these reasons, Meyer could enthusiastically defend the KPD’s use of the ‘united front’ policy at the Fourth World Congress of the Communist International at the end of 1922. He opposed the notion that the ‘united front’ could be applied to economics but not to politics, stating that: ‘Our experience shows that such a distinction is absolutely impossible in the present situation’.63

Consolidation of the KPD under Meyer

When Ernst Meyer assumed the leadership of the KPD, the impact of the ‘March Action’ – the abortive putsch with an epicentre in the party’s central German strongholds – had produced something approaching self destruction.64 But Meyer and the ‘united front’ tactic
restored the party’s fortunes. Its membership had risen from a low point of 180,443 in 1921 to 224,689 a year later.\textsuperscript{65} A report on the development of the party’s membership, given at the Eighth Congress in Leipzig in January 1923, was even able to state that the rise in numbers, ‘in no way reflects the greater influence that the KPD has achieved through its efforts among the working masses in the course of the period under review’.\textsuperscript{66} Meyer’s report to the Congress stressed that, had party organisations got over their fear of ideological dilution, even more new members would have been registered. His solution was to open up the party, while intensifying the education and training of these new recruits to communism.\textsuperscript{67}

The KPD’s application of the ‘united front’ tactic under Meyer resulted in a demonstrable increase in Communists’ influence in the unions. Through its support for the railway strike, the party’s influence in the Railway Workers’ Union increased significantly. In 1922, the Communists took control of the DEV in Berlin and Leipzig, and one in five delegates at the union’s conference that year were party members. They also took the leadership of the Building Workers’ Union in Berlin and Düsseldorf as well as the Metalworkers’ Union in Stuttgart. Every eighth delegate at the ADGB congress in June 1922 was a Communist, and the same figure applied to the Congress of Municipal Workers. At the Congress of the Transport Workers’ Union, KPD members made up 10 per cent of the delegates.\textsuperscript{68} In January 1923, the KPD Congress could boast of having 997 fractions in trade union branches and a majority in sixty local ADGB committees.\textsuperscript{69} The ‘united front’ policy, as Meyer emphasised, had evidently satisfied expectations with respect to increasing Communist influence within labour organisations, and the factories more generally.\textsuperscript{70}

The KPD also recorded successes at the ballot box in 1922, where it ‘almost uniformly received a sizeable increase in votes’.\textsuperscript{71} In the Landtag elections in Saxony in November, it received 267,700 votes as compared with 117,359 the year before.\textsuperscript{72} At the start of 1923, Communists represented the sole governing party in more than eighty municipalities and were the strongest party in 170 others; in many hundreds more they acted with the SPD to form an overall majority. Over 6000 Communists were in local councils and municipal administrations.\textsuperscript{73}

Not only did Meyer’s leadership see the party’s consolidation – both in terms of rising membership and greater influence within the
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wider workers’ movement – but he also worked effectively to integrate the various factions with differing tactical orientations. Unlike in 1919 or, very much more so, in the mid 1920s – as Marcel Bois details below – there were no major splits weakening the KPD. Meyer achieved this by ensuring open discussion, which he regarded as an ‘absolute necessity’, including free debate in the pages of the party’s newspapers and journals.74

If the KPD’s difficulties had made it the Comintern’s problem child in 1921, the following year Zinoviev stated that, ‘I think we can say, quite rightly and without exaggeration, that our sister party in Germany is one of the most stable and well organised at the Fourth World Congress […] as well as [being] the most politically clear-sighted’.75 He then avowed: ‘Nobody will deny that our German sister party has intensified its influence quite substantially’. Indeed, it had ‘made tremendous strides. Unless all the evidence is deceiving, the path of the proletarian revolution leads from Russia through Germany’.76

This is also the view of the KPD’s historians, who point to Meyer’s role in using the ‘united front’ to reconsolidate the KPD as a mass-based movement after the fiasco of the ‘March Action’.77 In doing so, he also made it a force that would once again be in a position to seriously consider taking power in October 1923.

Between Isolation and a Return to Party Leadership: Meyer after 1922

Heinrich Brandler’s return to Germany in August 1922 prompted a gradual decline in Meyer’s power and status, in a shift supported by the Comintern. Meyer was not re-elected to the Zentrale at the January 1923 Party Congress, but would assume a leading role in circles opposing the ascendancy of the party’s left wing around Ruth Fischer, Arkadij Maslow, and Werner Scholem in early 1924.

In 1926, Meyer returned to the leadership as a key member of the so-called ‘Centre Group’ and, together with Ernst Thälmann, was the ‘actual leader of the party’ in the mid 1920s; he again had a ‘substantial impact upon its [the KPD’s] fortunes’.78 Some of the KPD’s most successful ‘united front’ projects came about during that period, including the campaign to expropriate the old Imperial aristocratic elites of the Kaisercrreich that had kept large portions of their feudal property. The ‘expropriation campaign’ was initiated by the KPD and its appeal
brought united action across all worker organisations. The campaign for a referendum convinced 14.5 million people to vote to expropriate Germany’s former ‘Princely Houses’ – a level of support higher than the combined total the workers’ parties had achieved at any national election. Yet, in 1929, Meyer was again removed from leadership and politically marginalised after the KPD’s ‘ultra-left turn’ in 1928. However, by that point, he had already been gravely ill for some time. Ernst Meyer died on 2 February 1930 and was buried alongside other prominent socialists in Friedrichsfelde Cemetery in Berlin.

Translated by Joe Keady
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A new left opposition emerged within the KPD around 1921. Unlike the left-wing communism of 1919 and 1920, which was identified with Anton Pannekoek and Hermann Gorter, this new opposition had neither links to nor similarities with syndicalism. On the contrary, its protagonists embraced Lenin’s ‘21 Conditions’ and the concept of democratic centralism. But, like the earlier dissenting currents, it was centred in Berlin and Hamburg and was extremely critical of attempts to forge a ‘united front’ with the SPD. Their leftism, or, as it was called by later opponents, ‘ultra-leftism’, was based on the belief that world revolution was underway and would be ruined by ill-advised compromises. The ultra left were represented by figures like Ruth Fischer, Arkadij Maslow, and Werner Scholem, who assumed the party leadership in 1924. But they soon lost power as their tactics failed, resulting in the party’s political isolation. Eventually the ‘ultra-leftists’ were expelled from the party because of their resistance to Stalin’s subordination of the KPD to the Communist International.

In 1928, events took a surprising turn: Stalin adopted a policy formerly advocated by the ultra-left. The Soviet leader declared that a ‘Third Period’ of capitalist crisis had begun, calling for a struggle of ‘class against class’. But the now expelled Berlin ultra-leftists had to watch from the outside.

Unlike Stalin’s ill-fated ultra-leftism after 1928, the development of this earlier ultra-left tendency has been given scant attention. This essay will outline its emergence through the lens of the Berlin KPD focusing particularly on the role of Werner Scholm (1895-1940). Special attention is paid to how its early opposition to the ‘united front’ policy took a strongly antinationalist stance. While the ‘Third Period’ policy is often associated with nationalism, it is noteworthy
that the Berlin Left of 1923 spoke out against the KPD leadership’s ‘national revolutionary’ tactics in the summer of 1923. This stance has remained eclipsed by the controversy surrounding Ruth Fischer’s use of anti-Semitic language in the summer of 1923, as Mario Kessler’s chapter discusses. Yet, importantly, other members of the KPD Left opposed the so-called ‘national revolutionary’ politics of this time.

Workers and Intellectuals in the Berlin KPD

In 1921, the Berlin KPD was led by Ruth Fischer and Arkadi Maslow. Both came from well-to-do Jewish families, having broken with their middle-class backgrounds and now part of the party’s educated, intellectual wing. Two other figures of the Berlin Left had a similar background: the journalist and member of the Prussian Landtag, Werner Scholem, and his close friend, the historian Arthur Rosenberg, both of them from middle-class Jewish families.

The intellectual makeup of the Berlin district leadership is striking. In conflicts, they were branded a clique of academic scatterbrains whose actions were disconnected from the ‘proletarian masses’. Clara Zetkin once said that:

The opposition did not recruit supporters from the party masses so much as from the ranks of certain underwhelming, semi-educated bureaucrats. That is why they had a relatively easy time making their presence felt […] Their only support among the wider masses within the party lay where the rank and file were effectively politically untrained and recruited emotionally on ‘revolutionary’ terms. Party comrades such as these imposed Maslow’s cynical brashness, Ruth Fischer’s resounding rhetoric, and Scholem’s scatter-brained impudence.

This notion that the intellectuals were outsiders and demagogues has also been passed on in the historiography. Werner T. Angress wrote that:

On average they were ten years younger than the party leaders in the Zentrale and almost all of them came from the bourgeoisie. […] In contrast to the class consciousness of their older comrades, who came of age in the school of militant social struggle with strikes,
lockouts, and often imprisonment, they lacked political experience, class pride, and maturity.\(^5\)

Maslow, Fischer, and Rosenberg may fit this image, but the stereotype starts to break down with Werner Scholem. He had spent ten months in a military prison in 1917 for participating in an anti-war demonstration.

Contrary to the prevailing image, many Communists from working-class backgrounds were active in the Berlin district leadership. Among them were the mechanic Anton Grylewicz, who was the head of the KPD in Berlin in 1920-21; toolmaker Hans Pfeiffer; and locksmith Ottomar Geschke – the latter two both came from the Spartacus Group. Another working-class functionary was Paul Schlecht, who also made a living as a toolmaker.\(^6\) And finally, this list would be incomplete without Max Hesse, whose father had been a co-founder of the German Metalworkers Union. Hesse was the same age as Scholem and they both joined the SPD’s youth organisation in 1912. It is striking that Hesse, Schlecht, Pfeiffer, Geschke and Grylewicz were all members of the Revolutionary Shop Stewards (Revolutionäre Obleute, RSS) during the First World War.\(^7\) This socialist anti-war movement only accepted veteran union members into its conspiratorial ranks.\(^8\) Such a cluster of so many old shop stewards indicates that there was a well-organised network within the KPD’s Berlin district leadership,\(^9\) which is to say that the ‘Berlin Opposition’ had a symbiotic structure. It was not made up exclusively of intellectuals, but had just as many radical workers and trade unionists.\(^10\) While the intellectuals may have been the opposition’s front line, evidence of tension between them and union veterans is scarce.\(^11\) Oskar Wischeropp, a lathe operator and member of the district leadership, was explicitly opposed to anti-intellectualism, stating that: ‘As far as acting against the intellectuals is concerned, I have to say that I’m against […] For me, a man only has a part to play if he represents the interests of the party, whether he’s a worker or an intellectual.’\(^12\)

Maslow, Scholem, and Ruth Fischer’s Jewish backgrounds did not appear to be an issue within the Berlin KPD. In this regard, the Berlin KPD of 1921 appeared to be similar to the pre-war SPD. For example, in 1915, Werner Scholem had noted that: ‘None of that is very noticeable in Berlin because anti-Semitism generally amounts to nothing there. It is something you only notice when you leave [Berlin].’\(^13\) Among
the Left Opposition outside Berlin Jews also worked with non-Jews and intellectuals with workers on equal terms. Merchant’s son Iwan Katz, for example, operated as an advocate of the left in Hanover. Another opposition stronghold was the northern German KPD district of Wasserkante, led by primary school teacher Hugo Urbahns and Ernst Thälmann, who had started his working life as a transporter worker. The Left Opposition was far from merely an intellectual circle that would have remained an ‘isolated clique’ without the ‘proletarian backup’ of men like Thälmann. The Berlin example shows just how distinctly it fell within the tradition of local working-class radicalism.

The Left Opposition in 1921

But what did this ‘Left Opposition’ really amount to? According to Ruth Fischer’s writings from 1948, there was a prevailing scepticism towards Soviet politics from the outset. Fischer wrote this as part of a later critique of Stalinism, whose origins she traced back to the early Leninist phase of the Comintern. The fact is, however, that the opposition movement that developed during the course of 1921 was grounded in Leninism. Neither Scholem nor Fischer spoke of any ‘degeneration’ in Soviet Russia in 1921. The opposition had accepted Soviet-style centralism, fought for the Comintern’s ‘21 Conditions’, and clearly distanced itself from the syndicalist Communist Workers’ Party, which it polemically derided as ‘anarchistic’. Werner Scholem repeatedly railed against the ‘KAPist, anti-Bolshevist, and anti-centralist tendencies’ within the movement. His choice of words shows that the incipient opposition had nothing in common with the syndicalist tendencies that arose during the founding phase of the KPD.

To date, the most valuable source of information on the development of the Left Opposition is an article by Scholem from 1924. In spring 1921, a gathering of lower- and middle-ranking KPD officials in Berlin ‘energetically rejected’ the tactics of party chairman Paul Levi. This specifically referred to the united-front policy he had invoked in early 1921 (before the ‘March Action’ fiasco) with an ‘Open Letter’, which Levi hoped would win over workers from the SPD. As would happen again later, the left wing of the party at this point opposed any attempt to draw the masses to the KPD by reform-oriented demands concerning bread and butter issues. Scholem suspected Levi of having ‘political views that, as a liquidationist
The new opposition regarded anything to do with the 'Open Letter', the 'united front', union policy, or other actions in alliance with the SPD as a 'right-wing threat' that was tantamount to 'liquidationism' – which is to say pushing for the dissolution of the KPD. Their stance was therefore essentially a negative one. Levi’s expulsion from the KPD after the ‘March Action’ of 1921 and the merger of his dissenting Communist Working Group (Kommunistische Arbeitsgemeinschaft, KAG) with the SPD in 1922 thus seemed to amount to strong evidence of the danger of 'liquidationism'. The Berlin Left criticised the sympathetic treatment of former KAG members who, unlike Levi, did not leave the KPD but stayed in the party. They felt that while others were spared any criticism, they themselves were the object of the leadership’s discrimination: ‘proposals and suggestions were often rejected simply because they came from opposition comrades’.20 Party headquarters, they believed, ‘systematically portrayed the opposition as a gang of “brawlers”, “intellectual jokers” and the like’.21

While the Berlin Left considered itself the guardian of communist principles against an onslaught of reformism, the leadership regarded them as a horde of intellectual troublemakers with no programme. Zetkin claimed that, ‘in the interest of party purity and independence, [they] would ultimately render all politics impossible until there was nothing left but the propaganda of a small, pure sect’.22

However, as Zetkin noted, the Left’s tendency toward isolation had roots in the political situation that had developed since 1918. Prior to 1914, coalition building was rarely an issue for the SPD. Then, it was the only workers’ party and was politically isolated within an autocratic system. Under Weimar democracy, however, there were two workers’ parties and voting determined the composition of the government. Therefore, if the Communists were able to use united-front tactics to pull the SPD to the left, the question of a coalition government would emerge and the KPD would become dependent on their Social Democratic adversaries. In such a constellation, the parliamentary logic of elections threatened to displace the idea of a revolutionary uprising.

It therefore seems reasonable that a strong current within the KPD would demand that the party rely on its own revolutionary power instead of trying to lure trade unions and Social Democrats to the left. For the KPD’s Left, the greatest threat to world revolution was not
radical isolationism, but being mired in opportunism – a phenomenon most of its members had seen in the SPD before 1914 and during the war. Both former soldiers like Werner Scholem and radical trade-union activists had criticised the SPD as ‘opportunistic’. To them, left-wing radicalism was conceivable not despite but because of their many years of experience in the social-democratic labour movement.23

In the context of such experiences, Ruth Fischer deplored the way the united-front policy was handled by the leadership as early as the Jena Party Conference in August 1921 and called for a ‘more dynamic course’.24 But during that early stage, the Left primarily called for official policy to be modified. In response, the Zentrale drafted a radical transitional programme that would establish state involvement in large businesses through the compulsory establishment of trusts, of which the state would then nationalise half the shares.25 The Left criticised the programme as unrealistic and misleading. Scholem believed that a ‘bourgeois government’ neither could nor would ever implement it. For that reason, it was absolutely necessary to add a demand for a ‘workers’ government’.26 This was still friendly criticism, as the Left was essentially in favour of the united-front tactic. For example, in April 1922, Werner Scholem praised the KPD and SPD’s joint appearance at mass demonstrations as a ‘starting point for building an international “united front” of the worldwide proletariat’.27

Scholem was receptive to this as the KPD dominated the demonstrations, which had a bottom-up approach – the ‘united front from below’. But top-level negotiations imposed on the KPD by moderates were soundly rejected. Scholem was therefore critical of the campaign after the assassination of Foreign Minister Walter Rathenau by völkisch nationalists in June 1922. ‘The KPD is letting itself be bound by an agreement with the SPD and the union bureaucracy while hiding its “communist face” from the masses’.28 Should the KPD campaign to save liberal democracy? Scholem opposed this and he observed that it was leading to an escalation of the party feud:

The left organisations’ strong criticism of the Zentrale’s approach after the Rathenau action […] created that ominous anti-opposition mood in the Zentrale, which has seriously poisoned conditions within the party since then. That was when the plan emerged to forcefully remove the Berlin-Brandenburg district leadership to get rid of the ‘roisterers and brawlers’.29
In fact, already on 11 April 1922, a Politburo resolution had stated that the Berlin organisation had to present all its resolutions to the Zentrale for approval. On 1 August 1922, the Politburo told the KPD that, ‘There is agreement that the current leadership in Greater Berlin is using its organisational influence to agitate against the overall party line and particularly against the Zentrale.’ Party officials at the national level took it upon themselves to name Heinrich Brandler ‘upper district secretary’ for the Berlin-Brandenburg, charging him with ‘the task of systematically bringing the full force of the Z[entrale] to bear [in order] to influence the Greater Berlin organisation’. The effort to disempower the Opposition could not be stated more clearly. But the plan failed and the Left kept control of the Berlin district. Indeed, the intra-party conflict escalated, and became an open split by the following summer.

However, what was decisive in interpreting the ‘face of communism’ was not the party’s grass roots alone, but also the Comintern in Moscow. Shortly before the start of the Fourth World Congress of the Comintern in November 1922, the Berlin Communists therefore held a mass meeting with 3000 delegates. There the KPD chairman Ernst Meyer’s ‘transitional programme’ was denounced and Ruth Fischer was elected as a delegate to attend the congress in Moscow. This meant that, on the international stage, the KPD no longer spoke with a unified voice. As had happened after the March Action in 1921, the Comintern was called on to adjudicate German affairs – a basic model that would be applied to disputes in the years to come.

But the Comintern was also weakened in 1922. The hope of world revolution had not come to fruition and the Soviet government had to make concessions to small-scale capitalism in their own country with the New Economic Policy (NEP). Although the Berlin KPD’s revolutionary orientation did not resonate during this period of retreat, the Opposition was nonetheless able to hold its ground in Moscow. Along with Ernst Meyer, dissidents Ruth Fischer and Hugo Urbahns were summoned to a clandestine meeting in a salon in the Kremlin. Here, leading Bolsheviks Leon Trotsky, Karl Radek, and Grigory Zinoviev tried to mediate in the German conflict while Lenin, who was also present, at first only listened silently before ultimately rejecting Meyer’s ideas for a ‘German NEP’ as a transitional programme. Admittedly, a public resolution endorsed Meyer’s ‘united front’ policies, but the secret meeting, attended by such prominent participants, meant the
upgrading of the Opposition tendency from a local phenomenon in Berlin and Hamburg to one of international standing.

Consequently, the Opposition was invigorated and the conflict within the KPD persisted. This was apparent at the KPD’s Leipzig Party Conference from 28 January to 1 February 1923. In Scholem’s words, the conference had ‘two sharply divided factions’. In light of increased worker militancy due to the Ruhr crisis, programmatic proposals from the Opposition and the Zentrale were now on opposing sides for the first time. In the Ruhr region, the French army had initiated a large-scale operation to occupy major mines and had started confiscating coal as compensation for non-payment of reparations by the German government. The result was the paradox of a strike endorsed by mine owners and the government. It was accompanied by a large nationalist mobilisation, which encouraged fascist militias to commit acts of sabotage. In the midst of this mess, the KPD had to take a stand. Werner Angress summarised the conflict at the Leipzig Party Conference as follows:

While the Left emphasised action, organising, initiative, and arming the workers, the majority proposals focused on defence against ‘fascistic’ aggression and the need to confront the Social Democrats with a policy of attrition. Their vision involved taking power gradually and improving the workers’ position on the political stage through constant struggle.

After a crucial vote, the majority sided with the Zentrale and its united-front policy. Werner Scholem sharply criticised this, writing that:

The majority proposals in Leipzig were a clear articulation of the new communist revisionism, which abolishes the dictatorship of the proletariat as an immediate goal and regards bourgeois democracy as the ‘framework’ within which the Communist Party, through the workers’ government that it will create through parliamentary means, will conduct its struggle.

Although both factions talked about a ‘united front’ and a ‘workers’ government’, they meant entirely different things. One faction anticipated parliamentary alliances with the SPD and
attempted to put that tactic into practice. In the spring of 1923, the KPD facilitated an SPD minority government in Saxony and there were similar developments in Thuringia. But the Opposition wanted revolution from below. They wanted to radicalise both the legal works councils and the Control Committees, which were unofficial bodies that had assumed the power to fix food prices in some regions when prices skyrocketed due to hyperinflation. By Scholem's definition, a ‘workers’ government’ was not a parliamentary coalition but ‘the demolition of the structure of bourgeois democracy and the onset of civil war’. For the Opposition, a ‘united front’ was only possible ‘from below’ and never by means of alliance with the SPD leadership. The party congress in Leipzig ended with an open split between the two factions when a list of candidates for the Zentrale did not include a single oppositional candidate. With that, the Opposition took the unprecedented step of boycotting the vote.

Before the party conference, the Berlin Opposition assumed that Ruth Fischer would be given a seat in the new leadership. But this was not so. One result of the Leipzig election boycott was that subsequently four members of the Opposition were elected to the new Zentrale under Heinrich Brandler. They were not the Opposition’s leaders, however, but officials handpicked by the Zentrale to allow the leadership to overcome the organised challenge to its policies. An emergency meeting of the Berlin leadership immediately after the party conference erupted in heated debate. Scholem in particular criticised ‘our delegation’s poor conduct’. The dissenters, he believed, had stabbed the Left in the back ‘just when the Opposition wanted to show the International that it was politically cohesive’. Nonetheless, he told Brandler, who was also present, that: ‘If you lead the struggle against the bourgeoisie and the SPD clearly and decisively, you will find every last man in the Berlin Opposition behind you.’

Ruth Fischer also emphasised her accommodating intentions, stating: ‘I have always believed that, when the comrades see that we are not just crazy students […] but also honourable workers, the Zentrale will come to its senses and stop rejecting the offer of our hand.’ In Leipzig, Brandler himself had launched harsh diatribes against the intellectuals for bringing nothing but confusion into the movement. While in right-wing parties such anti-intellectualism almost inevitably came with anti-Semitism, it is noteworthy that this was not the case in the KPD’s ongoing feuds. Rosenberg was derided
because of his university position and lack of working-class credentials, Fischer mentions being called a 'crazy student'. But archival sources give no evidence of discrimination because of their Jewish family backgrounds.

In spite of all this, in the new Zentrale there was a surprising degree of cooperation between different groups. However, sections of the Left being co-opted onto the leadership did not resolve the conflict. As Werner Scholem subsequently explained: 'The conference had not forged the party into a unified whole but tore it in half. One side was dominated by the central apparatus and the other by the large district organisations. The most ferocious conflicts were soon to occur.'

**Ruhrkampf 1923**

This intra-Party conflict was triggered by the 1923 *Ruhrkampf* (Ruhr conflict), in which both the German government and German businessmen encouraged workers to strike against the French occupation of the region. Werner Scholem was critical of the KPD's response to the crisis, writing that:

> Again and again the Opposition has vainly pointed out the fact that decisions on the coming revolutionary movement have to be made in the industrial regions and especially the Ruhr. In its failure to take a clear stand against the German bourgeoisie, the party is not taking the right approach to the Ruhrkampf.

In fact, the KPD congress in February 1923 had refused offensive action. In the following months when the *Ruhrkampf* unfolded to become a huge nationalist mobilisation, the party even tried to capitalise on the German government's campaign with an 'anti-imperialist' interpretation of the crisis, portraying Germany as a victim of French imperialism. This meant that the Zentrale did not distance itself from the prevailing nationalism, while the Opposition explicitly demanded that the German bourgeoisie be confronted, and not just the French. As a form of protest, Scholem and Fischer travelled to the occupied Ruhr several times in March 1923 and participated as delegates in the KPD Rhineland-Westphalia North district conference in Essen. There they helped pass a resolution calling for workers' control of production. The Zentrale strongly disapproved and Scholem was accused of
having called for the immediate occupations of factories at a meeting in Dortmund. The KPD Reich leadership regarded this as a breach of discipline and a deliberate attempt to ‘annul’ the party’s tactic. At a meeting, Scholem defended himself against the charges, saying that: ‘All this outrage can only be understood if you know what is happening here, namely that some of the comrades have broken away from us’. Scholem now openly stated that he regarded the KPD leadership as a political adversary. Brandler intervened personally and called on the Opposition to ‘get [Scholem and Fischer] on the right track,’ claiming that it was the only way any understanding could be reached. Otherwise, ‘Nothing can save us but organisational means, which is to say expulsion from the party’. This was the first time that Scholem was threatened with expulsion from the KPD. He was not intimidated, however, and instead engaged the Zentrale directly, protesting that the leadership would have him ‘decapitated’ for merely expressing his opinion. Scholem claimed the right to free expression and internal party democracy while Brandler insisted that the opposition had to back legitimate majority decisions. This raised the dilemma of ‘democratic centralism’: how much latitude could an oppositional movement have and when did criticism amount to a breach of party discipline?

In light of these threats, Scholem rejected Brandler’s offer of rapprochement, arguing that the offer was only made out of fear: ‘Because the party’s Rhineland-Westphalia North district conference has made you afraid that we will have a majority behind us if we work within the party until the next congress’. The meeting was adjourned and the following day Brandler summarised the situation by stating: ‘I’ll tell you quite openly that no rapprochement is possible on this basis, [there will be] a power struggle and war within the party’.

The pressure from Scholem and Fischer for a social-revolutionary policy in the spring of 1923 caused the conflict between the Opposition and the Zentrale to develop into an open power struggle. It was only in further negotiations which included representatives from Hamburg and the Rhineland that a seeming compromise could be reached. But the conflict soon resumed. Scholem proposed that a revolutionary policy in the Ruhr would start with a strike for higher wages as an alternative to the government’s officially-sanctioned policy of resistance. He also proposed anti-fascist campaigns as a means of clearly distinguishing the KPD’s actions from those of the far right, who had launched a nationalist campaign, including acts of
In March 1923, Arkadi Maslow had also warned that the radicalisation produced by the crisis would not benefit the KPD but the right, stating:

Now we have a competitor, namely Hitler and his National Socialist propaganda. He does not appeal to democratic illusions, but to democratic disillusionments. He is against parliament because the masses are disillusioned by parliament. Hitler talks about a strong government and we couldn't lure a dog from a furnace with our modified type of fulfilment policy.

The term ‘fulfilment policy’ describes the German government's approach. It complied with France's demands to the letter in order to show that the German Reich did not have the financial resources to pay such high reparations. Maslow criticised both the transitional programme drafted by the Zentrale and the theories that had arisen within the KPD of an ‘objectively revolutionary’ bourgeoisie fighting against the imperialist Treaty of Versailles. He opposed the refrain 'Beat Poincaré on the Ruhr and Cuno on the Spree', which suggested that the working class could fight against the French Prime Minister's imperialism in the Ruhr region without subordinating their cause to German Chancellor Cuno, who resided in Berlin on the banks of the river Spree. With this slogan, the KPD justified its de-facto support for the government as an anti-imperialist struggle in the Ruhr, which Maslow found particularly misguided. In that regard he was in agreement with the Berlin Left. In January 1923, two oppositional Communists from Berlin were fired from the editorial staff at Die Rote Fahne for having unilaterally altered this phrase. While Maslow seemed to admire the far right for its radicalism, like Scholem and Fischer, he strongly repudiated the nationalism of the Ruhr struggle.

Nonetheless, in the summer of 1923, Ruth Fischer supported the Zentrale in an attempt to neutralise nationalist agitation using what became known as the 'Schlageter approach'. The occasion was the execution of Leo Schlageter by French troops on 26 May 1923. Schlageter, a member of the Nazi Party, had been part of a sabotage group that had rendered railway tracks impassable in order to prevent coal being transported to France. The völkisch right soon established a martyr's cult around him, and the KPD wanted to benefit from it as well. In his infamous 'Schlageter speech', Karl Radek raised the topic
at a meeting of the enlarged Executive Committee of the Comintern (ECCI) on 20 June 1923.\textsuperscript{60} He described Schlageter as a ‘courageous soldier of the counter-revolution’ who deserved ‘to be faithfully honoured as an honest man by us [as] soldiers of the revolution’. Radek particularly wanted to honour Schlageter’s devotion – but not his goals. He called Schlageter a ‘wanderer into the void’ whose sacrifice had been for nothing. Only under the banner of communism, Radek continued, could the people who supported fascism today become ‘wanderers into a better future for all mankind’.

The speech was therefore not a call for cooperation between Communists and Fascists. Notably, Radek described fascism as a hammer that would smash the proletariat ‘in the interest of big business’, and he stressed that the KPD would fight anyone who remained in the fascist camp ‘with all available means’. As Harald Jentsch has detailed, Radek’s ‘Schlageter approach’ should be regarded as a tactical manoeuvre.\textsuperscript{61} It was intended to hamstring the fascist movement in the intensifying social struggles given that, apart from the army and the police, the armed right-wing organisations would constitute the decisive obstacle to a revolution. Even more important was the desired political impact on the petty bourgeoisie and the middle classes, whose radicalisation during the hyper-inflationary crisis had primarily benefited the fascists. The KPD hoped to win over this radicalism to the internationalist left. Despite its tactical nature, Radek’s speech also had to be a serious appeal to the masses of people under the influence of fascist ideas, which meant appropriating nationalist rhetoric. The KPD published Radek’s text in \textit{Die Rote Fahne}, which moreover carried two essays by Ernst Graf zu Reventlow, a co-founder of the far-right \textit{völkisch} Freedom Party (\textit{Deutschvölkische Freiheitspartei}, DVFP). Meetings at which speakers from both the KPD and the \textit{völkisch} nationalist movement competed for the audience’s sympathies were not uncommon at the time.\textsuperscript{62} The literature to date has assumed that the Left Opposition fell in line behind the ‘Schlageter approach’ without reservation.\textsuperscript{63} To that end, Edward H. Carr invoked Radek himself, who had declared that his tactic had been executed ‘arm in arm’ with Ruth Fischer.\textsuperscript{64}

The crucial event in this respect was Fischer’s participation in a discussion with far-right students at a meeting in Berlin on 25 July 1923.\textsuperscript{65} During her speech, she called out to the audience:
Anyone who rails against Jewish capital, gentlemen, is already a class warrior whether he knows it or not. They are against Jewish capital and want to overcome the stock exchange dealers – rightly so. Stamp down on the Jewish capitalists, hang them from the lampposts, crush them. But gentlemen, how do you feel about the big capitalists like Stinnes and Klöckner?66

The text was printed in the central organ of the SPD, Vorwärts, a month after the event under the headline 'Ruth Fischer as Anti-Semite'. It is unclear whether the wording is exact because no record of the meeting exists. But neither Fischer nor the KPD denied the quote and we therefore have to assume that she at least condoned it. Fischer and Radek both came from Jewish families and although Radek had condemned fascism, Fischer’s speech demonstrates the dubious path the new tactic had opened up. Instead of ‘neutralising’ the fascist movement, its ideas were seeping into the KPD. No public disavowal of Fischer’s words by the Left Opposition has been found. But previously unpublished archival sources show that the KPD’s new approach was the subject of considerable criticism. This was part of the ongoing conflict that Scholem and Fischer were engaged in with the Zentrale after they spoke out against a nationalist policy in the Ruhr. Other sources prove that this criticism had not let up by the summer of 1923. In two letters to Karl Radek dated 12 and 18 July of that year, Heinrich Brandler described reactions to Radek’s speech, writing that: ‘It turned Ruth’s stomach as well as those of a whole array of leading right and left comrades’.67 Fischer and Maslow in particular tried to sabotage the Schlageter approach by openly ridiculing it at meetings. They joked that the new policy had neutralised all of twelve fascists, but unfortunately 3000 workers had turned towards fascism. Brandler wrote that Fischer was sabotaging the campaign ‘not because she has, for instance, significant factual objections but because she would exploit every foolish sentiment in order to play them against the policy of the Z[entrale] for her own interests’.68 Given that Fischer would make her own infamous speech to the far-right students only a week later, Brandler may have been correct that Fischer had no principled objections.69 She appeared to put aside those objections for advantage in the internal power struggle, abandoning the Left’s criticisms and embracing the official ‘Schlageter line’. She went even further than Radek, and her speech showed the disastrous consequences of this
approach: a Communist leader suggested that the Nazis’ anti-Semitism might be a basis for some kind of common anti-capitalism.

Fischer’s speech, however, cannot be taken as evidence that the KPD in 1923 was an anti-Semitic party. Both Radek and Fischer were from Jewish backgrounds and their agenda was to confront an emerging fascist movement. But trying to win over fascists to communism could only fail because the dialogue with fascism, as represented by the ‘Schlageter line’, accepted the ethnic-nationalist framing of the economic crisis. But, at the same time, other members of the Berlin KPD saw this as a disastrous error and protested against the new tactics. In Moscow, Max Hesse complained that leading far-right thinker Reventlow had been allowed to publish in *Die Rote Fahne*: ‘The workers know that he is a complete swine and this man is being given many columns in our newspaper’.71

That the KPD had planned an ‘anti-fascist day of action’ for 29 July (one week after Ruth Fischer’s speech), including plans for large demonstrations, is further evidence of criticism by the Berlin Opposition of the use of nationalist rhetoric.62 However, when the Prussian Ministry of the Interior banned demonstrations, the Zentrale backed away from that plan – against the will of the Berlin KPD. The issue went all the way to Moscow where Radek worked energetically to prevent the ‘anti-fascist day of action’. In league with Stalin, he ultimately managed to cancel the demonstration.73

Scholem provided another critical voice against any dialogue with the far-right movement. As a deputy of the Prussian Landtag, Scholem was the constant target of anti-Semitic attacks – and was aware that the radical rhetoric coming from the right had nothing in common with the goals of the KPD.74 In his parliamentary speeches, Scholem constantly criticised the fascist movement as a continuation of the counter-revolution of 1918. In the spring of 1923, he openly turned against the nationalist fanfare and complained that Germans killed by the French military during the occupation of the Ruhr were publicly mourned, while killings of demonstrating workers by the German police were ignored.75 For Scholem, the right-wing terror perpetrated by the likes of Schlageter complemented a police apparatus that used violence against demonstrations by unemployed workers. Unlike Radek, he was a long way from ‘honouring’ Schlageter.

Instead he used his position in the district leadership to call for social and anti-fascist struggles, saying that: ‘An intensified struggle
against the fascists and for wages must be conducted outside the Ruhr. [...] The political line in *Rote Fahne* was incorrect. It says that we should move away from the Ruhr workers in a “united front” with the Cuno government.\(^76\)

While Ruth Fischer was debating with far-right students in Berlin, as early as 1922 Scholem had branded the blatant anti-Semitism of the student members of fraternities and duelling societies (*Corpsstudenten*) as a ‘barbaric mind-set’.\(^77\) The very same day as Radek gave his Schlageter speech in Moscow, Scholem told the *Landtag* in Berlin that the Ruhr workforce could only effectively fight imperialism ‘if it is understood that the dominance of all capitalists over production in the Ruhr must be eliminated regardless of their national flag’.\(^78\)

These statements by the Left Opposition on the Ruhr conflict amount to a consistent critique of the nationalism in the anti-French Ruhr campaign, followed by a sudden u-turn on the part of Ruth Fischer in July 1923. The key to this volte-face may have been Maslow’s cautious admiration for the ‘success’ of the rivalry presented by Hitler. The outward anti-capitalist appearance of the so-called National ‘Socialists’ raised questions about why its adherents did not feel that the KPD spoke for them. However, Maslow never expressed this publicly. After Fischer’s speech to far-right students, there is no other known attempt by the Left Opposition to implement the Schlageter policy. We can, therefore, conclude that, contrary to earlier accounts by, for example, Carr and Angress, the left wing of the KPD never fully endorsed the Schlageter experiment. Scholem’s numerous statements on the Ruhr question and the fascist movement in particular always took an anti-nationalist perspective.\(^79\)

Eventually, both wings of the party agreed on a change of course in mid-1923. The Schlageter line was abandoned and – influenced by mass strikes, as Mario Kessler’s chapter discusses – the KPD now advocated an uprising to be launched in October 1923. This had widespread appeal within the party. But the consequences of ‘failed October’ sent shockwaves through the party and precipitated a renewal of the factional infighting. This time the opposition prevailed and became the majority. At the Frankfurt Party Congress in April 1924, Ruth Fischer, Arkadi Maslow, and Werner Scholem took the party leadership.
Summary and Perspective

The current within the KPD that was called ‘ultra-left’ by its critics was established in Hamburg and Berlin in 1921 around a left-wing critique of the ‘united front’ policy as it was formulated after the failed uprising in March 1921. The ‘Left Opposition’ dominated the district leadership in Berlin and used its anchoring there to challenge the direction taken by the party leadership. Until mid-1922, criticism came in the context of solidarity among comrades; thereafter, it became a factional struggle. Contrary to the claims of earlier literature, the ‘ultra-left’ in Berlin had strong working-class support; intellectuals and proletarian radicals worked closely together in the district leadership. Both rejected ‘reformism’ in any form. What is less well known is that ‘ultra-leftists’, like Scholem and Max Hesse, also rejected the nationalist ‘Schlageter approach’ of 1923. However, their criticism remained within the party and, before the opening of the archives, has not previously been accounted for in the research.

The new Left Opposition distinguished itself from the syndicalist tendencies in the early stages of the KPD in 1919-1920 by its acceptance of the Comintern’s ‘21 Conditions’ and its centralist conception of the party. When the Berlin Opposition assumed the leadership in April 1924, they themselves used authoritarian measures. As head of the Zentrale’s Organisational Division (Orgbüro), Scholem in particular imposed what became known as the ‘Bolshevisation’ of the KPD. Their authoritarianism, as well as the unsuitability of their abstract radicalism during a period of global capitalist stabilisation, laid the groundwork for their overthrow in 1925 by rivals within the party. What followed was a new phase of the ‘united front’ policy, but also the party’s Stalinisation. At that point the Left Opposition wanted to continue its old oppositional politics of 1921-1923, but that was impossible. Opposition by district leaderships was no longer tolerated under Ernst Thälmann. Werner Scholem, Ruth Fischer, Karl Korsch, and Arthur Rosenberg lost their party offices and were expelled from the KPD by 1926.

Translated by Joe Keady
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The communist party was one of the main political forces in the Weimar Republic. Founded in the aftermath of the First World War by leftist socialists around Rosa Luxemburg, the party became gradually more committed to the Leninist party model and, finally, to Stalinism.

A turning point on the way towards Stalinism was the policy of Bolshevisation that was adopted by the Fifth Comintern Congress in July 1924, which meant a strict centralisation of the party structure as well as suppression of internal opposition. This policy, in Geoff Eley’s words:

[D]ragooned the communist parties toward stricter bureaucratic centralism. This flattened out the earlier years of radicalisms, welding them into a single approved model of Communist organisation. Only then did the new parties retreat from broader Left arenas into their own belligerent world […]. Respect for Bolshevik achievements and defence of the Russian Revolution now transmuted into dependency on Moscow and belief in Soviet infallibility. Depressing cycles of ‘internal rectification’ began, disgracing and expelling successive leaderships, so that by the later 1920s many founding Communists had gone.1

The history of the Bolshevisation of the KPD is inseparably bound with the name of Ruth Fischer (1895-1961). During the inter-war period she was one of the most dazzling figures of German and international communism. Immediately after the end of the First World War she co-founded the Communist Party of Austria, became famous as the chair of the KPD in the Weimar Republic,
and, after 1945, was associated with the anti-communist crusade in the United States where she authored the best-selling book *Stalin and German Communism*. At the end of her life she hoped in vain that the Soviet Union under Nikita Khrushchev would move towards a more democratic variant of communism. Ruth Fischer was the sister of two other prominent Austrian-German communists: the composer Hanns Eisler (1898-1962) and the journalist Gerhart Eisler (1897-1968). The following remarks will not give a full biographical sketch, but will concentrate on the years 1923 to 1926, the years of Ruth Fischer's rise and fall within the German communist movement.

*From Vienna to Berlin: Ruth Fischer and the Early Communist Movement*

Ruth Fischer (born Elfriede Eisler) came from a middle-class family. She was born in Leipzig on 11 December 1895. Her parents married a few weeks after her birth and their daughter then received her father's family name of Eisler. The family soon moved to Vienna where her father held a position as lecturer in philosophy at the university. Since her father, Rudolf Eisler (1873-1926), who was of Jewish origin, refused to be baptised, he was never promoted to full professor. Elfriede's mother Maria (1876-1927), who had worked as a domestic servant until she married, was Protestant. The three children grew up in a liberal and agnostic household.2

After finishing high school in 1914 Elfriede Eisler studied pedagogy, economics and philosophy at the University of Vienna. Soon after the war begun in 1914, Elfriede and her brothers, who were both waiting for conscription, founded a student group that expressed a strict opposition to the war. She also belonged to a circle around the left-wing Freudian psychoanalyst Siegfried Bernfeld, with whom she probably came in contact through her brother Gerhart.3 Another member of this circle was Paul Friedländer, a fellow-student, whom Elfriede married in 1917. In December of that same year, her son (Friedrich) Gerhard was born. The group produced and distributed anti-militarist leaflets and read the writings of radical leftist critics of war, militarism and imperialism, among them Lenin, Zinoviev and Rosa Luxemburg. In October 1918, Elfriede Eisler wrote a brochure on sexual policy in an antici-
pated communist society. At the same time she left the university without finishing her studies.

On 3 November 1918, a group of around forty people including Elfriede, her husband and brothers, founded the Communist Party of Austria. She became, as her membership card testifies, member number one. According to her later reminiscences, the Communist Party of Austria was founded on the initiative of Russian Communist Party representatives and, unlike the Communist Party of Germany, the Austrian Party owed its existence from the very beginning to the efforts and the money of Russian Communists.

During the first months of 1919 armed revolts swept all over Germany. In some states, Council Republics were proclaimed and existed, most prominently in Bavaria, even if only temporarily. The failures of these revolutionary attempts were a major setback for the KPD. Following the assassination of its leaders Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg and Leo Jogiches by the right-wing paramilitary Free Corps, Paul Levi became chair of the party. Unlike many Russian Bolsheviks who 'tended to treat every piece of news dealing with unrest in Germany as a sign of imminent social revolution', Levi led the party away from the policy of anticipating an immediate uprising. He made a serious effort to win over supporters from the Social Democratic Party and the Independent Socialists. These efforts were rewarded when a substantial section of the USPD joined the KPD in December 1920, making it a mass party.

At this time Ruth Fischer was already a rising star in German radical politics. After a failed attempt to gain exclusive leadership of the Austrian communists, she left Vienna in late August 1919. While her husband remained in Vienna, Fischer went to Berlin. Her son remained with her parents in Vienna. After her arrival in Berlin, she used the name Ruth Fischer in public. Divorced in 1922, she officially married the KPD member Gustav Golke a year later to obtain German citizenship, but the marriage remained one of convenience. Soon, she found a job at the women's office of the KPD with Paul Levi's support. A few months later, Karl Radek, the Comintern's emissary to Germany, recommended that she should work for the Western European Secretariat of the Comintern.

In December 1920, Ruth Fischer was among the KPD delegates at the conference that merged with the left wing of the USPD forming the United Communist Party of Germany. Fischer's political activi-
ties earned her the position of chair in Berlin-Brandenburg, the party’s largest district organisation (Bezirk). She found support from two politicians who represented the leftist opposition to Levi’s more moderate course: Ernst Friesland, who became better known as Ernst Reuter, the Social Democratic mayor of post-war West Berlin, and Arkadij Maslow, who would soon become Ruth Fischer’s life-long partner.\textsuperscript{11}

Maslow (1891-1941), born in the Ukraine under the name Isaak Chemerinskij, had abandoned a promising career as a concert pianist as well as his university studies in mathematics to devote all of his time to communist politics.\textsuperscript{12} From 1921, together with Ruth Fischer, he led the Berlin-Brandenburg district organisation of the party. The left-wing faction around Fischer and Maslow became known as the Berlin Opposition. It criticised Levi’s attempts to cooperate with the SPD. Following bitter disputes within the KPD, Levi resigned from the leadership of the Communist Party in January 1921. Only two months later, under the influence of the Hungarian Comintern emissary Béla Kun, the party launched the March uprisings (or ‘March Action’) of 1921 in central Germany. Following the uprisings, which were soon suppressed by army and police units, Levi was expelled from the Communist Party for publicly criticising party policies.\textsuperscript{13}

Immediately after Paul Levi’s resignation, the influence of the Fischer-Maslow faction increased within the party. In November and December of 1922, Fischer participated in the Fourth World Congress of the Comintern in Moscow where she met Lenin and Trotsky. In an unofficial meeting that was arranged between the German delegation and the Soviet party leadership, she spoke, in her own words:

\begin{quote}
vehemently and brutally against the policy of the German Central Committee, attacked the New Economic Policy irreverently and criticised the Russian Communist Party without the servile attitude of deference toward Lenin that had already become habitual with all foreign Communist leaders.\textsuperscript{14}
\end{quote}

Consequently, neither Fischer nor Maslow would obtain seats in the new KPD Zentrale, the party directorate. Control over affairs passed into the hands of Heinrich Brandler, August Thalheimer and Walter Stoecker. Brandler in particular soon realised that the vast
majority of German workers refused to be dragged into revolutionary adventures without any purpose or sense. Throughout 1921-22, the moderate and the leftist tendencies were both seeking support from the Comintern headquarters in Moscow.

At that time, the Fischer-Maslow faction had Karl Radek’s support. The Comintern’s expert for German affairs warned the party against the ‘dangers of opportunism’. It was only the intervention of Lenin and of the Executive Committee of the Comintern (ECCI) that was sufficient to bring about the adaptation of a united front policy.

Ruth Fischer in 1923

In January 1923, the German government claimed that it could no longer afford the reparation payments required by the Versailles Treaty. When it defaulted on some payments, French and Belgian troops occupied the Ruhr region, taking control of most mining and manufacturing companies. Strikes were called and passive resistance was encouraged. These strikes lasted eight months, further damaging the economy. The strikes meant that no goods were being produced. This infuriated the French occupiers, who began to kill and exile protestors in the region.

Since striking workers were paid benefits by the state, money was printed, further exacerbating the ongoing hyperinflation. Soon, Germans discovered that their money was worthless. This led the Comintern to conclude that a revolutionary situation had arisen in Germany, and the leftist tendency within the KPD gained ground.

At the end of March 1923, Fischer and Maslow were among the organisers of a conference of trades councils of the Ruhr region in Essen (immediately after the KPD district conference at the same place) to discuss revolutionary action. Radek even went as far as proposing a united front of Communists and what he called ‘revolutionary nationalists’ in the struggle against Western imperialism. In an enlarged ECCI meeting held in June in Moscow, he gave a speech that became infamous as ‘The Schlageter Speech’. Leo Schlageter, a young Nazi, had been sentenced to death and executed by a French military court after attempting to blow up a railway line in the occupied Ruhr region.

In his speech, Radek emphasised that Schlageter, ‘as a courageous soldier of the counter-revolution’ deserved ‘the sincere respect of us,
the soldiers of the revolution'. He concluded: ‘Unless patriotic circles in Germany will decide to adopt the cause of the majority of people and form a single united front against the Western capitalists and the German capitalists, Schlageter’s sacrifice will have been in vain’. Radek called upon the ‘hundreds of Schlageters’ to participate in joint action with the Communists. The nationalist rebels should recognise that Germany ‘can only be freed from the bonds of slavery with the working class, not against it’.18 Ruth Fischer addressed similar remarks to German nationalists when she said that ‘the giant who will liberate Germany is there: it is the German proletariat of which you form a part, and with which you must align yourself’.19 According to a report in the Social Democratic press, she said to nationalist students:

Anyone who rails against Jewish capital, gentlemen, is already a class warrior whether he knows it or not. They are against Jewish capital and want to overcome the stock exchange dealers – rightly so. Stamp down on the Jewish capitalists, hang them from the lampposts, crush them. But gentlemen, how do you feel about the big capitalists like Stinnes and Klockner?

Much later Ruth Fischer pretended that this ‘episode has been cited and distorted over and over again in publications on German communism’. But she used the same form of argumentation again: ‘I was obliged to answer some anti-Semitic remarks. I said that communism was for fighting Jewish capitalists only if all capitalists, Jewish and Gentile, were the object of the same attack’.21 Here it must be noted that the notion of ‘Jewish capital’ confirmed the stereotype of the powerful, yet simultaneously hidden, ‘alien’ capital that is foreign to the German ‘proletarian’ nation.22 Fischer saw on the one hand the ‘rich Jews’ who accumulate money and on the other hand the ‘visible’ German big entrepreneurs.

At the height of the Ruhr crisis Ruth Fischer called on workers to seize the factories and mines, to take political power and establish a Workers’ Republic of the Ruhr. This republic would then become the base for a Workers’ Army that would ‘march into Central Germany, seize power in Berlin and crush once and for all the nationalist counter-revolution’.23

During the summer of 1923 riots and strikes against galloping
inflation erupted all over Germany. Hundreds of thousands participated. There were serious differences within the KPD about how to deal with this situation. The so-called rightist group around party chair, Heinrich Brandler, stood by their view that workers’ governments should be formed. Radek, who now refrained from his earlier position, supported this orientation. However, the KPD leadership’s attempt to join the left-social democratic governments in the states of Saxony and Thuringia came under attack from the group around Fischer and Maslow. They saw Germany ready for revolution and criticised what they called the ‘reformist passivity’ of the circle around Brandler. In both states, Saxony and Thuringia, the KPD joined left-wing SPD governments on October 10 and 16 respectively.

As early as 21 August 1923, the Russian party leadership decided to prepare for a revolution in Germany and constituted a Commission for International Affairs to supervise the political radicalisation in Germany. It consisted of Zinoviev, Kamenev, Radek, Stalin, Trotsky, Chicherin, Dzerzhinsky, Pyatakov and Sokolnikov, i.e. almost all of the prominent Bolshevik leaders. Financial, logistical and even military support would be provided to arm the paramilitary units of the KPD, the Proletarian Hundreds, which had been set up over the previous months.24 Simultaneously Gregory Zinoviev, the chair of the ECCI, helped Ruth Fischer to become a member of the KPD Zentrale while she was in Moscow. In October, Radek, Pyatakov and Sokolnikov were sent to Germany to assist the revolution. The date for the uprising was set for 9 November.

However, on 26 September, German chancellor Gustav Stresemann announced the end of passive resistance against the French-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr. He argued that there was no other way to get hyperinflation under control. On 13 October, the national parliament passed an ‘empowerment act’ that allowed the government to abolish most of the social achievements of the November Revolution, including the eight-hour working day. The SPD parliamentary faction voted in favour of this act.

With the support of the President, Friedrich Ebert, the Reichswehr stepped up its pressure in Saxony and Thuringia and issued a direct order banning the Proletarian Hundreds, giving them three days to give up their arms. The ultimatum was ignored. On 21 October, the army entered Saxony. The workers’ protest was so massive that the SPD was obliged to resign from the Stresemann government in Berlin.
The KPD had to bring forward its plans for insurrection. It called a congress of works councils in Chemnitz, Saxony on 21 October. This congress was supposed to call a general strike and give the signal for the desired ‘German October’. But because the left Social Democratic delegates disagreed, Brandler called off the uprising. ‘During the Chemnitz conference I realised once we had been unable to convince the left Social Democrats to sign the resolution for a general strike that we could under no circumstances enter the decisive struggle’, he wrote. Brandler also saw that the Proletarian Hundreds were not well enough equipped with arms. However, news of this decision did not reach Hamburg in time. Here a communist insurrection was organised and begun but it remained isolated and was quickly put down. For a few months, the KPD – together with the Nazi Party after its ill-fated Beer Hall Putsch in Munich – was outlawed, a decision that was revoked on 1 March 1924.

Leader of German Communism: Rise and Fall

The end of these hopes for a ‘German October’ was a major setback for international communism, and the reaction of the Comintern leadership was to condemn the KPD leaders. The new turn to the left was in part a spontaneous reaction of KPD members against the so-called ‘betrayal’ by the rightists around Brandler. But it was also determined by a regrouping of political forces in Moscow. Zinoviev, the chair of the ECCI, refused to acknowledge for some time after the Chemnitz conference that the ‘German October’ was a complete failure for the KPD and not a temporary regression. Zinoviev’s attitude began to change. The easiest way to escape the responsibility for the failed policy was to delegate it to Brandler, Thalheimer, and also to Radek. Unlike Brandler and Thalheimer, Radek was also known for his alliance with Trotsky against Zinoviev, Kamenev and Stalin. Thus, Brandler, Thalheimer, and Radek had to acknowledge sole responsibility before a special commission. Zinoviev’s turning against them had been prompted in part by Fischer and Maslow. At the end of 1923 both were in Moscow, where Maslow awaited an investigation concerning his past party record. They complained about Brandler’s alleged incompetence in leadership. As a result Zinoviev asserted that KPD participation in the governments of Saxony and Thuringia had turned ‘into a banal parlia-
mentary coalition with the Social Democrats. The result was our political defeat.\(^{30}\)

Between 8 and 21 January 1924, the ECCI presidium and the KPD's rival factions held a conference in Moscow. Brandler and Radek defended the standpoint that the German working class had not been ready for a revolution and thus the communist retreat was necessary. Hermann Remmele represented a so-called 'centre line' which held that the KPD would have to take the road to revolution in stages.\(^{31}\) This newly constituted 'Centre Group' also included Wilhelm Koenen, August Kleine, and Hugo Eberlein, and hoped to constitute the new party leadership. Ruth Fischer, speaking for the left, attacked Brandler and Radek fiercely and demanded that the leadership be changed.\(^{32}\) On 19 February 1924, the KPD Zentrale met in Halle to elect Remmele as the party's interim chair, with Ernst Thälmann, who represented the left, as his deputy.

This centre-left coalition in the party leadership was unstable. The Centre Group had little support in either the party or in the Comintern. Its temporary influence rested on a political compromise until a new leadership could be established. The regional party organisations of Berlin-Brandenburg and the Rhineland expressed on various occasions their disgust with the idea of any cooperation with the SPD.\(^{33}\) Equally important was the fact that the Left received a considerable amount of support from Zinoviev and the Comintern apparatus. As early as January 1924, Zinoviev denounced 'the leaders of German Social Democracy' as 'Fascists through and through' and concluded that only the slogan 'unity from below' – which excluded the leaders of the SPD – 'must become a living reality'.\(^{34}\)

From 7 to 10 April 1924, the KPD held its Ninth Congress in Frankfurt-Main. Although the ban on the party had been repealed, the congress did not meet in the open and the protocol did not mention the names of the speakers. But it was reported that there were ninety-two congress delegates representing the Left faction and only thirty-four from the Centre Group. The Rightists had no elected representation at the congress. Only their former Zentrale members were allowed to participate.\(^{35}\)

The congress set a tone of unbound revolutionary optimism. It stated that, despite the setbacks to the revolution and the lack of popular support for the KPD, the crisis of capitalism persisted and was even getting stronger. The conclusion was that the party would 'have to bring
its members to a state of readiness for decisive struggles in the most immediate future. This would require a complete break with the whole ideology of the preceding period, when the incorrect applications of united front tactics filled the party with a sense of weakness.

After tumultuous debates the victory of the ‘Left’ was decisive: Fischer, Maslow and Werner Scholem constituted the new Political Bureau (Politbüro). At the end of April, it was extended and renamed the Political Secretariat. Among its members were the party chairman Ernst Thälmann, one of the leaders of the defeated Hamburg uprising, and the historian Arthur Rosenberg. Scholem became head of the organisational directorate. The jurist Karl Korsch became editor of Die Internationale, the party’s theoretical journal. They were all now supporters of Fischer and Maslow. Finally, Maslow was appointed political secretary of the party – the de facto leader.

On 24 May 1924, Maslow was arrested and brought to court. Accused of high treason, he was sentenced to four years in prison, but because of his failing health he was released early, in May 1926. During Maslow’s incarceration, the KPD Zentrale entrusted Ruth Fischer with the post of the political secretary of the party. At this time, she was in England to participate in a congress of the Communist Party of Great Britain. A few days later, after her return to Berlin, she started her work as leader of the KPD. Successively, she and her supporters took over the regional and local branches, dismissing those functionaries who had expressed their sympathy with a more moderate line and continued to seek joint actions with the SPD.

This policy led towards isolation. The KPD lost its positions in the trade unions, particularly in the German Metalworkers’ Union, which had been a communist stronghold. Many shop stewards left the KPD. Independent observers put much of the blame for this situation on Ruth Fischer. The radical-democratic weekly Die Weltbühne wrote in May 1924 that, under Fischer’s leadership ‘radicalism has triumphed’. It argued that this kind of leadership would demand blind obedience:

Ruth Fischer wants to command absolutely, wants to be adored […] like the Dalai Lama. But is she the spirit capable of ruling over men? Or is she, since all good spirits seem to have deserted the KPD, the last glimmer of light that shines for the communist masses in the darkness.
Throughout 1924, a process of political consolidation all over Germany followed the financial stabilisation. The parliamentary elections of 4 May were, however, still largely influenced by the recent inflation and the turmoil that resulted from it. Since the Nazi Party was still not allowed to compete, the impoverished middle-class flocked to the German Nationalists, a far-right force, while a large part of the workers who were struggling along on inadequate wages cast their ballots for the Communists. The KPD came in fourth place, polling around 3.7 million votes, or 12.6 per cent of the electorate, and sent sixty-two deputies to parliament, among them Ruth Fischer.

In her inaugural speech on 28 May, Fischer called the Reichstag ‘a shadowy theatre’ and its non-communist deputies ‘dream-figures’. A few months later she described the parliamentarians as ‘puppets of heavy industry’. The KPD was in staunch opposition to the bourgeois government and the Dawes Plan, which had softened the burden of Allied reparations, stabilised the economy, and brought increased foreign investments and loans to the German market. The party thus came into conflict with general public opinion. Consequently, the next elections, held in December 1924, turned out unfavourably for the KPD: the number of votes for its candidates fell to 2.7 million (8.9 per cent of the electorate), giving the party only forty-five seats. Fischer retained her seat and became a member of the Parliamentary Committee for International Affairs.

It was not only the political situation in Germany but also in the Soviet Union that was of decisive importance for the KPD. In June and July 1924, the Fifth Comintern Congress took place within the context of internal Soviet power struggles. Since Trotsky had already lost decisive ground in these struggles, one of the issues for the congress was the ‘fight against Trotskyism’; this meant the removal of his last supporters from every relevant political position inside the Comintern. Zinoviev and Stalin, who had recently united to defeat Trotsky, had become political rivals; both of them now pursued the aim of dominating the Comintern’s ‘national sections’. Lenin’s principle of ‘democratic centralism’, which left command over party affairs in the hands of the national leaderships, was superseded by the ‘Bolshevisation’ of communist parties. Internal party factors no longer determined whether or not there would be promotion or expulsion of party functionaries, instead this was decided by the demands of the Soviet party leaders. The term ‘Bolshevisation’ was
most likely coined at the session of the KPD leadership on 19 February 1924, as a letter from Zinoviev testified, in which he considered the term to be a 'wonderful expression'. It became clear that the term also implied that any criticism of Soviet policy could be denounced as anti-communist. The consequence was a drastic curtailment of freedom of discussion inside every party.

The political isolation of the Soviet Union and the temporary stabilisation of capitalism in Europe, notably in Germany, strengthened the position of Soviet bureaucracy, particularly that of Stalin, who became the main proponent of the new orientation towards 'socialism in one country'. That slogan could well be seen as an ideological justification for the growing power of the state and party apparatus.

It was Zinoviev who announced at the Fifth Comintern Congress that the great slogan of the coming period would be the Bolshevisation of the communist parties. The 'Theses on Tactics' adopted by the congress defined Bolshevisation as 'the transfer to our sections of everything in Bolshevism that has been and is still of international significance'. It was emphasised that every communist party 'must be a centralised party, prohibiting factions, tendencies, or groupings. It must be a monolithic party cast in a single bloc'. Ruth Fischer called for a monolithic Comintern according to the Russian party model from which all dissent should be banished: 'This world congress should not allow the International to be transformed into an agglomeration of any kind of currents; it should forge ahead and embark upon the road that leads to a single Bolshevik world party'. Ruth Fischer was, in Isaac Deutscher's words, a 'young, trumpet-tongued woman without any revolutionary experience or merit'. She found support among the Comintern leadership and became a consultative member of the ECCI. The KPD delegation and Ruth Fischer in particular endorsed the policy of Bolshevisation and the position of the congress that declared that 'Fascism and Social Democracy are the left hand and right hand of modern capitalism'.

This attitude had a fateful consequence. In March and April 1925, presidential elections were held in Germany. The refusal of the KPD to withdraw its candidate, Ernst Thälmann, from the second round of voting helped the former Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg, the candidate of the Nationalists, to win against Wilhelm Marx, the 'bourgeois' candidate who was also supported by the SPD. Thälmann gained less than two million votes, only 6.4 per cent of the electorate.
The Social Democrat Friedrich Stampfer wrote: ‘When the election result became known that night there could not have been a single man among the republicans who did not feel the enemy at his throat’.55

This was also the opinion of the ECCI, which had moderated its tactics. It was Zinoviev who had suggested that the KPD should withdraw Thälmann and support a candidate who would at least prevent a monarchist restoration, preferably a Social Democrat.56 While Maslow, who had just been sentenced to imprisonment, agreed, Ruth Fischer accepted this idea only very reluctantly. She ridiculed reproaches from the SPD that the Communists would effectively be helping Hindenburg by supporting Thälmann as a candidate.57

There were other differences emerging between the KPD leadership and the Comintern leadership, as the latter gradually moved toward a more realistic policy. Since 1924, the KPD Zentrale had opposed the Red International of Labour Unions’ orientation to advocate negotiations with the Social Democratic International Federation of Trade Unions. Much criticism of this policy was published in Die Internationale; the editor-in-chief, Karl Korsch, had become a target of Zinoviev’s attacks during the Fifth Comintern Congress. Korsch, once a supporter of workers’ governments, now rejected co-operation between communist and non-communist representatives.58 Zinoviev gave Korsch, who was Professor of Legal Theory at the University of Jena, the ‘friendly advice’ that ‘he should first study Marxism and Leninism’ before dealing with theoretical issues in the party’s journal.59

Ruth Fischer realised that she had to abandon her more extreme positions. In February 1925, the Zentrale dismissed Korsch as editor of Die Internationale. A few weeks later, Werner Scholem lost his post as head of the organisational directorate. On 27 May 1925, the leadership attempted to come closer to the SPD by means of an ‘Open Letter’ that proposed areas of cooperation. This provoked loud objections from Rosenberg, Scholem and Iwan Katz. In a letter addressed to rank-and-file party officials, they criticised Maslow and Fischer for their statement on the ‘relative stabilisation’ of capitalism internationally, insisting that a new revolutionary upswing would come soon.60

In July 1925, the tenth party congress ratified the moderation of policy. Out of the 170 delegates, only twelve – including Rosenberg, Scholem and Katz – belonged to what was termed the ‘ultra-left’ tendency. In a letter addressed to the conference Zinoviev urged the party to acknowledge the ‘relative stabilisation’ of capitalism in
Germany. He accused Rosenberg and Scholem of trying to 'falsify' communism while Korsch’s opinions disqualified him from being considered a Bolshevik. The insistence on Thälmann’s candidacy during the second round of the presidential election had shown an 'ultra-leftist fever' that the party had to cure. Remarkably, Zinoviev did not criticise Thälmann himself. Ruth Fischer also criticised the 'ultra-leftists', if in more moderate tones. Nonetheless, Moscow viewed Fischer’s leadership with growing scepticism. The strong opposition that Dmitri Manuilsky, the ECCI emissary, had faced at the congress – he was loudly advised to 'go back to Moscow' – was seen as proof of the dwindling quality of Fischer’s leadership.

The ‘Manuilsky Affair’ played a pivotal role at the meeting of the German Commission of the ECCI with the KPD leaders on 12 August. At first Fischer refused to come to Moscow, but she later changed her mind. At the meeting, she was confronted by complaints made by Bukharin and Zinoviev. Both made clear that the party needed trustworthy proletarian elements, such as Ernst Thälmann and Philipp Dengel. Thälmann in particular was seen as Stalin’s supporter while Ruth Fischer was associated with Zinoviev. Thälmann and Dengel, unlike Fischer and the party intellectuals around her, were considered authentic representatives of a policy that should guarantee the rootedness of the KPD among the proletarian masses. An ‘Open Letter’ of the ECCI that was published on 1 September 1925 confirmed this agenda. It emphasised that only under a proletarian leadership would the KPD be able to practice a Leninist policy that deserved its name. The letter stated explicitly that it 'is not the left in the KPD that is bankrupt, but certain leaders of the left, and in the future the left will assert itself along different lines'.

Demonstrating the discipline expected from every communist, the letter was signed by all KPD delegates in Moscow. That included Ruth Fischer who, in her own words written decades later, ‘was driven to sign my own political death warrant and to confess my sins in public’.

An extraordinary First Party Conference was held in Berlin on 31 October and 1 November 1925, which confirmed the new situation; Fischer and Maslow were expelled from the party leadership.

At that time, Ruth Fischer was still in Moscow. According to an unofficial order given by Stalin, she was not allowed to leave the country but had to stay in the Comintern’s ‘Hotel Lux’. The Sixth ECCI Plenum, which Ruth Fischer was still allowed to attend,
confirmed the resolutions of the previous meetings and endorsed the new leadership of the KPD. Zinoviev gave one of his last public speeches before falling from grace, and thus it was not him but rather Stalin who was elected to be the new chair of the German Commission of the ECCI, although he had only a rudimentary knowledge of the German language. The dismissed leaders, in particular Fischer and Maslow, were depicted as proponents of ‘anti-communism’.70 Ruth Fischer was able to return to Berlin only ‘after a stiff fight’ for her passport.71 Shortly after her return she and Maslow, who had been released from prison, were denounced as ‘renegades’ and expelled from the KPD on 19 August 1926.72

Ruth Fischer’s tragic mistake was to underestimate Stalin and the Stalinists completely. She did not realise that Stalin only needed party activists like her to remove his critics from the KPD and the Comintern. After Ruth Fischer had done this duty, she was worthless to him. Bolshevisation meant the destruction of internal party democracy; Stalinisation – the process that followed – meant the slavish subordination of the party to the short-term needs of Stalin’s policies. Ruth Fischer turned out to be a suitable tool for Bolshevisation, but was totally unsuited for the tasks that were bound with Stalinisation. She and the circle around her had to be replaced by others. Thälmann’s victory documented, in its essence, Stalin’s dominance over the KPD after his own victory over Zinoviev in the Soviet Union. With Fischer’s departure, the key positions in the party passed from intellectuals to men of proletarian origin. This had the double advantage, as Walter Laqueur pointed out: ‘of making the party more attractive to the masses and its leaders easier for the Comintern to manipulate’.73
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The Rise of Ernst Thälmann and the Hamburg Left, 1921-1923

Norman LaPorte

Just as Ruth Fischer’s leadership came to represent the Bolshevisation of the KPD, Ernst Thälmann is remembered as the agent of its ‘Stalinisation’. After years of endemic factional feuding, which worsened after the ‘failed October’ of 1923, and after an ill-fated palace coup in 1928 had tried to oust him, Stalin and Molotov intervened directly in the KPD’s internal affairs to restore Thälmann as party chairman. It was at this point that Stalin announced, ‘now I have the German Party in my hands’. The fate of those who wanted to contest the Soviet leader’s policies was sealed, and Thälmann was presented as the ‘public face’ and front-man of German communism, in a quasi-cult of leadership. The image of Thälmann as a principal German architect of the ‘party of a new type’ was reinforced by the hagiographic accounts of his political life in the German Democratic Republic until the collapse of communism in 1989, in contrast to West German accounts of him being no more that Stalin’s satrap. Yet, this institutional, top-down way of remembering Thälmann overlooks his early location within a mass movement and ignores how domestic political developments took him from local activism to becoming the leader of the largest communist party outside Soviet Russia.

This chapter will argue that, in the early years of the KPD, Thälmann was not merely a figurehead giving ‘proletarian legitimacy’ to a cohort of younger, often foreign-born, middle-class intellectuals who were new to the labour movement and impatient with the older, more cautious leadership associated Heinrich Brandler and Ernst Meyer. Instead, we will see below how Thälmann was an able communist politician who expressed the views of an ultra-radical minority in the Hamburg workers’ movement and, disappointed with the role of
social democracy, looked to Soviet Russia as an alternative to the failing Weimar Republic.

Politic Socialisation

Thälmann was born into an upwardly-mobile lower middle-class family on 18 April 1886. His parents, after some setbacks, ran a successful grocery and delivery business in Hamburg's docklands. Politically, his father was a member of völkisch political and cultural organisations and his mother was devoutly religious. However, rather than accept this life, Thälmann asserted his adult independence by leaving home, at sixteen years of age, in 1902. After some years of casual work and subsequently finding employment as a coachman in the docks he worked his passage to America as a stoker on board the freightliner Amerika. After spending time as a rural labourer near New York, he returned to Hamburg and the docks in 1907, resuming his political activism.

Thälmann joined the Social Democratic Party in 1903 and the transport workers' union the following year. Before the outbreak of war, he had risen to positions of local prominence; by 1914, he was the chairman of a local branch of the Hamburg SPD and headed the coachman's section of the transport workers' union in Hamburg. Between 1912 and 1922, he was a delegate to the union's national congresses and sat on the Hamburg Trades Council. As reports compiled by the political police detail, he already stood on the far left of the workers' movement: he called for industrial militancy and opposed the 'reformists' in the central union and party bureaucracy who opted for compromise. He also championed street protests, aiming to give a public presence to parliamentary demands for reform of the Prussian three-class electoral franchise, which limited workers' representation.

Although personally opposed to the 'imperialist war', Thälmann fought on the Western Front from January 1915 until the armistice in November 1918. The experience of 'total war' was brutalising and, in political terms, reinforced his hostility to the SPD leadership. The leadership had supported the war effort and, as the Kaiserreich fell, it acted with the officers of the old army to suppress workers' radicalism during the German Revolution. As the then Hamburg-based Communist Curt Geyer observed, during 1919 and 1920 the rapid
rise and radicalisation of the Independent Social Democratic Party in industrial areas was fuelled by the SPD’s lack of socialist reforms, and its supporters looked to Moscow to inspire a second, socialist revolution. In this milieu, Thälmann was able to represent a general political mood and to influence its development.

At the Unification Congress between the Left USPD and the KPD in December 1920, Thälmann was appointed to the Zentralausschuss — which represented the party’s district organisations — and was elected chairman of the party in Hamburg, which had its stronghold in the city’s docks. From the outset, Thälmann stood on the KPD’s intransigent, ultra-radical wing and presented himself as an authentic voice of the German proletariat.

The Origins of the Hamburg Left

With some 14,000 members in 1922, Greater Hamburg — which was organised within the party district of Wasserkante — was one of the KPD’s local strongholds. Its radicalism was shown during the so-called ‘March Action’ of 1921, when Hamburg was the only major city outside of central Germany to join the uprising. The outcome of what amounted to a communist putsch produced an acrimonious feud within the party. Some party leaders, most notably Heinrich Brandler and Ernst Meyer, now supported the Communist International’s (Comintern) ‘united front’ policy, as detailed by Florian Wilde in this volume. Thälmann, however, did not. At the Third Congress of the Comintern in the summer of 1921 and at the ensuring KPD Congress in Jena, he represented the Left’s continued adherence to a policy anticipating imminent revolution, opposing even tactical co-operation with the leadership of the Social Democratic Party. However, unlike in Berlin, leftists in the Wasserkante party leadership, including most notably Thälmann and Hugo Urbahns, submitted to what the Comintern termed ‘international discipline’ and, into the second half of 1922, set out to put the policy into practice.

At this time, Thälmann presented the ‘united front’ as a means of strengthening the KPD for the next revolutionary ‘offensive’. At various meetings of party officials and activists in early 1922, for example, he reminded those assembled that, after the disastrous impact of the ill-fated ‘March Uprising’, the ‘united front’ policy had
revived the party’s campaigning, increased the membership and allowed the KPD to become a strong minority in the workforce. In the shipyards, Thälmann worked with Hans von Borstel, a railway worker and senior figure in the Hamburg party, to win over Social Democratic workers by pursuing a more vigorous defence of pay and conditions than their own leadership; the outcome was the KPD taking ninety-two of the shipyard’s 148 works councillors in 1922. Similarly, at public meetings organised to show solidarity with Soviet Russia, which also attracted Social Democrats, Thälmann moved resolutions in support of the Comintern’s ‘united front’ policy. These meetings were drenched in an atmosphere of loyalty to the Bolsheviks, with collections for ‘Aid for Soviet Russia’ and the omnipresence of the symbols of the communist movement, from Soviet flags and banners and the singing of revolutionary songs to speeches by international guests from France, Italy and Britain, as well as Russian sailors passing through the harbour. Thälmann’s famously theatrical speeches aimed to serve this cause fully.

However, the Hamburg KPD was increasingly aware of mounting hostility to the ‘united front’ among party activists and officials. At one meeting, an official stated that the full-time, salaried party leadership had become divorced from rank-and-file workers, who did not want co-operation with the SPD, however tactically, and especially not in parliament. Another party official opposed the Comintern’s slogan ‘To the Masses’, stating that, ‘A thousand good members who are loyal to their principles are worth 100,000 wavering comrades’. Party activists even organised a protest rally in the hope of influencing the leadership before the Fourth World Congress of the Comintern met at the end of 1922. Already in the spring of 1922, Thälmann had informed a meeting of the district leadership that local officials and rank-and-file members feared the ‘united front’ was leading to ‘reformism’.

The ‘Monarchists Danger’

The issue making the KPD’s stance towards the Weimar Republic and its self-proclaimed ‘party of state’, the SPD, acute was the vast upsurge in far-right ‘nationalist’ violence against the new political regime and the labour movement. The wave of attacks hit Hamburg in May 1922. A memorial to the German Revolution was bombed, the offices
of the KPD press and the Comintern publisher, Hoym, suffered arson attacks, a hand grenade exploded outside the Thälmann's family home, and other prominent local Communists received death threats. In line with the 'united front' policy, Thälmann called on the SPD in the city parliament, the Bürgerschaft, to act against the forces of monarchism by banning their highly public commemorations of battles and regimental days and purging them from all state offices. The Hamburg SPD, however, rejected the KPD 'united front' offer and refused to take legal action against these public shows of anti-republicanism.

However, precisely this issue returned at the national level with the assassination of Foreign Minister, Walther Rathenau on 24 June, by the Organisation Consul – a secret organisation of former army offers. In the minds of the völkisch Right, Rathenau – as a politician 'fulfilling' the demands of the Versailles Treaty, an intellectual, and a Jew – was a symbolic hate figure. For the workers' movement, however, the assassination brought about a rare moment of spontaneous cooperation in many localities, including Hamburg and Berlin. Under Ernst Meyer's leadership, a joint declaration was signed with the Social Democratic parties and unions, the 'Berlin Agreement', which foresaw making common cause against the enemies of the Republic. However, following a letter from Zinoviev to the KPD leadership on 28 June, which insisted on maintaining 'independence of agitation', the party ended the most significant 'united front' action since the general strike against the Kapp-Lüttwitz Putsch in March 1920, which had attempted to sweep away the new democracy. When the Reichstag voted for the 'Law for the Protection of the Republic' on 18 July, the KPD's parliamentary fraction now voted against it, arguing – not without some reason – that this was a weapon against communism.

**Crystallisation of the German Left Opposition**

The outcome of the 'Rathenau campaign' ended Thälmann's attempts to implement the 'united front' policy and links between the Berlin and Hamburg Lefts were now formalised. Not only had the SPD refused to co-operate with the KPD, but the Security Police in Hamburg – which was headed by a Social Democrat – had opened fire on workers leaving a mass rally in the city's Heiligengeistfeld on
26 June. Thälmann now stated that the SPD had ‘only ever left the KPD in the lurch since the November Revolution’ and this meant any negotiations with the party’s leadership were futile.\textsuperscript{30} At the following meeting of the Zentralausschuss he stated that, ‘the [Hamburg] party […] could not understand why Rathenau was the best friend of the broad masses’.\textsuperscript{31} After some initial hesitation, Urbahns also opted to join the Left Opposition, whose views he represented at the Fourth World Congress of the Comintern.\textsuperscript{32}

At the Comintern Congress, the Bolsheviks’ Germany expert, Karl Radek, supported Heinrich Brandler – who now replaced Meyer as party chairman – in advocating the continued pursuit of the ‘united front’ tactic, including calls for ‘workers’ governments’ (i.e. parliamentary coalitions with left-wing Social Democrats).\textsuperscript{33} Zinoviev, the chairman of the Executive Committee of the Communist International, however, supported the KPD’s Left, conspicuously endorsing Ruth Fischer when she stated that Communists should ‘not [have] ra[un] behind the corpse of Rathenau shouting “republic, republic”’.\textsuperscript{34} When the KPD leadership defended the ‘united front’ at the December meeting of the Zentralausschuss, Thälmann was able to point out that, ‘[in Moscow] the leading personalities had such different views on the united front that Brandler cannot claim the party has a united position’.\textsuperscript{35}

\textit{The Year 1923}

Between the Comintern Congress and the KPD’s Reich Congress, the situation in Germany had escalated. On 11 January 1923, French and Belgian troops occupied the Ruhr after the Cuno government defaulted on reparations payments. Yet the Congress majority, under Brandler, voted down the Left’s call for a debate on the political situation and the tasks of the party. This was recognised as an attempt to challenge the party majority’s ‘Thesis on the United Front and Workers’ Governments’, which reaffirmed the ‘correctness’ of the Comintern’s ‘united front’ policy – or, at least, Radek’s interpretation of it.\textsuperscript{36} However, the exclusion of the Left – which dominated Berlin, Hamburg and wide sections of the now occupied industrial areas of the Ruhr and Rhineland – brought the KPD close to a party split in the course of 1923.

The core of the Left Opposition’s critique was that the ‘united front’ policy merely awakened workers’ ‘democratic illusions',
weakened their revolutionary élan, and pushed the party towards reformism as represented by the Social Democracy. As Ruth Fischer stated, the Left did not want to negotiate with Social Democratic parliamentarians; instead, it called on Communists to push all ‘current mass movements’ towards revolution from below – the party ‘must be active, it must act’ not just make propaganda. At the Party Congress in Leipzig, Thälmann had stated that negotiating with the SPD leadership during the Rathenau campaign had been a ‘hindrance for the revolutionary development of the proletariat’, especially the Reich leadership’s readiness to sign a joint public declaration.

In response to Brandler’s statements, Thälmann insisted that the Left’s hostility to the SPD ‘does not come from intellectuals, but is born of our inner recognition of the [position of the] working class which, in the four years since the German Revolution, has registered vast distrust of the SPD as a workers’ party’. The party’s efforts, he insisted, should focus on mobilising the workforce in the factories against the occupation of the Ruhr. On the vexed issue of ‘workers’ governments’, Thälmann drew applause for his insistence that Communist ministers would be thrown out of any ‘workers’ government’ at the first opportunity: ‘They can only survive when […] the workforce is already clear that they can counter the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie with their own dictatorship’.

A report on the Congress sent to Edwin Hoernle, who was the party’s representative to the ECCI in Moscow, emphasised that the KPD was dangerously divided along regional as well as political lines. It noted how, in its strongholds, the Left was propelled forward by a ‘mood of revolutionary impatience’ which was fuelled by rank-and-file hostility towards the ‘betrayals’ of the SPD since the German Revolution. In Saxony, Thuringia, and Halle-Merseburg, by contrast, the Brander leadership had proved able to use the ‘united front’ tactic in order to ‘unleash strong activity’ and there was the possibility of negotiating with regional SPD leaders in order to enter, or ‘tolerate’, ‘workers’ governments’. Despite considerable pressure from Moscow – including leading Bolsheviks attending meetings in Berlin, such as Nikolai Bukharin in February – Brandler refused to recognise that the Left had deep roots in the membership of important districts and could not be dismissed as merely the machinations of intellectuals such as Ruth Fischer in Berlin.

As the Left had been excluded from the national leadership, its
leaders did not feel obliged to implement official policy locally. Throughout January and February 1923, both Thälmann and Urbahns spoke at meetings of party members and officials to promote the Left’s tactics, which were endorsed at a District Party Congress in Hamburg in mid-February. The party rejected co-operation in regional parliaments with the SPD as a means of mobilising the workforce and, instead, called for a nationwide congress of works councils, which would serve as an ‘alternative government’ (*Nebenregierung*).\(^{44}\) In the *Bürgerschaft*, the KPD attacked the SPD for supporting Chancellor Cuno’s policy of ‘passive resistance’ and organising collections to help pay for the strikes in the Ruhr. The Communist deputy, Ernst Franke, called this a ‘swindle of a national united front’.\(^{45}\) On the streets too, Hamburg’s SPD politicians anxiously observed an upsurge in support for the Communists. As mass unemployment hit the city, these workers turned to the KPD-led ‘Committees of the Unemployed’, despite the trade unions’ best efforts to prevent this.\(^{46}\)

In the context of a mounting crisis in the occupied areas, the Left aimed to maximise its influence.\(^{47}\) Together with Ruth Fischer, Thälmann used his factional contacts with Eugen Eppstein, the political secretary of the Left-dominated Middle Rhine (*Mittelrhein*) party branch,\(^{48}\) to speak at a District Party Congress in Rhineland-Westphalia North, which convened in Essen on 25 March. Although the national leadership (*Zentrale*) won the vote by a slim margin, the strength of the Left in the occupied areas had prompted the ECCI to send Radek to Essen in order to make it clear that, if there was an uprising in the Rhine and Ruhr, Moscow would disavow it.\(^{49}\)

Violent unrest in the region was becoming increasingly common. The best known incident was the so-called ‘Mühlheim rising’ in mid-April, when price rises led to protests by relief workers (*Notstandsarbeiter*) and the unemployed which escalated into armed clashes with the authorities in which six protesters were shot dead by police.\(^{50}\) After the Essen Congress, Thälmann, who had spent five days travelling around the occupied region witnessing similar events, reported that there was overwhelming support for the Left’s policies among local officials in Hamborn, Essen, Dortmund and Gelsenkirchen.\(^{51}\)

Already in April, the feud in the KPD and the extent of support for the policies of the Left in the occupied areas prompted party officials on the ‘moderate’ left to write an official letter to Zinoviev. They stressed that the Left Opposition’s demand for an extraordinary party
As the Comintern’s efforts to bridge the growing gulf within the KPD during early 1923 ultimately came to nothing, Zinoviev summoned the feuding factions to attend a conference with the ECCI in Moscow. In essence, the outcome was that, in exchange for agreeing not to take their radical agitation outside their own districts, the Left would receive four seats in the KPD’s leadership. Fischer, Arkadi Maslow, Arthur König and Thälmann now sat at the top table of German communism. As we will discuss below, Thälmann was then able to play a prominent role in the plans for the ‘German October’.

**Communism, German Nationalism and the Franco-Belgian Occupation**

Before the ECCI adopted a plan for revolution, however, the KPD was forced to address the rise of the nascent fascist movement. The occupation of the Ruhr had driven a process of political radicalisation and polarisation throughout Germany. Widespread strikes, hunger riots and rocketing unemployment undermined the SPD and their bedrock of support in the trade unions, to the advantage of the KPD, which at this point almost certainly became the majority party within the workers’ movement.

However, the impact of the Franco-Belgian occupation produced an even greater surge on the far right. At the Fourth Congress of the Comintern, fascism as an international phenomenon was added to the agenda, following Mussolini’s ‘March on Rome’ in October 1922, but no systematic policy was formulated. In practice, there were three responses. One was to hold an ‘International Antifascist Congress’ in Frankfurt-am-Main in March 1923, which proved unable to win support beyond the communist movement. Another approach was to meet violence with violence, whereby workers’ defence was organised by the party’s recently founded paramilitary organisation, the Proletarian Hundreds, and ‘anti-fascist’ shows of strength were staged locally and nationally. It was, however, the third approach which was by far the most controversial and amounted to extending the ‘united
front’ to rank-and-file members of proto-fascist organisations. The means to this end was de facto nationalist propaganda, which had been debated in the party since the beginning of 1923 and which now culminated in Radek’s ‘Schlageter Speech’ to the ECCI in June. It did enormous reputational damage to the KPD as an ‘antifascist’ party.58 But, as Ralf Hoffrogge discussed above, not every member of the party’s Left participated in the campaign.59 In Hamburg, Thälmann advocated the confrontational approach towards the far right on the streets and his local party organisation participated in the national ‘Antifascist Day’ on 29 July.60 Despite a ban on outdoor demonstration imposed by the SPD-led Senate in the Bürgerschaft, several thousand Hamburg Communists attended a rally at the city’s Heiligengeistfeld.61

The ‘German October’

In late July, what amounted to a wait-and-see approach was superseded by a policy of preparing for the ‘German October’.62 On 9 August, after the ECCI had received reports detailing the depth of the revolutionary crisis in Germany, Stalin convened a meeting of the Russian Politburo. Then, on 12 September, the Cuno government fell – and with it the policy of resisting the Franco-Belgian occupation – amidst a wave of strikes in which the KPD had played a significant role.63 The ‘German October’ now seemed to be a real possibility, even reviving hopes of world revolution.64

At the series of meetings which ensued, the Russian Politburo drew up a plan for revolution and then, in the forum provided by the ECCI, consulted the French and Czechoslovakian parties, in addition to the KPD leadership, to which Thälmann now belonged.65 At one of the secret sessions in late September, the French delegate, Cachin, expressed anxieties about how a de facto alliance with German nationalism in a ‘revolutionary war’ against France would impact on his party’s supporters.66 Trotsky’s reply was that, ‘It is too early for sleepless nights over the Ruhr. The point is to firstly take power in Germany […] everything else will derive from that’.67

The Ruhr, however, was not to be the launch pad for the ‘German October’; revolution was to be ignited using the ‘united front’ tactic in central Germany.68 According to Moscow’s plan, the KPD would enter ‘workers’ governments’ in Saxony and Thuringia. These were the
locations where the party had ‘tolerated’ left SPD administrations throughout 1923, enabling the Proletarian Hundreds – which were to fight as armed units in the anticipated civil war – to operate legally at a time when they were banned by the right SPD-led Prussian government. A general strike with left SPD support would then be declared and this would signal the armed uprising.69

Yet, even now, differences over tactics continued to shape the responses of the KPD leadership. During the discussions in Moscow, Thälmann expressed reservations about the revolutionary potential of Brandler’s ‘united front’ policy. He spoke against Brandler’s assessment of the influence of the left SPD and the likelihood of their supporters coming over to the side of revolution, and he questioned the value of entering regional Diets in order to procure arms. The latter was the key issue. While Brandler had stated that there were 250,000 men organised in the Proletarian Hundreds, Thälmann stressed that they were largely unarmed and, thus, militarily useless. The success of the German revolution would, therefore, depend on Soviet intervention.70 In early October, shortly before his return to Hamburg, Thälmann concluded: ‘The party is not ideologically and politically prepared for the most important matter of the revolution, the civil war’.71

Initially, developments proceeded without complication as the KPD entered the Saxon and Thuringian governments in mid-October.72 Then, on 20 October, the new Reich government under Chancellor Gustav Stresemann, which included SPD Ministers, declared a state of emergency, passed political power to the military and dispatched troops into central Germany to depose these ‘workers’ governments’. The KPD and its Soviet advisers, who had relocated to Dresden, were left to improvise a response in a fast-moving and unanticipated situation. That evening, the leadership and its Soviet advisors resolved to use a meeting between Communist and left SPD activists, which was scheduled for the following day, ostensibly to identify the level of support for a general strike protesting the actions of the Reich government. Their actual aim was to assess the readiness of the proletariat for the German revolution. But the outcome of the so-called ‘Chemnitz Conference’ was negative. Speaking for the SPD, the Saxon Minister of Labour, Georg Graupe, refused to countenance an immediate general strike and, instead, proposed setting up a commission of both parties to decide on what action to take.73 This, according to the
KPD's leading theoretician, August Thalheimer, gave the revolution a 'third-class funeral'.

The Hamburg Rising

Despite Thälmann's reservations in Moscow about the prospects for a successful 'German October', the only attempted uprising in 1923 took place in Hamburg. It was based on an initially effective military-technical plan, especially when compared with the uncoordinated 'March Rising' of 1921, and took the city's police force by surprise – despite the KPD's public trumpeting of the coming revolution.

At 5am on 23 October, members of the party's Ordnerdienst – the militarily-trained inner core of the Proletarian Hundreds – stormed police stations in the city's suburbs, rapidly overpowering seventeen of twenty-six of them, in order to seize firearms. These units then took up position on rooftops, inside buildings and behind barricades. At the same time, Combat Groups (Kampfgruppen) had gone into the night with the intention of obstructing the arrival of reinforcements by blocking arterial roads and intercity railway lines, cutting telephone cables and dividing the city by occupying bridges over the river Alster. The expectation was that once the city's working-class suburbs had been taken, the insurgents would move on the city centre in concentric circles, drawing with them wider popular support.

After returning from Moscow in early October, Thälmann's was main role was political: he was responsibility for the agitation which aimed to bring about a mass movement.

Over the course of almost three days, the Hamburg KPD – with limited numbers of firearms and at most a few hundred insurgents – fought a losing battle against some 6000 well-armed members of the city's police, which drew on military reinforcements, and 800 members of the SPD's combat organisation, Republik. By the end of the uprising, more than 100 were dead, seventeen of them police officers, and several hundred more – many of them passersby – were wounded. Had the Hamburg KPD not carried out the leadership's order to 'retreat', there would have been a massacre of party activists.

Although there had been significant support for the rising among the residents of Eimsbüttel, Barmbek, and Schiﬀbek – which marked the epicentre of events – it remained a putsch without wider support in the workforce, even in the giant shipyards. A dockers' strike,
which began on 20 October, resolved the following day to call a
general strike when workers became aware that the military had been
sent into central Germany, but this was stalled by the SPD-led trade-
union leadership in Hamburg. The KPD’s support in the local unions
and the high levels of animosity towards the actions of the SPD
Ministers in the Reich government had not turned into support for
revolution.83

Despite the more recent availability of secret communist docu-
mentation – in addition to police records and party circulars – it
remains very much easier to reconstruct the specific events that took
place than the internal-party dynamics that allowed them to
happen.84 The most likely interpretation is that it grew out of a confu-
sion of central and local party responses to a series of unanticipated
circumstance. Since the fall of the Cuno government in September,
the KPD had been placed on a nationwide state of readiness for
the German revolution.85 In early October, a political committee
was set up in Wasserkante, in which Urbahns was the political
leader, (probably) Gustav Faber was responsible for organisation,
and Rudolf Hommes liaised with the Military-Political Directorate
(Oberleitung) responsible for north-western Germany. The latter was
headed by Albert Schreiner and his Soviet military advisor, General
Moishe Stern.86 Urbahns then travelled to the Chemnitz Conference
as the district’s representative. However, in the expectation that
the left SPD would adopt Brandler’s call for a general strike, some
twenty-five to thirty couriers were dispatched nationwide with the
message that the uprising was anticipated to take place no later than
Tuesday 23 October.87 Hermann Remmele was the courier sent to
Kiel – the port town which began the November Revolution five
years before – in order to investigate reports that it offered the best
prospects for widening the revolution. But he stopped in Hamburg
for talks with the regional military and political leadership. Here, he
was persuaded that Hamburg presented the better option and, laying
too much emphasis on the likelihood of a resolution in support of
a general strike in Saxony, stressed that the party must be ready to
‘launch the attack’ within ‘one or two days’.88 Remmele then trav-
elled on to Kiel, where he received the telegram to postpone events.
In Hamburg, confusion reigned: the uprising was launched in the
belief that that military intervention against the ‘workers’ govern-
ments’ in central Germany and the strike in the docks marked
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the moment to begin, and once launched, the uprising was not so easy to call off, especially after the party’s military units had gone underground.89

A number of accounts attribute personal responsibility to Thälmann for this bloody fiasco, as he was the highest official present at the time the decision was taken.90 His motivation is explained in terms of a lust for political power: expunging the competition of party rivals, above all Hugo Urbahns.91 Yet, none of the documentation states more than his political involvement in events – and these were events clearly under the command of the party’s military-technical apparatus and its Soviet advisors.92 At a meeting of the leadership held in Berlin as the rising was still underway in Hamburg, the topic was not any breach of discipline by Thälmann and the Hamburg leadership, but rather whether some form of assistance should be given to them. The final decision, in the words of the Solomon Lozovsky, who chaired the meeting, was: ‘If one does not come to the aid of Hamburg that is not a betrayal. We sacrifice a division to save an army’.93

Conclusion

During the KPD’s ‘Years of Struggle’ (Angress), Thälmann had risen from being a regional to a national communist leader. This had been facilitated by his solid support within a radical workers’ milieu, which was centred on the Hamburg docks, and on his political alliance with the Berlin Left around Ruth Fischer, Arkadi Maslow, Werner Scholem, and their proletarian supporters. In 1924, they came to power in the KPD leadership in a grass-roots surge of support for their policies of revolutionary intransigence and outright hostility to Social Democracy. Ironically, however, the ‘failed October’ had ended Moscow’s residual hopes in the imminence of world revolution and Stalin announced the policy of ‘socialism in one country’.94

Events in Germany became entwined with the power struggle in Moscow to succeed Lenin and to push aside Trotsky, which meant avoiding all blame for the ‘October fiasco’. Zinoviev – who had drawn up the plan for revolution – now accused the Brandler leadership of entering into a ‘banal parliamentary combination’ with the SPD in Saxony and, in a private letter to the KPD leadership, chastised him for the alleged ‘miscommunication’ that led to the Hamburg rising.95 But, if the Comintern was able to oust Brandler, whose support in the
KPD evaporated, it was not yet able to dominate the German communist movement and its leadership. Moscow had hoped to support the so-called ‘Centre Group’, which had broken with the ‘old’ leadership but remained avowedly ‘loyal’ to Comintern policy. But this failed.96 At the party’s Reich Congress in April 1924, the Left now had the support of ninety-two of the 126 delegates – leaving the ‘Brandler Group’ without any representation.97

Thälmann’s ability to trade on his credentials as a revolutionary worker helped him to rise and rise in the KPD. In the course of 1924, he became deputy chairman of the party, chairman of the League of Red Front Fighters – which superseded the Proletarian Hundreds – and was the party’s candidate in the presidential elections of spring 1925.98 By the mid-1920s, he was by far Germany’s best known Communist. But it was the ECCI that enabled him to become party chairman in September 1925, following a direct and highly public intervention to oust the Fischer-Maslow leadership.99 From this time, a quasi-cult of leadership was constructed around Thälmann which resonated with the party’s core supporters, who identified with the former transport worker from the Hamburg docks who looked and spoke like them.100 Only now was his role in the ‘Hamburg Rising’ highlighted in a narrative that presented him as one of those in the party who were prepared to fight, even against the odds, and would ultimately win against all of the party’s enemies.101 An agent of Stalinisation in the party, as Ruth Fischer had been an agent of Bolshevisation, by the end of the decade Thälmann only had the trappings of political power – which was now instead ultimately in Stalin’s hands.
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Opposing Hitler and Stalin: Left Wing Communists after Expulsion from the KPD

Marcel Bois

Joseph Stalin was stunned. 'These people', he wrote, 'are hooligan agitators against the Comintern and the Soviet Communist Party — against our Soviet state'.1 The leadership of the German party was also shocked. It was an 'anti-Bolshevik diatribe', 'criminal divisiveness',2 and an 'attack on party unity'.3

Their outrage was in response to a statement that had been published in September 1926 by nearly 700 opposition officials in the Communist Party of Germany.4 It said that, 'Until now, the Central Committee of the KPD has believed that the situation within the party and the Comintern could be overcome by organisational means. But the contradictions have never been so acute. The Opposition no longer has any access at all to the party press.' They called for an open discussion within the party, above all about the situation in the Soviet Union, under the slogan 'Back to Lenin and to Real, Pure Leninism'.5

In fact, the KPD was confronted with a serious crisis in 1926. Numerous groups had formed in rebellion against the leadership's political line and they all regarded themselves as belonging to the party's left wing. These included the tendency articulated in Karl Korsch’s Kommunistische Politik, the all-but forgotten 'Wedding Opposition', and the group around Ruth Fischer and Hugo Urbahns.6 Contrary to frequent assertions, these groups were by no means small sects of intellectuals. Rather, at least by the mid 1920s, they represented a not-insignificant section of the communist base. Even according to conservative estimates, more than 20,000 KPD members considered themselves part of these left opposition groups, including numerous representatives to the national and state parliaments.7 The
This left wing around Ruth Fischer, Werner Scholem and Arkadi Maslow held the leadership of the party from 1924. Then, in 1925, Moscow intervened to have them removed after the disastrous presidential election, when their refusal to run a joint candidate with the SPD handed victory to the monarchist Hindenburg. Along with a rejection of Stalinism, criticism of ‘united front’ politics remained a constant among members of the KPD’s left wing. Some of these groups only changed their stance and called for extra-parliamentary cooperation with the SPD once the Nazi Party threatened to take power in the early 1930s. This chapter will examine the development of the left wing of the KPD from 1925, detailing their gradual expulsion from the party, and the difficulties of finding a political strategy between left-wing radicalism and an anti-fascist ‘united front’.

The Rise of Stalinism

One reason for the uproar among these opposition groups had its roots in Soviet Russia. Communists were aware that socialism could only be achieved if their 1917 revolution were to spread to other, economically advanced countries. Although a wave of strikes, demonstrations, and factory occupations washed over the European continent immediately after the First World War, ultimately not a single socialist revolution succeeded anywhere. It was clear by the time of the failed communist uprising during the ‘German October’ of 1923 that civil war-wracked Soviet Russia would remain isolated.

As the Soviet working class quickly lost political influence of any kind, the party bureaucracy became the new socially dominant stratum. Stalin, as its representative, became the leader of the state and the party. His programme proclaimed ‘socialism in one country’, and the subsequent programme of industrialisation was so vast that it reminded Victor Serge of ‘the pages of Capital where Marx describes the relentless mechanism of primitive capitalist accumulation’. In pursuing this policy, Stalin also annulled many of the revolution’s achievements. Within a few years, he perverted Russian socialism into its opposite: workers were now exploited, dissenters were placed in labour camps, and dissident Communists were politically persecuted.
Stalin’s rise in the 1920s was accompanied by a fierce factional struggle within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). The Stalin faction’s main adversary was the ‘United Opposition’, which was formed in the spring of 1926 by an alliance between Lev Kamenev, Grigory Zinoviev, Leon Trotsky, and many other ‘old Bolsheviks’. They criticised the party and state bureaucracy, calling for a reinforced workers’ democracy and a form of industrialisation that would improve the people’s social situation. They also opposed Stalin’s thesis that it is possible to establish socialism in a single (economically backward) country.\(^\text{13}\)

**Stalinisation of the KPD and the Comintern**

In Germany, the opposition referred to these criticisms when they published their statement in September 1926. Accordingly, it was entitled: ‘Statement on the Russian Question’. At the same time, they also criticised the erosion of democracy in the KPD, a development which similarly had its origins in Moscow.

In the Soviet Union, Stalin was carrying out a policy that contradicted everything his party originally stood for; to do so, communist traditions were eliminated. This was achieved in part through the Stalin faction’s increasing tendency to transform Marxism into dogma. Marx’s writings were separated from their historical background and phrases were re-contextualised to explain current policy. Stalin and his supporters also removed personnel from the party, placed the old guard in camps, drove them into exile, or, later, even physically annihilated them.

At the same time, Stalin was also trying to bring the communist parties abroad into line. Sooner or later, they all underwent a transformation that historians now call Stalinisation.\(^\text{14}\) This meant that they became increasingly dependent on Moscow, both materially and ideologically, and they ceased to be democratic organisations that engaged in debates, becoming instead bureaucratised. In the words of historians Kevin McDermott and Jeremy Agnew, even the Communist International (Comintern) changed ‘from an idealistic relatively pluralist body of enthusiastic revolutionaries into a stiflingly bureaucratised mouthpiece for the Soviet state’.\(^\text{15}\) By the end of the 1920s, the process was complete: ‘advisers, emissaries, ultimately even inspectors and commissars replaced substantive debate with the demands of
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Grigory Zinoviev, the first chairman of the Comintern, was replaced in 1926 because of his opposition to Stalin. The same fate befell Nikolai Bukharin in 1929. His successors, Dmitry Manuilsky and Georgi Dimitrov, were nothing more than Stalin’s ‘willing executors’.17

The Stalinist transformation was particularly rapid within the KPD.18 During its early phase the KPD was still a democratic party that was open to discussion. Members met regularly, the Opposition was able to stake out positions in every organisation, and controversial issues were debated in the party press. Otto Wenzel’s assessment was that even in 1923 ‘fully free debate prevailed. Criticism of all decisions by party headquarters was allowed’.19 It was also not the least bit unusual for the leadership to be in the minority during disputes. One prominent example was when Rosa Luxemburg was outvoted at the founding congress on the question of whether the KPD should participate in the elections to the National Assembly in January 1919.

Under the Fischer leadership from 1924, as Mario Kessler’s chapter discussed, the party began a process of ‘Bolshevisation’, which included the creation of centralist structures. Ironically, the Left itself soon fell victim to this development and was removed from leadership in late 1926, then expelled from the KPD altogether.20 A significant reason for this was that the leaders of the Left pursued a course that was independent of Moscow, despite their support for Bolshevisation. It was only under the leadership of Ernst Thälmann in the second half of the 1920s that the KPD began to orient itself, without significant opposition, to the Stalinised CPSU, and thus towards a strictly hierarchical organisation with military-style discipline. It was a culture that contrasted starkly with the party’s early years. The formation of party factions was forbidden in 1925, debate was largely prohibited, and conflicts were not ‘resolved’ politically but rather organisationally – through expulsions. Thälmann’s Central Committee banned critics from speaking or summarily removed them from the party. Overall, the membership and leadership underwent an enormous turnover. For example, by 1929 only two of the sixteen officials who had been top-ranking in 1923 and 1924 were still in the Politbüro; no fewer than eleven had been expelled.21

As in the Soviet Union, this bloodletting led to an ideological ossification. Political positions within the KPD became increasingly dogmatic or, in the words of historian Sigrid Koch-Baumgarten, the
Soviet Union was ‘stylised as the holy land and Marx, Engels, and Lenin […] as founders of a religion’. Hermann Weber stated that Thälmann became ‘as the infallible leader a German copy of Stalin’.

**Left Opposition to Stalinisation**

Left Communists rebelled against this process. They fought back against bureaucratisation and advocated a return to the ‘old KPD’. Despite their heterogeneity, this resolute opposition to Stalinisation united all left-wing groups. As the ‘Letter of the 700’ makes clear, they also espoused a fundamental critique of the developments in the Soviet Union. On this point, they differed from, for example, the other major oppositional tendency within the KPD, namely the party’s ‘right wing’ – around Heinrich Brandler and August Thalheimer – which in 1929 founded the Communist Party of Germany (Opposition) (KPO). Although they opposed the KPD’s Stalinisation, the new party refrained from criticising the Soviet Union’s domestic politics under Stalin for a long time.

The Left published its views in the KPD press and put its positions up for debate at party meetings for as long as it was possible to do so. But opportunities to do so became increasingly infrequent. In this respect, the ‘Letter of the 700’ was, in a way, the high point in the struggle for the party. Indeed, the leadership felt forced to respond to the Opposition’s demand and permitted discussion of the ‘Russian Question’. But, at the same time, it also intensified its fight against the Left. As Günter Wernicke wrote, ‘The decisive phase of degeneration from what had once been a radical Marxist party to a Stalinised party machine had begun.’ Prominent representatives of the Opposition like Hugo Urbahns, Werner Scholem and Anton Grylewicz were expelled in the months that followed. The wave of repression would ultimately reach its height in March 1927 at the KPD’s Eleventh Congress in Essen when in the months before, some 1300 officials were expelled, as were entire local branches.

The wave of expulsions forced the oppositional Communists to take more decisive steps. In late 1926, a national conference of the Left elected its own national leadership and passed a resolution to publish a bi-weekly newsletter. In contrast with the increasingly undemocratic party, the Opposition was ‘one of the strongholds of political discussion’. In March 1928, the Left finally decided to establish an
independent organisation: the Leninbund. This was prompted by Zinoviev and Kamenev’s ‘capitulation’ to Stalin and the ensuing collapse of the ‘United Opposition’ in the Soviet Union. Most of the German opposition was composed of Zinoviev supporters, but, in this instance, they did not follow his lead. Given that they regarded the Soviet Opposition’s relative disorganisation as a primary reason for its failure, they instead continued to strive to unite left-wing communists.28

153 delegates and approximately 100 guests participated in the founding congress of the Leninbund during Easter 1928.29 Most members of the new organisation came from the KPD, although the majority had already been forced to leave it. Pierre Broué thus describes the Leninbund as ‘undoubtedly a revolutionary workers’ organisation […] a legitimate child of Spartacus, the left wing of the Independent Social Democratic Party of Germany and the United KPD’.30 Hermann Weber pointed out that it ‘included the most prominent names from all the left opposition groups’.31 In fact, it had managed to bring together almost all well-known left-wing critics of the KPD. With Fischer, Maslow, Scholem, Urbahns, Paul Schlecht, and Fritz Schimanski, the new organisation included six former members of the Central Committee. Moreover, various representatives to the Reichstag and state parliaments also joined, including Wolfgang Bartels, Gustav Müller, Guido Heym, and Anton Grylewicz. Unfortunately, it is still very difficult to determine precisely how many members the organisation had, but was in the region of 3000 to 6000.32

Before the Leninbund was founded, its leaders explicitly stated that the organisation would not be a second communist party. However, at Hugo Urbahns’s suggestion, the founding congress voted to field a candidate in the forthcoming Reichstag elections. Left Communists had previously debated this question in detail. Fischer and Maslow, for example, spoke resolutely against running an independent slate.33 Even Trotsky, who had been following the discussion, warned from abroad that, ‘Running your own candidates will mean saying that the KPD is no longer communist and down with it. It is a step that will complete the split and will make it impossible to retake the party’.34 The ‘electoral question’ broke the fragile unity of the Leninbund. The conflict led Scholem and Max Hesse to leave the organisation just a few weeks after it was founded. They were critical of the fact that, ‘A majority guided by entirely apolitical considerations decided to run its own slate in the upcoming elections’. This decision, ‘in fact
means the formation of a second communist party, although it is clear that there is no possibility or justification for its existence. The Comintern's renewed 'left turn' in 1928 was also part of the controversy. Scholem and his colleagues hoped that Moscow would now orient itself to the Left's policies of 1924, which would mean rejecting the 'united front' in favour of a directly 'revolutionary' policy. Shortly afterward, the German Zinoviev supporters – Fischer, Maslow, Schlecht, Bruno Mätzchen and Schimanski – also left the Leninbund.

Consequently, the last promising attempt in the history of the Weimar Republic to unite the KPD's opposition to Stalinism in a single organisation failed. After that, the Leninbund fragmented in four directions: (1) some members remained under the leadership of Hugo Urbahns, but the rump organisation lost important publications, suffered from financial difficulties, and putting up candidates for the Reichstag elections proved to be a fiasco; (2) Fischer and Maslow, among others, reapplied to rejoin the KPD on the terms set out by the Comintern, but only Schimanski was readmitted; (3) other members joined the SPD, notably in the former stronghold of Suhl in Thuringia under Guido Heym, while the daily newspaper, Volkswille, also went to the Social Democrats; (4) contacts between the rump Leninbund and Trotsky, now in exile, complicated the organisation's development. Differences between Urbahns and Trotsky, over the vexed issue of whether to reform the KPD or create a new party, led to a split. In February 1930, those who supported Trotsky, like Grylewicz and Kurt Landau, were expelled and came together with part of the Wedding Opposition and the Leipzig-based Bolshevik Unity organisation to form the United Left Opposition of the KPD – the first explicit Trotskyist organisation in Germany.

After this new split in 1930, 'the Leninbund, which had struggled with signs of decay since its founding, lost even more significance. In 1932, the group only had about 500 members. But after a year, the newly established 'United Left Opposition' also disintegrated into two groups, each of which referred to itself as the Left Opposition of the KPD. While both groups did subsequently undergo a certain 'boom', their combined membership of little more than 1000 people kept them far removed from their goal of reforming the KPD – a project that had probably been illusory from the outset. Social Democrat Walter Riest correctly stated in 1932 that, 'These splinter groups will
have no influence on the fate of the KPD, to say nothing of the labour movement.42

4. The KPD and Fascism

In the final years of the Weimar Republic, the remaining left-wing Communists focused their attention on fighting the growing fascist movement. Adolf Hitler’s NSDAP had been transformed from being an ‘irritating fringe element’ of Weimar society into a mass party within a few years.43 The National Socialists had received 2.6 per cent of the vote in 1928, but they entered the Reichstag in 1930 as the second largest faction, with 5.6 million more votes than in the previous election. Two years later they doubled their vote, reaching 37.3 per cent, and becoming the strongest party in the Reichstag. The Sturmabteilung – the SA, or Storm Division – their paramilitary organisation, grew to approximately half a million members.

Undoubtedly, this development would be inexplicable without reference to the 1929 world financial crisis, the impact of which was acute in Germany. The crisis bankrupted thousands of companies and impoverished a significant portion of the middle class and the country’s farmers. The ranks of the unemployed grew from 1.3 million in 1929 to over 6 million in early 1933. One worker in three was jobless.

This precarious social situation for millions of people spurred on mass political radicalisation, which also benefited the Communists. Between 1928 and 1932, their votes increased from 3.3 to 6 million and the number of KPD members grew from just under 125,000 in 1929 to 360,000 in 1932.44 But these successes allowed the KPD leadership to overlook the fact that the National Socialists were the main beneficiaries of the crisis. After winning 2.5 per cent of the vote in the 1930 Reichstag election, the Communists, blinded by hubris, declared themselves the ‘only real winner’ despite the fact that the NSDAP received more votes.45 Their error was based on a complete misunderstanding of the danger that the National Socialists presented for the entire German labour movement. Neither the Comintern nor the KPD was in any position to develop a clear definition of the phenomenon of fascism. Instead, the leaders of the KPD applied the term ‘fascism’ excessively. They saw fascism in power with Hindenburg’s presidential cabinets from 1930 onwards.46 They also regarded all other parliamentary parties as ‘fascist’: ‘The fight against fascism
means fighting the SPD as well as Hitler and the parties around [German Chancellor Heinrich] Brüning. Thälmann’s confidant Werner Hirsch believed that it was not the Communists’ job ‘to look through the distorted lens of any pseudo-theory for a distinction between democracy and fascism’.

The Communists’ failure to comprehend the phenomenon of fascism became particularly explicit in what was known as the theory of ‘social fascism’. In 1929, at the Comintern’s behest, the party leadership began identifying social democracy as its ‘main enemy’, arguing that it discouraged workers from fighting capitalism. The KPD therefore rejected any collaboration with the SPD, even against the Nazis: ‘The social fascists [SPD] know that they share no common ground with us. For us there is only a fight to the death with the party supporting building battleships, the police socialists.’

In fact, there were incidents that made it easier for the KPD leadership to win over the rank and file to the ‘social fascism’ theory. One of the most symbolically powerful contributions to the growing split within the German labour movement was what became known as ‘Bloody May’, when in 1929 the Berlin police, under the direction of Social Democrat Karl Friedrich Zörgiebel, shot dozens of Communist demonstrators. But the SPD’s policies appeared to support the theory in other ways as well. In the dubious hope of obstructing the National Socialists’ route to power and keeping Weimar democracy alive, they pursued a ‘lesser evil’ policy: they supported the candidacy of arch-conservative Paul von Hindenburg in the 1932 presidential elections; tolerated Chancellor Heinrich Brüning’s authoritarian cabinet, which imposed new taxes, reduced public services, and threatened wage and salary reductions; and sanctioned many decisions that contradicted the SPD political programme.

The KPD, however, was in no position to offer any alternative to those affected by the loss of social services. On the contrary, the fact that its rhetoric was directed primarily against the SPD not only led it to engage in bizarre alliances (in 1931 it supported a referendum initiated by the National Socialists and the German Nationalists against the Prussian state government, which was led by the Social Democrats) but also alienated the masses. Although its ‘ultra-left politics brought it a certain degree of success because the desperate army of the unemployed was constantly growing and many radicalised people placed their hopes on the KPD’, the party addressed few people outside that
circle. Contrary to the hopes of the leadership, ‘many of the voters who cast their ballot for the KPD for the first time were not won over from the Social Democrats’, as an analysis of the election results shows.51 The Communists were scarcely more present in the factories. In the autumn of 1932, the ratio of wage labourers in the overall membership was still only 11 per cent.52 The Communists’ ‘confusing theory of fascism’ did not significantly hamper National Socialism. 53 On the contrary, it contributed to the KPD’s decline: the party was banned a few months after Hitler took power. Thousands of party members soon found themselves in the Nazi regime’s first concentration camps – side by side with the Social Democrats they had fought against.

Left Opposition to Fascism

Could Hitler have been prevented from taking power? In retrospect, the question seems pointless, but it was of existential importance for many of his contemporaries. At the outset of the 1930s, Germany had one of the strongest labour movements in the world. Millions of people were union members. In the last free elections, the two largest labour parties, the SPD and the KPD, jointly received more votes than the National Socialists.54 So it seems appropriate that more than a few people placed their hopes in the ability of that movement to block Hitler’s path to power. They regarded the general strike against the Kapp Putsch in March 1920, when the far right tried to seize power, as a positive example of how a dictatorship could be prevented.

The remaining left-wing Communists were among those who held this view, but they scarcely made any theoretical contribution of their own to the matter. Instead, they relied heavily on Trotsky’s assessments.55 Trotsky demonstrates remarkable foresight and an astonishing grasp of the situation in Germany – particularly given that he was in exile in Turkey.56 Journalist Kurt Tucholsky marvelled at the time how: ‘Trotsky writes magnificent things that pass through the world’s press […] Recently a Portrait of National Socialism, which is really a masterpiece. Everything – and I mean everything – is in there. Incomprehensible what one can write without living in Germany’.57

Contrary to the official Comintern line, Trotsky did not believe that Hitler’s National Socialists were a ‘creation’ of reactionary finance capital.58 He described fascism as a mass movement that recruited
primarily from the petty bourgeoisie (which Trotsky understood as meaning the self-employed, higher-grade white collar workers and civil servants), but also from ‘the Lumpenproletariat and, in a certain way, even from the proletarian masses’. The crisis had hit the petty bourgeoisie particularly hard and created a sense of disillusionment in its ranks. National Socialism was so appealing to this demographic because it linked demagogy against big capital with great hostility toward the organised labour movement.

While fascism was not invented by capital, Trotsky saw that capital was nonetheless perfectly willing to support the National Socialists at a moment of enormous social and political polarisation, such as that which prevailed in Germany. And although capital regarded bourgeois democracy as the most favourable form of domination – even with the attendant risk of proletarian revolution – fascism, with its pledge to smash the labour movement, was a palatable alternative. Trotsky compared the bourgeoisie’s feeling toward fascism to the way ‘a person with a toothache feels about getting their tooth extracted’.

Trotsky therefore regarded the ‘social fascism’ theory as both incorrect and dangerous, even though he supported the Comintern’s thesis that social-democratic politics had paved the way for the fascists. Nonetheless, based on the lessons learned from Italian fascism, he explained that, ‘Fascism feeds on social democracy, but it must break its skull in order to achieve power’. He therefore urged the SPD and the KPD, despite all fundamental differences, to work together against the increasingly powerful National Socialists. He believed that both parties were ultimately threatened by fascism in equal measure, writing that, ‘Fascism is not just a system of repression, violent action, and police terror. Fascism is a particular state system based on the eradication of all elements of proletarian democracy in bourgeois society’.

He believed it was necessary to pursue ‘united front’ politics as applied by the Comintern:

The Communist Party must call for the defence of the material and intellectual positions that the German proletariat has won. That explicitly pertains to the fate of its political organisations, its unions, its newspapers and printing works, its homes, libraries, etc. The Communist worker must say to the Social Democratic worker, ‘The politics of our parties are irreconcilable. But if the fascists come
tonight to destroy your organisation’s spaces, I will come to your aid with a weapon in my hand. Do you also promise to help if my organisation is threatened?’ That is the quintessence of the politics of the current period.63

Trotsky’s pamphlets were distributed by left-wing German Communists and circulated in numbers that reached five figures.64 The call for a ‘united front’ was quite obviously in keeping with a widespread mood among workers and intellectuals. Faced with the National Socialist threat, there was a great desire for unity. That is why, in advance of the July 1932 Reichstag election, 33 public figures addressed an ‘urgent appeal’ to the SPD and the KPD ‘to finally take action to create the united workers’ front’. The document was signed by, among others, Albert Einstein, Erich Kästner, Käthe Kollwitz and Heinrich Mann.65

SPD and KPD members flouted the ban on collaboration with one another in many localities, as several historical studies have shown in recent years. Joachim Petzold, for example, has analysed reports produced by the Ministry of the Interior during the summer of 1932 and concluded that, ‘there were many Communists who wanted to unite with the Social Democrats in the struggle against fascism’. He finds ‘the contrast between the party leadership and the rank and file’ on this question to be striking.66

Thomas Kurz presents similar findings in his work on the supposedly ‘hostile brothers in south-western Germany’. According to him, there were also efforts to unite the working class in Baden and Württemberg. In July 1932, for example, the chairman of the Baden SPD offered the Communists a ‘party truce’: ‘The gravity of the moment requires that all that divides us be set aside’.67 As Hermann Weber has shown, local KPD leaders in Tübingen and in Ebingen in the state of Württemberg made similar overtures to the SPD and the General Federation of German Trade Unions.68 Klaus-Michael Mallmann demonstrates that there were affiliated SPD and KPD slates in municipal elections in Württemberg as early as December 1931 and in three places candidates even ran on joint lists. Workers’ insistence on unity was most clearly articulated in the municipality of Unterreichenbach, Württemberg, where the local KPD branch dissolved and formed a United Workers Party together with the local SPD.69
German left-wing Communists likewise worked to build united front committees in the cities where they were active. They were quite successful in places where they were able to act independently of the Stalinised KPD. For example, in Bruchsal, in the state of Baden, where the 'United Left Opposition' was the only communist organisation (much to the chagrin of KPD officials), its members established an anti-fascist action committee with the participation of the local SPD and the union cartel.70 The newspaper of the Left Opposition, *Permanente Revolution*, reported in December 1931 that:

The action committee recently held a demonstration against cuts in wage and social welfare and against the looming threat of fascist government terror. The police estimated that roughly 1500 workers were present. This is striking evidence of the correctness of the Left Opposition’s tactics given that no party has been able to mobilise such large crowds since 1923.71

In Oranienburg near Berlin, Trotskyists were likewise able to create a successful anti-fascist committee – not only with SPD involvement but also with the local KPD. This committee was just as successful and versatile as the action committee in Bruchsal. It organised demonstrations against the National Socialists and formed ‘anti-fascist defence units’. It also established committees for the unemployed and factory workers. Moreover, it inspired workers in neighbouring localities, who also established united front committees (sometimes with active support from Oranienburg).72

Despite all these efforts, the rigid stance of the SPD and KPD leaderships toward one another dashed all hope of a national alliance. At the same time, the Left Opposition in the early 1930s was far too small to change the KPD’s direction. It only succeeded in creating effective united front committees in those places where it was relatively large and its influence rivaled that of the two major workers’ parties. This was unthinkable in a large city like Berlin, where it had fifty members to the KPD’s 34,000.

The *Leninbund*, which followed a plan similar to that of the United Left Opposition in the fight against fascism, must have had the same experience. It too understood that a ‘united front’ of the two major workers’ parties was imperative if fascism was to be averted. But, at the same time, it attempted to merge with various small left-wing groups...
into an ‘anti-fascism defence organisation’. In March 1931, it established an ‘action group against reaction and fascism’, which proved to be ineffective. Even later on (now in alliance with the KPO and the Socialist Workers’ Party, a left-wing split-off from the SPD), the Leninbund was unable to initiate anti-fascist associations that were effective nationwide.\textsuperscript{73}

The Leninbund changed its strategy following the replacement of the Brüning government by the ‘cabinet of barons’ under Chancellor Franz von Papen in June 1932. While it had previously relied exclusively upon extra-parliamentary alliances against the rise of the National Socialists, now it was focused on the Reichstag as well. With the slogan ‘For the Anti-Fascist Parliament!’, left-wing Communists demanded a coalition of all anti-fascist factions. They hoped also to win over some of the non-socialist petty bourgeoisie and Christian workers to that end. In concrete terms, the Leninbund envisioned a resuscitation of the Weimar Coalition (made up of the SPD, Centre Party and Democratic Party) with the KPD’s ‘toleration’. Proposals such as these obviously failed to resonate with the relevant actors, but the leadership of the Leninbund did not expect that. It is certainly interesting to consider, however, that the demand for an alliance among all anti-fascist democrats was a kind of forerunner of the ‘popular front politics’ that the Comintern would pursue starting in the mid-1930s.\textsuperscript{74}

Conclusion: The Failure of the Left

Left-wing opposition Communists fought to stop the KPD’s transformation from a democratic party toward a bureaucratic instrument of Stalinist foreign policy. In the end, they failed. However, there is no single cause that explains that failure. There was instead a cluster of objective and subjective factors that ultimately contributed to their defeat. First and foremost, they had an overwhelmingly powerful adversary that had access to money and a secret service. The leaders of the Comintern recognised early on just how dangerous the left-wing opposition in the largest communist party outside the Soviet Union was – and it acted accordingly. Plans were hatched in Moscow that Thälmann’s Central Committee would then execute. The ‘divide and conquer’ policy that the Soviet leadership recommended in the fight against the opposition was particularly successful. As sources from
the KPD party archive show, the KPD leadership always exerted pressure on the ostensibly weakest link and thereby pitted various groups against one another. However, they also encountered obliging adversaries. Fear of expulsion from the party ran extremely high among some members of the opposition and as a result the mere threat was often sufficient to move one group away from another. Intense infighting within the opposition was also a factor. Situations arose again and again in which individual actors put divisive factors before unifying ones.

The fact that some members of the left-wing opposition groupings were also responsible for their party's desolate condition must not go unmentioned. Bolshevisation, meaning strict centralisation and ending internal-party democracy, ultimately began under the leadership of Fischer and Maslow in 1924 and 1925. This meant that the left within the party had created the structures that made it easier for Thälmann subsequently to push them out. But beyond that, it also explains why not all contemporary critics of Stalinisation aligned themselves with the left-wing opposition: to them, Fischer and her comrades simply appeared disingenuous.

The left wing of the KPD also made cooperation more difficult in another way. While it may still have been able to earn sympathy in the mid 1920s for its critique of events in Soviet Russia, it simultaneously repelled many Communists with radical left positions. For example, the left-wing opposition categorically refused to work with the SPD for a long time. Accordingly, in 1926 it considered the KPD-led campaign to expropriate the former imperial German monarchies, the KPD's most successful 'united front' project in the Weimar Republic, to be a mistake. The left therefore distanced itself from rank-and-file members who, while also critical of the way the party was developing, nonetheless supported the leadership's political course.

The left wing of the KPD would later abandon these positions and, under Trotsky's influence, support 'united front' politics. But by then it was too late. In its final years, the Weimar Republic became so politically polarised that it was all but impossible to build a third mass party on the left alongside the SPD and the KPD, as, for example, the Leninbund had attempted to do. The rising threat of fascism aligned most of the German working class with one of the two parties – despite all the mistakes they may have made. Under those circumstances,
voting for a small, insignificant left-wing party – let alone joining one – looked feasible to a very small number of people.

*Translated by Joe Keady*
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The German Section of the International of Sailors and Harbour Workers

Constance Margin

The German section of the ‘International Union of Seamen and Harbour Workers’, the ‘Unity Union of Seamen, Harbour Workers and Bargemen in Germany’ is an unusual phenomenon because of its close links with the Red International of Labour Unions, which was a communist and Soviet organisation. It was headed initially by Johannes Koschnick, followed by Ernst Wollweber after October 1931.1

The statutes of the trade union were drawn up in September 1930, and this was followed by the outbreak of a series of strikes in the German ports at the beginning of the year 1931. The EVSHBD defended the interests of the German sailors, dockers, fishermen and bargemen and the interests of Soviet Russia. The links between the USSR and the EVSHBD became very clear at the time of a strike organised by the latter in Soviet ports in October 1931 with the aid of the Profintern’s network of Interclubs (International Seamen’s Clubs). The strike was a fiasco, but it allows us to gain a better understanding of the functioning of the trade union and its relationship with the Profintern. It is the conditions of its foundation as much as the impact of the world crisis which explain why the EVSHBD disappeared so rapidly after Hitler’s seizure of power in 1933.

Strikes called to set up a new trade union

The EVSHBD was founded to fight against the Social Democratic trade unions, in particular the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF). The Revolutionary Trade Union Opposition (Revolutionäre Gewerkschafts-Opposition),2 which was the German trade union section
of the Profintern, wanted to organise a dock strike in Hamburg in order to proclaim the official establishment of the EVSHBD and to recruit supporters for it. There were between 22,000 and 26,000 dockers in Hamburg, seven or eight thousand of whom were members of reformist trade unions. The remainder were not particularly politicised. This made it difficult to organise the strike, which was supposed to create the conditions for the development of a revolutionary trade union movement among the dockers and sailors of Germany.

The port workers’ strike committee called on 11 February 1931 for a boycott of the elections for what were called the ‘free’ trade unions, that is to say the Social Democratic ones. Some stokers, dockers without fixed employment and occasional labourers failed to appear for work on 11 February, but in the absence of a broader movement, work was resumed on 14 February. The demands raised by the strikers were for a rise in wages, a guarantee of five days of wages a week, recruitment by number rather than name to avoid blacklisting, twelve days’ holiday a year, and the provision of places where they could relax when off duty.

Workers who were on permanent contracts had not joined the new trade union in this strike, because they were mainly cardholding members of the Gesamtverband (the Social Democratic trade union). The strike was also criticised by dockers without permanent employment (Unständige). This group did not want to stop work for such a long time, and they believed that the strike did not need to be so thoroughly prepared or organised. This criticism, which was tinged with anarcho-syndicalism, showed that the decisions taken at the Fifth Congress of the Profintern (particularly the decision to set up the EVSHBD) were at variance with the complex and shifting trade union environment among the workers of the seaboard. The strike was marked by violence. It lacked any connection with a mass basis, and was put into effect by full-time communist officials who also organised other strikes at Bremen, Stettin (Szczecin), Kiel and Nordenham.

Abortive attempts to organise strikes in the German ports in October 1931

Starting in 1928, there was an ideological turn in the USSR. The Profintern, with Solomon Lozovsky at its head, played an important role in the implementation of a new political orientation. This required, on the one hand, a struggle against Social Democracy, and,
on the other, the foundation of parallel trade unions to fight against the existing trade unions. Strikes were intended to play an important part in these struggles. They were perceived henceforth as an economic approach in the service of a political objective: the world revolution. This revolution was supposed to succeed through the struggle of a class, the international proletariat, and to contribute to the protection of the USSR by preventing the 'imperialist powers' from waging a war against the new 'fatherland of the proletariat'.

Ernst Wollweber wrote an article explaining the strategy employed in this sailors' and dockers' strike. The unemployed would have to be prepared, he said, so as to prevent them from becoming strike-breakers by taking the jobs refused by the strikers. Moreover, a national strike would have to be conducted simultaneously in Germany and in foreign ports. This strategy resulted in the strike movement of October 1931 organised by the EVSHBD, but also in a strike in Soviet ports upheld and organised by the ISH.

At the end of August 1931, the 'action committee' of the EVSHBD assembled to prepare the EVSHBD congress planned to take place in Hamburg between 10 and 13 September 1931. This meeting was a sign of the impending strike. The principal demand of the strike was for the authorities to reverse the reduction of dockers' wages, which was due to take place on 30 September 1931, and under which the wage would fall from 8.8 to 7 Reichsmark per shift. The EVSHBD sent a list of demands to the ship-owners and the harbour enterprises, with an ultimatum dated 19 September for the sailors and 23 September for the dockers. No demands were included for the bargemen.

The communist union then decided to reject the agreements made between the Social Democratic trade union and the ship-owners and port employers. There had been negotiations between the Social Democratic trade unions and the employers in the port of Hamburg on 21 and 22 September, resulting in an announcement that the current wage-scales would remain valid until 15 November 1931. On 26 September, a joint appeal by the EVSHBD and the RGO vehemently denounced these agreements which, they said, did not meet the demands of the stokers and the engineers as regards the organisation of labour on the ships and the payment of overtime.

This refusal to negotiate, along with the rejection of any kind of association with the Social Democrats, was the hallmark of the
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It also showed that the objectives of the EVSHBD were not solely of a trade union character; they were also political.

The sailors were supposed to follow the dockers in demanding improvements in labour conditions, and it was necessary to avoid destroying the common front between dockers and sailors. But the authorities reduced only the sailors’ wages, and not those of the dockers, which meant that a common front was therefore not possible. This first attempt by the EVSHBD proved to be completely ineffective. The strikes which broke out in different German ports had limited participation and limited results.

While attempts were being made to promote the idea of supporting the strike among the unemployed sailors and dockers, the leadership of the EVSHBD was waiting to see what kind of shape the strike would take. The national leadership of the union wanted to know what kind of atmosphere there was in the ports.

On 2 October, the arbitrators agreed a 13.6 per cent reduction of wages. Two days later there was a meeting of local leaders of the communist union in the Hamburg Interclub. Every local group sent delegates. They came from the following towns and cities: Bremen, Bremerhaven, Nordenham, Kiel, Wismar, Rostock, Flensburg, Stettin, Emden, Harburg, and Hamburg – and numbered twenty-three representatives.

Speech after speech called on the local groups to organise strikes. Once a strike had been declared, they would be able to inform the national headquarters in Hamburg. The strike movement, they said, would make it possible to create a German-Soviet fleet, and lead to the improvement of conditions of life on board ships. The strikes in Bremen, Bremerhaven, and Nordenham would be difficult to organise, however, because there was less work in those ports. Nevertheless, the meeting voted in favour of a strike.

But on the prescribed day, 5 October, there was no strike movement in the port of Hamburg. The police arrested the militants who distributed the tracts, and agitators were prevented from entering the port. When the strike committee met on that day, the EVSHBD complained of a lack of support from the German Communist Party. The strike had in fact ended without having begun, but the EVSHBD wanted to wait for the decision of Profintern and its European secretariat. On 6 October, fighting broke out among the sailors in front of
the employment offices; the Communists wanted to prevent anyone from being hired. But the crews of the ships did not follow their lead, and on 6 October the strike was broken off. According to a Social Democratic newspaper, this abrupt decision had been taken by the KPD because there were four Soviet ships in the port.18 They could now be unloaded by communist dockers.

A second strike movement took place in November 1931 in the port of Hamburg. The Association of Port Enterprises had announced the wage reduction from 8.8 to 7 Reichsmark. Finally, the ship-owners decided that the wage per shift would be 8.30 Reichsmark. Faced with this decision, many dockers were ready to go on strike, but the Gesamtverband declared its opposition to the idea. It described the strike the EVSHBD was planning as 'unofficial'.19

The communists made very thorough preparations for this dock strike. The police later discovered a plan of the port, including the names of the streets. The militants were subdivided into groups so as to occupy the whole area, in order to ensure the success of the strike and thwart the activities of strike-breakers. The location of each police station was indicated on the plan.20 The aim was to control the streets and keep under observation the movement of transport, the deployment of the police and the spots where dockers were being hired. But all this surveillance did not prevent the police from making arrests.

The strike made some progress in Stettin and Hamburg. At Bremerhaven, the strike call was only partially successful. In Hamburg, the police wounded one person and arrested three.21 The police intervened each time a strike picket-line was put in place. This resulted in the arrest of sixty militants in Hamburg, who were sent before the courts. The police protected people who wanted to work.22

The strike front crumbled away little by little. By 5 November, the situation was critical. The EVSHBD met on 7 November in Hamburg to decide whether the strike should be continued. Twenty-three delegates were present.23 The dockers called on the sailors for support. At Bremen, all the sailors were against the strike, and lacked any commitment to the communist union. The militants accordingly decided that the two parts of the maritime profession should separate. The strike ended.

Permanently-employed workers had not participated in this strike,24 and the employment offices continued to function. Dockers who participated in the strike had their labour cards withdrawn. Indeed,
the labour cards had a stamp which indicated the number of hours worked. If there was no stamp, the docker in question had been on strike.  

The strike of November 1931 was one of the last social struggles in the port of Hamburg during the years of the Weimar Republic. In January 1932, the EVSHBD attempted to mount an offensive by the dockers in various German ports (Danzig, Kiel, Stettin, Bremerhaven, Hamburg, and other ports of North Germany and the Baltic coast) in reaction to Chancellor Brüning’s decree of 8 December 1931 which reduced the salaries and wages of state employees and workers. However, the union failed in its objective, and the movement it started remained limited. Owing to the catastrophic economic situation, there was a mood of resignation among the dockers and the sailors. They knew that it was risky to strike, particularly after their experience of the October 1931 strike in the ports of the Soviet Union.

The strike organised by the EVSHBD and the ISH in the USSR in October 1931

A strike by German sailors in the Soviet ports began officially on 7 October. It lasted until 22 October in Poti, and until 17 October in Leningrad. In the Soviet ports the Interclubs were the organisational centres for the strike. At Leningrad, Odessa, Batumi and Poti, the sailors’ refuges provided food for the strikers and organised strike meetings. They also sent ISH agitators onto the German ships to encourage the crews to go on strike. It was their activities that made it possible for the strike to last, because organising a strike at sea required a central headquarters on shore.

A telegram sent from Hamburg on the evening of 6 October 1931 was read out in the Leningrad Interclub. This telegram announced that a strike had been launched in Hamburg and other German ports, with the support of certain foreign crews. At that point in time, however, no strike had in fact broken out in Hamburg.

The demands formulated by the ISH in Hamburg concerned the struggle against capitalism, the refusal to accept wage reductions and the lengthening of working hours, as well as a demand for paid leave. More precisely, one leaflet demanded the following: more watches on the ships, hence more men, two or three weeks of paid leave each year,
and, above all, fraternal international action to prevent any reduction in wages.29

Strengthened by the news of this movement, 240 out of the 300 sailors present at the Leningrad meeting, the majority of them German, came out in support of the strike.30 The strike itself did not have any economic objectives. It was primarily political: it was aimed at promoting military intervention in Germany to establish a Soviet government there.

By the morning of 7 October 1931, the decision of the strikers was known in the port of Leningrad. There, the crews of thirty-two ships stopped work.31 By 12 October 1931, according to the Soviet newspaper Pravda, thirty-six ships were on strike.32 The newspaper reported that it had received a message from the strike leadership in Germany, stating that ninety-two boats were on strike there, and that fifty-seven of them were barricaded against penetration from outside. That brought the total number of ships held to 149. This information was in fact false. But the newspaper was not only the principal source of information for the Interclub, and thus for the strikers, but also for Profintern officials. As a result of receiving this false information, the Profintern encouraged the sailors to continue their action.

The Interclub of Leningrad played an important part in giving logistical support to the strikers.33 It distributed food coupons, for example,34 and it offered the sailors transport passes to enable them to move around the city. The sailors only returned to their ships to sleep. Membership of the EVSHBD was a matter of course from the moment someone became a striker, granting them access to the facilities of the Interclub. Without it, the strike would not have been able to last for such a long time.

The strike finally ended on 16 October without gaining any concessions from the ship-owners. By 19 October, according to the German government, the maritime traffic of the German ships in the port of Leningrad had returned to normal.

The strike in the other Soviet ports

A German sailor, Emil Winkels, was the animating force behind the strike of twenty-eight sailors on the ship Godfried Bueren at the port of Odessa.35 He was the shop steward of this ship, and an EVSHBD member. He was chosen at a meeting of the Odessa Interclub to lead the
strike on all the German ships in the Black Sea. The Odessa Interclub, which nurtured the strikers, giving them money and cigarettes, served as a link between the strike committee and the EVSHBD.

The steamer *Godfried Bueren* came out on strike on 7 October. Another ship, the *Amantea*, left Novorossiisk on 13 October, arriving at Odessa on 15 October. The next morning, the crew of the *Amantea* discovered that the whole port of Odessa was on strike. The strike committee led by Winkels was blockading the entrance to the ship’s stokehold. The crew of the *Amantea* thereupon also went on strike. Even so, the ship succeeded in leaving the port on 18 October, under a hail of stones thrown by the strikers.

On the occasion of the strike on the *Amantea*, Emil Winkels and five other sailors physically attacked the German consul in Odessa, Paul Roth, who had boarded the ship and thrown the notice-board marked ‘STREIK’ (‘STRIKE’) into the sea. According to his own report, he suffered scratches and bruises, and his clothing was torn. An hour later, the harbour-master and two other political representatives managed to remove him from the ship. He called for the arrest of the sailors who had attacked him, armed protection for the ship and its rapid departure from the port. The Russian authorities apologised for the attack and promised that one of the sailors who had attacked him, Jan Janssen, would be arrested. Nothing was done.

In the port of Batumi, the strike broke out with some delay, on 17 October (the militants had not yet learned that the strike had ended in Leningrad), with the assistance of the local Interclub. On 16 October, fifty sailors went on strike, on three steamers: the *Biskaya*, the *Schindler*, and the *Afrika*. This was principally the work of young seamen (cabin-boys and stokers), whose demands, which were relayed by the Interclub, were essentially concerned with the need to cancel the reduction in wages ordered by the German government.

The Soviet authorities refused to allow the ships to leave because there was not a complete crew and the strikers were demanding their wages. The ships finally left the port a few days later: the *Biskaya* and the *Schindler* on 20 October, the *Afrika* the next day.

At Poti, similarly, the strike broke out on 17 October. It affected two ships, the *Angora* and the *Thessalia*. There, too, the port’s Interclub played a major role. Its director, who according to the German authorities was a German-speaking Hungarian, invited the crews into the Interclub and harangued them. After his speech, the whole crew of the
Angora went on strike. On the Thessalia, just two men went on strike, then four more followed them. The captain of the Thessalia had forbidden his men from going to the Interclub. According to the German consulate, this was the reason why the strike did not take hold completely on this ship. The strike ended on 21 October in the Thessalia, and on 22 October in the Angora.42

The Hamburg Interclub initiated and organised this strike. But the organisers of the strike in Hamburg were not prosecuted when it ended, because there was a lack of proof of their role.43 The sailors who went on strike on the spot in the USSR were arrested and brought before a court on their return to Germany. But sixty-eight sailors decided to remain in the USSR.

The specific methods adopted during the Leningrad strike

In order to organise the strikes, the EVSHBD and the militants in the Interclubs of Odessa, Leningrad, Batumi, Poti, and Novorossiisk falsified, or at least amplified, a movement which was actually much smaller than they claimed. Perhaps they had also been misled by Russian communist newspapers, which gave the impression of a much broader movement than the reality justified.

The strike was also being conducted by violent means. The Leningrad Interclub organised Rollkommandos, or mobile columns, groups of men who went from ship to ship to call for a strike from 7 October onwards. These mobile detachments used violence and threats to impose their views, not just on the officers, but on recalcitrant sailors as well. In the opinion of the German police, fear was the reason the strike lasted for ten days.44 The strikers steamed around in a tug, and forced the sailors to get on board as a way of going on strike. Once they were on the tug, the militants added their names to the list of strikers. These tugs moved around under the flag of the Soviet police.

According to the police, the cudgels used by the strikers to compel other sailors to participate in the strike or to join the Rollkommandos were stored in the Interclub. It is impossible to know how many sailors went on strike because of the threat of force, but it is known that one officer was wounded. At Leningrad, twenty German sailors wanted to board the steamer Pinnau on 8 October, but the First Officer and the First Engineer refused them access. There is no record of any wounded sailors. This suggests that if the cudgels did exist, as the police report
claimed, they were not used much, even if the presence of these weapons contributed to instil a climate of fear among the sailors. The Interclub and the militants of the EVSHBD organised and participated in these missions of intimidation.

However, the threat of force was not the sole reason why the strike continued for so long. Despite the German Consul’s proposal that they return to work on 10 October, the sailors refused, replying that only their trade union, the EVSHBD, could end the strike. This refusal does not in itself invalidate the thesis that force played a role in prolonging the strike. The sailors could have been forced to refuse the Consul’s offer under the threat of physical reprisals.

However, the testimony of two sailors interrogated by the German police does provide some clarification. On 22 October, the German Embassy made a list of those who had volunteered to work during the strike, or at least those who had kept away from the action. It questioned some of the sailors. Two stokers stated that they had been forced to go on strike between 9 and 17 October. Their trade union, which was of a Social Democratic orientation, considered the strike to be unofficial, indeed, worse than that, a piece of ‘stupidity’.

The two men had taken the opportunity to make excursions to the Winter Palace, the city’s House of Culture, the district around Leningrad, a collective farm and the town of Vyborg. The food had been very good. The Rollkommandos who came on board the ship boasted about the merits of the USSR and stated that the sailors did not need to fear punishment because they could remain in the country, where there was no shortage of work. The tugs that made it possible for the Rollkommandos to move from ship to ship belonged to the Soviet authorities. According to one of the sailors, the Soviet authorities did not view this strike unfavourably and probably supported it.

This testimony by two striking stokers partly confirms the reports by the German police and diplomatic authorities. Although they may have felt that they had been obliged to go on strike, this ‘obligation’ at least allowed them to profit from Russia’s culinary arts and cultural treasures!

Diplomacy and Politics

Several agencies were involved in the course of this strike in the USSR: the port authorities, the GPU (the Soviet State Political Police), the
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harbour police, the Profintern, the Interclubs and the diplomatic representatives of various countries. If the strike lasted a long time in some ports (approximately ten days) this was because it was supported, or at least tolerated, by the Soviet authorities.

Contrary to received ideas, the Soviet authorities were far from having a uniform opinion about these events and they did not all pursue the same objectives. There were several issues involved here: the diplomats wanted to avoid a diplomatic incident with Germany, the port authorities wanted to continue loading and unloading Soviet ships, the police wanted to avoid disorder, and the Profintern wanted to mobilise militant forces for the success of the strike. This multiplicity of distinct objectives gives us some inkling of the complex character of these events.

On 7 October 1931, the German consulate in Leningrad sent a telegram informing the German embassy in Moscow, and therefore the German government, that a strike was imminent.\textsuperscript{47} According to the Consul, the Soviet authorities seemed astonished that a strike had been triggered. It created a difficult situation for the port authorities, because they feared that they would fall behind in the loading and unloading of the ships, and some of the merchandise was perishable. But the strike committee responded to the demand of the Soviet authorities by authorising the loading and unloading of Russian vessels.

The Consul demanded the assistance of the GPU to protect the ships, the officers and those who wished to work. He also wanted that organisation to prohibit all unauthorised persons from boarding the ships, and to enforce the prohibition. Right from the start of the strike, the GPU promised to put these measures in place.\textsuperscript{48} Even so, thirty-two steamers went on strike in Leningrad and the political police force made no move to intervene, even when violent acts were perpetrated before its officers’ eyes.

On 9 October, the German Consul in Leningrad met a representative of the People’s Commissariat of Foreign Affairs to discuss the protection of the ships.\textsuperscript{49} This official, whose name we do not know, stated that the strike was legal and the strike leadership had been recognised. There was therefore no reason to protect the ships, or to prohibit the Rollkommandos. The Soviet authorities considered that the protection demanded by the German diplomatic authorities constituted an interference in German internal affairs, with the aim of
protecting the interests of the ship-owners. The Soviets recognised the strike leadership and invariably replied to the German diplomats that the ships could leave port provided that they had a full crew on board.

According to the German Embassy in the USSR, the Soviet Commissariat of Foreign Affairs did not approve of this strike. For this reason, it tried to exert pressure on the Soviet communist party and the trade unions to put an end to the conflict. On 11 October, on the occasion of a fresh discussion between the German Ambassador Herbert von Dirksen and the representative of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, the latter told him semi-officially that he had not been able to find a compromise with the party and the trade unions to stop the strike. Officially, however, he said that the strike movement was not only authorised but legitimate. He added that paragraph three of article twenty-five was only applicable to the personal protection of the Consul. This paragraph did in fact specify that the Consul had to be protected by the Soviet authorities. He apologised for the aggressive acts committed by German sailors against Consul Roth, but he added that these sailors were not Soviet citizens but German communists. Total confusion!

On 13 October, the German consul in Leningrad declared that he lacked the competence to continue the negotiations, and he called on the Ambassador to intervene politically by approaching Chancellor Brüning’s government in Germany. The Ambassador stated on 14 October that the Soviets seemed incapable of putting a stop to the movement, while admitting that the affair was serious. At the People’s Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, officials began to fear that the whole matter would reflect back on them.

On 15 October, a member of the consulate staff, a number of ship’s captains and a representative of the Soviet Commissariat of Foreign Affairs had a meeting with the strike committee. According to the Consul’s representative, only one of the three people on the strike committee was a striking crew member. The other two were professional militants. While the captains accused the Soviets of supporting the strike, the strike committee stated that it needed to account for its actions only to the EVSHBD in Germany. They were warned by the consular representative that the movement was illegal, the ringleaders would certainly be arrested, and there would be serious consequences for Russo-German relations.
The same day, the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs addressed a note to the regional transport ministers of the German ports affected by the strike movement (whether because the ships in question belonged to a local company, or because the transport of the goods needed to be carried out by the ports in question) informing them that the German Ambassador in Moscow had received positive signs from the Soviet government concerning an imminent end to the strike.

The Profintern had been against the idea of a strike by German ships in Soviet ports, but the organisation could not avoid giving support to a movement it had not anticipated. It did demand, however, that in future the ISH should inform the Profintern before starting movements like this, and that the strike should be organised by the EVSHBD and not by the ISH. Lastly, the slogan of such a strike should not be ‘abolish the Brüning decrees’ but ‘fight against the reduction in wages and the Brüning decrees’. The Profintern was trying to recover the original initiative, in the face of a movement which had outrun those original objectives. The strike, it said, should have been extended to all the German ports and should only have been launched in the capitalist countries. In Moscow, the German Ambassador informed the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the funds needed to finance the strike had come from the Russian sailors’ union, the Profintern, the Soviet Communist Party and the Soviet port authorities.

This strike ran counter to the line adopted by the Comintern and the Soviet Communist Party, which was to oppose strikes on Soviet ships in foreign ports and on foreign ships in Soviet ports. In practice, however, the divergences within the communist apparatus did not affect relations between the Soviet communist party and the Profintern, but rather relations between the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs and the government of the Weimar Republic, as represented by its Ambassador. On 16 October, under the pressure of the KPD, the Hamburg headquarters of the EVSHBD declared the strike at an end. The Soviet government had intervened to secure this result, in response to a demand by the German government. The strike ended in Leningrad and Odessa on 17 October. Maritime activity began again, the German ships were unloaded, and they left the ports. The tugs sent by the ship-owners and the German government returned to Holtenau because there was no longer any use for them. The Commissariat of Foreign Affairs in Moscow had been opposed to the
strike from the outset and it regarded the cessation of the strike as a strengthening of its own position.59

This strike placed the Russian authorities at the heart of the paradox of a state which regarded itself as proletarian: they had to weigh the organisation of a strike with revolutionary objectives in their country, against the respect due to the diplomatic relations forged with Weimar Germany on the other. The agitators in Hamburg and the Interclubs drew support from the existence of the USSR to justify the demands they made of the German government, but the crisis brought to light the contradictory character of the diplomatic relations in which the Soviet state had become entwined in order to ensure its legitimacy.

Before Hitler Comes to Power: New Strike Appeals

The national conference of the EVSHBD took place on 27 December 1931 in Hamburg. It was proposed at the conference that there should be a total strike in the port on 2 January 1932.60 This decision was in response to a decree issued by Chancellor Brüning on 8 December 1931 imposing a reduction in wages for state employees and workers. No strike took place, however.

In February 1932, the EVSHBD demanded an increase in payment per shift to 11 Reichsmark (the payment was then 8.8 Reichsmark), a guarantee of a minimum of five days’ salary, hiring by number not by name, and paid holidays for all dockers.61

In September 1932, a new wave of discontent affected the sailors of Germany.62 A decree issued by the new German Chancellor, Franz von Papen, indicated that sailors’ wages were to be reduced by 23 per cent, while the crews were not up to full strength and the hours of work had become longer. On 15 September 1932, being faced with this new threat, the leadership of the EVSHBD got together to discuss its response.63 No immediate action came out of the meeting. For one thing, the imprisonment of the sailors who had taken part in the strikes of October 1931 in the USSR had dampened the group’s spirits. There had also been an increase in police repression directed against communist activities, while street battles with the Nazis were becoming more frequent, leading to an atmosphere of tension, and sometimes a climate of terror, which affected every political demonstration.

The EVSHBD organised another strike by the bargemen in the autumn of 1932, and there was a strike in France in the December of
that year. On 15 December 1932, the EVSHBD issued an appeal for the formation of a united fighting front of all organisations.\textsuperscript{64}

**Conclusion**

The total membership of the EVSHBD at its height in Germany was slightly under 10,500. The majority of its adherents were unemployed seamen. The union only had a short history, because on 5 March 1933, all trade union activities were prohibited throughout Germany. The end of the Weimar Republic brought with it the end of the organisation, although there were numerous militants who were involved in resistance after 1933.

The EVSHBD liked to describe itself as a trade-union organisation.\textsuperscript{65} In actual fact, it was predominantly a communist organisation. Defence of the Bolshevik revolution took precedence over the needs of the working masses, and as a result the workers’ combative energy was frittered away. The only debates that took place inside the EVSHBD were over whether to strike and, then, the best moment to do so.

The decision to establish the EVSHBD should be placed in the context both of the world economic crisis and a political crisis, or at least a major change, at the summit of Soviet power. Stalin then dominated the USSR. The history of the EVSHBD was characterised throughout by an intricate relationship between two elements: the Bolshevisation of the communist parties and the rise of unemployment.

*Translated by Ben Fowkes*
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The ‘Red Unions’ and their Resistance to National Socialism: The Unity Union of the Berlin Metal Workers, 1930-1935

Stefan Heinz

Recent debates about the history of the German Communist Party have not looked closely enough at its trade union politics to enable a conclusive assessment in this field of activity. This is particularly true of the period from late 1930, when KPD supporters attempted to establish ‘red unions’ within the Revolutionary Trade Union Opposition. This practice began with the formation of the ‘Unity Union of Berlin Metalworkers’. The Unity Union’s politics were derived from a very radical conception of what a union should be, which, in the long term, proved to be incommensurate with the directives of the KPD leadership. A few years ago, a monograph and an anthology were published that analysed the reasons why the Unity Union was established, its objectives, and its relationship to the KPD.\(^1\) These texts did include descriptions of RGO activities in the struggle against the Nazi regime, but they paid it only minimal attention despite the fact that it was among the most significant union-based resistance. This chapter will address the history of the Unity Union and the features that distinguish it from other union organisations, for example its appeal to female workers.

**RGO Politics and the Establishment of the Unity Union**

One important aspect of the KPD’s history is its relationship to the unions organised within the General Confederation of German Trade Unions.\(^2\) During the ‘ultra-left turn’ of 1927-28, the KPD attempted to exacerbate tensions between the union leadership, which was allied
to the Social Democratic Party, and its rank-and-file members. This development should be viewed in connection with the Comintern change in strategy. But it was also the result of political and social developments in Germany as well as the practices of the ADGB. The KPD leadership had been making clear for years that it wanted to systematically ‘conquer’ the unions. Yet the KPD realised that it could not undertake successful ‘factional work’ unless communism enjoyed greater popularity among rank-and-file party members. This laid the groundwork for the KPD’s turn toward ‘ultra-left politics’.

Following the Comintern’s lead, the KPD leadership also identified 1928 as the point at which capitalism was entering its ‘Third Period’ and thus beginning its inexorable slide into crisis. The Communists assumed that the class struggle would intensify and the workers would be increasingly radicalised. They declared the SPD to be the ‘main enemy’, arguing that a ‘united front’ would only be possible ‘from below’ – that is to say, with rank-and-file SPD members incorporated into the Communists’ actions. In this context, the task of the RGO was to carry out factional work within the unions to support the anticipated leftward shift in their membership. This is why the RGO tried to establish its own strike leaderships, which attempted to conduct ‘independent’ economic struggles (i.e. against the will of the ADGB leadership) and to lead strikes as political conflicts. This policy aimed to enable the formation of the RGO within the ADGB but, in fact, it had the opposite effect: ADGB officials expelled communist activists. Those expulsions increased anti-union sentiment among RGO members, who thought it was pointless or misguided to operate within the ADGB. The KPD leadership, however, did not believe that any of its supporters should leave the unions voluntarily – a demand that was ignored by more than a few Communists. From 1929, there were attempts to organise independent ‘red unions’ within individual industries in KPD strongholds, notably Berlin, the Ruhr, and Hamburg. These differences of opinion over organisational issues and autonomy were expressed at the RGO’s first national conference in late 1929. But, at this point, the official aim was to expand the RGO into a body which operated as a consolidated block within the ADGB and the creation of ‘rival unions’ was officially rejected.

In the meantime, supporters of forming ‘red unions’ felt sufficiently encouraged by political developments to push ahead with the RGO’s
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Transition into an organisation independent of the SPD-led unions. They created associations for expelled union members and previously unorganised workers, particularly in Berlin. In the process, RGO supporters intensified their antagonistic stance toward Social Democracy. Given the worldwide economic crisis that broke out in 1929 and the onset of Chancellor Heinrich Brüning’s rule by deflationary emergency decrees, which the SPD Reichstag fraction ‘tolerated’, social-democratic officials within the ADGB were fighting an increasingly defensive battle against wage cuts. Having been weakened by a declining membership and constantly rising unemployment, the ADGB adopted a stance of avoiding strikes during the crisis. That defensive approach was in keeping with their officials’ legalistic conception of the state and their commitment to the SPD – a position that, despite protests, was shared by most union members. In this way, as the crisis set in, the ADGB had failed to raise workers’ readiness to strike and failed to reduce the risk of strike-breaking. The RGO, by contrast, wrongly believed that growing impoverishment would raise workers’ readiness to strike, and understood the crisis as capitalism’s death throes, even though there were fewer and fewer strikes during the final years of the Weimar Republic.

The second national conference of the RGO in November 1930 passed a resolution to transform the RGO into a ‘fighting organisation’. Franz Dahlem, the national leader of the RGO, analysed the situation in which workers and the unemployed found themselves. In particular, he addressed the Berlin metal industry where, despite a strike by some 130,000 metalworkers, a significant wage reduction could not be averted. On 4 November 1930, a few days before Dahlem spoke, the Unity Union was founded in the Berlin district of Wedding. Its purpose was to continue the metalworkers’ strike against the will of the German Metalworkers Union (Deutscher Metallarbeiter-Verband, DMV). It was unsuccessful. However, some of Berlin’s metal workers were radicalised by the strike and expressed their dissatisfaction with the DMV, especially that it had not exhausted all avenues in resisting the wage cuts, which affected female workers more than their male counterparts. Nonetheless, the RGO ignored the fact that the strike had shown workers’ general reluctance to fight rather than expressing a revolutionary awakening. This attitude was also seen in the founding of other ‘red unions’ where communist influence was relatively strong locally, notably for coal miners and building workers.
in early 1931. In contrast, in the opinion of the RGO leadership, the hurried establishment of very small 'red unions' meant skipping necessary stages of struggle. The central committee of the KPD shared this view. The party leadership had called for 'red unions' to be created only under specific circumstance – namely when the working masses rebelled against the ADGB and when, in the course of a major strike, union members either left the union or were expelled.

The RGO leadership foresaw an organisational structure modelled on industrial unions, with groups of factory workers and the unemployed at local, district and national level. Within the framework of a complicated dual strategy, the factory groups, which were affiliated to an 'industry group', were tasked with continuing 'fractional work' within the SPD-led unions. At the same time, 'red unions' were to exist as part of their respective industrial groups with their own sections within the factories. Thus, the 'red unions' were formally separate at the lower levels while, at the higher level, they were accountable to the RGO authorities. But the constantly changing rules concerning the relationship between the RGO authorities and the 'red unions' were seldom thoroughly implemented. Difficulties soon arose, particularly where tasks were to be divided between industrial RGO groups and 'red unions' (as in the case of the Unity Union and the RGO in Berlin). This often led to personal rivalries and turf wars at various levels.

Unity Union Politics and Practices

In the weeks after the Unity Union was founded in November 1930, the 'red union' made numerous attempts to convince DMV members to defect to them. Alongside the senior leadership of the Unity Union, the city-district leader also had important functions. Together with forty representatives from large factories, they formed an 'enlarged executive' which, combined with the senior leadership, made up the overall Unity Union leadership. The proportion of non-party workers on the 'enlarged executive' is thought to have been very high, although its precise composition is not known.

In response to an ADGB official's jibe that the Unity Union was insignificant, Paul Peschke, its chairman, announced in November 1930 that the 'red union' had 11,473 members with some half of them previously unorganised workers. The Unity Union's subsequent claim to organise up to 18,000 members was inflated: internal police reports from early
1931 show approximately 4000 workers and 4000 unemployed members, with combined figures later rising to a total of 10,000. Those numbers declined from the end of 1931 and it was only in late 1932 that the membership again grew to over 10,000. The number of factory sections in 1931 was between 300 and 350; in late 1932 there were 260. By contrast, the number of unemployed sections in the Unity Union increased from twenty in early 1931 to seventy-four in late 1932.

As a communist organisation, the Unity Union was committed to class struggle with the objective of ‘eliminating capitalist wage slavery and replacing it with working-class rule and the construction of a socialist society’. Low membership dues, an organisational structure based on the workplace rather than place of residence and pledges towards workers disciplined by the DMV and strikers should have made the Unity Union attractive and facilitated opposition to the ADGB. But the Unity Union’s success was limited. Its members were concentrated in only a few departments in large factories and in about twenty smaller factories that primarily employed lathe operators, moulders, machinists and fitters. The Unity Union was able to organise more than half the employees in some of those shops, but it was unable to initiate large-scale strikes or, moreover, to lead strikes as political struggles. The KPD soon abandoned its intention to expand the ‘red metalworkers union’ into a ‘national metalworkers union of Germany’.

By late 1931, independent unions had become more controversial in the KPD leadership and parts of the RGO. The KPD began to scale back its newfound engagement with the metal workers’ Unity Union and the other ‘red unions’ which had been set up earlier that year. The KPD again prioritised the RGO’s call to intensify ‘offensive factional work’ within the ADGB. But the party’s criticism made little difference to how the Unity Unions acted. Once the Unity Union had enticed workers away from the DMV, these workers then found it all the more difficult to be reintegrated into the DMV and many were not readmitted. Particularly as the Unity Union had had a degree of independence, many members resisted the new political orientation: some left in frustration while others advocated pragmatic union politics that could hardly be called revolutionary. Given that the Unity Union’s strike policy was so risky that workers were constantly in danger of being sacked, its influence remained limited. Nonetheless, it did do well in some works council elections in 1931. Overall, however, its day-to-day activities created many difficulties, which led the KPD
leadership to view the Unity Union as a problem. As an organisation hostile to the state, it was not officially recognised as a negotiating partner in industrial relations, nor was it recognised by the labour courts. Unemployment and its radical approach to strikes (without a well-endowed strike fund) help to explain why the Unity Union had only a very limited base of support.

**RGO and Unity Union Policies Regarding Women**

The RGO and the KPD both worked to enable women’s active participation in industrial conflict, and initiated campaigns to improve working conditions for women. The proportion of women workers in the metal industry had been increasing since 1925, and that growth accelerated during the Great Depression. This was partly due to the fact that women were paid far less than their male colleagues and employers wanted cheap labour for automated procedures. When the Unity Union was founded in 1930, women’s wages in the Berlin metal industry were 30 per cent lower than men’s. At that time, 35,874 female workers were employed in Berlin’s metal factories. Overall, this amounted to 25 per cent of Berlin’s metalworkers, while in some departments in the larger factories it rose to 40 per cent. Because the companies used women for jobs that did not require extensive training, women’s work only occasionally qualified as skilled labour. A large number of women performed work that required no training period; many others had ‘semi-skilled’ jobs as lathe operators in tool shops or in the electrical industry. In addition to wage discrimination, there was also inadequate sanitary provision.

The proportion of women in the DMV was higher than the national average of 6.7 per cent in 1930 and 5.7 per cent in 1932. However, the rate at which women were organised in the Berlin DMV decreased astonishingly quickly after 1924, despite the fact that the proportion of women in the workforce was constantly increasing. The DMV leadership used women’s unwillingness to join the union to explain wage disparities and employers’ minimal awareness of women’s interests. Apart from the DMV leadership’s own reservations about treating women on an equal basis, the union’s basis among skilled-workers was also a factor. Most skilled male workers felt that female labour was a threat to their own livelihood. As the DMV took the view that men should be responsible for earning
money and women for the family and household, the union’s newspaper called on married women to leave working in paid employment to their husbands.22 Notably, too, many DMV members feared female employment would put downward pressure on their wages. This stance did not go unchallenged, but the DMV nonetheless never passed any resolutions that might have promoted gender equality. In 1931, some DMV reports showed a greater awareness of the problems women faced, but it was still thought that they should leave the workforce when the economy picked up again.

The RGO and the Unity Union tried to take up these issues in cities like Berlin, where female union membership was relatively high and they were particularly affected by wage cuts. Obviously, there were regional differences within the DMV in terms of women’s needs. In Berlin, female workers were, for example, alienated by the failure of the union’s efforts to account for them in collective bargaining.23 Yet, in Nuremberg, the RGO gained little interest in a locality with strong female support for the DMV. Here many women stood for election to works councils and took on roles as officials, which explains the DMV’s greater attraction to female workers in southern Germany.

There is a clear link between poor representation of women’s interests and strong approval for the policies of the RGO and Unity Union, as was evident in Berlin. RGO publications not only emphasised that gainful employment for women was necessary for economic reasons; it also promoted their social liberation. From the RGO’s perspective, the DMV’s stance was akin to those of a small-minded petty bourgeois (Spießer) who would banish women to the kitchen.24 By contrast, the principles of the Unity Union aimed to end gender discrimination as part of the struggle against capitalism, so demands that conflicted with men’s interests were presented as anti-capitalist. For this reason, Silvia Kontos’ thesis that there was no specific RGO policy towards women cannot be upheld.25 Indeed, draft policy resolutions called for minimum wages that would be applied to women as well as men,26 and demands were made to ban nightshifts and to end exhausting piecework. Strike committees’ programmes addressed these workplace grievances; they also called for the creation of washrooms and cloakrooms, protective clothing, breaks for washing, and ventilation.27 The Unity Union led numerous strikes to implement demands like these,28 and fielded female candidates in works council elections.29

In Berlin’s metal industry, we can safely assume that a higher than
average number of women sympathised with the Unity Union, beyond what its actual membership suggests. Other ‘red unions’, such as in mining and construction, rarely addressed female workers’ interests, which is attributable to so few women working within their remit. During this period, some 15 per cent of the KPD’s membership comprised women, of whom approximately 75 per cent were unemployed. The RGO tried to organise housewives into groups, but very few complied. There were also men in the unity unions who resisted the idea of gender equality. At unity union conferences, women were drastically underrepresented, even in proportion to their membership. Although women were more strongly represented in leadership positions in the metal workers’ Unity Union than in the DMV, they were minimally represented in the highest level. Many members remained unaware of how patriarchal structures related to their own organisation in terms of both their function in the economy and the existence of restrictive gender roles. But the fact that the Unity Union demanded equal pay for women and espoused politicising struggles with the explicit aim of gender equality was sufficient to give many female workers the sense the Unity Union was responding to their needs. This explains why the Communists in the Berlin metal industry attracted more women than any other ‘red union’ throughout the country; the proportion of female members reached between 30 and 43 per cent.31 This figure is clearly exceptional: there is probably no other example of a German metalworkers’ union with such a high proportion of women.

The Unity Union’s Opposition to National Socialism

Although the Unity Union had begun to address concerns about a possible ban of trade unions from early 1931,32 it was nonetheless caught off guard by repressive acts following Hitler’s appointment as Chancellor on 30 January 1933. Once the Nazis took power, however, union officials called for resistance.33 After the Reichstag fire of 28 February, the Berlin Stormtroopers and Gestapo occupied the Unity Union’s offices.34 Some documents were safeguarded, but the Nazis nonetheless found material with sensitive information which was used to arrest officials.35 Despite these difficulties, the RGO district committees were able to meet, and representatives from the unity unions were able to participate. Greater independence for all of the RGO’s member organisations was discussed, with the aim of facili-
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During a period in which such actions were illegal, the ‘red union’ also resolved to make contact with former members in the hope that small groups could be set up.

Although arrests meant that the resistance groups lost members, some 100 individuals remained active. There was also an attempt to organise a courier service between the RGO leadership and the factories. Fritz Rettmann, Paul Gericke, Rudolf Lentzsch and August Bolte assumed leadership of the metal workers’ Unity Union; Walter Kautz, Oskar Walz, and Wilhelm Bielefeld were also important office-holders. From mid May 1933, contacts with former members were used to obtain information about working conditions, the mood in the factories, and opportunities for distributing literature. In the ensuing months, the Unity Union was able to grow into a relatively large resistance organisation. It focused on revolutionary propaganda, distributing leaflets and newspapers, collecting dues and evaluating reports about the mood among the workers in the factories.

By August 1933, with a membership now reaching several hundred, a decision was made to rebuild the organisation to enable systematic activity. This attempt, however, suffered from arrests owing to a lack of due care in actions, but also the lack of ‘safe houses’ and printing facilities. Nevertheless, from mid 1933, Rudolf Lentzsch and Walter Kautz, who worked with rank-and-file members, were able to further develop the Unity Union. They assumed that Hitler would soon fall, and a revolution would wipe out fascism. The group of conspirators divided the Berlin metropolitan area into eighteen union districts. The new leadership consisted of Lentzsch and four instructors (Walter Kautz, Wilhelm Bielefeld, August Bolte, and Oskar Walz), each of whom was responsible for several districts. The outlawed labour organisation consisted of the executive and district leaders, and their wider contacts. There was also a ‘parallel organisation’ that collected dues and coordinated the distribution of fliers, but the ‘courier apparat’ did most of the work as too few members were willing to take on those tasks. However, the organisation did at least manage to reconsolidate itself throughout the metropolitan area.

Information that was secretly distributed in autumn 1933 provides some insight into the organisation’s goals:

We must accelerate the process of the decomposition of the fascist front by debating with Nazi supporters in the factories and at the
dole offices in order to make it clear to them that Adolf Hitler will not lead the workers to socialism but only to barbarism. Socialism can only be achieved when the working class establishes the dictatorship of the proletariat.\textsuperscript{44}

Actions at that time consisted of short demonstrations, leaflet distribution, and painting slogans on house and factory walls.\textsuperscript{45} Despite its illegal status, the Unity Union had a constituency in some of Berlin's specialised foundries and metalwork factories where it had been relatively strong before 1933.\textsuperscript{46}

The Gestapo soon managed to seriously weaken the 'red union'; having incorporated 800 to 1000 workers, the Unity Union was forcibly disbanded in December 1933 and approximately fifty people were arrested.\textsuperscript{47} The Gestapo's investigations led it to conclude that, while the Unity Union had not mobilised the masses of workers, it had nonetheless created the most dangerous union organisation in Berlin.\textsuperscript{48} The Unity Union leadership, instructors, individual district leaders and couriers were interrogated in the Gestapo prison (\textit{Hausgefängnis}) and then sent to Berlin's Columbia-Haus concentration camp.\textsuperscript{49} Then, after a stay in the Oranienburg concentration camp, they were held in the detention centre in Berlin's Moabit district. The prosecutor's office charged thirty-three officials with conspiracy to commit high treason in two trials,\textsuperscript{50} and, in June 1934, the Berlin court of appeals condemned almost all of the defendants to sentences of up to three years in prison.\textsuperscript{51}

Although this period of repression came close to ending the Unity Union's illegal activities in December 1933, the union proved able to reconstitute itself – albeit on a more modest scale than before. In the spring of 1934, together with some members of the RGO leadership – which had returned from exile in Prague – members set about rebuilding.\textsuperscript{52} In this 'reorganisation' key roles were played by Ewald Degen, Max Gohl, and Ernst Altenkirch, but what made activity possible after the Gestapo's repression was the decision that local groups would work without the direct input of the leadership. According to their own account, the Unity Union organised 400 members in thirty factory-based and seventeen unemployed-members' groups.\textsuperscript{53} In the interim, contact with the KPD was broken off. This was not only out of caution. Trust in the KPD had waned because its officials were interested only insofar as the Unity Union intended to use loyal operatives for party work. The RGO leadership stated that: 'Although the connec-
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tion between [the RGO] and the party leadership was critically important, it became less intense at the lower levels and was often a point of conflict [...] Even in Berlin, where the party did in fact have some power, we noted that it had underestimated the RGO's work.54

From the summer of 1934, the KPD leadership felt compelled to implement a fundamental policy change. It now declared that its central task was to establish contact with Social Democratic groups in order to create the basis for joint action.55 The creation of 'unity' with the SPD-led unions was now given as the reason for another reorganisation. After the Unity Union rejected this policy, the KPD leadership denounced its stance as left-wing 'sectarianism'. Nevertheless, its members continued to distance themselves from Social Democrats. Because the Unity Union did not disband itself, conflict with the KPD's instructors intensified in the second half of 1934. Moreover, the Unity Union insisted on continuing to be a radical leftist union; it did not want to yield to the party and its members did not bow to the KPD leadership's recommendation to illegally reconstitute the ADGB and the DMV within the Nazis' 'German Labour Front' (Deutsche Arbeitsfront, DAF).56 They rejected further contact with Social Democrats, including refusing to work to recruit for their trade unions. The Berlin KPD described the consequences of these tensions in terms of party cells and RGO groups in the factories working 'without connection to each other, in complete isolation and, consequently, often against each other'.57 The Unity Union worked on the assumption that it could forge a 'class-based union' in opposition to the DAF; this stance was made public in the pages of the illegal publication, Der rote Metallarbeiter. But, by late 1934, the Unity Union could no longer withstand the pressure from the party leadership and the KPD dissolved it through 'organisational measures'. Party leaders labelled Unity Union activists 'wreckers', and declared a 'relentless battle' against them.58

At the same time, the RGO leadership – in agreement with the KPD, Comintern and Red International of Labour Unions – announced that the entire RGO had dissolved itself.59 In its final act, the RGO leadership proclaimed that the most pressing need of the moment was to create a broad-based mass organisation. They stated that it should incorporate their 'former Social Democrat and Christian union colleagues, members of the RGO and red unions, along with discontented members of the National Socialist Factory Cell
Organisation and *Sturmabteilung* members in order to enable action against the common enemy: capitalism and its fascist gangs. Despite the fact that the Unity Union officially ceased to exist in 1935, individual groups nonetheless continued to operate, issuing leaflets under the rubric ‘Red Union’. Among those who remained active, it took some time to acknowledge that they had suffered a defeat. What remained of the proscribed Unity Union became the point of departure for resistance by other significant underground factory organisations in Berlin – which were now independent of the KPD.

**Conclusion: The Unity Union within a heterogeneous communist movement**

This case study of the Berlin metal industry at the end of the Weimar Republic shows that trade union policy can only be explained if we assume the leadership’s policy corresponded with developments in the rank and file. Opposition to the ADGB among grassroots Communists gained currency when more radical ‘faction work’ was pushed by the party in 1927-28. That opposition to the SPD-dominated unions from below affected the RGO’s transition to a policy of organisational independence from the ADGB and the establishment of independent communist unions, or so-called Unity Unions. KPD representatives in the Comintern and the RILU had a role in all of the important decisions taken on union issues, and these developments reflected longer-term developments in communist union policy. A particularly radical view of union politics, which had been developed over the longer term by some Berlin Communists in the metal-working factories, correlated with then current modes of radicalisation. Over time, that process gained considerable momentum. Elements of syndicalist politics, which had a long local tradition in Berlin, were also evident in Unity Union policy. These included radical aspirations with an essentially social revolutionary character, demands for autonomy in decision-making and a critique of excessive union financial support.

There is evidence that these specific forms of consciousness carried over into a strategy of ‘isolation’ (*Abgrenzung*) from Social Democracy. This was nourished not only by a disposition to see social democracy as ‘social fascism’; it also drew on local syndicalist traditions. Perspectives like these influenced the formation of ‘red unions’. Throughout Germany, these autonomous trade unions only existed at
the regional level in certain union branches where the rank and file had been open to this form of autonomous organisation, and where syndicalism had made a relatively strong impact by 1918-19 at the latest. The actions of the Unity Union show how little its members could be mobilised to serve the policy of the KPD leadership, the Comintern and the RILU, or at least that they could not be pressed into action when they were not convinced that the actions being called for were necessary. In this case, the ‘Stalinisation’ model is ill-suited to explaining developments, as it obscures more than it clarifies, applying only to the surface level of the KPD and its ancillary operations – to their resolutions and propaganda. The actions of Communists were not necessarily an expression of party authority. Despite orders from above, autonomous rank-and-file actions were strengthened as the leadership’s directives were ambiguously worded and left room for interpretation. From mid 1931, when the KPD leadership no longer permitted the foundation of ‘red unions’ on account of their lack of success, resistance to party resolutions increased. The Berlin metal workers’ Unity Union at times developed such intensively independent momentum that interventions by the KPD leadership were unsuccessful. This was an expression of the Unity Union’s call for independence and, from this time onwards, there were always tensions between the Unity Union and the KPD.

In 1932, the KPD again had greater leeway in formulating RGO policy. However, fundamental policy change was not possible, partly due to the actions of rank-and-file Communists in strongholds like Berlin, the Ruhr and Hamburg. Because of these actions, the KPD and RGO leadership’s attempts to impose a schematised or prescribed radicalism could not be successful. The movement was not unified; many Unity Union members were so radical that their aims went far beyond those of the KPD. For a time, the party and the RGO were able to overcome their differences, at least to a certain extent, but from 1933 onwards, the KPD leadership made it clear that, under National Socialism, safeguarding the party was a much higher priority than maintaining the ‘red unions’. The Unity Union fought the Nazi regime within the framework of the policy of outright hostility to Social Democracy, and in that respect, it was far more radical than the KPD. By mid 1934 at the latest, the Unity Union and the KPD were openly antagonistic to one another. However, the outlawed ‘red union’ could not continue for long by itself and ultimately folded.
Due to its deviation from official policy and its 'sectarian' leftist stance, the Unity Union was hardly mentioned in the GDR's historiography, which focused predominantly on the KPD, and the Unity Union was also unknown in the former West Germany. The fact that research on resistance movements (despite its problematic orientation) now views the underground Unity Union as a significant locus of labour union resistance to the Nazi regime is an achievement. For the general public, however, the Unity Union remains largely unknown.

Translated by Joe Keady
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The KPD and Farmers: Approaches to a Neglected Research Problem

Sebastian Zehetmair

In both its programmatic self-conception and its social structure, the Weimar-era German Communist Party was a class party rooted primarily in the industrial proletariat. However, its political goal of overthrowing the existing social order required the party to clarify its relationships with the various non-proletarian groups in German society. The Weimar Republic included a wide spectrum of middle-class groupings that could not be strictly classified as either working-class or bourgeois yet whose various political perspectives were significant for the Communists’ political prospects. Peasants, who constituted about one quarter of the German population at the time, were the largest of these non-proletarian groups.

The KPD’s policies toward farmers have scarcely factored into discussions of the Party’s history. And given that the issue of peasant policy has received little attention in the existing research literature, the prevailing view has held that the KPD was indifferent to or even dismissive of peasants’ interests. But even a cursory look at party congress and journalistic records show that this perception is problematic: the KPD repeatedly debated the agrarian question in detail at its congresses and in its press starting in 1920, and was the first party in the Weimar Republic to specifically adopt an agrarian programme. The party published a series of newspapers specifically for farmers and agricultural workers, and for many years had a separate department within its leadership, the Rural Department (Abteilung Land), that was responsible for agitation among farmers and farm labourers. These efforts, however, were vastly disproportionate to their results. Despite everything, only an infinitesimal small number of peasants turned to the KPD. According to an internal survey conducted by the Zentrale, only 0.15 per cent of the
members were peasants in 1927 (in absolute figures that means approximately 200 people among some 140,000 Party members), and only 2.2 per cent were agricultural workers as opposed to 68.1 per cent industrial workers and at least 9.5 per cent journeymen. Peasants therefore made up a significantly smaller portion of the KPD’s membership than was the case in several other communist parties in Western Europe, such as in Italy and France.

To understand the reasons for this imbalance between effort and outcome, we need to consider two fields of historical research that have traditionally been investigated and discussed relatively independently of one another: the agrarian history of the Weimar Republic and labour movement history. The programmatic bases of communist agrarian policy are relatively easy to deduce from the party’s congress debates, press, and the two official agrarian programmes of 1920 and 1931. More recently, the opening of the archives has also allowed historians to reconstruct the KPD’s organisational practices in rural areas.

Agrarian history has produced many promising approaches to research in the past three decades. These include analyses of traditions in peasant and Junker political organising and analyses of rural social movements; inquiries into the dynamics of economic and social development in the relationship between urban and rural spaces and the resulting shifts in workers’ and peasants’ social interests and lines of political conflict; as well as the issue of the distinct mental and cultural preconditions for the process of developing political consciousness and for peasants’ and workers’ political practices. The most pressing task in investigating rural communist agitation consists of utilising the knowledge that has been acquired in recent years about the Weimar Republic’s agrarian history to analyse rural communist agitation.

Given the current state of the research, what follows can only point towards a project that still essentially remains to be done. This essay will address only three aspects of this subject. Firstly, it will address the agrarian programme of 1920; then it will address the ways in which uneven development in the agricultural and urban-industrial economies affected relations between industrial workers and peasants, paying close attention to the political economy of urban-rural relations during the inflationary period of 1919-1923; and, finally, it will engage with the problem of distinct organisational traditions in rural
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and urban politics and their implications for rural communist agitation.

*The Agrarian Programme of 1920 and the Onset of the Agrarian Debate in the KPD*

The *Zentrale* published an initial draft of an agrarian programme in the summer of 1919, just a few months after the party was founded. However, the programme would not be systematically discussed until the unification congress of the KPD and the left wing of the Independent Socialists in the autumn of 1920. The question of land ownership had been at the heart of the agrarian debate among socialists prior to 1914 and it was once again central to the first agrarian debate in the KPD. The Communist International’s (Comintern) ‘Twenty-One Conditions’ for entry called for the establishment of an alliance between industrial workers and poor agricultural workers. That requirement was derived from the experience of the Russian Revolution in October 1917, in which the Bolsheviks won support for their policies from portions of the rural populace.

The core of Bolshevik agrarian policy in October 1917 focused on the redistribution of large estates among the peasants. Rosa Luxemburg was critical of this as early as 1918. It was a move that had created a political base for the Bolsheviks among the peasants, but she believed that it would lead to long-term problems for Soviet power because Bolshevik agrarian reform had strengthened the land-owning farmers, who would put up strong resistance to future agricultural socialisation efforts.

When the 1920 party congress discussed the unified party’s agrarian programme, the question of whether Bolshevik agrarian policy could serve as a model for a German party had not yet been resolved. August Thalheimer, author of the KPD’s agrarian programme and long-time political companion of Rosa Luxemburg, defended the Bolshevik land reform at this party congress. He argued that there had been no alternative – it was a step that made a political alliance between the relatively small number of Russian workers and the far larger population of poor farmers possible in the first place. According to Thalheimer, economic conditions in Germany demanded a different route to an agrarian policy. Germany had a broad stratum of small- and mid-scale farmers who had not been as
badly pauperised as Russia’s peasants. That populace had occasionally
offered active support for counterrevolutionary movements in
Germany and would, at least, need to be politically ‘neutralised’,
which is to say liberated from fealty to the large estate owners and
wealthier farmers. To that end, he believed that distributing the
existing large estates to the small- and mid-scale farmers would make
political sense under certain circumstances (for example, if that
ownership were leased in parcels and cultivated on a small scale) even
though such actions might mean a step backward from the economic
standpoint of socialisation. Thalheimer was convinced that only
cooperatively run large-scale operations could serve as a basis for agri-
cultural socialisation.12

The most important question in the agrarian debate at the congress
concerned the party’s attitude toward land ownership by small-scale
farmers, and whether it would be better to directly socialise the
existing larger estates or to redistribute them among the farmers.
There were groups that agreed with Rosa Luxemburg’s critique of
Bolshevik-style agrarian reform and pushed for complete expropria-
tion of rural property, or opposed the redistribution of large estates,
but they were a distinct minority.13 With respect to socialisation, the
agrarian programme that the congress passed differentiated between
forms of agricultural operation based on the size and type of cultiva-
tion. Large estates that were cultivated by peasants as fragmented,
leased parcels were to be expropriated without compensation and reas-
gine to the former tenants, who would then be able to decide for
themselves how cultivation should proceed. Estates that were already
being cultivated on a large scale were to be taken over and managed by
newly formed estate councils made up of farmworkers, estate artisans,
and administrators.14 The small- and mid-scale farmers’ land owner-
ship, on the other hand, was explicitly guaranteed. The programme
thereby facilitated socialising individual estates while simultaneously
accounting for small farmers’ need to augment their own property.

The programme emphasised the principle of self-management by
agricultural producers in lieu of state regulation or nationalisation of
agriculture. The leaders of the KPD were aware that the war economy
had left the farmers with a distinct aversion to any form of command
economy. According to a 1921 manual for rural communist agitation,
no state mandate could ever lead to the consolidation of small-scale
agricultural operations with larger production entities. That could
only happen voluntarily, although the party did pledge economic support for farmers in the event of cooperative consolidation.\textsuperscript{15}

Beyond that, however, the programme did not at first provide a particularly concrete answer to the question of the political means by which small- and mid-scale farmers could be won over to form an alliance with urban workers. The text includes a series of individual demands on behalf of and promises to small-scale farmers, but most of those demands were essentially to be fulfilled after the workers had seized political power, which could not have had much practical meaning for farmers as long as the bourgeoisie still had the upper hand in the struggle for control of industry and the state apparatus. The KPD’s agrarian programme was still significantly lacking in transitional demands which were tied to the needs of small-scale farmers in any form that would have made it practically possible to build the intended alliance.

The party would only develop such transitional demands in the years that followed. The 1931 ‘Farmers’ Aid Programme’ (\textit{Bauernhilfspogramm}) comprised a total of twelve individual demands, which ranged from tax and customs policy to socio-political demands and measures to reduce the burden of leases for tenant farmers.\textsuperscript{16} By way of comparison with the agrarian programme of 1920, the Farmers’ Aid Programme was not only geared more specifically toward meeting farmers’ short-term political needs in general but also, more positively, toward protecting the property of mid-sized farmers in particular. This is worth noting as this programme was published during a period in which the Soviet state leadership began to implement forced collectivisations. While the Farmers’ Aid Programme painted a rosy picture of forced collectivisation in the Soviet Union, it also promised to safeguard German farmers’ property.

\textit{The Political Economy of Urban-Rural Relations}

Although the commercial dynamics of Weimar industry and agriculture were extremely closely linked to one another, urban and rural economic development did not occur in parallel. At various times during the Republic’s tenure, this unevenness created various problems that led to changing political possibilities and degrees of manoeuvrability for communist agrarian policy. Between 1919 and 1923, inflation made KPD agitation among farmers far more difficult.
On one hand, it made food drastically more expensive in the cities and on the other it created relatively stable economic development in the rural parts of the country. The coexistence of hunger in the cities, and relative prosperity in the villages exacerbated urban-rural tensions that had been latent since the war. These tensions became evident in the debates around the idea of a command economy, which set the terms for the discussion of agrarian policy in the early 1920s. A command economy had been introduced during the war and instituted price controls for agricultural products as well as production requirements for farmers that were intended to help stem the rising cost of food. Elements of the command economy would remain in force until 1923 despite the farmers' bitter political opposition. The KPD found itself faced with a permanent dilemma. Its supporters among the urban workforce needed affordable food, while a command economy would have made any alliance with the farmers impossible. The stereotype of the 'profligate farmer' enriching himself through high food prices at the workers' expense was widespread among urban workers in the early 1920s, and that resentment radiated beyond the ranks of the KPD.

Until 1923, the KPD's stance toward a command economy was contradictory. Its agrarian programme of 1920 advocated suspending it while at the same time rejecting a return to 'free' agriculture, which is to say farming not regulated by production requirements and price controls. Instead, the party proposed the direct exchange of goods between city and country, which would be mediated through cooperatives and farmers' associations, thus eliminating middle men in order to reduce prices. But because the most important condition for this exchange of goods – workers' control of industrial production in the cities – could never be realised, this concept never became attractive to farmers or workers.

At the height of hyperinflation in 1923, the KPD, in diametric opposition to its own programmatic creed, called for a command economy for farmers again, in order to safeguard the food supply for the cities. The primary distinction between the steps that the party began to promote and the existing command economy was that deliveries and prices were not to be under the control of state or municipal institutions, but rather managed by bodies within the labour movement itself. Additionally, the KPD that same year threatened draconian repercussions against farmers who inflated prices or refused to feed the
cities. At regional and municipal level, the KPD also voted for Social Democratic legislative proposals that would have continued a diluted form of governmental controls over the wheat market.²³

In 1922 and 1923, the conflict between farmers and workers was not limited to parliamentary debates about a command economy. In the provinces, a number of clashes flared up between workers and villagers due to a new form of what was termed ‘proletarian self-help’: direct appropriation of food by organised groups of workers in the villages. Workers who could no longer afford the price of potatoes or other vegetables stole food from the fields – and in doing so frequently clashed with farmers who were protecting their land.²⁴ In some rural areas, these massive conflicts intermittently brought public order to the brink of collapse and intensified the alienation between farmers and workers, particularly during the summer of 1923. The party leadership rejected such crimes against property for political reasons, but it nonetheless had to take the mood and the needs of its proletarian base into consideration. At the height of hyperinflation, workers often simply had no other choice but to steal from the fields to secure food and it was not uncommon for party leaders to be implicated in these confrontations themselves.²⁵

Tensions between workers and farmers eased as the urban food situation improved following the stabilisation of the currency in the autumn of 1923. The command economy was lifted. For agriculture, unlike urban industry, the currency stabilisation meant the start of a new crisis that came on slowly at first but escalated substantially at the end of the 1920s. Poverty was widespread in the rural areas during the last few years of the Republic and it also affected middle-class farmers. What had been a widespread stereotype of the ‘profligate farmer’ who enriched himself at the workers’ expense became implausible.

In an attempt to arouse farmers’ interest in the fate of urban workers,²⁶ the KPD then focused its rural agitation on urban consumers’ drop in mass purchasing power due to increasing unemployment and declining wages. But whenever party members discussed wage issues in the villages, they inevitably touched on the question of wages for farmhands, milkmaids and agricultural workers in general. Farmers’ responses to this new form of rural communist agitation have yet to be researched in detail.
The Political Public Sphere in the Villages and the Role of the Farmers’ Associations

Wolfram Pyta contends that the failure of communist rural agitation was primarily due to the KPD’s poor understanding of the particular mechanisms through which villagers formed political opinions.27 This argument should be incorporated into considerations of the KPD’s relations with farmers. Urban workers at that time had a more or less firmly established milieu that was structured and organised by workers’ parties, union organisations and other proletarian cultural, sports and leisure associations. These organisations defined the political space in which the KPD acted, and the Party’s strategy was always primarily directed toward gaining political hegemony within that space. Village agitation, however, required an entirely different approach because the local political-public sphere in the villages was structured differently from the public sphere in the cities. Rural areas often had no tradition of organised workers’ parties, no unions and no independent proletarian associations.

The provinces were dominated by conservative agrarian associations that had been organising in the villages since the late nineteenth century.28 These associations’ politics were estate-based, which is to say that they emphasised the common interests of small- and large-scale farmers in opposition to urban consumer groups. The largest of these agrarian associations, the League of Farmers (Bund der Landwirte) – which had merged with the German Rural League (Deutscher Landbund) in 1921 to form the National Rural League (Reichslandbund) – as well as the Christian Farmers’ Association (Christliche Bauernverein) were mass organisations with rank-and-file memberships numbering into the hundreds of thousands of farmers.29 Unlike the left-wing proletarian parties, they had access to a tightly woven organisational network in the provinces.

The farmers’ associations were Janus-faced. On one hand, they were organisations for political lobbying which influenced parliamentary processes, but on the other, they were also organisations for economic self-help (with affiliated taxation consultancies and access to credit and trading associations), whose services were indispensible for many farmers’ everyday business. These associations had a leading position in the political public sphere in the provinces – they were more firmly rooted in farmers’ everyday lives than the political parties themselves.
The associations’ leaders were very close to the right-wing bourgeois parties, above all the German National People’s Party in the north and the Centre Party and the Bavarian People’s Party (Bayerische Volkspartei, BVP) in the Catholic south. But these associations also organised huge numbers of poor farmers and occasionally tens of thousands of farmhands, whom the KPD wanted to win over politically.30

The rural organisational power of the farmers’ associations, their dominant position in the political public sphere and their socially and politically integrative function that transcended the agricultural population’s various classes created serious problems for the KPD. The party rejected the associations’ estate-based ideology and their links to conservative parties, yet it also wanted to win over at least the smallholders. It occasionally attempted to create independent farmers’ associations alongside these established organisations, though at the same time it also wanted to build a political opposition among smallholders within the existing associations. The KPD made its first attempt at autonomously organising independent farmworkers’ associations in 1919-1920 with the formation of the ‘Communist Farm Workers’ and Smallholders’ Association’ (Kommunistischen Landarbeiter- und Kleinbauernverband), but this ceased to play any role in the party’s rural agitation after a few months.31 In the mid-1920s, communist Reichstag deputy Ernst Putz founded the ‘League of Working Farmers’ (Bund der Schaffenden Landwirte), which later merged with several other smaller tenant farmers’ associations to form the ‘Association of Producing Farmers, Tenants, and Planters’ (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Schaffenden Landwirte, Pächter und Siedler).32

The organisation was highly political in nature and received the KPD’s support. Yet it also had a political dynamic of its own that the party leadership could not completely control. The question of the sense – or lack thereof – of a separate farmers’ party alongside the KPD first arose within the League of Working Farmers in 1924. The party leaders remained indecisive for years, and that indecision was reflected in a general uncertainty in its tactics with regard to small-scale farmers.33

The party leadership hoped that an independent farmers’ party would be able to weaken both the influence of the established farmers’ associations and the link between smallholders and the conservative parties. However, it also quickly became clear that the members of the
smallholders’ associations by no means shared a universal tendency toward the political left. As economic interest organisations, these associations were far more heterogeneous than the Social Democratic-led unions. Despite the political differences between the SPD and the KPD, these unions shared common, overarching ideological horizon that crossed party lines, due to both parties’ relationship with class struggle and socialism. The political alliances that the KPD entered into in the smallholders’ associations in contrast were far more brittle. In the end, the results of the party’s attempt to build its own smallholder organisations were disheartening. Even at their height, these communist-influenced organisations only comprised a few thousand members – a fraction of the membership of the National Rural League or the Christian Farmers’ Association.34

Along with building its own smallholder organisations, early on, the KPD began agitating within the large agricultural associations themselves.35 The party congress in Essen in 1927 passed a resolution stating that members should also build organised political opposition to the dominance of large agricultural interests among small- and mid-scale farmers within existing associations.36 The practical outcome of this resolution is unclear. It was changed only two months after the Essen congress, when it was decided that the party should attempt to split the agricultural associations whenever the opportunity arose, rather than working within them.37 Whether this change was primarily connected to the failure of the previous line or a response to a new dynamic within the agricultural associations themselves is yet to be investigated.

The KPD’s rural tactics took a new turn in the late 1920s. The political cohesion of the existing agricultural associations, especially the National Rural League in northern Germany, declined noticeably over the course of the agrarian crisis. Large portions of the rural population underwent a remarkable political radicalisation that rearranged the rural political landscape (primarily in Mecklenburg and Schleswig-Holstein, although to a lesser extent in other regions as well). The most significant organisational expression of the farmers’ radicalisation process was the peasants’ movement, a new kind of social movement that began with a series of large protest actions by farmers in 1928 and soon transitioned into various forms of civil disobedience directed at state institutions and, ultimately, in a few cases, into terrorist activities.38
Starting in the late 1920s, the KPD attempted to link its own demonstrations in the core regions of the peasants’ movement with the farmers’ radicalisation process. But the radicalism of the peasants’ movement could not easily be integrated into the KPD’s familiar system of coordinating political action. In both its rhetoric and its practice, the peasants’ movement took up established self-help traditions of village life, and in that respect, it was an expression of a particularly rural form of political radicalism. It invoked archaic images of pre-modern peasant class solidarity. Its politics revealed a clear sense of alienation from the state among broad swathes of the peasant populace, and showed a break with the politics of the established agricultural associations, which primarily focused on lobbying and saw themselves as thoroughly statist. But the peasants’ movement was also a continuation of traditional peasant class politics in that its ideas were based on the shared interests of the peasantry, and consequently united large landowners and small-scale farmers within a single movement. In ideological terms, large portions of the peasants’ movement, with its antiparlamentarian and völkisch ideology, were far removed from the labour movement; many of its adherents would later transition into the National Socialist camp. To date, the KPD’s relationship with the peasants’ movement has only been subjected to rudimentary research, and assessments of the communists’ peasant policy are highly contradictory. Yet this is a critical matter for any understanding of the KPD’s rural organisational ideas during the latter stages of the Weimar Republic.

When considering Communist agrarian policy, the reality of the KPD’s political experience cannot be analysed solely on the basis of party sources. Further research must also take account of the social conditions that impacted on the practical implementation of communist agrarian policy. It therefore seems reasonable to take the changing relationship between the world of urban workers and that of the farmers as a point of departure. In terms of its agrarian policy, the KPD was responding to precisely this fundamental political and social fault line within Weimar society. Approaching the party’s history from this angle could open up new perspectives on some of the reasons for the failure of organised communism in the Weimar Republic.

*Translated by Joe Keady*
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Communism and the Cultural Avant-Garde in Weimar Germany

Ben Fowkes

This chapter investigates the cultural avant-garde in Weimar Germany, which has not previously been examined in isolation. Partial examinations of it can be found embedded in more general studies of Weimar culture,1 and intensive studies have been made of various individual aspects of the subject, such as Expressionism, Dadaism, and the proletarian literature movement. I intend here to build on these very useful contributions, to form a picture of communist policy in Germany towards avant-garde experiments, a policy which passed through five distinct stages. The first stage was an alliance with the avant-garde between 1918 and 1919; the second stage was a break with the avant-garde and a reversion to cultural conservatism between 1920 and 1924; the third stage was an attempt to create a new, proletarian culture combined with a partial return to the avant-garde alliance, between 1925 and 1928; the fourth, after 1928, was a renewed rejection of the avant-garde cultural producers and the development of a ‘proletarian-revolutionary literature and art’ which closely followed the Soviet example; and the final stage, after 1932, was the move towards ‘socialist realism’.2 But before considering the first four of these stages we need to examine the background, and in particular to depict the cultural situation the German communists inherited in 1918.

The German communist movement in its early years preserved to some extent the inheritance of the pre-1914 socialist movement. This applies particularly to cultural policy, and so requires consideration of the relationship between the socialist movement and the producers of culture before the catastrophic break marked by the First World War, a relationship which naturally depended on the attitudes of both groups. The views of cultural producers in Wilhelmine Germany
can be analysed via the replacement of Naturalism by Aestheticism in the 1890s. Aestheticists favoured the idea of ‘art for art’s sake’, and the producers of literature, art and music therefore steered clear of assigning any political or social relevance to their activities. This was a crucial moment in the institutionalisation of art, and the later rebellion of the ‘historical avant-garde’ was a response to it (to use Peter Bürger’s pioneering insight, as reformulated by Richard Murphy). The period of Aestheticist dominance was then followed by a change of atmosphere, which can be dated from the 1900s. A new, modernising movement emerged, which has generally been called ‘Expressionism’. Expressionism aimed at ‘a radical demarcation from Wilhelminism on all levels of cultural practice’. In other words, it explicitly identified existing German culture with a political regime – that of Wilhelm II – and utterly rejected it. The Expressionists who founded the journal Die Aktion in 1911 opposed the materialism and respectability of official Wilhelmine culture, and called for poets to associate with the marginal groups in society: prostitutes, thieves, the unemployed. The poet should ‘break out of his social isolation’ said the Expressionists, and ‘lead the battle for the victory of the spirit [Geist]’.

Did that mean that the pre-1914 avant-garde saw itself as engaged in a kind of revolution? It has been suggested that the avant-garde was ‘politics, or even revolution, in the form of literature’ and that ‘most avant-garde authors in Germany understood revolution in leftist terms’. This goes a little too far. It is true that some of the artists and writers of the German avant-garde were not opposed to collaborating with political revolutionaries; indeed they often thought of themselves as more revolutionary than the revolutionary politicians. But this was not the general attitude of the pre-1914 European avant-garde. The Russian avant-gardists of the early twentieth century, for instance, were not revolutionaries in a political sense, although like the German Expressionists they were usually hostile to the existing regime. The revolution they wanted was ‘the acquisition of a new vision’, rather than political upheaval. Their aim, in Katerina Clark’s striking phrase, was ‘revolution as revelation’. The difference between the German and the Russian avant-garde was that in Russia, unlike in Germany, a successful Bolshevik revolution took place, and so the artists and writers of the avant-garde were confronted with new tasks. They realised ‘that the zero point had been reached […] and they had a singular
opportunity to translate their aesthetic intuitions into reality.\textsuperscript{10} Or, as Camilla Gray has put it: ‘to the artists, the October Revolution was the signal for the extermination of the hated old order and the introduction of a new one’.\textsuperscript{11} The artists of Russia did not make the October Revolution; they responded to it. It gave them the opportunity to display their artistic talents in the service of the revolution.\textsuperscript{12}

Political activists’ attitudes are also relevant to this interaction between politics and culture. People on the radical left, whether anarchist, socialist, or communist, might be expected to be in favour of all the forms of cultural innovation mentioned above, if they were aware of them. As David Cottington has recently written, ‘the idea of the avant-garde […] has become almost inseparable from that of political activism; indeed, from […] revolutionary politics’.\textsuperscript{13} But he adds this qualification: ‘the assumption of a necessary relation between the cultural avant-garde and left politics is misleading’.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, the communists had serious reservations about the avant-garde’s form of cultural innovation (though they were very aware of the merits of other cultural innovations, namely new methods of communication such as film and photography).\textsuperscript{15}

Communist cultural conservatism was inherited from the pre-war SPD. The SPD displayed no evident reaction to what happened around 1910 in all branches of cultural activity, when, to use Adorno’s striking expression, ‘revolutionary artistic movements ventured out onto the ocean of the previously unimaginable’.\textsuperscript{16} There were no socialist debates about Expressionism in the 1910s, in contrast to the fierce battles in the 1890s over Naturalism.\textsuperscript{17} The Social Democrats found literary Naturalism shocking, but Expressionism in literature and abstraction in painting, on the other hand, were simply incomprehensible. Neither Mehring nor any other leading Social Democratic critic paid any attention to the Expressionists or the Futurists; this is why Mehring was able to claim that the contemporary scene in Germany was an artistic desert. The writer Herwarth Walden complained with some bitterness that ‘the spokesmen for the masses are against the Futurists. I expected nothing else. They want people to be ordinary, the same as each other and straightforward.’\textsuperscript{18} The intellectual gap between the avant-garde and the German public increased considerably during the decade before 1914, and this also applied to the socialist movement, even the left of it. Modern poetry, said Rosa Luxemburg, ‘produces in me an impression of vacancy’;
because its view of the world ‘has neither grandeur nor nobility’, its ‘formal artistic beauty becomes a grimace’.19

The First World War did not bring the avant-garde and the socialist movement any closer together at first, but it was of vital significance in the long run in bringing cultural producers out of the ivory tower they had largely inhabited before 1914. As the theatre director Erwin Piscator wrote later: ‘My calendar begins on 4 August 1914’.20 The Expressionist poet Johannes Becher expressed the same view, with characteristic pathos: ‘The war was the thunderclap which roused the enslaved earth to spring free of its chains’.21 Indeed, the carnage of the war compelled artists and writers to take up a political position. They did not necessarily side with the anti-war left, who were a tiny minority in 1914, in Germany as elsewhere.22 In the years before the war broke out, some Expressionists – the predominant field of the avant-garde – had actually hoped for the outcome of war, seeing it as one way of breaking through what they perceived as the stagnation of German society. The poet Georg Heym wrote in 1910: ‘If only someone would start a war. It could even be an unjust one’. It should be added, though, that Heym also expressed a longing for revolution: ‘Why doesn’t something extraordinary happen? Why doesn’t someone murder the Kaiser or the Tsar? Why does no-one make a revolution?’23 When the war did break out, Germany’s young Expressionist poets flocked to join the military.24 Many of them were killed in the first few months of the conflict. But one domestic counterpart of military activity was the patriotic poetry produced by those authors who remained at home. Practitioners of the visual arts similarly welcomed the war; Käthe Kollwitz, whose art had long expressed her passionate sympathy with the sufferings of Germany’s poor, initially viewed the war as a healthy development: ‘I had the feeling: all right, now the pressure has gone, now we can live again. I also felt a sense of renewal. As if nothing of the old values still remained intact’, she wrote in her diary, adding: ‘I experienced the possibility of voluntary sacrifice’.25 These remarks, at the outset of a war which produced millions of deaths, are now difficult to comprehend, but they were characteristic of the general mood in Germany (and elsewhere) at the time, from which few were able to escape.

A year later, however, hostilities were continuing their violent course without reaching a decisive conclusion, and so, after 1915, there was increasing artistic resistance to the war, both in literature and the
visual arts. Soon the only Expressionist writer who continued to support the war in public was Alfred Döblin.\textsuperscript{26} Käthe Kollwitz completely changed her position after her son's death at the Front.\textsuperscript{27} Franz Pfemfert’s journal \textit{Die Aktion} had opposed the war from the start, but he was now joined by others and René Schickele’s journal \textit{Die Weissen Blätter} started its criticism in 1915, having moved to Switzerland.\textsuperscript{28} Kurt Hiller was surprisingly able to publish the first issue of his anti-war yearbook \textit{Das Ziel} in Germany in 1916, which looked forward to a future in which ‘war would no longer be permitted’.\textsuperscript{29} It was prohibited immediately after publication. The artist Franz Marc, who volunteered in 1914, had decided by July 1915 that the war had ‘lasted too long and become meaningless’ and that ‘the sacrifices it exacts are senseless’.\textsuperscript{30} The poet Ludwig Rubiner went into exile in Switzerland and agitated against the war in the Munich journal \textit{Zeit-Echo}, which he edited. He welcomed the Russian revolution of February 1917 and ‘called on intellectuals to devote themselves to mankind […] and expound the ideas of brotherhood and peace’.\textsuperscript{31} In burning words, Rubiner expressed the regret and sense of guilt of many German Expressionists at the false turning they had taken three years previously:

\begin{quote}
We were the leaders. We towered over the rest. We sent out waves that moved the masses. That was our sin! Now the world is being made anew. We no longer have the right to exist. We no longer lead humanity to freedom, humanity is freeing itself over our dead bodies.\textsuperscript{32}
\end{quote}

The Expressionists, in their turn, would soon be challenged by two other movements, which found the Expressionist stress on the need for inner spiritual renewal to be too vague and too far removed from concrete reality: their rivals demanded more down to earth, practical action.

These newly emerging cultural movements were Proletkult (which began in Russia) and Dada (which began in Switzerland). The ideas put forward by the Proletkult (‘Proletarian Culture’) movement spread from Russia to Germany after the October revolution of 1917, although they did not really surface in public in the latter country until 1919. This movement, founded by Aleksandr Bogdanov, was inspired by Marxist ideas. Bogdanov maintained that since all art and
literature always reflects the ideas of the dominant social class, the proletariat must have its own class art to ‘organise its own forces in social labour, struggle and construction’. This art would ‘reflect the world from the point of view of the workers’ collective’. Proletkult in its original form did not last very long in Soviet Russia, but its ideas found expression in the All-Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (VAPP), which was founded in October 1920, with the programme of ‘creating the proletariat’s own class culture as a mighty instrument for influencing the perceptions of the masses’. By 1928, proletarian writers had achieved almost complete (though not permanent) dominance over the Soviet literary scene.

The tone of the Dada revolt, on the other hand, was more anarchist than Marxist, although its rejection of existing culture, and the society that underpinned it, was as uncompromising as that of the Proletkult. It began in neutral Switzerland in 1916, and was essentially a reaction by a number of exiled avant-garde artists (including three Germans, Hugo Ball, Hans Richter and Richard Huelsenbeck) to the brutality and mechanised slaughter of the war. It did not draw explicit political conclusions at first. In Hermann Korte’s words, ‘as a literary avant-garde, it expressed the crisis of art at the very moment of its crisis’. The poet, abstract artist and sculptor Hans Arp, who joined Ball in Zürich in 1916, has provided a graphic description of Dada’s activities at this time:

Revolted by the butchery of the First World War, we in Zürich devoted ourselves to the fine arts. While the guns rumbled in the distance, we recited, painted, made collages and wrote songs with all our might. We were seeking an art based on fundamentals, to cure the madness of the age.

A branch of the movement emerged in Berlin towards the end of the war, and it was much more directly political than Zürich’s Dada. The first German Dada manifesto, issued in Berlin on 12 April 1918, voiced its authors’ disappointment over the tendency of the Expressionist movement to float around in the realms of the spirit:

The highest art will be that which in its conscious content presents the thousand-fold problems of the day. Have the expressionists fulfilled our expectations of an art which should be an expression of
our most vital concerns? No! No! No! Under the pretext of turning inward, the expressionists in literature and painting are already looking forward to an honourable mention in the histories of literature and art and aspiring to the most respectable civic distinction.39

Instead of Expressionism, the Dadaists offered 'a new art' symbolising 'the most primitive relation to the reality of the environment', an art in which 'life appears as a simultaneous muddle of noises, colours and spiritual rhythms'.40 This manifesto was immediately confiscated by the German police, and as a result it did not become known to the general public until 1919.41 These artistic rebels intended to revolutionise the whole cultural sphere, and when the November 1918 revolution came along they hoped to broaden and deepen it through their cultural activities.

The Communist Party of Germany, which was founded a month later, at first had no definite policy towards the rebellion of the avant-garde cultural producers, though it shared their general attitude of rejecting existing German society and the German past. Most of the German avant-gardists of this time regarded themselves as communists, although they were highly unorthodox in their views, with a tendency towards anarchism. There was therefore a basis for an implicit alliance with the KPD. This did not last very long, however, as the party soon reverted to cultural conservatism. This partly reflects the influence of Gertrud Alexander, the literary editor of *Die Rote Fahne* throughout the period between 1919 and 1924. Alexander poured scorn on the endeavours of the Dadaists, and she took up the defence of 'bourgeois' culture against the onslaught mounted against it by George Grosz and John Heartfield (seconded by a fair number of other veterans of the November period) in the so-called *Kunstlump* ('art scoundrel') controversy of 1920. Grosz and Heartfield responded to the news that a painting by Rubens had been damaged by a stray bullet during the fight against the Kapp putsch of March 1920, and that the Expressionist artist Oscar Kokoschka had issued a plea to the combatants to avoid damaging the cultural treasures of the past, by describing Kokoschka as a *Kunstlump*, and proclaiming that the whole of the existing artistic inheritance was worthless and reactionary. Such monuments of culture as Rubens' paintings, they said, were part of the 'whole insolent art and culture swindle of our times'. High culture was not just bourgeois; it was 'one of the instruments of oppression used by the ruling class'.42
The cultural inheritance of the past, wrote Alexander, though it was
decried as 'bourgeois', was a universal human achievement and should
not be blotted out or ignored but rather transferred from the former
ruling classes to the proletariat. This view, which triumphed in the
party for the next few years, was actually in line with the traditions of
the pre-war SPD. It appears somewhat paradoxical that the 'Alexander
line' in culture coincided with a time when socialist revolution was on
the agenda in Germany. The explanation is fairly simple, however: the
efforts of the party were concentrated on the political sphere, and it
was not thought (by orthodox Communists) that the attempt to
change culture could make any serious contribution to the revolution.
The situation was different in Soviet Russia, where the political revolu-
tion had already taken place, and a cultural revolution seemed to
Communists to be its natural accompaniment. In Germany, the
general attitude of the KPD until 1924 was that a cultural revolution
would merely be a substitute for political action, a diversion and a
useless waste of energy.

This changed after 1924. Revolution in Europe had ceased to be a
realistic prospect, and no amount of overheated rhetoric from
Zinoviev could hide this fact. Planning for the long term was now on
the agenda, and communist cultural policy therefore entered a third
stage. For the first time, the KPD set itself the objective of a direct
transformation of culture. Where previously the KPD had seen
culture as a benefit created by the servants of the old ruling classes for
their enjoyment, which only needed to be spread more widely among
the mass of the people, now it began the attempt to create a new,
proletarian culture. This change of direction was intimately connected
with the party's move towards factory cell organisation and the
concomitant rise of the worker-correspondent movement (itself
derived from Soviet experience). Worker-correspondents were factory
workers who were members of the party, and they sent in reports on
conditions in the factories to the party's local newspapers, or to the
central organ, Die Rote Fahne. They were now expected to move on to
the next stage, and become the creators of an independent proletarian
culture. However, this did not settle the question of what to do with
the existing culture.

In practice, the Communists now began to take up a less hostile
attitude towards current avant-garde culture. The return of the 'united
front' policy was underlined by the letter of 1925 from the Executive
Committee of the Communist International condemning the ultra left, which was welcomed by potential cultural allies of the KPD who had been spurned by the party until then. They began to bask in 'the sunshine of the ECCI's letter', to quote the Expressionist writer Kurt Hiller, who was one of the beneficiaries of the new line. This third stage of communist cultural policy is thus marked by a dual process: the development of a separate proletarian culture through the worker-correspondent movement, and an uneasy alliance between communists, such as the poet Johannes Becher and the artist George Grosz, and leading cultural producers who were often of a social-democratic, liberal or indeed completely non-political orientation. The high-point of this cultural alliance was the successful joint KPD-SPD campaign against the 1926 attempt by the Right to impose censorship in Germany by passing a law against 'Trashy and Filthy Writings'.

The alliance did not last long. 1928 marked the beginning of a fourth stage of Communist cultural policy. It coincided (not by accident) with the KPD's move towards a leftist 'Third Period' policy, in line with the new approach of the Communist International (Comintern). Political cooperation with non-communists now came to an abrupt halt. This was paralleled by the ending of cultural cooperation, as the communists began to engage in ferocious polemics against leading former literary allies like Döblin. There was also sharp criticism of artists such as Grosz, who decided to leave the KPD at this time.

More positively, there now began an attempt to create, not just a proletarian culture, but a 'proletarian-revolutionary culture', and the KPD set up a series of unified proletarian cultural organisations. The visual arts were covered by the Association of German Revolutionary Visual Artists (ARBKD), which was established in March 1928, and the League of Proletarian-Revolutionary Writers (BPRS) took care of the literary sphere. The latter was founded as part of an international communist writers' organisation, the International Association of Revolutionary Writers, which was strongly influenced by its Soviet counterpart, the Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (RAPP). The BPRS and its journal *Die Linkskurve* initially saw their main task as to give support to those literary works that emerged out of the worker-correspondent movement: 'proletarian literature'. In other words it ruled out cooperation with 'bourgeois' (in other words non-communist) writers, despite offers of alliance from
progressive intellectuals like Toller and Ossietzky, who were increasingly concerned with the mounting danger of Nazism. Such people, said the BPRS, were dangerous 'because they had left liberal illusions about the class character of the Weimar Republic'. Literature should see the world from the standpoint of the revolutionary proletariat, and only writers of proletarian origin could do this.45 Perhaps surprisingly, the organisation did not receive as much support for this rigid view as it would have liked from the KPD. In 1929, in its annual report, the BPRS complained that KPD leaders despised proletarian literature and paid much more attention to bourgeois writers, 'irrespective of whether their work contributed to the development of a new, proletarian literature or not'.46 It was important to correct this, because 'deviations on literary matters are closely associated with deviations from the political line'.47 The low opinion held by leading KPD officials of the efforts of proletarian authors was also shown (allegedly) 'by their demand that they give readings from Marx, Engels and Lenin at public literary gatherings rather than from their own works'.48

The party's Central Committee did not share the BPRS's view that 'left bourgeois' writers should be ignored. It was more interested in the political attitudes the writers took up. If they publicly supported the party they could be welcomed. Conversely, writers of genuine proletarian origin could not guarantee that their works would be published if they were not deemed to be of good literary quality. In March 1930, a member of the Central Committee criticised an article in Die Linkskurve for 'bowing down before worker-correspondents and factory newspapers'.49 This intrusion by the party into the affairs of the BPRS resulted in the removal of the leftist Andor Gábor from the editorial board of Die Linkskurve. There followed a series of articles in the journal on Marxist aesthetics by Karl August Wittfogel, who proposed that the bourgeois heritage should not be rejected in its entirety but critically evaluated.50 Later in the year Ernst Schneller, another member of the KPD leadership, criticised inadequacies in the BPRS's work,51 and the line against left tendencies in the BPRS was confirmed at an international conference held in the Ukrainian city of Kharkiv in November 1930.52

But the Kharkiv meeting did not bring an end to disputes on cultural questions within the party. For instance, Die Rote Fahne consistently supported Erwin Piscator's theatrical experiments against attacks by critics in Die Linkskurve. Meanwhile, 'Leftists' such as Karl Biro-
Rosinger and Aladár Komját, as well as worker-correspondents from Essen and Berlin, and the literary critic Lu Märten, were fighting things out with Becher, Wittfogel and Biha. In the May 1931 issue of *Die Linkekurve*, Märten replied to Wittfogel’s earlier criticism of her 1924 book in which she had endeavoured to make a historical-materialist investigation of what she called ‘the essence and the changes in artistic forms’. Here, she had developed the idea that artistic forms emerged from the dialectic of practical necessities, i.e. economic purposes, under the given technical conditions, and then later on they took on the character of fetishes, after their purpose had ceased to operate. Wittfogel attacked this approach as ‘undialectical formalist barbarism’. Märten replied that Wittfogel’s thinking was ‘organicist’ because he had said that new forms ‘grow out of’ new materials, and that he was wrong to contrapose Hegel to Kant in this instance because they both proceeded from the ‘absolute existence of art’, positing art as an immanent and eternal human capacity. For a Marxist, she said, the aesthetic of both of these writers could only be of historical interest. Forms of art were of historical origin and could only be handed down to a limited extent. The proletariat would find adequate expression for its purposes not in existing artistic forms but in entirely new forms which did not necessarily need to be regarded as art. Film was an example of such a form. Wittfogel issued a rejoinder the next month. He accused her of taking both a ‘Trotskyist’ position (by denying the possibility of a proletarian literature) and an ‘ultra-left’ position (by denying the ‘continuity of cultural development’). These accusations contradicted each other, and in fact there was no real justification for the claim that Märten had denied the possibility of a proletarian literature. The accusation of ‘Trotskyism’ was a technique sometimes used by communist literary polemicians at this time, whether justified or not.

According to the draft programme of the BPRS, writers should raise their sights to creating the ‘great proletarian work of art’ which would ‘grasp the daily life of the proletariat in its interaction with the lives of the other classes in such a deep and all-round manner as to reveal the great driving forces of social development’. In other words, to out-Tolstoy Tolstoy. Rather a tall order! This was a sign that a new phase of literary policy was about to begin. There was a growing mood of dissatisfaction in Moscow in the summer of 1931 with what had been achieved so far. RAPP was repeatedly called upon to carry out a frank self-criticism. Averbakh, the head of that organisation,
responded by giving the signal for an attack on the proletarian writers, which was printed in *Die Linkskurve* in November 1931:

The continuing backwardness of proletarian literature demonstrates the inadequate level of Bolshevik culture among the majority of writers. This is the reason for the weakness of their work. Inadequacy of form is only the expression of inadequacy of content.59

Now the famous George Lukács entered the picture. Having moved from Moscow to Berlin in the summer of 1931 he announced his arrival by making a fierce critique of two novels by the proletarian author Willi Bredel. ‘These works are dry and artistically uninteresting. They present the world not as it is in reality but as it ought to be in the view of the author’. ‘Bredel’s work fails to portray real human beings’, he added. ‘Its linguistic level is that of press reportage’. Bredel’s work was characterised, he said, not only by ‘a lack of technique’ but by ‘a failure to apply dialectics in the literary field’. Moreover, its deficiencies were ‘less individual failings than the general failings of the whole literary movement’ (namely proletarian-revolutionary literature).60

Lukács also criticised Ernst Ottwalt, contrasting him with Tolstoy, to the former’s disadvantage, of course. Tolstoy gives us ‘stinking bug-ridden prison cells […] and the real sufferings of real people’, while Ottwalt offers only ‘informed discussions between lawyers about criminal justice and a fleeting visit to the penitentiary by a judge’.61 Ottwalt replied in *Die Linkskurve* by saying that Lukács was unable to point to a single example ‘of a text which he sees as fulfilling his requirements for a proletarian-revolutionary work of literature. Since he does not do this it may be assumed that he is unaware of any work of this kind’. Moreover, he added, ‘the fighting working-class comrade seeks support from his writer comrades’ and where party brochures fail ‘he reaches for proletarian-revolutionary literature’.62 Lukács’s rejoinder, backed up by extensive quotations from Marxist texts, was that Ottwalt’s views were ‘diametrically opposed to those of Marx, Engels and Lenin’, because those great Marxists ‘repeatedly referred to art as something to be enjoyed’.63 As Ottwald had predicted, Lukács was unable to point to any proletarian-revolutionary literature he approved of in this rejoinder.

Bertolt Brecht came into the firing-line as well. The editorial board of *Die Linkskurve* had never been particularly favourable to him, and
it had ignored all the didactic plays he wrote between 1929 and 1932. They did not fit in at all with the above-mentioned programme of creating 'the great proletarian work of art'. Now Die Linkskurve went over to attacking Brecht openly for 'abandoning realism', to use Lukács's phrase. According to Lukács, Brecht was wrong to oppose 'eternal realities' to 'changeable and changing human beings' and to reject old-fashioned dramatic, Aristotelian theatre in favour of epic theatre. 'This contraposition', he said, 'is mechanical, and falsifies the real meaning of Marx's thesis on Feuerbach', which distinguishes between 'interpreting' and 'changing' the world. He argued that Brecht's views were 'a superficial vulgarisation of Marxist theory' devoid of any element of dialectical materialism. They amounted to a crude call for a 'radical break with all old art'.

The former leftist Andor Gábor, who had now changed sides, made an attack on two plays in which he detected Brecht's influence. The authors had produced a 'montage' instead of a 'portrayal', and a 'report' instead of 'action'. 'Epic theatre' of this type was a theatre of 'consciousness and not of being', and it therefore represented 'an idealist standpoint', he claimed. The proletarian writers tried to counter-attack by denouncing intellectual know-alls who had no right to criticize; only the masses had this right, they said. But they were in a weak position. The BPRS programme drafted by Komját and Biro had already been rejected, and Brecht's attempt to join the BPRS was rebuffed by Becher and Lukács. Around this time, the KPD Central Committee joined the anti-proletarian cultural chorus by issuing a resolution against the narrowness of the BPRS's approach. It had made a mistake in 'glorifying the working-class writer' at the expense of the 'need to learn and to raise the ideological level'. It had failed to gain the support of proletarian writers who were still outside it, according to the Committee, and it had failed to struggle against the 'danger from the right'.

These attacks coincided with a decisive change in Soviet cultural policy, which transformed the situation of communist cultural producers everywhere. In April 1932, the Soviet party decided to dissolve the Russian Association of Proletarian Writers and the musicians' association, and then two months later, the corresponding association for artists was also abolished. These decisions were aimed in part against 'leftism' in the arts, since the main reason given for dissolving RAPP was that it had had a negative attitude towards 'many
groups of writers and artists who sympathise with socialist construction', the 'fellow-travellers'. Thus, in Germany, the position of the radical left was weakened still further, and Lukács's view became paramount, in favour of retaining the traditional literary inheritance, and on this basis forming an alliance with left bourgeois writers.

This fourth and final phase in the history of the BPRS is marked, says Helga Gallas, by 'the rejection of new literary techniques and the return to an emphasis on the classical literary tradition'. Lukács wrote five articles in *Die Linkskurve* in the next six months, attacking 'leftist' views of literature. He struck a few obligatory blows at 'Trotskyism' on the way, although in truth his opposition to the 'proletarian culture' approach and his respect for the literary inheritance was much closer to Trotsky's views expressed in *Literature and Revolution* than to those of the RAPP theorists. His criticisms ridiculed the theatrical experiments of Piscator and Brecht, and advanced the idea of *Parteilichkeit* (Party-mindedness), in contrast to *Tendenz* (tendency, or political commitment). This distinction was somewhat obscure. *Tendenz* meant simply commitment, which in the given circumstances could not be other than a commitment to the communist party, and the *Parteilichkeit* with which Lukács proposed to replace it, also meant commitment to the communist party (or as he put it, quoting Marx, 'partisanship for the class that is the bearer of historical progress, the proletariat, and specifically for [...] the communists'). But this was exactly what the communist advocates of *Tendenz* also demanded. The fact that Lukács had just arrived from Moscow may be significant, as the slogan of 'party-mindedness' had been raised there a few months earlier by a RAPP writer: 'Party-mindedness [...] functions as the main driving-force, the essence, of our artistic method'. The Fifth RAPP Plenum in December 1931 had accordingly adopted a resolution calling for 'greater efforts to ensure party-mindedness [Partiinost] in the whole system of work of RAPP', which might have influenced Lukács's thinking.

He went on to claim even more than this. His 'new' concept, he said, had rendered the old dispute between *Tendenz* and 'pure art' irrelevant. It was clear from his definition of Tolstoy's work as exemplary, that he entirely rejected the experiments with form carried out by the supporters of proletarian literature. As Helga Gallas has put it, 'it was characteristic of Lukács' critique that he [...] completely rejected methods of construction such as montage, documentation and epic
forms of narration'.75 He ‘used the categories of dialectics to reaffirm what classical bourgeois aesthetics regarded as the function of art: to establish a harmonious unity, to create another world, as the highest form of manifestation of humanity’.76 It was therefore not surprising that in the November/December 1932 double issue of *Die Linkskurve*, he moved on to include Brecht in his criticisms. In the Soviet Union, meanwhile, the aesthetic doctrine of Socialist Realism was being promulgated, at the first plenum of the newly-founded committee of Soviet writers, held from 29 November to 3 December 1932. Lukács’s ideas fitted in very well with this new doctrine.

Shortly afterwards, however, the German situation was completely transformed by political events. The connection between communism and cultural innovation, which had persisted, if tenuously, throughout the whole Weimar period, was now brought to a sudden end by external developments. Hitler’s assumption of power in January 1933 meant the end of open communist literary activity. All the communist writers, musicians, critics and artists were forced into exile, imprisoned, murdered or silenced. Discussions of Marxist aesthetics continued, particularly in Moscow, but these were now divorced from current German reality. A small BPRS group survived in Berlin for a couple of years after 1933, conducting illegal work, but eventually, in 1935, the turn to the Popular Front meant the dissolution of the BPRS and the final abandonment of the project to create a proletarian culture.77

Developments in the Soviet Union, the country to which many of the leading participants in the cultural debates of the Weimar period now fled, pointed in the same direction. ‘Socialist Realism’, which was officially adopted in 1934, had cast its shadow before it, with the earlier suppression of all separate cultural organisations and the unification of cultural producers into a number of single, overarching and centralised bodies. It was a culturally conservative doctrine, as the word ‘realism’ indicates, and from 1934 onwards, its adoption was practically compulsory for communists. There were one or two exceptions: surrealism in art was tolerated by Communists both in France and in Czechoslovakia in the late 1930s. But the general rule everywhere else was to stick to realism. Abstract art was naturally out of the question, as was literary or musical experimentation. The artistic activities and discussions of the left in the 1920s now fell into an oblivion from which they were not rescued until their disinterment in the completely different political and cultural context of the 1960s.
Notes
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Willi Münzenberg: A Propagandist
Reaching Beyond the Party and Class

Fredrik Petersson

I am ready, with all my strength, to contribute to this campaign [...] in order to carry it out on as broad a basis as possible, to support it in this way.

Willi Münzenberg to West European Bureau in Berlin, 18 May 1928

The socialist movement had been familiar with the term and concept of ‘propaganda’ for a long time [...] The word propaganda belongs to the most used terms in the socialist lexicon [...] According to socialist terminology it means something great, something valuable, scientific. Here propaganda is the term for the lesson of theory, of the scientific rational of socialism.

Willi Münzenberg, Paris 1937

The life and persona of Willi Münzenberg (1889-1940) has aroused both interest and conflict in scholarly debate over the years. A charismatic character in the international communist movement between the wars, Münzenberg was a German Communist and General Secretary of the international mass organisation International Workers’ Relief. However, his mysterious death and the discovery of his body in a forest outside of the small French town St Marcellin in October 1940 continues to cast a shadow over his life. The British author and literary critic Michael Scammel did much to summarise the debate in his article ‘The Mystery of Willi Münzenberg’ in the New York Review of Books when he articulately re-assessed the erroneous and sensationalist biographies of Münzenberg by Stephen Koch and Sean McMeekin. Yet it is the
ongoing perception of Münzenberg as a ‘mystery’ that needs to be further addressed.

To avoid turning Münzenberg into a modern myth in the history of twentieth-century communism, we need to address the different layers of Münzenberg’s life. This chapter will continue building on the representation of Münzenberg as the ‘organisation man’, as argued by Jorgen Schleimann in 1965, a depiction composed with extraordinary insight, which concluded that ‘in death, as in life, Willi Münzenberg’s name was a legend’. This point of departure is detailed further by one of Münzenberg’s colleagues, the author Arthur Koestler. After escaping from Germany following Hitler’s ‘seizure of power’ on 30 January 1933, Koestler crossed paths with Münzenberg in Paris and contributed to his publishing empire up until the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939. Babette Gross, Münzenberg’s partner and close ally in developing his media empire in Berlin and Paris, asked Koestler to author the foreword in her seminal political biography of Münzenberg. According to Koestler, Münzenberg was ‘a political realist’ who was devoted to three central principles: the struggles against war, exploitation and colonialism. Koestler concluded that Münzenberg’s close relations with the Comintern and its hierarchical structures determined his life: not as politician or theoretician, but rather as a propagandist and activist.

It is from this perspective that we should analyse Münzenberg’s role as a propagandist and how he assumed a central role in developing numerous campaigns, committees, associations and organisations during the tumultuous years of the Weimar Republic. Yet, it is crucial to make a distinction between an initiator and a leader of propaganda campaigns. Münzenberg initiated and developed radical left-wing solidarity campaigns for the communist movement; but once they had been set in motion, the idea was for them to act independently of him while other actors arose from the background to assume control of either the campaigns or the organisations in public. This notably included the apparatuses of the German Communist Party and the Comintern. However, this does not diminish Münzenberg’s role and position as one of the leading propagandists for the communist cause between the wars in Europe and beyond. Although Münzenberg was dependent on the consent of the KPD and the Comintern, documents in archives in Moscow, Berlin, Amsterdam, and London have disclosed how he was also at some level an independent entrepreneur in the way
he established propaganda campaigns. Despite of his intimate ties to the Bolsheviks and the international communist movement, he succeeded in reaching beyond party and class in numerous cases between the wars. Indeed, Babette Gross later concluded that Münzenberg was without a doubt one of the best-recognised ‘actors on the political stage’ in this period. Even if we consider Gross’s claims to be somewhat exaggerated, how do we assess an individual who continues to arouse vociferous political and academic debate?

One way of doing so is to focus attention on Münzenberg as a propagandist and organiser, and to consider how the interaction between the IAH’s Berlin headquarters and the Comintern headquarters in Moscow functioned and determined the outcome of Münzenberg’s propaganda operations. This approach allows a further understanding of Münzenberg as the ‘organisation man’, and demonstrates his part in developing the techniques and modes of propaganda that enhanced the public representation of European left-wing radicalism in an era characterised by hopes, uncertainty and political unrest. These political methods are taken for granted nowadays, but at that time they were new.

This chapter discusses Münzenberg’s role as a propagandist in campaigns against oppression. It focuses on his different roles in the preparations for and convening of the First Congress Against Colonialism and Imperialism in Brussels from 10-14 February 1927, which established the international sympathising organisation, the League Against Imperialism and for National Independence (LAI); the plans for an international Anti-Fascist Congress, which culminated in Berlin on 9-10 March 1929; and, finally, the part Münzenberg and the LAI had in placing the anti-war issue on the political agenda in the Weimar Republic, generating mass mobilisation, and resulting in a successful political demonstration at the Amsterdam Anti-War Congress in 27-29 August 1932. A closer reading of archives and documents identifies Münzenberg’s crucial role, and shows a second aspect of his propaganda enterprises: the centrality propaganda had in displaying the need for the labour and communist movement to act in the defence of the Soviet Union – an omnipresent slogan intertwined in the campaigns against oppression. In the conceptualisation of these political projects, we see how Münzenberg reached beyond party and class and amassed support through struggle against colonialism, imperialism, fascism, and the threat of war. Münzenberg lived in a
milieu profoundly influenced by the political context of the Weimar Republic, and this shaped his development as a propagandist. It also provides insights into why these campaigns attracted attention in circles outside of the German and international communist movements. For Münzenberg, propaganda was a means to achieve political goals, and in 1937, he outlined his Marxist-Leninist understanding of propaganda in *Propaganda als Waffe* (Propaganda as a Weapon). In its narrowest sense, the book was a polemic against Hitler, Goebbels, and the Nazi regime. But in it he also detailed how agitation and propaganda had to work hand-in-hand in order to mobilise the masses, forging a strong and coherent movement capable of realising the ultimate goal of revolution.9

From the beginning of his political career, Münzenberg’s involvement in resistance movements against oppression was prolific. During the First World War, he met Lenin in Zürich and became involved with the far-left, anti-war Zimmerwald movement in 1915.10 But what we are concerned with here begins in the mid 1920s, and ends with Münzenberg’s successful appearance at the Amsterdam congress in 1932. After this, he was forced to move to Paris – where the setting and language was alien to him.11 Münzenberg’s conception of anti-colonialism, anti-imperialism, anti-fascism and the anti-war issue were, as we shall see, interconnected; they shared and benefitted from each other in the public spaces his propaganda reached and shaped. Regardless of how these campaigns were initiated in the 1920s, Münzenberg masterminded them, and, in some cases, the congresses that grew out of them introduced grandiose and ambitious political expectations to those who attended. The political demonstrations deriving from his campaigns shared similar organisational qualities, as well as expressing contemporary anxieties, given shape by populist strategies. Münzenberg retained control from the onset of the organisational process. The process also relied on the inclusion of prominent intellectuals, such as the French author Henri Barbusse, who was a left-wing radical and communist, and fronted all of the campaigns and congresses mentioned above. Barbusse, author of the war novel *Le Feu*, was one of the founders of the radical left-wing organisation *Clarté* in Paris after the ending of the First World War and was a close friend and collaborator of Münzenberg. His role was to aid the campaigns by securing moral support from Western intellectuals, especially those who practised radicalism at a ‘distance’, beyond and
outside of communist circles. According to Schleimann, however, Münzenberg realised that intellectuals should have no role in advancing political goals; their role was merely to fulfil ‘public utility’ and propaganda. Margarete Buber-Neumann, Babette Gross’s sister and married to the German communist Heinz Neumann, put it more bluntly: Münzenberg respected the intellectuals, but had ‘little respect for their work’.

Some leading authorities in the apparatuses of the Comintern and the KPD received Münzenberg’s activity with hesitancy and suspicion. For example, before the Brussels Congress began on 10 February 1927, Münzenberg also hoped to organise an international congress against fascism in connection with the demonstration against colonialism and imperialism and, with this intent, he approached the Comintern headquarters in January 1927. In response, the Secretariat of the Executive Committee of the Communist International told him to abandon any such idea, because the anti-fascist campaign was a ‘campaign of the Comintern and its parties’. Thus, if Münzenberg acted as an agent of ideas which were shaped by his understandings of class and solidarity, ultimately, the realisation of those ideas depended on the consent of the ECCI’s decision-makers.

But Münzenberg’s relationship with the KPD was different. Although he was a KPD Reichstag deputy from 1924 until 1933, he actually held the party at arm’s length – not least to avoid the factional disputes discussed by Marcel Bois and Mario Kessler elsewhere in this volume. Instead, he cultivated informal, personal contact with influential figures, such as Leo Flieg and Heinz Neumann. This method of working allowed Münzenberg to avoid the restrictions that would have otherwise been imposed on him and enabled his rise to prominence as an independent actor: the dichotomy between being a party soldier and working independently was a precondition for his success, which continued until his death in 1940. Münzenberg’s position was secured by his masterful orchestration of political propaganda campaigns, using his media empire of newspapers, journals and films, and the launching of numerous committees, associations, organisations and initiatives, which were all loosely connected to the organisational hub of the IAH. This earned him a reputation among his antagonists (mainly the Social Democratic Party of Germany) as the ‘red Hugenberg’, a sardonic reference to Alfred Hugenberg, the German industrialist and
Willi Münzenberg 245
conservative politician who owned a vast multimedia company
during the Weimar republic. 16

Münzenberg’s role as a propagandist from the mid 1920s, including
reaching beyond the party’s core support, took place during the
Bolshevisation and then Stalinisation of the Comintern and its
‘national sections’ – above all the KPD. 17 In the period from 1926
until 1933, the Comintern changed its tactics from the relative moder-
ation and flexibility of the ‘united front’ policy to the infamous
intransigence of the ‘class against class’ doctrine, which was intro-
duced at the Sixth World Congress of the Comintern in 1928 and
endorsed at the Tenth ECCI Plenum in Moscow July 1929.18 The
belief that communists should not work with Social Democrats went
counter to how Münzenberg worked as a propagandist. But, typically
of the enigmatic Münzenberg, it is difficult to pin down his stance
towards Stalinisation in terms of how it impacted on his party work.
It is, however, likely that he was able to act more flexibly because of his
longstanding association with the Bolshevik ‘old guard’, from Lenin
to Nikolai Bukharin and the Finnish Communist and Comintern
secretary Otto W. Kuusinen. In 1927, he contacted Kuusinen and
made a pointed reference to his work developing the communist
movement’s auxiliary organisations – which organised sympathisers as
well as party members in one movement – declaring that it was ‘a very
personal question’ for him.19

Ultimately, then, Münzenberg – as propagandist and ‘organisation
man’ – developed and promoted ideas that united movements of
people, beliefs and practices in a manner cutting across real and imag-
inied borders. As discussed below, he developed a modus operandi
based on his instinct as well as his experience as a party organiser who
understood that anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism, anti-fascism
and the anti-war issue had the potential to reach beyond party and
class. In effect, he proved to be a visionary that, in some way, tran-
scended the confines of narrowly communist party politics.

Willi Münzenberg: Propagandist against Colonialism, Fascism and
War, 1926-1932

In January 1927, Münzenberg conceptualised a large number of
ideas for new campaigns. He was involved in the preparations for the
international anti-colonial congress which was to convene in Brussels
– a project that was jointly organised by the IAH and the forerunner of the League Against Imperialism: the League Against Colonial Oppression. He also participated in drawing up guidelines for new ventures, for example, for the founding of the Friends of the Soviet Union to promote the tenth anniversary celebrations of the October Revolution – attracting interest and involvement beyond the party – which would take place in Moscow in November 1927. He had also suggested that the ECCI strengthen support for anti-fascism by organising an international congress against Italian fascism. Alongside all of this, Münzenberg’s activities as a propagandist were focused on Berlin. In January 1927, at the Festsaal des Herrenhaus – a ballroom in the capital – Münzenberg staged an event in which anti-colonialist and anti-fascist sentiments were expressed in speeches by Italian trade unionist Guido Migliolo, Afro-American William Pickens from the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured Peoples, and Chinese Ch’ao-Ting Chi, who visited Berlin as the representative of the Association for Spreading of Sun-Yat-Senism in America.20

All of these actions and events, however, also needed the Comintern’s input. For example, in a session of the Political Secretariat in Moscow and during the preparations for the October Revolution’s tenth anniversary celebrations, Münzenberg was told that he must ‘connect the campaign’ concerning colonialism and fascism with the continued ‘risk of war’ against the Soviet Union, according to a comment made by Mauno Heimo (‘Lindberg’), a Finnish Communist who was Münzenberg’s contact at Comintern headquarters.21 Evidently, it was believed that the anti-fascist campaign should and could be intertwined with the defence of the Soviet Union and the perceived threat of war.

In February 1927, the First International Congress Against Colonialism and Imperialism took place in Brussels. It aimed to report ‘on the oppression by the imperialist powers in the colonies’ and to build up ‘a great international organisation’ capable of uniting and coordinating the ‘fight of the oppressed nations’. There were 174 delegates representing 134 organisations, associations or political parties from thirty-four countries. It was seen as an ‘anti-colonial pilgrimage’ to celebrate the foundation of the League Against Imperialism.22 The Brussels congress was, however, only one of several public propaganda efforts. A second event, of a similar political magnitude, took place in Berlin on 9 March 1929, as Henri Barbusse, the leader of the
International Anti-Fascist Committee (IAFC), opened the International Anti-Fascist Congress. The event aimed at mobilising ‘every anti-fascist force’ and would lead to the creation of a strong movement capable of enhancing the ‘struggle against fascism and the danger of war’, the IAFC stated after the congress. In attendance were 531 delegates, who represented communist, social-democratic, trade union, anarchist, and non-party interests.

In 1932, a third event took place: the Amsterdam Anti-War Congress, which convened from 27-29 August and was attended by 2165 delegates from twenty-seven countries. To some extent, the Amsterdam congress witnessed the culmination of Münzenberg’s skills as a political entrepreneurial force and established his status as ‘the organisation man’ of Communism in the Weimar Republic. The congress grew out of the German context – and Münzenberg’s integration within the communist milieu there – and was held in a year that witnessed frequent major elections and the sidelining of parliamentary government by a presidential dictatorship. Staging the event in Amsterdam offered a wider platform for communist propaganda and was seen by Münzenberg as a way of challenging the established order; the political content and propaganda connected to all of the congress themes mentioned above – anti-imperialism, anti-fascism and the anti-war issue – were continuously tested through Münzenberg’s networks at political rallies in Berlin and all over the Weimar republic.

The three congresses against colonialism, fascism and war between 1927 and 1932, represented crucial turning points in Münzenberg’s career as a propagandist. However, these ideas and events were not isolated from each other and should be interpreted as a progressive development in the overall aim of bringing together perspectives that seemed disparate but that shared themes, aims and objectives.

The anti-colonial project had been initiated by the IAH after 1924, in response to demands made by the KPD and the Comintern that it should broaden its activities. In 1925, the IAH’s proletarian solidarity campaigns Hands off China and the Committee against the Cruelties in Syria had made Münzenberg aware of the potential for putting the colonial question on the agenda. In order to capitalise on anti-colonialism, which had generated extensive attention in Western Europe, Münzenberg contacted Grigori Zinoviev, the Comintern’s chairman at this time, about the prospect of organising an ‘all-encompassing congress against imperialist colonial politics [to be held] in Brussels
The intention was to use the political impetus gained from the work of the Committee against the Cruelties in Syria and the Hands off China campaign. In January 1926, Münzenberg proposed the Action Committee against the Colonial Politics of the Imperialists to the Eastern Secretariat in Moscow; this would be a broad organisation capable of coordinating organisational issues and political matters linked directly with anti-colonialism. The idea was to hold an inaugural congress at the Rathauskeller in Berlin on 10 February 1926. Münzenberg himself kept a low profile and, on 5 February, invitations to attend were sent out to those who were considered suitable delegates from anti-colonial and radical left-wing associations in Berlin. According to the invitation, the conference aimed to discuss measures to raise awareness about the atrocities in the colonies across the ‘entire civilised world’ and to consider how to undertake ‘preparations for an international congress against colonial atrocities and oppression’. The Rathauskeller conference was attended by forty-three delegates and lasted for two-and-a-half hours, ending with the solemn declaration that the IAH should organise the international congress. Rather than form an action committee, the delegates sanctioned Münzenberg and the IAH to establish the League Against Colonial Oppression (LACO) in Berlin, which would function as the centre for a ‘permanent campaign’ against colonialism on an international level.

Invitations to attend the congress against colonialism and imperialism were circulated by the Berlin-based LACO. But, at the same time, Münzenberg negotiated with the Comintern on how to realise their wider objective. The Indian nationalist revolutionary and Communist, Manabendra Nath Roy, was Münzenberg’s contact in Moscow. On 29 May 1926, Roy informed Münzenberg that the work to prepare the congress had to be ‘done very cautiously’ in order to not disrupt the general objective of the enterprise: ‘to act as a neutral intermediary between the Communist International and nationalist movements in the colonies’. Münzenberg’s role was to perform organisational duties, including a mass demonstration against colonialism and imperialism. Despite tensions between Münzenberg and the Comintern – including his threat to turn the congress into ‘a genuine’ IAH event – the Brussels Congress convened on 10 February 1927. Before the event, Heimo reminded Münzenberg that the primary aim was to ‘set up an International Committee of the League
Against Imperialist Oppression’ in order to ‘draw all political and industrial working class organisations, bourgeois radical, pacifist and cultural bodies […] into the League’. For Münzenberg, the aims were in perfecting anti-colonial and anti-imperialist propaganda and, in this way, finding new recruits for communism.

After the congress had successfully taken place, Münzenberg wrote to the Comintern to ask: ‘what will happen now?’ The congress’s successes were manifest. It had been supported by leading anti-colonialists such as the Indian nationalist Jawaharlal Nehru, the Indonesian Mohammad Hatta, Henri Barbusse, Albert Einstein, and, from the USA, Roger Baldwin, the leader of the American Civil Liberties Union. Yet, for Münzenberg, the issue appeared to be all about refining his skills as a propagandist in 1927.

In the first months of 1928, Münzenberg began discussing with the ECCI means to realise his idea for an international anti-fascist congress. His contact in Berlin was the Ukrainian communist and high-ranking Comintern Secretary, Dmitry Manuilsky (‘Numa’), who, at this time, had travelled to Berlin to coordinate the setting up of the Comintern’s West European Bureau (WEB) there. On 3 May 1928, Manuilsky informed Heimo in Moscow about decisions on how to develop the anti-fascist campaign. He stated that the WEB had issued a circular demanding that all communist parties give their full attention and support to the anti-fascist question. The second step was getting Münzenberg to formulate a coherent plan to bring about the international congress.

It did not take Münzenberg long to respond to this request. On 18 May, he sent the WEB a detailed plan of action, which was then sent on to Heimo in Moscow. The document details how he anticipated developing his methods and strategies in the pursuit of effective propaganda and it explains the role of the IAH in this. In unleashing ‘mass agitation in the [European] countries’, Münzenberg’s benchmark was the Brussels Congress. But he also wanted to connect this anti-fascist congress with his longer-term involvement with the cause, which dated back to 1923 when he had assumed a leading position in setting up the International League of Antifascism (Antifaschistische Weltliga), with its inaugural meeting in Berlin on 10 December 1923. In 1928, Münzenberg aimed to bring together new anti-fascist mobilisation with the memory of events in 1923, with particular emphasis on protesting against fascist rule in Italy and the thwarting of the German
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communist movement's failed attempt at seizing power in October 1923. In 1928, Münzenberg wanted to further the campaign by highlight- ing the murder of the Italian reformist Socialist, Giacomo Matteotti, whose death in June 1924 was suspected of being on the personal orders of Benito Mussolini. Münzenberg declared in 1928 that the stated aim of the congress was to 'win over' and 'consolidate' the support of 'pacificist and anti-fascist circles' in France, England, the US and Germany, and stated that it would work under the official leadership of a French committee represented by the French authors Henri Barbusse and Romain Rolland. According to the action plan, Münzenberg was explicit about two particular points: firstly, the anti-fascist campaign should follow a 'distinctly political programme' with wide appeal; and, secondly, once the latter was decided upon, the administrative and organisational work would follow.39 Thus, approval from the Comintern in Moscow was necessary for Münzenberg, before proceedings could begin, first in Berlin, and then on an international level.

All of this took place during the period when international communism was about to break with the 'united front', as the Sixth World Congress of the Communist International met in the summer of 1928 to announce the sectarian policies of the so-called 'Third Period'. Yet, this did not deter Münzenberg from pursuing his ambition of bringing about a mass demonstration, which would include those from beyond communism's ranks. Several months before the event convened in Berlin on 9-10 March 1929, he produced an 'urgent' and 'confidential' report explaining that preparations were in their final stages and that the focus would be placed on 'the struggle against international fascism'. Italian fascism, however, would be used to symbolise the evils of this ideology in power. In the report, he stressed that Barbusse's International Anti-Fascist Committee had a broad-based character and that the KPD should stand only in the background to prevent the risk of damaging this wider appeal.40 According to the Bulletin of the Organising Committee, which was published by the IAFC on 4 February 1929, several organisations and 'personalities' had answered the 'call against fascism'. In addition to publishing the names of its supporters, it carried reports on Austrian fascism and the prohibition of anti-fascist demonstrations across Europe. The agenda of the conference would emphasise: 'fascist terror and the persecution of national minorities'; the situation of 'workers, peasants and intellectuals' in
fascist countries; and the interrelated theme of ‘fascism, imperialism and the threat of war’.41

The congress followed Münzenberg’s plan and covered all of the themes he regarded to be invaluable as propaganda. However, a secret report sent from the WEB to the ECCI on 12 March showed that the anti-fascist movement was caught up in the political maelstrom of Stalinisation and the Comintern’s ‘left turn’, which attacked all non-Communists as ‘enemies’. The report alleged ‘poor preparations’ – though without laying the blame openly on Münzenberg – and refuted the claim by the Italian Communist, Guilio Aquila, that the project and the congress had achieved its objective in full; instead, the report stated that the congress had merely created an ‘international anti-fascist committee’.42

Here too we can identify some separation between Münzenberg’s organisational role and his political commitments. To have adopted more rigidly the Comintern’s ‘Class Against Class’ policy would have questioned the role of his mass and sympathising organisations. Yet, moving ahead in time, the impressive congress in Berlin in October 1931 to mark the tenth anniversary of the IAH,43 brought Münzenberg no solace, as the communist milieu in Weimar Germany continued to radicalise in response to the advancing National Socialist movement, while, at the same time the German authorities stepped into action against communist networks. Indeed, on 21 December 1931, the LAI’s headquarters in Berlin were raided, ransacked by the Berlin police force and closed indefinitely – finally re-opening at a new location in the city in April 1932.

These events took place when the LAI was preparing to mark its fifth anniversary in February 1932; instead, it was forced underground throughout Germany on account of what the Reich Commissioner for Public Order categorised as its subversive nature and communist connections. However, Münzenberg used this crisis as an opportunity. He publicised the now banned organisation’s anniversary, and linked this to his campaigns against imperialism and the threat of war. The new international campaign was to be based around the implications and consequences of the crisis in Manchuria following the Japanese invasion of 1931.44 Initially, the campaign was rooted in Germany – and subsequently France, where Barbusse was the key figure – with a mass rally in Berlin’s Sportpalast on 3 March 1932, which gave prominence to the anti-war campaign. In this way, Münzenberg developed
further the themes of Fascism, imperialism and war, which had been first expounded at the Anti-Fascist Congress of 1929.

Münzenberg now sent a proposal to the Comintern’s Political Commission to establish a ‘fighting congress against war’. According to his proposal, it should take place on the anniversary of the murder of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo on 28 July 1914 in Geneva, close to the headquarters of the League of Nations. The objective was to give maximum impact to the event’s slogan of a ‘Red Anti-Militarist Week Against War’. Similar to the congresses in Brussels and Berlin, he aimed to unite every proletarian mass and sympathising organisation; these would stand side-by-side with prominent authors, academics and artists. Leading roles were to be played by Barbusse and Romain Rolland, with a preparatory committee consisting of Maxim Gorki, Albert Einstein, Heinrich Mann, Upton Sinclair, Bernard Shaw, Clara Zetkin and Ernst Thälmann. In August, however, Swiss authorities refused to approve the congress and forced the organisers to shift location to Amsterdam. This change did not limit the interest stirred up by the Committee for the Preparation for the Geneva Anti-War Congress, who made public statements by Einstein and H.G. Wells showing their support for the anti-war cause and congress. And, on 5 June, Barbusse declared that the congress would expose the ‘increasing chauvinism’ and the ‘militarist wave’ that currently was spreading itself across the world.

Münzenberg and the WEB entertained high hopes for the congress. However, at this point, Barbusse was forced to address the criticisms of leading European socialists towards the event, charismatic figures who were hostile to the communist movement’s use of war in their propaganda. The Austrian-born Friedrich Adler, who headed the Labour and Socialist International, and had a long-standing opposition to Münzenberg’s involvement in campaigns of ‘proletarian solidarity’, played a key role in this counter-campaign. Adler called for a strong rebuttal of the way Münzenberg presented the issue of war historically, and how he linked together the issues of imperialism, Fascism and the war threat. Seeking advice and support in his rebuking of Münzenberg’s methods, on 8 July, Adler contacted the Belgian socialist Émile Vandervelde, who, in 1926-27 had been acting Foreign Minister, and had given permission for the First International Congress Against Colonialism and Imperialism in Brussels. Adler stressed that the anti-war congress was part of
Münzenberg’s usual ploy of organising congresses, using as examples the two LAI congresses in Brussels 1927 and Frankfurt in 1929 and the Anti-Fascist Congress in Berlin in 1929. Adler was not content, however, with writing letters; he also acted publicly, publishing an article making these criticisms of the coming Anti-War Congress explicitly evident in the newspaper of the Socialists in Vienna, Arbeiter-Zeitung. Barbusse appeared to have been disturbed by Adler’s behaviour, contacting Münzenberg on 14 July, stating that something should be done about his ‘hypocritical attitude’. On the following day, Barbusse wrote to Adler to ask him to reconsider his harsh criticisms of Münzenberg and the congress.

Nevertheless, the preparations for the conference continued on several organisational levels and at different locations in Paris, Berlin and Moscow after it became clear that the event would convene in Amsterdam. It opened on 27 August, and it confirmed Münzenberg’s role as ‘the organisation man’, regardless of the involvement of the Comintern’s control organ, the WEB, in Berlin and Amsterdam. In fact, the congress manifested Münzenberg’s ability to organise a massive anti-war demonstration. As had been planned, the event found support across the political and cultural spectrum of left-wing radicalism in Europe and beyond. For Münzenberg himself, the events taking place in Amsterdam must have seemed a sharp contrast to events facing the KPD in Weimar Germany. For example, the congress bulletin reported how Münzenberg entered the rostrum while the ‘Internationale’ was being sung. It must have been a moment of euphoria for him, showing his ability to direct propaganda so powerfully in public spaces.

**Willi Münzenberg: Propagandist and Visionary**

It is difficult – perhaps even impossible – to summarise the extent of Münzenberg’s role as a propagandist. That has not been the aim here; rather, it has been to elucidate some of the complexities around his pioneering role in advancing methods of propaganda in public spaces in the Weimar Republic, across Europe, and beyond, between the wars. He was a forerunner of what have today become accepted methods in political and social campaigning, such as including singing and an array of cultural events in political rallies, and having appearances by artists and intellectuals who support political parties.
or causes. In this sense, Münzenberg was not only a propagandist and 'organisation man', the great impresario of the communist movement, but also a visionary. And, as a visionary, he also realised that his role was coming to an end as Stalinisation spiralled out of control in the 'Great Terror' in 1937-38. Although it is beyond the chronological scope of this volume, it is also worth noting Münzenberg's reaction to the signing of the Nazi-Soviet Pact on 23 August 1939. One month later, and after the outbreak of war between Germany and Poland on 1 September, in his publication *Die Zukunft* – which called for a socialist and communist alternative to Stalinism – Münzenberg stated: 'The traitor, Stalin, is you!' 52

Münzenberg was shaped by the horrors of the First World War and by political modernity, including Leninism, as well as by the possibilities and, ultimately, the limitations offered by the Weimar Republic. He was an individual who shaped – and witnessed the advantages of using – various strategies to support campaigns against oppression. But he was never an ideologue: he was the product of a pacifist and socialist background, and the First World War had an impact on this political framework, as did the establishment of the Communist International in 1919. Unlike the biographical treatments of Münzenberg by McMeekin and Koch, which present him as a ruthless man who served only his own agenda, this chapter emphasises his complexity, and even more, the various spatial contexts and networks that flowed through or ran parallel with his life as 'the organisation man' and a political activist in the Weimar Republic. This is not a nostalgic reconstruction of a lost history nor an effort to expunge his life and work, as was done in the German Democratic Republic after 1945.53 Quoting Münzenberg at the Brussels Congress in 1927 sums up his view of himself as a pioneering political propagandist: 'We are neither visionaries nor utopian dreamers; we know very well the limits of our strength and possibilities'.54
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The Entangled Catastrophe: Hitler’s 1933 ‘Seizure of Power’ and the Power Triangle – New Evidence on the Historic Failure of the KPD, the Comintern, and the Soviet Union

Bernhard H. Bayerlein

A catastrophe of global proportions, Hitler’s peaceful accession to power on 30 January 1933 was an epochal shift in politics, society and culture, and a particular tragedy for the German labour movement and social movements around the world. After the failed revolutions in Germany in 1923, Bulgaria, China, and other countries in the 1920s, this meant the calamitous defeat of the Communist Party of Germany. For the Comintern, it represented the beginning of the end as any sort of ‘cultural international’. This chapter will first look at the scale and background of that defeat in three sections followed by a chronology of the year 1933, detailing the entanglement of the Russian Communist Party, the Comintern and the KPD, and offering a new interpretation to explain the conditions that made such a collapse possible.

The two largest German labour parties, the Social Democratic Party of Germany and the KPD, sowed the seeds of their own demise with their individual failures and omissions as well as their processes for rationalising them. Werner Thormann, a left-wing member of the Catholic Centre Party and future editor of Willi Münzenberg’s journal Zukunft, wrote these words without a trace of schadenfreude, in a secret memorandum to the French government. Thormann argued that the effortless defeat of the world’s largest and best organised labour movement was due to ‘the bureaucracy of the anti-fascist parties and organisations’ and the fact that, ‘contrary to the desires of the
masses, the organisational dictatorship that they wielded [...] prevented unity of action and consequently became the final, decisive cause of their defeat'.

Trotsky, now expelled from the RKP, offered prophetic criticism that was even more emphatic. He compared the events of 30 January 1933 with the actions of the SPD on the 4 August 1914, when it had supported a civil peace (Burgfrieden) and voted for the Kaiser's war loans. This led to the disastrous turn toward Stalinism, which made this historical defeat possible. This, he believed, definitively brought an end to the revolutionary path that the KPD and the Comintern had been on and necessitated the formation of a new communist party and a new international.

The blame laid by one party on the other and vice versa had a lasting effect on the historiography, which served to obscure the parties' common responsibility for this global catastrophe. After 1945, the conservative thesis that the labour movement had been incapable of presenting an alternative in 1933 became the mainstream view. The Second World War victory against Hitler overshadowed the question of who was responsible for his accession to power and effectively rehabilitated Stalinism, while the division of the continent and the 'nightmare world of the Cold War' ensured that alternative democratic socialist prospects were no longer realistic options.

This essay will present a new argument based on a wide range of new sources, which extend beyond the official level of high politics. The argument is based on the interconnected histories of three distinct yet complementary levels of action in the triangle of forces in which the KPD, the Comintern and the Soviet Union operated. It draws on research for the three-volume edited documentary collection Deutschland, Russland, Komintern (cited hereinafter as DRK), which was the first project to systematically explore these modes of action. Because Soviet policy was always multipolar and the lines between foreign and domestic policy were unclear, we can only establish a well-founded explanatory model by cross-reading the documentation covering all of these interconnected layers.

It is in this way that traditional interpretations, both of Stalin's tactical cleverness and his anti-fascist objectives, can be challenged and qualified. In some publications, Stalin continues to be wrongly portrayed as a global revolutionary and anti-fascist politician. Yet Stalinism and the RKP in fact contributed to the defeat of anti-fascist social movements and, indeed, to the traumatic catastrophes of the
twenty-first century. As Teddy J. Uldricks has pointed out, ‘Stalin’s reputation as clear-sighted statesman and brilliant tactician is undermined by the new sources, which show him all too often misunderstanding other leaders, misperceiving the international situation, launching mistaken policies, and missing promising opportunities’.

The dual nature of the Comintern: Between internationalism and Russian nationalism, 1918-1929

In the mid-1920s, the Comintern gave up its independence in favour of supporting ‘socialism in one country’ and became a mouthpiece for the greater Russian state. In pursuit of the chimera of this ‘socialism in one country’, and in the interest of Russo-centrism and Stalinism, the global function of communist parties was increasingly reduced to building influence within both national governmental apparatuses and national liberation movements in the colonial periphery and semi-periphery. The alleged imminence of war was used by the newly established Stalinist Empire to instill in the ‘national parties’ a sense of looming danger threatening Soviet Russia. Eliminating opposition within these parties was therefore only superficially a matter of party leadership and policy; in reality, it was not connected to the theory and practice of international revolution but rather to the position of the Soviet Union internationally.

In its early days, the Soviet Union had contested the hegemonic concept of the nation. But the ‘nationalisation process’ that communist parties would later undergo at Stalin’s behest caused the Comintern to become de-internationalised and deprived it of its relative independence as a global actor. The policies of the Comintern and the RKP that had been directed toward global proletarian liberation were revised, ostensibly in the interest of supporting the Soviet Union, but in fact for the benefit of Stalin’s autocracy; and international networks and communication systems were realigned to the same ends. Globally oriented social, anti-fascist and anti-colonial movements were made ideologically compatible with the current ‘general line’ and utilised as part of the communist parties’ ‘Stalinisation’. The final period in this process took place in the second half of the 1930s as a result of the ‘Great Terror’ in the Soviet Union. Stalin then used the Comintern to undermine and even suppress ‘emancipatory alternatives’ at the global level. In fact, not
a single revolutionary uprising succeeded anywhere in the world under the aegis of pre-1945 Stalinism.

The retreat from the original Bolshevik project in the capitalist west, however, corresponded to that of the ‘Baku perspective’ in the east.\(^\text{13}\) The League against Imperialism and for National Independence, which had been founded in 1926 at Willi Münzenberg’s initiative, was incrementally liquidated. The mood of anti-colonial awakening that had been widespread in the 1920s – a time when Lenin, not Wilson, was regarded as the personification of global leadership and thinking about anti-colonialism and national self-determination – was not revitalised.\(^\text{14}\) The existing ‘cultural’ International, as seen in the anticipatory ambitions of the new anti-colonial, anti-racist organisations, vanished from the agenda. The Comintern’s ‘solar system’ (Otto Kuusinen) of internationally-active mass organisations, like the International Workers’ Relief, deteriorated along with the Comintern’s transnational structures of communication and affiliation, which had been its nervous system. At the same time, Stalinism had the capacity to charm intellectuals and to use propaganda and worldwide cultural diplomacy to project the charisma, and appeal, of the October Revolution. In doing so, it moved swathes of world opinion, using seeming ‘anti-fascism’ to support the ‘fatherland of the working people’.

The ‘German-Russian complex’ from Lenin to Stalin: The Soviet Union, the Comintern and the KPD in the world system

Researchers have not yet fully accepted that the policies pursued by Stalin and the Soviet Union towards Hitler’s government were, all in all, far more conciliatory than has been assumed.\(^\text{15}\) Nonetheless, there is a growing body of empirical evidence demonstrating exactly that; it shows that throughout the 1930s, Stalin had his sights set on a longer-term agreement with Nazi Germany – despite Hitler’s clearly evident plans to eradicate Marxism, destroy the Soviet Union, and liquidate the Comintern. Soviet foreign policy, bilateral relations and the role of the RKP need to be reassessed in this sense, particularly with respect to Soviet-German relations.

Despite the radicalisation of Comintern policy, the German-Russian axis, which had been established at the start of the Weimar Republic on the basis of both countries’ opposition to the Treaty of Versailles, continued to serve as a political tool under Stalin, principally for safe-
guarding Russia’s industrial modernisation. Rather than condemning the Nazi terror against German Communists and Hitler in general, policy was to continue to regard Trotskyism and social democracy as the main enemies until 1934. The documentary edition Deutschland, Russland, Komintern brings to light the shameful silence of the Soviet Politburo after Hitler’s rise to power and, particularly, their benign non-interference toward the bloody suppression of tens of thousands of Communists and other opponents of the Hitler regime.

The highest-ranking Russian diplomats and their German counterparts were by no means silent: there was a spirit of mutual understanding between them and, to this end, there were explicit confirmations that the violent crushing of the KPD was perfectly compatible with good neighbourly relations. Litvinov considered it ‘natural’ that Communists in Germany were treated ‘in the same way Russia treats subversives’. Economic relations with Germany were initially also left intact. Even while millions of Russians, Ukrainians, and members of other ethnic groups were dying in the famines of the early 1930s, Stalin continued sending grain shipments to Germany.

The ‘German-Russian complex’, and its sense of privileged mutual relations, remained in effect for Stalin’s regime as well as for Nazi and part of conservative Germany. The difference was, however, that the anti-Versailles strategy was no longer a part of a revolutionary concept. Germany was no longer considered to be the epicentre of world revolution which, it was once hoped, would surpass even the October Revolution. Despite its radical narrative, the Comintern did not classify the situation in 1930s Germany as revolutionary or even pre-revolutionary. It proclaimed China, India, and, later on, Latin America to be the new battlegrounds, although these were confined within the framework of collaboration with nationalist bourgeois movements. Contrary to Münzenberg’s genuine anti-fascism, the defeat in Germany in 1933 soon it made clear that German communism and anti-fascism would never fulfil any function in the global system other than an auxiliary role for the Soviet leadership.

*The Comintern and the KPD during the ‘Third Period’, 1929-1933*

After the Comintern proclaimed the ’Third Period’ (1929) of capitalist crisis, looming war against the Soviet Union and the radi-
calisation of struggles and ideologies, the main enemy was held to be not Nazism but social democracy, which was declared to be ‘social fascist’. In these years, party programmes for ‘National and Social Liberation’ and the so-called Volksrevolution – associated with Ernst Thälmann, who was presented as the party’s alternative to Hitler – alternated with ostensibly revolutionary propaganda within the framework of ‘class-against-class’ politics. What these policies had in common was defending the Soviet Union by any available means. The Comintern’s assumption, that it was impossible to ‘defeat fascism without first defeating social democracy’ and defeating all other left-wing, non-communist movements, created a global schism within the labour movement, from the parties to the trade unions and to the cultural associations. At the same time, the Nazis were becoming the most powerful political force in Germany. Yet the KPD and the SPD were not only mistaken in their political assessments and mutual hostility, they also missed the critical moment for resistance – from activists on the shop floor to the party leadership, and, thus, they were defeated in 1933. The KPD had entirely disbelieved that the Nazi Party could take power and failed to give sufficient attention to it as a mass movement able to mobilise large numbers of people. And the party therefore failed to develop a strategic anti-fascist line before or even after Hitler took power.

Stalin’s dominance meant that the Comintern could not change the German party’s leadership or policy. However, it did attempt to moderate policy in some areas (for example, working against the entirely arbitrary use of the term ‘fascism’ for everything and everyone) and tried to rein in some of the KPD’s worst excesses. But party leaders like Heinz Neumann, Hermann Remmele, and Willi Münzenberg, who had pushed for a more consistent anti-fascist engagement, a revolutionary orientation and – only after the catastrophe – a ‘united front’ policy, were sidelined. Münzenberg, the Comintern’s most talented anti-fascist propagandist, was given little leeway in the KPD. In July 1933, he wrote to Stalin stating that, ‘If there hadn’t been so many obstructions, if I could have had as much freedom as the Nazi propagandists had, I would have given them a run for their money every day’. Neumann and Remmele were killed in the Soviet Union. Münzenberg died in June 1940 under circumstances that remain unclear.
Germany, Russia, the KPD, the RKP and the Comintern: The triangle of forces and their global failure

During the first two years after the Nazis took power, there was no mass propaganda against Hitler’s Germany in the Soviet Union; the media did not inform the populace about the actual nature of the regime or the real situation in Germany. As noted above, the Soviet Union did not ever protest against what was certainly the twentieth century’s most serious attack on the international labour movement. The Soviet Union only intervened when, for example, Soviet citizens were involved, or when journalists were refused entry to the Reichstag fire trial in Leipzig. But there was a strongly held mutual agreement between the Soviet Union and Germany that these conflicts should not be exacerbated. Not only did Soviet communism fail to anticipate Hitler’s ‘seizure of power’, but the KPD warned against an ‘opportunistic overestimation of Hitler’s fascism’ (Thälmann).

When the Nazis’ stormtroopers marched outside the KPD’s headquarters, the party even saw it as a sign that class power was shifting in favour of proletarian revolution.

The first few weeks following the Nazis’ ‘seizure of power’ saw paralysis in the KPD. Rather than approaching the majority of German workers to forge genuine unity of action with the Social Democrats and the politically unaffiliated, the KPD opted to proclaim a ‘mass strike’, which remained an empty gesture. Karl Volk, one of the spokesmen for the secret opposition group within the party, the ‘Conciliators’, would later say that, ‘the Central Committee could have prevented or at least seriously weakened the Nazi-form of fascist dictatorship if it had opted for an appropriate policy of unleashing mass struggle’. The KPD demonstration against the Brown Shirts at Bülowplatz (now Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz) on 22 January and the SPD’s ‘Iron Front’ rally in the Lustgarten in central Berlin on 7 February 1933, with a combined total of more than a half million participants, indicate that there was still the power to mobilise working people and offer resistance. Yet the Comintern was unable to organise any widespread anti-fascist mobilisation. Instead, it initially pursued what amounted to a generalised anti-war campaign, limited to the ‘fight for peace’. The view that the peace campaign was embedded in a larger revolutionary strategy has become indefensible today. Indeed, new documents attest to the fact that Comintern leaders had no overarching strategy.
The KPD was in a state of shock in January and February 1933. Both the party and the Comintern had lost their connection to reality, and they succumbed to incredulosity and internal chaos. The leadership failed to recognize this historical turning point because the Comintern expected that the Nazi regime would come to an end very quickly. It is telling that it was not the Comintern but the Labour and Socialist International (LSI) that proposed a united front on 19 February 1933, but the subsequent approach by Moscow included conditions that could not realistically be met. During the decisive six weeks between Hitler taking power and the Reichstag fire on the night of 27-28 February 1933, there was apparently no direct communication at all between the KPD leadership and the Comintern in Moscow.

It is difficult to understand that, despite the fact that Hitler had come to power with the avowed goal of destroying the Soviet Union and liquidating the international communist movement – KPD intelligence had informed Moscow of this strategic plan – Moscow did not take any defensive measures in advance. For its part, the Comintern continued in its refusal to adopt a defensive strategy with the wider labour movement against Hitler. On 22 February 1933, five days before the Reichstag fire, the editor-in-chief and the foreign politics editor of the SPD newspaper Vorwärts, Friedrich Stampfer and Victor Schiff, going against their own party leadership, raised the possibility of creating an anti-fascist united front made up of both parties. They went to see Boris Vinogradov, the Secretary at the Soviet Embassy in Berlin, to ask whether there was a last chance for joint action against the Nazis. However, Vinogradov (an officer of the Soviet secret police) answered that the persecution of German Communists would be regarded as a German domestic matter, arguing furthermore that Hitler’s accession to power would accelerate the demise of German capitalism. At the end of the meeting, he asked the obviously shaken Social Democrats not to publish any reports in Vorwärts that might imply the destruction of the KPD would motivate the Soviet side to break off German-Soviet relations.

Thälmann’s last speech at what became known as the ‘illegal Central Committee meeting’ in a tavern in Ziegenhals to the southeast of Berlin on 25 February 1933 was recast in the East German politics of memory as evidence of the continuity of anti-fascist resistance and it thus achieved quasi-mythical status. The record of the
speech, which was probably amended after the fact, aimed to present a consistent anti-Nazi line under Thälmann. In reality, Thälmann himself almost desperately asked Moscow what he should do and in what direction he should lead the party. A series of messages smuggled out of prison after Thälmann’s arrest show that the main focus of the conference was preparation for the Reichstag elections, which had been called for 5 March 1933, and had nothing to do with actively toppling Hitler.33

On 28 February, at an extraordinary session of the Presidium of the Executive Committee of the Communist International (ECCI) on the ‘United Front in Germany’, Dmitri Manuilsky, the most important Comintern secretary, stated that despite the disastrous consequences of the Reichstag fire,34 the situation was better than it had been in a long time – indeed, he suggested that the fire was a sign of a ‘revolutionary revival’. The only way to defeat fascism, he believed, was to build a ‘united communist front with the working class’; he added that ‘mines should be laid within social democracy’ in order to destroy it once and for all.35 These policies, and the fact that Stalin saw Thälmann as being more useful to communist propaganda by being in Hitler’s jails rather than by being released to the Soviet Union, saw him spend a decade behind bars before being executed in 1944. Abandoning Thälmann was symbolic of Stalin’s wider abandonment and betrayal of German communism.

Despite all this, the Reichstag elections of 5 March 1933, which were far from free and fair, showed that the KPD was still able to garner 4.8 million votes and the SPD 7.2 million. The Nazis, however, won 17.2 million votes, thereby confirming the failure of both the KPD’s anti-SPD campaign, and the election-oriented, legalistic turn at Ziegenhals.

After the Reichstag elections: too little, too late

Only in mid-March did the Comintern and the KPD begin to take a more serious approach to the situation in Germany. The Comintern’s initial reports, along with completely unrealistic assessments of the Nazi terror, showed the bitter mood among KPD members, even an outright hostility towards the party’s leadership – many of whom had now been imprisoned. The ECCI failed to accept responsibility for the catastrophe and was unable to understand what was called the
widespread passivity of the German masses. Ossip Pyatnitsky, head of the Comintern’s department for international connections, at an ECCI-session exclaimed: ‘Had the German Party carried out even half [of the resolutions it had adopted with the Comintern], the situation never would have come to this!’ He saw the party’s adjustment to illegality as its most important task and urged it to engage in ‘smaller struggles’. Yet the failures of the ECCI and the KPD – in addition to Thälmann’s arrest – were corroborated by the arrest of Georgi Dimitrov as head of the Berlin-based Western European Bureau of the Comintern in early March 1933. Berlin’s period as the Comintern capital in the West had come to an end.37

It took Moscow three months to send the KPD its first policy instructions. In a highly bureaucratic process, drafts were sent to Stalin, Molotov and Kaganovich for review on 20 March; these were then sent to the Presidium of the ECCI and only finally ratified on 4 April by a resolution of the Soviet Politburo.38 In fact, the Soviet leadership believed that the masses would now see concrete evidence that the Communists had been right to reject ‘democratic illusions’ all along. The Nazi terror, the logic went, would ultimately have a positive effect because it would accelerate the arrival of the proletarian revolution. But the ECCI resolution – influenced by a report by the leading German Communist Fritz Heckert on the reasons for the defeat, what actions to take and Stalin’s reflections on the situation – in April 1933, for the first time described the German executive as a ‘government of fascist counter-revolution’ committed to ‘fighting against the workers’.39 However, Heckert also continued to think that ‘Hitler’s government cannot last long’ and believed that the fall of his dictatorship would be accelerated through a combination of strikes, speeches in parliament, mass rallies and the subversion of Nazi organisations from within. While proletarian revolution was still perceived as inevitable, the Communists, as the only party of the working class, were ‘to be on target for an armed uprising’, as Pyatnitsky argued in April 1933, but were not permitted to proclaim it yet.40

Meanwhile, the Comintern continued not only to act against the ‘left’, but also against the ‘right’ communist oppositions and intermediate socialist groups.41 On 9 April 1933, the ECCI’s Political Commission resolved to expel Felix Wolf (alias Werner Rakow), Erich Wollenberg and others for ‘anti-party activities’. What this in fact meant was that these people had criticised the Communists’ role in
the defeat of the German labour movement and argued against their refusal to bring about joint resistance with the SPD against Hitler.

Even in April 1933, the Comintern still did not engage in mass anti-fascist propaganda. Instead, it continued to focus its efforts on opposing the SPD and the generalised threat of war, without identifying Hitler as the primary enemy. This line characterised Soviet as well as Comintern and KPD politics. While the Soviet media attacked the SPD as 'social fascists' and condemned Trotsky (with anti-Semitic overtones) as the 'eternal' enemy, Hitler's regime was spared any systematic critical propaganda. While the Comintern continued to downplay Hitler's accession to power, the Soviet Politburo adhered to a posture that was by no means hostile to the Hitler government. Even Nikolai Krestinsky, a Soviet expert on Germany and Deputy Commissar for Foreign Relations, dismissed Hitler's desire for 'Living Space' (Lebensraum) in the East and plans for racial annihilation as empty campaign promises. Yet the KPD's secret military apparatus had informed Stalin that Hitler had unveiled such plans in a speech to military top brass on 3 February 1933.43

An admission of failure by a member of the KPD's Politburo: the Remmele Memorandum

It has been overlooked that the KPD leadership had indeed been subjected to a great deal of criticism from within the party for its obvious incompetence and its cautious, election-oriented posture. Steps had been taken to stamp out this dissent, yet it reappeared and even extended into the KPD's leadership itself. On 12 April 1933, Hermann Remmele, a veteran Communist, who belonged to the KPD triumvirate, accused the KPD's politburo of being collectively responsible for 'the German proletariat's worst defeat since 1914'. Remmele stated that they had 'drastically underestimated the gravity of the situation of the German as well as the international proletariat ... in the wake of the victory of German fascism'; 'biased by legalistic cretinism', he continued, they had also deliberately avoided analysing the German fascist dictatorship because 'such an analysis would have revealed the falsity of certain historical assumptions held by the party leadership'.44 In speaking out, Remmele had been urged by his close political ally, Heinz Neumann, to take on in the KPD leadership 'the role of Karl Liebknecht', who had opposed the SPD's support
for the German war effort in 1914. The historic defeat suffered by German communism motivated Remmele to take his protest to the Comintern, stating that: ‘The Thälmann gang wants to use the 4.7 million [KPD votes in the Reichstag election] to save itself’. Implicitly distancing himself from Stalinism, Remmele pointed out that those German leaders who had supported Thälmann were now ‘violently suppressing criticism of party policy’. They had failed to foresee and, thus, to prepare for a ban on the party, and the ‘public’s passive acceptance of the bloody mass terror’ had undermined any ability to pursue a ‘forceful defence’.

It is noteworthy that Remmele explicitly excluded the party’s rank and file from criticism. The crisis was not the fault of members ‘who did not follow our recommendations’:

It is us, the leadership, without exception, who are to blame. [The defeat is] because we were fooled into reckless swaggering instead of building a fighting army. In doing so, we did not safeguard the crucial positions from which we could have struck and shown that Germany is not Italy.

The Comintern responded by condemning Remmele for sectarianism. Four months later, on 27 October 1933, already in the Soviet Union, he was forced to resign his seat on the ECCI Presidium and was expelled from the KPD leadership. He was shot dead on 21 January 1938.

Even in September 1933, with the start of the Reichstag fire trial against Georgi Dimitrov and the other Communist defendants – which drew international attention thanks to Willi Münzenberg – the Comintern did not change its stance. Pyatnitsky, the organisation’s éminence grise, clung to his assessment that National Socialism would prove to be a positive force in the process of the labour movement’s purification. Solomon Lozovsky, the head of the Red International of Labour Unions, advanced a similar argument. He stated that the Nazis’ dissolution of the General Federation of German Trade Unions had to be regarded as a service rendered on behalf of the communists, since it guaranteed that the Social Democrat-led unions had been smashed. However, Vilgelm Knorin, the Latvian Secretary of the ECCI and head of the Central European Secretariat, spoke against this ‘optimism’ at the same meeting. He pointed out the consequences
of Nazi repression of the KPD, and argued that, if the party’s errors were not rectified, there would be no elder comrades left at all in two or three months. Knorin was to become one of the first victims of the Stalinist terror within the Comintern apparatus, and was shot in 1938.

The slaughter of KPD members in the German Reich versus the goodwill policy of the Soviet Union

While the Comintern were continuing to argue that they were facing mere temporary setbacks in early 1933, thousands of KPD members were becoming victims of the Nazi terror. Indeed, as these German Communists were arrested and imprisoned, Stalin continued to maintain and develop German-Soviet relations. After the Reichstag ratified a protocol extending the 1926 Berlin Treaty between Germany and the Soviet Union, on 5 May 1933 Moscow followed suit. Positive economic relations also continued unhindered. On 28 April 1933, Hitler, in a conversation with Soviet ambassador Lev Khinchuk, stated that, ‘both our states must acknowledge the existence of the other for a long period as inescapable fact and act accordingly’. Hitler went on to concede that ‘despite the different worldviews that they espouse’ the Russo-German alliance had ‘an enduring nature’ based on their ‘common interests’. The attitude of the Soviet Politburo confirms that what amounted to a policy of goodwill was pursued toward the Nazi government. At no time during 1933 or 1934 did the highest political body of the Soviet Union pass any measures explicitly directed against the Nazi regime.

Given the massive repression, the theory of the coming ‘revolutionary revival’, and the fact that the KPD did not begin to develop structures for work under conditions of illegality until the summer of 1932, there was initially no basis for organised KPD resistance. At first it was enough to escape the Gestapo’s clutches: seventeen of the twenty-two district leaderships of the regional party organisations were arrested in early July 1933 alone. The Nazi repression of the KPD reached terrifying proportions, ultimately claiming 20,000 lives, while 150,000 people were arrested, and many of them were sent to concentration camps over the course of the Third Reich.
Willi Münzenberg and the anti-fascist campaign

After the Reichstag fire trial came to an end in December 1933, the Comintern used propaganda to reframe the acquittal of Georgi Dimitrov and his co-defendants as a great victory over the Nazis. The ‘Freedom for Dimitrov and Thälmann’ campaign, which had been organised by Münzenberg and his helpers from Paris and London, and which had influenced the collective memory of events, was used to give the Comintern anti-fascist credibility. But Münzenberg had taken most of the initiative in presenting anti-fascist propaganda to a mass audience, and acted despite the stance of the KPD and the Soviet leadership’s only lukewarm support. Nevertheless, the outcome of the trial was a blow to Hermann Göring, whose intention had been to organise a major show trial against the KPD, the Comintern and the international communist movement.

The initiatives undertaken by Münzenberg and his colleagues Otto Katz (alias André Simone) and Louis Gibarti, and the role of numerous intellectuals and writers, such as Romain Rolland and Henri Barbusse, were in some ways approved by the Stalinist leadership, with Karl Radek acting as mediator. Yet it is not possible to entirely disprove that these initiatives were used as a Stalinist smoke screen to obscure continued goodwill between Soviet Russia and Nazi Germany – including with regard to the role played by the Soviet secret police.55

Nevertheless, by the summer of 1933, Münzenberg was calling (initially in vain) for systematic counter-propaganda against Hitler’s Germany.56 His internal report from this time states, in summary, that neither the Comintern nor the KPD had provided any support ‘with respect to mass [anti-fascist] propaganda or the means and methods for its execution’. Among other things, he cited a letter that writer Bernhard von Brentano had written to Bertolt Brecht on 18 July 1933 as evidence of both the ‘monstrous acrimony’ of the struggle for an anti-fascist policy and the reasons why ‘this work must be done over the official party’s objections and resistance’.57 In the letter, Brentano had informed Brecht that he rejected the ECCI’s already mentioned ‘Heckert Resolution’, which recast the labour movement’s defeat as a victory. He had described the ‘waste of human life’ as ‘horrifying’ and argued that it should be no surprise that ‘people are again leaving us in droves’. He had even claimed that regional KPD branches were cooperating with the Nazis’ stormtroopers and denouncing Trotskyists and members of
the non-communist left to the police: ‘I didn’t want to believe it. So now in Frankfurt […] I’m told that denunciation has cost the lives of four competent workers (who were admittedly Trotskyists)’. Brentano finally turned to Münzenberg to ask, ‘Can you do something?’

Stalin’s duplicity continued as Münzenberg and others tried to change communist responses towards Hitler. For example, Avel Enukidze, one of the highest ranking officials of the Soviet state and a personal friend of Stalin’s, saw a positive side to the ending of all remaining vestiges of democracy in Germany. On 16 August 1933, he commented that the German administration’s ‘internal forcible co-ordination’ (Gleichschaltung) would probably now give Germany the same ‘free hand in foreign policy that the Soviet government had been enjoying for several years’. Stalin’s own overtures are still largely unknown: further archival access is required to shed more light on this matter.

The foreign-policy editor for Vorwärts, Victor Schiff, who we noted above had tried to convince Moscow to defend German communists, wrote the following prescient words: ‘We have deluded ourselves and we must recognise that Stalin’s government has shown less solidarity with the men who have fought and suffered for it in Germany than, for example, the American Jews have for their persecuted brethren’. It should not be forgotten that, in April 1933, the Comintern refused to endorse the call for an international boycott of Hitler’s Germany, despite its support from international union organisations, Social Democratic and Socialist organisations and the World Jewish Congress. Leading Comintern voices conceded that it was ‘distasteful to us to support the interest of the German fascists’ but ‘the CP itself is not calling for a boycott at this time’. The KPD, for its part, saw anti-Semitism as at most a marginal concern, even a contrived Nazi distraction from the class struggle. The Nazis, it believed, had acted against petty bourgeois Jews, seeking to prove that they were a workers’ party. It was stated that Hitler had already taken the ‘Jewish question’ as far as it could go and, although anti-Semitism had temporarily helped the regime, Jewish businesses were obviously doing as well as ever and anti-Jewish methods were no longer having any effect.

Communist officials continued to be reprimanded by their own leadership for trying too hard to pursue an anti-fascist policy. Such was the fate of Alfred Kurella, the Secretary of the World Committee against Fascism and War, who was subsequently Dimitrov’s secretary.
Documents from his personal file in the Comintern archive show that, in April 1933, the leadership of the Comintern voted against mass anti-fascist agitation. The ECCI rebuked Kurella for having permitted Henri Barbusse, in his role as chairman of this committee, to invite Social Democrats to an international conference in order to find ways to take joint action in support of the German workers. Cynical Soviet thinking persisted, despite increased pressure from rank-and-file Communists, such as in the French Communist Party and also German Communists active within the World Committee. Indeed, anti-fascism remained marginalised and the focus remained on a less direct form of anti-war propaganda, as Kurella’s file details. The shift only came with the subsequent adoption of the Popular Front Policy at the Seventh (and final) World Congress of the Comintern in 1935. But this was after the ruin of the KPD, a party of 300,000 members in 1933, which had arguably been destroyed in Germany by Hitler and ECCI policies – while Dimitrov’s acquittal at the Reichstag Fire Trial and rise to become the head of the Comintern covered over these facts.

Concluding Comments

The depicted entangled catastrophe of the defeat without a fight in 1933 marked the destruction of German communism, and paved the way for what became the greatest trauma of the twentieth century, the Second World War with all its consequences. Insights into the power triangle of the KPD, the Comintern and the Soviet Union not only show how their practices were intertwined, but also demonstrate the extent of the German-Russian complex and the communist leadership’s betrayal of its cause. These have hitherto been underestimated in communist studies.

The doctrine of ‘socialism in one country’ and the rise of Stalin and Stalinism meant that the German revolution was no longer needed for the survival of the Soviet state. All that was left of the original ideas of the communist project was a form of abstract solidarity, but only until this too no longer served Soviet interests. This, however, only comes as a surprise to those who accepted mainstream historiography and took it for granted. Research shows that the historic catastrophe grew out of the power triangle of inter-communist relations and – unlike the failure of the SPD and the trade unions – coalesced around the emergence of a new political system in the Soviet Union. These Soviet
policies, both those officially pursued and those agreed and implemented in secret, found their nadir in 1939, when the pact with Nazi Germany was concluded, which, in effect, meant the outbreak of the Second World War. In 1941, Nazi Germany attacked the Soviet Union, as Hitler had long said that it would. These developments cannot be reduced only to the political defeats of the KPD in Germany—from the ‘German Revolutions’ of 1918 and 1923 to the Nazi ‘seizure of power’ in 1933; nor can they be reduced to structural or socio-historical factors, or patterns of perception. The explanation lies in the strategic choices made by the Soviet Union.

Newly available documentation raises significant questions about the Soviet Union’s anti-fascist orientation throughout the interwar period, and especially after Stalin’s rise to unrestricted power. In fact, Stalinist ‘anti-fascism’ before 1941 can be seen as pure pretence or, as the Italian oppositional Communist and intellectual, Pietro Tresso, termed it—a ‘pretext’. From the outside, Stalin may have appeared to be a staunch opponent of Hitler. But the Stalinist Soviet Union did not operate according to a fascism/anti-fascism dichotomy but one of friend/foe. For the clique of Soviet leaders, which comprised only a few men gathered around the General Secretary, collective security, a ‘democratic constitution’, the popular front, even anti-war policies, were only a useful cover for what best suited their interests. The German Communists and other Communist parties were sacrificed to these machinations, as were millions of workers who were ultimately abandoned to fascist barbarism and the subsequent world war. The demise of the inter-war KPD, which lost all political relevance in 1933, can be interpreted as a form of ‘betrayal to their proper cause’ (Walter Benjamin). The long twentieth century was an era of ‘betrayed revolutions’ and this is how it was depicted at the time by critical intellectuals like Benjamin and Kurt Tucholsky, and far-sighted politicians like Leon Trotsky and Willi Münzenberg. The latter, who was by far the most important international anti-fascist propagandist, finally has made history with his apposite statement in 1940: ‘The traitor, Stalin, is you!’

What the ‘archival revolution’ makes clear is the need for more research of this sort, spanning the full documentary record, and especially uncovering the histories of the Communist parties.

Translated by Joe Keady
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